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Abstract
Enterprise Modelling (EM) tools are an important part of every EM application
project. Continuous evolution of modelling methods therefore requires efficient
EM tool support. Extensive efforts have been devoted to developing new EM
tools and modelling techniques. Considerably less attention has been paid to the
aspects of acquiring and introducing EM tools in organisations. Our grounded
theory study shows that this process is far from simple. It is determined by the
organisation's intentions regarding EM and by the situation in the EM user
organisation. As a contribution to this, we present an EM tool acquisition
process, which focuses on selecting an appropriate EM tool acquisition scenario
for an organisation. This process has the following stages - assessing the
organisation, choosing an EM tool acquisition strategy, and following the EM
tool acquisition strategy. We support the process of evaluating the situation at
hand by providing guidelines for assessing intentional and situational factors
that influence the use of EM tools.

We also outline EM itself, along with its application process, and describe
possible sources for gathering the requirements for an EM tool-set. Major
requirements categories are discussed and analysed with respect to the goals and
problems regarding EM tools. Each category of requirements can be satisfied to
a certain degree, depending on the organisational needs and various situational
factors.

This grounded theory study provides two main contributions. Firstly, it proposes
a systematic approach for EM tool acquisition supported by a set of guidelines.
The approach enables an organisation to assess its needs of EM tools and its
own appropriateness for EM tool usage. As a result, an EM user organisation is
able to choose an EM tool acquisition strategy that meets the situation it faces.
This is a contribution to the overall success of practical use of EM methods and
tools. Secondly, it provides an important baseline for future research and theory
building within the area of EM tool adoption and application. It also gives
valuable information and requirements for development of new EM tools and
related services.
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1 Introduction

Enterprise Modelling (EM) is an activity where an integrated and negotiated
model describing different aspects of an enterprise (private company,
government department, academic institution or other organisation) is created.
An Enterprise Model consists of a number of related “sub-models”, each
describing the enterprise from a particular perspective [Bube97, Pers01a]. In
practice there are several perceptions of EM. Some seem to assume that EM is
any kind of activity that involves developing models at organisations. We
delimit our understanding of Enterprise Modelling to conceptual modelling of
various business aspects of organisations according to the following definition:

Enterprise Modelling is a method for the development, acquisition, and
communication, early in the system development process, of enterprise
knowledge and user requirements using a structured and iterative modelling
approach and way of working. The approach is structurally guided by a
number of conceptual sub-models, each focusing on a particular aspect of the
application domain. [Bube97]

Thus Enterprise Modelling is an activity where an integrated and negotiated
model describing different aspects of an enterprise is created. An Enterprise
Model reflects the reality – the organisation, the particular business problem –
from a particular perspective. The perspectives may vary, depending on the
focus of each EM method and the business problem being addressed. Some
examples of perspectives are business processes, business rules,
concepts/information/data, vision, goals, actors, information system
requirements, etc. Figure 1 shows an example, where fractions of sub-models,
each concentrating on a particular business perspective, are related to each other.

More about Enterprise Modelling methods and their application according to
this view can be found in [Bube97], [Bube99], [F3-94], [Louc97], [Nell92],
[Pers01], [Yu94], [Zorg94].

In Scandinavia, basic ideas related to Business or Enterprise Modelling were
introduced in the beginning of the eighties by Plandata, Sweden [Will88], and
refined by SISU (The Swedish Institute for System Development) in the late
eighties. A significant contribution here was the notion of intentional
components of an Enterprise Model, e.g. the goals (intentions) of a business, in
addition to traditional model component types such as entities, relationships, and
processes. SISU's concept of a Business Model was later extended into an
Enterprise Model within the ESPRIT project F3 – “From Fuzzy to Formal”. The
F3 Enterprise Modelling approach [F3-94] was then further elaborated in the
ESPRIT project ELKD. The current modelling framework is denoted EKD –
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“Enterprise Knowledge Development” [Bube97, Louc97] which includes
Enterprise Modelling as a part.

Versions of EM methods from this “school” have been successfully applied in a
number of European organisations, such as British Aerospace (UK), Capital
Bank (UK), National Bank of Greece, PostGirot (Sweden), Public Power
Corporation (Greece), Riga City Council (Latvia), Sema Group (France), Telia
(Sweden), Vattenfall (Sweden), Volvo (Sweden), and other organisations. Apart
from the “Scandinavian” school of Enterprise Modelling, a variety of other EM
methods have been developed and used (See e.g. [Yu94, Fox93, Zorg94,
Dobs94]). Method developers have suggested that EM is applicable in a variety
of contexts, e.g. business process reengineering, strategy planning, enterprise
integration, and information systems development [Bube97, Fras94].
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Each EM method has an underlying meta-model, which defines the model
constructs and modelling syntax. Previous research [Berg97, Berg98, Pers99,
Stir99] has shown that successful application of an EM method is far from
simple. The meta-model itself, with its component types, relationship types and
notation is actually the least critical aspect. More important aspects are the
purpose/goal of the modelling activity, the organisational context, the modelling
process, the way of working as well as the tool support. In fact, the purpose and
organisational context of an EM activity influences the choice of meta-model,
process and way of working in addition to setting the requirements for tool
support (Figure 2). This thesis primarily concentrates on the shaded portion of
the figure – the tool support for Enterprise Modelling.
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Figure 2: The influence of purpose and context [Pers01a]

2 Research question

Much research is devoted to developing new Enterprise Modelling methods and
tools. The practical aspects of tool application are to a large extent neglected.
This has created many problems, particularly for inexperienced companies that
have tried to use Enterprise Modelling tools. Many modelling tools have been
purchased but rarely used in organisations. The purchases are usually done in an
ad hoc manner, which has led to a situation that the tools purchased do not meet
the expectations of the company that bought it. As a result, many tools turn into
“shelf-ware”, and companies keep looking for new tools. In most cases the
negative experiences concerning modelling tools are caused by the lack of
proper understanding of how to use the EM tools and how to introduce them in
an organisation. Furthermore, novices in EM might even be unaware of their
lack of knowledge. Sufficient understanding of EM is particularly important in
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the stages when an organisation is trying to acquire modelling methods and
tools.

Therefore, the main focus of this thesis is to investigate which aspects of the
organisation influence EM tool support, and particularly EM tool acquisition,
as well as how to carry out procurement of EM tools. Our experience has shown
that in practice there is a strong need for a more prescriptive and structured EM
tool acquisition process. On the other hand EM practitioners regard that generic
software procurement frameworks, such as Euromethod [Euro96] are, in most
cases, not suitable for acquiring EM tools – there is a need for an acquisition
approach dedicated to procurement of EM tools. The main requirements for such
an approach are the following:

• The approach should be reasonably simple and fast to carry out by a few
people, possibly with an assistance of an EM consultant.

• The approach should provide guidance during the EM tool acquisition
process.

• The approach should consider the organisation’s objectives towards EM, and
the situation in organisation, including cultural and managerial aspects.

• The approach should be applicable to different EM methods and tools.

Thus the main issue concerning this research task was to elaborate a reasonably
simple and coherent approach for EM tool acquisition. More specifically, the
following research questions were specified:

• Which intentions motivate an organisation using EM to acquire EM tools?

• Which aspects of a situation in the organisation should an EM user assess
prior to acquiring the EM tool?

• What are the requirements for EM tool support, and what is the rationale for
these requirements?

• How should an organisation proceed in order to acquire a suitable EM tool?

Each of the aforementioned research questions contributes to and is integrated
into the EM tool acquisition process. This process is also supported by a set of
guidelines explaining how to perform the assessment of the organisation.
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3 Research approach

The research problem of this work is to determine which intentions and which
properties of the situation in organisations influence the usage of the EM tools.
Among our intentions is to form guidelines how to assess these properties as
well as how to conduct the EM tool acquisition process. This section presents
why and how this research problem is addressed by a grounded theory study.

3.1 Background to qualitative research methods and
grounded theory

Research methods are often classified in quantitative and qualitative methods.
According to several sources (e.g. [Myers97]) quantitative research methods
(e.g. surveys, laboratory experiments, formal and numerical methods) originate
from the natural sciences and aim to study natural phenomena. Qualitative
research methods (e.g. action research, case studies, ethnographic research, and
grounded theory) aim to investigate and understand social and cultural
phenomena in the context where they exist. The motivation for doing qualitative
research, as opposed to quantitative research, come from the observation that, if
there is one thing that distinguishes humans from the natural world, it is our
ability to talk. Qualitative research methods research methods are designed to
help researchers understand people and the social and cultural contexts within
which they live and work [Kapl94]. Therefore, social and cultural phenomena
are investigated by studying people’s actions in and verbalised thoughts about
the social and cultural context under study [Myers97]. The main data sources in
qualitative research include observation and participant observation, interviews
and questionnaires, documents and texts, as well as the researcher’s impressions
and reactions.

Grounded theory is “an inductive theory discovery method that allows the
researcher to develop an theoretical account of the general features of a topic
while simultaneously grounding the account in empirical observations or data”
[Myers97]. The basis of the grounded theory discovery process is defined in
[Glas67] and the more recent version in [Stra90]. Careful collection and analysis
of qualitative empirical data inductively lead to discovery of grounded theories.
That is, this method does not begin with a theory, and then seeks proof. Instead,
it begins with an area of study and allows the relevant theory to emerge from
that area [Stra90]. The goal of the research is to develop a theory that is
“grounded,” that is, closely and directly relevant to the particular setting under
study. Using the grounded theory approach, the researcher first develops
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conceptual categories from the data and then makes new observations in order to
clarify and further elaborate these categories. This process is iterated until no
more new concepts are discovered and further improvement of the developed
theory is not possible.

Strauss and Corbin [Stra90] define the analysis process of grounded theory
consisting of three groups of coding procedures called open, axial and selective
coding. Open coding is the process of identifying, naming and categorising the
essential ideas found in the data. Axial coding develops a deeper understanding
of the relationships in the phenomena underlying data through the process of
connecting various data categories that were determined during coding.
Selective coding develops the theory that best fits the phenomena by identifying
a story that reveals the central phenomenon (the core issue or “core” category)
under study. These procedures do not entirely occur as a sequence, but each
overlaps the others and iterates throughout the research project. The approach
mitigates problems inherent in “ex post facto hypothesising” by an analysis
process that continuously validates theoretical concepts against newly collected
empirical data [Bask99].

According to several sources qualitative research methods are becoming more
and more common in research related to information systems (e.g. see
[Myers97], [Bask99]). Authors claim that the reason is the grounded theory’s
usefulness in developing context-based, process-oriented descriptions and
explanations of various social phenomena in IS development. Examples of such
research can be seen in [Lund99a], [Lund99b], [Orli94], [Pers01]).

Now, let us define requirements for the research method. The domain of EM and
particularly EM tool adoption is relatively immature – the main body of the
domain knowledge is possessed by a few EM experts and practitioners that work
in the field. This requires us to use a method that allows using the experiences of
people as our primary data source. It should also be possible to use tentative
theories that we have developed as a basis for analysis. These tentative theories
include initial set of situational factors, tool acquisition process and strategies
that we have derived from our own experiences and participating in EM
projects. The method should support eliciting hypothesis as well as justification
of hypothesis. A practical issue is that besides a research method we also need a
software tool to support the data collection, structuring, analysing, and building
a theory upon them. The whole process needs to be structured and scientifically
sound in order to achieve valid and reliable results. After reviewing all
qualitative research methods it seemed feasible to choose grounded theory for
tackling a research problem of this nature. Analysis of suitability of qualitative
methods for such kind of research problems is provided also in [Pers99]. For
grounded theory research there are a number of supporting tools developed. In
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this study we have used the Atlas/ti tool [Atlas97] to support our research
process.

In conclusion, we have found that a grounded theory approach is suitable for
investigating intentional and situational factors that influence EM tool
acquisition in organisations.

3.2 Research procedure

This research work has been conducted in two stages. Stage one was devoted to
developing an initial or tentative theory on situational factors influencing EM
tool acquisition in organisations. This was done in the form of action research.
Our main data sources were literature studies, our own experiences and
observations made during participation in EM projects. The research results of
this stage are presented in Licentiate of Technology thesis and are included in
part II. The subsequent stage was devoted to empirically supporting, refining
and deepening the initial theory. This was done in the form of grounded theory.
The results of this work are presented in part III. In essence we can consider that
stage one serves as a research design phase for stage two.

As discussed in earlier sections, grounded theory studies usually iterate the
following main activities: research design, data collection including data
ordering, data analysis, and presentation of results. Literature comparison is
also done the purpose of additional validation of the research findings. Our
research procedure has been adopted from [Glas67, Stra90, Pand96]. Summary
of the research process is provided in Table 1.

Research design phase

The objective of this phase is to establish the research process and to define the
research question. It requires defining some a priori constructs of the emerging
theory in order to know what is the main focus of the work and what the scope
of the study. In the context of our work these a priori constructs were the initial
set of situational factors, requirements for the EM tool-set, and EM tool
acquisition process. These were derived from literature studies, our own
experiences and participation in EM projects. They are presented in part II of
this thesis. On the basis of the “tentative theory” of part II we have designed our
grounded theory study presented in part III.

One of the main objectives of this phase is to select initial set of interviewees.
However, once the research is under way, additional interviewees can be
selected in order to investigate some new idea that emerged from analysing the
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initial interviews. In our study the main attention was paid to experts and
practitioners who have considerable experience in EM and particularly in using
EM tools. The following categories of professionals were interviewed: business
and EM consultants, EM method and tool users, managers of organisations that
use EM, as well as researchers that have practically applied EM. All together
about 20 interviews were carried out. Profiles of interviewees quoted in this
thesis are given in appendix A of part III.

Data collection phase

The objective of this phase is to collect all relevant data in order to address the
research problem. Our main data collection approach is interviews with
practitioners working in the area of EM. Initial set of interview questions and
discussion points are developed during this phase. The profiles of interviewees
are given in the Appendix A. We have been mainly concentrating on skilful and
experienced EM practitioners who have been working in the area of EM for a
considerable time. Majority of interviewees represented the “provider side” of
EM – EM or business consultants, meta-modelling experts, EM tool experts, as
well as EM tool developers. In order to balance the overall competence profile
of our interviewees we have also selected a number of interviewees at the
“customer” side of EM. These were representatives of companies that have been
using or tried to introduce EM. We interviewed company managers and
corporate business developers as well as analysts using EM in their work.

Other data sources such as participation in EM projects, observations of
companies and EM projects as well as literature studies were also used. The
profiles of companies that were visited and observed are given in appendix C.

Data analysis phase

The objective of this phase is to analyse the data acquired. This phase concerns
open and selective coding. Coding of data can be compared to conceptual
modelling, in the sense that it provides a way to structure, categorise and
describe relationships between concepts that are based on the data acquired.
Codes are supported by linking them to citations in the interview protocols.
Codes can represent the concepts themselves. They can also represent how
concepts are related to each other. In our study the coding was supported by the
Atlas/ti tool.

The reasoning and the analysis process carried out during this phase may often
lead to new ideas and thoughts that require acquisition of additional data. In this
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case the researcher has to return to the research definition phase and plan for
additional interviews, additional interviewees or other new data sources.

The analysis process is complete when a meaningful theory is “grounded” and
acquiring and analysing new data gives only small or no improvement of the
theory. This situation is called “theoretical saturation” in [Glas67].

Literature comparison phase

The grounded theory study effectively ends with theoretical saturation. In this
phase of the research process our intention is to compare the “new” theory with
other similar or conflicting theories or frameworks. The main rationale is to
improve the definitions of the constructs and therefore the validity of the theory.
At this stage the researcher also should address the generality aspects of the
theory as well as to improve the theory’s consistency and coherence with other
related theories in the field. The developed EM tool acquisition process and
situational and intentional factors have been compared to other software
procurement approaches.
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Table 1: Overview of the research procedure1

PHASE ACTIVITY RATIONALE

Research Design Phase
Step1: Review of technical
literature

Definition of research question
To discover initial set of organisational
properties that influence EM tool
acquisition process, and to provide
guidelines for selecting an EM tool
acquisition strategy

Focuses efforts, delimits the scope
of research

Definition of a priori constructs:  EM
methods, EM tools, tool usage, problems
in user organisations, initial set of
situational factors are defined

Constrains irrelevant variation and
sharpens external validity

Step 2: Selecting cases Theoretical (not random) sampling
Selecting interviewees and companies

Focuses efforts on theoretically
useful cases

Data Collection Phase
Step 3: Develop rigorous
data collection protocol

Create case study database Increases reliability, increases
construct validity

Use multiple data collection methods:
interviews, observations, participation,
and literature studies

Strengthens grounding of theory by
triangulation of evidence. Enhances
internal validity.

Collect qualitative and quantitative data Synergistic view of evidence
Step 4: Entering the field Overlap data collection and analysis Speeds analysis and reveals helpful

adjustments to data collection
Flexible and opportunistic data collection
methods

Allows investigators to take
advantage of emergent themes and
unique case features

Step 5: Data ordering Arraying events chronologically Facilitates easier data analysis.
Allows examination of processes.

Data Analysis Phase
Step 6: Analysis data
relating to the first case

Use open coding Develop concepts, categories and
properties.

Use selective coding Integrate categories to build
theoretical framework
All forms of coding enhance internal
validity

Step 7: Theoretical sampling Literal and theoretical replication across
cases (goto step 2 until theoretical
saturation)

Confirms, extends, and sharpens,
theoretical framework.

Step 8: Reaching closure Theoretical saturation when possible Ends grounded theory study when
marginal improvement becomes
small

Literature Comparison Phase
Step 9: Compare emergent
theory with extant literature

Comparisons with conflicting frameworks Improves construct definitions, and
therefore internal validity

Comparison with similar frameworks
e.g. Euromethod, SA-CMM, SHERPA,
etc. and to other relevant sources.

Improves external validity by
establishing the domain to which
the  findings can be generalised.

                                        
1 This table is adapted from [Pand96]
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4 Research contributions

Current research publications more or less neglect practical use of EM tools and
their acquisition. This research provides two general contributions to this area:

• It proposes a systematic approach for EM tool acquisition supported by a set
of guidelines. By following this approach an organisation is able to assess its
needs for EM tools and its own appropriateness for EM tool usage. As a
result the EM user organisation is able to choose which EM tool acquisition
strategy to follow in order to meet its objectives for EM. It is also able to
choose the strategy that is appropriate for the situation in the organisation.
This is a contribution to the overall success of practical use of EM methods
and tools.

• It provides an important baseline for future research and theory building
within the area of EM tool adoption and application. It also gives valuable
information and requirements for development of new EM tools and related
services.

In the following we summarise the general contributions of thesis. This is done
by presenting the EM tool acquisition process. We also list relevant publications
that have resulted from this research.

4.1 Outline of the EM tool acquisition process

The main research issue of this thesis is Enterprise Modelling tool acquisition
and use in organisations. In essence all issues discussed in this thesis are related
to the EM tool acquisition process. We start with defining the notion of
Enterprise Modelling as well as its application in organisations (part II chapters
2 and 3). We have also described common organisational goals for using EM
and EM tools (part II sections 4.1, part III section 4.2). They are discussed in the
context of various problems and challenges affecting the EM use in organisation
(part II section 4.2, part III section 4.1). On the basis of this a reasonably
complete set of requirements for the EM tool-set was developed (part II section
4.3). These requirements are further used in the EM tool acquisition process,
which is outlined in chapter 5 of part II and further elaborated in chapter 6 of
part III.
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Figure 3: Overview of the EM tool acquisition process

The proposed tool acquisition process consists of three main stages – assessing
the organisation, choosing the EM tool acquisition strategy, and following the
chosen strategy (see Figure 3).

Assess the organisation:

• Determine organisation’s objectives (part III section 6.1) for EM. At this
stage intentional factors (part III section 4.3) are assessed and organisation’s
EM process reviewed. In the context of this work intentional factors are those
generic objectives of the user organisation that can be used to determine the
most appropriate EM tool acquisition strategy. The following intentional
factors should be assessed:
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Modelling without external consultants. This intentional factor reflects
the organisation’s intention to develop its own EM competency and to
use EM without help from outside EM consultants.

Keep models alive. This intentional factor reflects the organisation’s
intention to constantly update Enterprise Models, to disseminate them on
the corporate intranet, as well as to use modelling as a part of standard
business development process in the organisation.

Changing intentions. The organisation has to be aware of how often the
EM tool-related intentions change and what is the rationale for the
change. Our study has shown that in reality practical and impractical
arguments are often mixed.

Purpose of Enterprise Modelling. This intentional factor determines
what kind of tool the organisation needs to acquire. It determines the
requirements for the EM tool.

• Assess the situation in the organisation (part III section 6.2). At this stage
situational factors (part III section 4.5) are assessed. In the context of this
work situational factors “are those properties of the problem situation that
can be used to determine the most appropriate problem solving strategy. This
includes those properties that can have an impact on the type of uncertain
effects which may occur and their adverse consequences” [Euro96]. The
following situational factors should be assessed:

Method usage maturity – determines how experienced and prepared the
organisation is to work with modelling methods of this kind;

Method stability – determines how frequently new versions of the
modelling method is will be introduced;

Tool usage maturity – determines the organisation’s experiences and
ability to use computer-based tools for supporting modelling methods;

Tool development maturity – determines the organisation’s ability to
develop computer based EM tools. This situational factor should be
taken into account only if the organisation has the intention to develop
new EM tools.

Complexity of the EM project – indicates the kinds of problems that will
be addressed by EM, the variety of tasks to be performed, and results
expected from the project;

Project resources such as time, competent personnel and money are the
critical success factors of any EM project and therefore should be
considered in EM tool acquisition process.
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• Elicit and prioritise requirements for the EM tool. This process is described
in section 6.3 of part III. In two previous stages of assessing the organisation
one of the deliverables is the set of requirements for the EM tool. At this
stage those requirements are further elaborated and prioritised. These
requirements include a number of interrelated categories, such as EM support
requirements, customisability and extendibility requirements, requirements
for the modelling repository, modelling data visualisation requirements,
reporting and querying requirements, collaborative work requirements, as
well as non-functional requirements (see section 4.3 of part II).

Choose EM tool acquisition strategy:

This process is described in section 6.4 of part III. At this stage the candidate
EM tool acquisition strategies are assessed. After that the most suitable is
chosen and then followed. These generic EM tool acquisition strategies were
elaborated on the basis of CASE tool adoption strategies defined in [Bube88].
The EM tool acquisition strategies were initially described in section 5.2 of part
II. They are elaborated further in chapter 5 of part III. The resulting set of EM
tool acquisition alternatives is the following:

• Outsource the EM tool-related tasks to an outside consultant, or

• Use a simple diagramming tool for documenting the modelling results, or

• Acquire an EM tool within the organisation, by following one of the EM tool
acquisition strategies:

1. Develop your own EM tool-set
2. Order your own EM tool-set from tool vendor
3. Integrate several available EM and CASE tools
4. Purchase a method specific tool
5. Customise meta-tool into an EM tool.

Follow the chosen EM tool acquisition strategy

The process of following the chosen EM tool acquisition strategy is described in
section 6.5 of part III. At this stage the newly acquired tool is tested in the
organisational setting in order to validate its suitability. Finally, if the EM tool
proves to be useful, the organisation should decide on its institutionalisation
strategy.

Besides procurement of the EM tool itself, the organisation should also have the
competency to work with it and to operate it. Our position is that without the
necessary EM competency it is more rational to hire a consultant who provides
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the tool support. Competency issues are discussed in section 4.6 of part III:
Modelling department.

Furthermore, in order to illustrate the proposed EM tool acquisition process,
seven example cases are discussed in section 6.6 of part III. These example
cases represent common types of organisations that often engage in procurement
of EM tools.

4.2 Related publications

During our research process, the following papers, comprising material from the
thesis, have been accepted for publication or are published as EU-project
deliverables and reports:

Persson A. and Stirna, J. (2001), An explorative study into the influence of
business goals on the practical use of Enterprise Modelling methods and tools,
In Tenth International Conference on Information Systems Development
(ISD2001), Royal Holloway, University of London, United Kingdom, Kluwer

Persson A. and Stirna, J., (2001) "Why Enterprise Modelling? An Explorative
Study Into Current Practice", The 13th Conference on Advanced Information
Systems Engineering, Interlaken, Switzerland, Springer

Stirna J. (1999), Managing Enterprise Modelling Tool Acquisition Process, The
First International Workshop on Enterprise Management and Resource Planning
Systems, (eds.) J.Eder, N.Maiden, M.Missikoff, Istituto di Analisi dei Sistemi ed
Informatica, Italy

Stirna J. (1999), An Approach for Selecting Strategy for Enterprise Modelling
Tool Acquisition, The Workshop on Futures in Information Systems and
Software Engineering, (ed.) B.Lundberg, Dept. of Computer and System
Sciences, Royal Institute of Technology and Stockholm University, Stockholm,
Sweden

Brash D., Prekas N., Persson A., Stirna J., (1999) Moliere: ESI Knowledge Base
Specification, vol. I and II, Deliverable, ELEKTRA – Electrical Enterprise
Knowledge for Transforming Applications, ESPRIT project No 22927

Stirna J., (1999). Choosing a Strategy for Enterprise Modelling Tool
Acquisition, Licentiate of Engineering thesis, Department of Computer and
Systems Sciences, Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm, Sweden, ISSN
1101-8526
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Bubenko J. A., jr, Brash D., Stirna J. (1998). EKD User Guide. Dept. of
Computer and Systems Science, Royal Institute of Technology and Stockholm
University, Electrum 212, S-16440, Kista, Sweden.

Stirna, J. (1998). Towards a Strategy for Development of an Enterprise
Modelling Tool-Set. CAiSE*98 5th Doctoral Consortium an Advanced
Information Systems Engineering, Pisa, Italy, ETH, Global Information Systems
Research Group, Zurich, CH-8092, Switzerland.

Stirna, J. (1995). Enterprise Modelling Tool Development. Master Thesis,
Information Technology Institute, Riga Technical University, Riga, Latvia

4.3 Outline of the thesis

The main body of the thesis is structured in two parts. Part II includes our earlier
research in the area of EM tools, which has been presented as Licentiate of
Technology thesis at Royal Institute of Technology, Stockholm. The
continuation of this research is presented in Part III.

4.3.1 Part II – Choosing a Strategy for Enterprise Modelling Tool
Acquisition

Part II has been presented as thesis for the degree of Licentiate of Technology at
Royal Institute of Technology in 1999 [Stir99]. This part is organised in the
following chapters:

Chapter 1 provides an introduction to part II. It outlines the research problem of
the thesis of Licentiate of Technology (part II). We also describe the
main contribution and the structure of part II.

Chapter 2 provides a basic understanding regarding the Enterprise Modelling
method. The application areas and practices are described along with
the major concepts of Enterprise Modelling. We describe the EM
framework based on six sub-models; the Goals Model, the Business
Rules Model, the Concepts Model, the Business Processes Model,
the Actors and Resources Model, as well as the Technical
Components and Information System Requirements Model.

Chapter 3 describes the EM process and the organisational actors participating
in this process. It also discusses EM tool classification and EM tool
categories with respect to the EM process. A number of situational
factors influencing the EM process in an organisation are also
discussed here.
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Chapter 4 presents requirements for the EM tool-set. Goals and problems of
EM tools are described, and requirements are arranged in categories
according to their functionality. The EM tool requirements include:
requirements for Enterprise Modelling support, tool customisability
and extendibility requirements, requirements for the common
repository of the EM tool-set, data visualisation requirements,
reporting and querying requirements, multi-user and collaborative
work requirements, and non-functional requirements.

Chapter 5 outlines the EM tool acquisition process in the context of tool
adoption. We describe the EM tool adoption process, strategies and
decision making for EM tool acquisition, as well as situational
factors within the organisation, that may affect the EM tool adoption
process. We discuss five main EM tool acquisition strategies,
following the framework presented in [Bube88]. The strategies are:
develop your own EM tool, order your own EM tool from a tool
vendor, integrate several available EM and CASE tools, purchase
method specific tool and customise meta-tool into EM tool. Initial set
of situational factors that influence decisions regarding these
strategies is presented.

Chapter 6 includes a summary of part II, main conclusions, as well as issues for
further research.

Appendix contains a survey of various EM tools, which may be useful for EM
process support, described according to the tool classification given
in Chapter 3.

4.3.2 Part III -- Influence of intentional and situational factors on the use
of Enterprise Modelling tools – an empirical investigation

This part is organised in the following chapters:

Chapter 1 provides an introduction to part III. We describe the research
question of part III.

Chapter 2 provides background to this work on EM modelling tool acquisition.
First we outline the meaning EM and its relation to supporting tools.
We discuss the current state in the area of software procurement and
a number of software acquisition frameworks. Finally we present the
EM tool acquisition framework, including the definitions of
intentional and situational factors, as well the format of guidelines.

Chapter 3 is devoted to the research methodology of part III. We give
background in quantitative research, and grounded theory in
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particular, followed by the presentation of the research procedure.
Here we also present the companies that we visited and the
interviewees. The chapter concludes with our reflections on applying
grounded theory to the problem area of tool acquisition for
Enterprise Modelling.

Chapter 4 presents the main body of our findings. First we outline some general
EM-related challenges in organisations. We also describe common
reasons why organisations use EM. In continuation we present the
set of intentional and situational factors along with the guidelines
how to assess them. Finally, we present a set of skills that
organisations should have in order to be able to model efficiently
without the help of outside consultants or method vendors.

Chapter 5 presents our findings regarding common scenarios for EM tool
support. We also discuss alternatives to EM tool acquisition. They
are: hiring an external consultant who provides the tool support or
using a simple drawing tool only for model documentation purposes.
We refine further the set of five generic EM tool acquisition
strategies initially presented in part II.

 Chapter 6essentially integrates the research findings by presenting the EM toot
acquisition process. This process incorporates in itself assessment of
intentional and situational factors. We also discuss seven example
cases in order to illustrate the EM tool acquisition process.

Chapter 7 section discusses our findings and results in terms of their
applicability, generality, and utility. We also discuss the support of
the findings from a perspective of the grounded theory. We also
examine our findings with respect to related research.

Chapter 8 summarises part III. We also present conclusions of this work. We
end the chapter with an outlook of future EM tool related research.

Appendix Apresents the profiles of quoted interviewees of our study.

Appendix Boutlines essential concepts of the grounded theory.

Appendix Cpresents the profiles of companies that were visited and observed
during our study.
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5 Conclusions and future outlook

The target of this research was to elaborate a reasonably simple and coherent
approach for EM tool acquisition. More specifically, the following research
questions were specified:

• What are the requirements for EM tool support, and what are the objectives
and the rationale for these requirements?

This question was answered by describing categories of requirements
for the EM tool-set in chapter 4 of part II.

• Which intentions motivate an EM user organisation to acquire EM tools?

This question was answered by elaborating a set of intentional factors
in the section 4.3 of part III.

• Which aspects of a situation in organisation should an EM user organisation
assess prior to acquiring EM tools?

This question was answered by elaborating a set of situational factors
in the section 4.5 of part III.

• How should an organisation proceed in order to acquire suitable EM tool
support?

This question was addressed by proving guidelines for assessing
intentional and situational factors. The alternative EM tool acquisition
strategies and the EM tool acquisition process itself were presented in
chapters 5 and 6 (Part III) respectively.

On the basis of the aforementioned results of our study, we would like to claim
that our research objectives are met. In the following of this section we present
some additional conclusions.

EM tools play an important role in successful EM projects, but potential users
should not rush to buy them. First, the need for them and the context they will
operate in should be analysed. The pros and cons of all alternatives including
outsourcing should be considered. The EM tool adoption process is heavily
influenced by objectives and intentions of the EM user organisation. If
objectives for EM use are not clear it is recommendable that the organisation
does not proceed with the tool acquisition. Organisation’s objectives for EM
also influence requirements for the EM tool.

Novices in EM cannot judge whether it is appropriate, in a certain situation, to
use EM or not. Nor can they assess which is the appropriate EM tool.
Furthermore, they are not aware of their lack of knowledge in this respect,
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which frequently causes EM projects to fail. These failures are often blamed on
the methods and tools applied.

Unnecessarily complex modelling tools usually do not help the modelling
project, because they only distract people from the actual modelling work. In
many cases, simple drawing tools can be just as effective if not more.

EM activities require a modelling expert. Thus there is less need for method
guidance facilities in tools. In fact, most modelling experts prefer tools that
provide as much methodological freedom as possible. Even some less
experienced modellers often say that method guidance does not really help them
because they do not know why the tool asks them to do certain things in certain
way.

It is not enough to acquire a modelling tool alone. Equally important is to
develop the competency to operate it. This kind of competency cannot be
developed in short time. It needs to be built on the basis of experience. In order
to succeed with EM methods and tools the organisation should also define its
EM process and allocate responsibilities for tasks within that process. This
essentially means building a modelling department within the organisation.
Being responsible for EM tools, their usage, support, upgrades and maintenance
are among the responsibilities of the modelling department.

Current EM research literature neglects the practical use of business modelling
methods and tools. It is important to bear in mind, however, that methods and
tools are only vehicles to take us somewhere – to solve the problem at hand.
Misunderstanding of this manifests itself by the fact that companies often
purchase a tool expecting that it alone, with minimal employee involvement,
will solve organisation’s problems. We have empirically found that method and
tool vendors and researchers often forget to address the usability of their
product. The impression from our interviews is that practitioners feel the same
way. More specifically, they feel that methods and tools give very little guidance
with regard to how and why methods should be used in different situations.

Future outlook

The development of Business and Enterprise Modelling tools is a fast-evolving
area. The overall lifetime of most of today’s tools will not exceed five years.
Therefore all EM methods and tools should continuously be improved in order
to answer challenges of newly emerging business problems. Furthermore, new
technologies will allow new types of tools to be born. For example the Web
technology might allow using business modelling and enterprise modelling tools
that require no installation at the user site. Such tools would locate all their data
on a centralised repository that is connected to an Application Server with a
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Web interface. The users in this case will only need a standard web browser to
operate their EM tool. Such web-based tools would greatly improve co-
operation over distance on model development. Communication and
dissemination of the modelling product among everybody interested would
become much easier. Such tools would also be able to provide personalised and
customised service for each tool user, according to his/her needs, skills and
competency.

As the field of business and enterprise modelling becomes more mature the issue
of reuse of the modelling product will become increasingly important. Future
EM tools will have to address the reuse of business models, organisational
patterns and best practices more thoroughly. It is feasible that in the future EM
tools will be integrated with corporate knowledge management systems. This in
turn will require methodology support to deal with the knowledge management
issues in EM methods and tools.

The importance of guidance of the modelling process and its support in EM
tools should be further investigated. EM tools could attempt to perform tasks,
which earlier were mainly performed by people, such as teaching EM. Tutoring
or self-instructive systems could also be of use. The modelling tools will also
have to provide guidance for tasks that are not addressed in the tools. E.g. the
tool might be able to provide guidance for selecting modelling participants and
interviewing them, by providing driving questions and experience descriptions
of earlier EM applications.

Presentation capabilities of today’s tools that mostly present enterprise models
as graphs should be extended further. Existing research prototype tools that
employ hypertext principles show great potential. Presenting modelling data in
the form of animations or movies would further extend the understandability of
the modelling result.

However, research in the area of EM tools should not concentrate only on the
technology and tool aspects. Equally important is to investigate how tools are
actually used in organisations. What are the main problems in their practical
application? What aspects of the tools need to be improved? More investigation
should be done in procedures that lead to increased method and tool usage
maturity. These primarily are activities that lead to increased EM competency of
employees. It is important to understand that methods and tools are nothing
more than problem-solving instruments – they only support people in
developing systems more effectively.
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1 Introduction

During one of the panel sessions at CAiSE’97 – “The 10th Conference on
Advanced Information Systems Engineering” Björn Nilsson, Astrakan Strategic
Development, Sweden, started his presentation with the following statement –
“Having spent more than a quarter of a century in practical modelling work, I
fear that, in many cases, we tend to model the wrong things during the wrong
work phases for the wrong reasons using the wrong instruments.”

This work addresses the ending of the sentence – the instruments of modelling,
and in particular the instruments of Enterprise Modelling (EM). The primary
target of this work has been the software support for Enterprise Modelling –
Enterprise Modelling tools. By Enterprise Modelling tools we usually understand
software systems that support automation of certain tasks within the framework
of a certain EM methodology. The basic functions of these tools are to help
people in performing the modelling and design process, to document and to
structure the results of the work, as well as to demonstrate and to communicate
these results in a way which is appropriate for the stakeholders involved.

Background

Basic ideas related to Business or Enterprise Modelling were introduced in the
beginning of the eighties by Plandata, Sweden and refined by SISU (The Swedish
Institute for System Development) in the late eighties. A significant contribution
here was the notion of considering intentional components of a specification, e.g.
the goals (intentions) of a business, in addition to traditional model component
types such as concepts, entities, relationships, and processes. The use of this
approach in many different applications during the last ten years showed that the
success achieved was not only due to the Enterprise Model framework itself (the
product), but also to appropriate management of the process of business and
requirements engineering.

SISU's concept of a Business Model was later extended into an Enterprise Model
within the ESPRIT project F3 – “From Fuzzy to Formal.” The F3 Enterprise
Modelling approach [F3-94] was then further elaborated in the ESPRIT project
ELKD and is now being applied in the ESPRIT project ELEKTRA – “Electrical
Enterprise Knowledge for Transforming Applications” [Elektra96]. The
modelling framework of ELEKTRA is denoted EKD – “Enterprise Knowledge
Development” [Bube97, Louc97] which includes Enterprise Modelling as a part.

Enterprise Modelling is primarily used for describing and analysing the existing
situation of a business, or to describe and analyse the possible future situations of
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a business. Furthermore, we can analyse existing business processes with respect
to future goals, in order to identify needs for improvement, restructuring, and
change. Enterprise Modelling is a structured technique for describing different
aspects of an enterprise. Versions of EM have been successfully applied in a
number of European companies, e.g. British Aerospace (UK), Capital Bank
(UK), National Bank of Greece, PostGirot (Sweden), Public Power Corporation
(Greece), Sema Group (France), Telia (Sweden), Vattenfall (Sweden), Volvo
(Sweden), etc.

The research topic of this thesis is Enterprise Modelling tools. The focus is on a
number of issues related to tool support for an Enterprise Modelling method, in
particular EKD. The primary aspects of this research are the gathering and
analysis of requirements for  EM tools and definition of an EM tool acquisition
process for organisations. The factors influencing these issues are also described
here.

For the modelling approaches mentioned earlier, a number of support tools were
developed and used, such as RAMATIC [Berg89, Song94] and Business
Modeller. A version of the MetaEdit™ tool was also customised according to the
requirements of the F3 EM framework [Stirna95].

One of the objectives of the ELEKTRA project is to develop a consultancy tool-
set which will be able to support the EKD method [Elektra96, Sing98]. This tool-
set is primarily oriented towards supporting change management in ESI
companies facing deregulation in the energy market.

Enterprise Modelling can also be successfully used for information system
requirements elicitation [Nell92, Pers97]. EM tools are similar to CASE and
Requirements Engineering (RE) tools with regard to functionality and use.
Therefore, existing CASE and RE tools may also be useful for similar tasks in
EM, e.g. structuring of functional requirements of a system, integration of system
requirements with organisational intentions, etc.

Despite the fact that a variety of EM tools are being used or developed, we
believe that there are still a number of open issues to clarify within this area.
Therefore, improved knowledge in application of and requirements for EM tools
are prerequisites for the development of new and improved EM approaches and
tools.

Frame of reference

In order to establish a common understanding of the work presented in this thesis
we provide explanations of the main concepts discussed.
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Enterprise Modelling [Bube97] is a method for the development, acquisition, and
communication, early in the system development process, of enterprise
knowledge and user requirements using a structured and iterative modelling
approach and way of working. The approach is structurally guided by a number
of conceptual sub-models, each focusing on a particular aspect of the application
domain, such as business goals, business processes, business rules, etc.

Our understanding of system is in conformance with Langefors’ definition:

“A system is a collection of objects, called parts, which are
correlated in some way” [Lang66].

This definition of system includes both technical and managerial systems.
Consequently, EM can be successfully applied to a broad range of problems
typically occurring in a corporate environment, such as strategy planning, solving
of “ill-structured” problems, development of business processes, etc. EM can be
helpful in the early stages of information system development and, in particular,
for eliciting requirements for an information system being developed. One
particular EM method called EKD [Bube97] is described in Chapter 2.

An Enterprise Modelling method conceptually consists of two parts; the EM
Product and the EM Process. The EM Product is the desired output of Enterprise
Modelling. The EM product is composed of a set of elements describing the
system to be constructed and the organisation in which this system will operate.
These descriptions are in conformance with the set of meta-models defining the
EM method.

The EM Process is a description of the route followed to construct an EM
product. The EM process keeps track of how the product has been constructed.
The EM process consists of a number of steps or sub-processes described in
Chapter 3.

An EM tool is a software system which supports users and developers to
efficiently conduct the EM process. EM tools can support either the entire EM
process or only certain tasks within the process. There are similarities between
EM tools and CASE tools, Requirements Engineering tools, Group-meeting
support tools, etc. A number of these tools can also be successfully used to
support the EM Process, if they offer the necessary functionality. If so, they are
regarded as EM tools in the context of EM. We generally assume that EM tools
are software systems. However, in some cases abandoning the software tools in
favour of “manual”, non-computer-based tools may prove to be more rational.
Although our objective is not to discuss these manual tools, we mention them in
order to provide a more complete picture with regard to EM tools.
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An EM tool-set is a set of tools capable of supporting the entire EM Process. An
EM tool-set typically consists of a number of components, each of them
supporting certain parts of the EM process. In order for an EM tool-set to be
regarded as “complete”, these components must be integrated.

EM tool acquisition is the process of obtaining tool support for EM. We
elaborate on the EM tool acquisition process. The goal of this process is to satisfy
the requirements for the EM tool-set according to a specific organisation’s goals
and strategies regarding EM, taking into account various situational factors. The
object of acquisition is the EM tool-set.

In this thesis we elaborate on requirements as well as on acquisition strategies for
an EM tool-set. Despite the fact that these requirements have mainly been
elaborated on the basis of one EM method, namely EKD, we believe that they
can be applicable to other EM methods that are conceptually compatible with the
definition of EM presented here.

The research problems

A number of EM tools are developed and sold in the market. However, there are
still many problems with EM tool technology and important issues are still being
neglected. The general research questions of the thesis are the following:

• What are the requirements for EM tool support, and what are the objectives
and rationale for these requirements? EM tool requirements should be
analysed with respect to an organisation’s EM process.

• What are the organisational factors influencing EM tool acquisition and use?
Organisational culture, existing practices, and procedures are constantly
changing, thus continuously influencing the EM process, its tool support, and
also posing new requirements to the EM tool-set.

• How should an organisation proceed in order to acquire EM tool support?

Choosing the appropriate tool acquisition and adoption strategy is critical to
method introduction in an organisation, as stated by a number of authors, e.g.
[Bube88, Oake92, Stirna95]. We primarily address EM tool acquisition as a part
of the whole EM tool adoption process.

We address the research questions in the main body of thesis by discussing  the
following EM tool related topics:

• a survey and review of the EM process, the actors participating in the process,
as well as the current situation in the EM tool area,

• a systematic analysis of requirements on tool support for EM with respect to
the EM process and actors involved,
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• a description of EM tool acquisition strategies along with situational factors,
as well as an assessment of these strategies and situational factors with respect
to requirements for EM tool support, and

• a well grounded procedure for an organisation to follow in order to acquire
tool support for EM, based on the above strategies, situational factors, and
requirements for the EM tool-set.

In describing and analysing requirements for the EM tool-set we have mainly
concentrated on the issues which are particularly important to EM tools.
Requirements which also pertain to other types of tools with similar purposes,
e.g. CASE tools, Computer Based Simulation tools, graphical drawing tools, etc.,
are beyond the scope of the thesis. We have also tried to avoid requirements that
are more or less “obvious” (e.g. graphical functionality) with regard to the topic
we are addressing. Nor have we decomposed the requirements to the level of
atomic requirements, since we believe that such a level of detail is not appropriate
in order to pursue the tool adoption and acquisition strategies we are suggesting.

Contributions

We have developed a reasonably complete set of requirements for an EM tool-
set, categorised these requirements with respect to the objectives and major
functions of the EM tool-set.

Improved knowledge regarding the application of and requirements for EM tools
is a prerequisite for the development of new and improved EM approaches and
tools. The results of this research and, in particular, the requirements for the EM
tool-set should be of interest to researchers and tool developers, working with the
development of new tools or the improvement of existing tools.

Suggested strategies for acquisition of Enterprise Modelling tools can be of
interest to organisations which currently are using or prepare for using an
Enterprise Modelling methodology, as well as intend to improve its EM tool
support. We also suggest a number of situational factors to consider in connection
with tool acquisition and adoption, as well as propose an approach for EM tool
acquisition. In addition, this thesis reflects the current situation in the area of EM
tools, including tool use, objectives, problems, application process, and
requirements categories. These issues have been described with respect to the
EM process.

The work presented here has mainly been dedicated to EM methods which are
compatible with the conceptual framework of EM presented here. However, we
do believe that these requirements can be just as valid for other modelling
methods which address similar modelling issues in organisational environments.
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Research Methodology issues

The problem tackled in the thesis can be categorised as “wicked” [Ritt84]. The
nature of requirements for an EM tool-set is such, that there is no definitive
stopping rule which defines when they are met. It is not possible to determine
whether the solutions are correct or false and the number of solutions for each
EM tool related problem is innumerable. Additionally, most solutions for EM tool
problems, or tool adoption strategies, can be regarded as “good” or “bad”,
instead of “true” or “false”. Some situational factors are also influenced by some
“wicked” or ill-structured problems within an organisation. In order to provide a
better understanding of requirements for an EM tool-set, we constructed a
requirements model by using the framework of Enterprise Modelling itself. Based
on this requirements model tool adoption strategies and relevant situational
factors within the organisation were discussed and compared.

The structured set of requirements was validated by developing a number of
prototype tools. These prototype tools were constructed on the basis of available
meta-CASE tools and customisable diagramming tools. Several versions of the
MetaEdit+™ meta-CASE tool [Kell97] has been customised in order to support
documentation of parts of the EKD method or its earlier versions. The
FlowCharter™ diagramming tool has also been extended by creating a set of
necessary graphical symbols. Furthermore, adjustments in the settings of the tool
have been made in order for it to be used for supporting the EKD methodology.
In order to support the EKD methodology the Visio™ drawing tool has been
integrated with repository support as part of the activities within the ELEKTRA
project [Sing98]. For validation of the collaborative work requirements for the
EM tool-set the GroupSystems™ and BSCW tools have been applied.
Experiences gained were validated according to the stated requirements of the
EM tool-set. Some of these adapted tools were also applied in two research
projects; ELEKTRA – “ Electrical Enterprise Knowledge for Transforming
Application” [Elektra96] and HYPERBANK – “High Performance Banking”
[Hyperbank96]. The experiences from application of these tools were compared
and validated according to requirements available from other sources, as well as
discussed among a number of experts in EM and EM tools.

Expected risks or limitations of this thesis work mainly concern the set of
requirements for the EM tool-set. Some of these requirements are difficult or
almost impossible to formalise and, therefore, the determination of a stopping rule
for their elaboration is rather complicated. Requirements can also be interpreted
in different ways under different circumstances. E.g. we can say that the tool-set
should have good presentation capabilities with respect to large, highly
interconnected models. However, it is difficult to determine whether a particular
presentation capability meets this requirement or not without an extensive study
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of different users and their acceptance of the tool-set. Since many EM tool
problems can be regarded as “wicked”, the question may arise regarding how to
validate the proposed requirements for the EM tool-set in case an organisation
decides to implement them.

Outline of the thesis

The thesis is organised in the following chapters:

Chapter 1 provides an introduction to the thesis. It outlines the research problem,
the main contribution, and the structure of the thesis.

Chapter 2 provides a basic understanding regarding the Enterprise Modelling
method. The application areas and practices are described along with the major
concepts of Enterprise Modelling. We describe the EM framework based on six
sub-models; the Goals Model, the Business Rules Model, the Concepts Model,
the Business Processes Model, the Actors and Resources Model, as well as the
Technical Components and Information System Requirements Model.

Chapter 3 describes the EM process and the organisational actors participating in
this process. It also discusses EM tool classification and EM tool categories with
respect to the EM process. A number of situational factors influencing the EM
process in an organisation are also discussed here.

Chapter 4 presents requirements for the EM tool-set. Goals and problems of EM
tools are described, and requirements are arranged in categories according to their
functionality. The EM tool requirements include: requirements for Enterprise
Modelling support, tool customisability and extendibility requirements,
requirements for the common repository of the EM tool-set, data visualisation
requirements, reporting and querying requirements, multi-user and collaborative
work requirements, and non-functional requirements.

Chapter 5 presents the EM tool acquisition process in the context of tool
adoption. We describe the EM tool adoption process, strategies and decision
making for EM tool acquisition, as well as situational factors within the
organisation, that may affect the EM tool adoption process. We discuss five main
EM tool acquisition strategies, following the framework presented in [Bube88].
The strategies are:  develop your own EM tool, order your own EM tool from a
tool vendor, integrate several available EM and CASE tools, purchase method
specific tool and customise meta-tool into EM tool. Situational factors influencing
decisions regarding these strategies are presented. In order to support decision
making in the EM tool adoption process, we also provide a table which in an
illustrative way summarises our discussion. This table shows a number of
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situations in which organisations may find themselves, along with corresponding
tool acquisition strategies and requirements support suitable for each situation.

Chapter 6 includes a summary of the thesis, conclusions, and issues for further
research.

References to relevant literature sources are included.

The Appendix contains a survey of various tools which may be useful for EM
process support, described according to the tool classification given in Chapter 3.
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2 Introduction to Enterprise Modelling

In this section we provide the basic background information to Enterprise
Modelling. We address issues such as the general purpose of EM use and the
main conceptual components of the EM method. We concentrate on the
Enterprise Knowledge Development (EKD) method [Bube97], which includes
Enterprise Modelling as a part. This description is adapted from the “EKD User
Guide” by Bubenko, Brash and Stirna [Bube97], and “Using the EKD Approach:
The Modelling Component” by Loucopoulos et al [Louc97].

2.1 Enterprise Knowledge Development

EKD is a modelling based approach that provides a systematic and controlled
way of analysing, understanding, developing and documenting an enterprise and
its components, by using Enterprise Modelling. The purpose of applying EKD is
to provide a clear, unambiguous picture of:

• how the enterprise functions currently,

• what are the requirements and the reasons for change,

• what alternatives could be devised to meet these requirements, and

• what are the criteria and arguments for evaluating these alternatives.

The basic contents of the EKD framework includes: a set  of description
techniques, a set of guidelines for stakeholder participation and a set of
guidelines for working. The EKD process is supported by a set of software tools
(Figure 1).

A set of
description

techniques

Stakeholder
participation

A set
 of guidelines
    for working

A set of supporting tools

Figure 1: Contents of the EKD framework
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The set of description techniques provides models used for describing the system
to be analysed or constructed, and the organisation in which it will operate. This
set of description techniques is used by the “builders” of the system that is
constructed. However, it is not difficult to imagine, that the description
techniques alone do not provide much value without the direct involvement of the
actual customers, end users, managers, owners, etc.

To have a common term for all actors involved in the project, directly or
indirectly, or otherwise having an interest in the outcome of the project, we
introduce a broader term, stakeholder. Yourdon [Your97] describes stakeholders
as all those who have a “stake” in the outcome of the project, even if they do not
have an explicit decision-making role in its conduct or progress or do not hold
information essential for the project. Customers and end users are obviously
stakeholders and so are also the owners of the company and its shareholders.
Apart from these “obvious” stakeholders, directly involved in the project, there
might also be “indirect” or “hidden” stakeholders – e.g. members of the
management hierarchy who have an interest (positive or negative) in the expected
outcome. Others might be members of unions, suppliers, customers, competitors,
or society.

Successful involvement of stakeholders in a project which includes application of
EKD is one of the critical success factors in building an information system or in
restructuring an organisation.

The third cornerstone of EKD – a set of guidelines for working provides problem
solving and experience sharing support for the EKD Process. To successfully
carry out this task some co-operative work support is necessary.

Deliverables from EKD

The deliverables of the EKD Process are a number of conceptual models which
examine an enterprise and its requirements from a number of interrelated
perspectives. These models are abstractions from the physical world. For a given
enterprise, these models will collectively constitute the Enterprise Model.
Coupled to these models may be relevant information addressing the need for
evaluating alternative operational situations. Such information includes criteria for
evaluation, choices available, measurement parameters and recorded arguments
for and against choices.

At any stage of its development, the Enterprise Model can serve as a means of
understanding and communicating between the participants or between
participants and other stakeholders in the EKD process. It will be a common
reference point across many different areas so that its ownership will not be
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confined to specific applications or particular groups. It will be independent of
any technology so that the same model may be implemented on several
technology platforms. The model will remain valid, irrespective of changes in
technology. The model will need to be changed, only when the situation and
context in which the enterprise exists and operates changes. It may be used as a
means of evaluating options, so that the costs of each potential option may be
assessed, as well as clearly documenting all intangible aspects.

The ”stopping rule” for developing the Enterprise Model is a set of models,
described in sufficient enough detail so as to be used as a basis for continued
work of implementing the suggestions in the models, or as a basis for continued
problem solving by other means.

How do we use EKD?

Enterprise Modelling is most often carried out in the form of a project. One of the
most important characteristics of a project is that it provides something new with
respect to the core business processes of the organisation. The task must be
unique to a certain degree, at least within the domain of the organisation carrying
out that project. More specifically, we can look at one of the definitions of project
by Frame [Frame87]:

”[Projects] are goal-oriented. They involve the co-ordinated
undertaking of interrelated activities. They are of finite duration, with
beginnings and ends. They are each, to a degree, unique. In
general, these four characteristics distinguish projects from other
undertakings.”

The EKD approach will typically involve strategists, tactical managers and
operational staff who, together with EKD modelling facilitators and technicians,
will engage in the process described in Figure 2:

Diagnosing – modelling the current situation and the change requirements.

Understanding – interpreting, understanding, reasoning, deliberating, and
discussing the current and future states of the enterprise.

Designing – discussing and modelling the alternative future situations and
scenaria.

The resulting enterprise model will then be available to decision-makers,
supporting informed decision-making about future enterprise strategies, tactics
and objectives.
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Figure 2: Types of activities involved in the EKD Process
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Figure 3: The sub-models comprising the Enterprise Model

In this thesis we mainly concentrate on tool support for the EM part of the whole
methodological framework. We denote Enterprise Modelling [Bube97] as a
method for developing, acquiring, and communicating, early in the systems
development process, of enterprise knowledge and user requirements using a
structured and iterative modelling approach and way of working. The approach is
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structurally guided by a number of conceptual sub-models, each focusing on a
particular aspect of the application domain (Figure 3).

Each of these sub-models include a number of components describing different
aspects of the enterprise. For example, the Goals Model contains business goals,
business problems (divided into threats and weaknesses), causes, business
opportunities, and constraints. The modelling components of the sub-models are
related to each other within a sub-model (intra-model relationships), as well as
with components of other sub-models (inter-model relationships). When
developing a full enterprise model, the links between components of the different
sub-models play an essential role. For instance, statements in the Goals Model
allow for different concepts to be defined more clearly in the Concepts Model. A
link is then specified between the corresponding Goals Model component and
concepts in the Information Model. In the same way, goals in the Goals Model
motivate particular processes in the Business Processes Model. The processes are
needed in order to achieve the goals stated. A link is therefore defined between a
goal and its related process. Links between models make the model traceable.
They show, for instance, why certain processes and information systems
requirements have been introduced.

2.2.1 The Goals Model

The Goals Model (GM) focuses on describing the goals of the enterprise. Here
we describe what the enterprise and its employees want to achieve, or to avoid,
and when.

Typical issues for the Goals Models to clarify are the following: Where should
the organisation be moving? Which are the goals of the organisation? What are
the importance, criticality, and priorities of these goals? How are goals related
to each other? Which problems are hindering achievement of goals?

Components of the Goals Model include:

• A business Goal is a desired state of affairs that needs to be attained. It is
used for expressing goals regarding the business or state of business affairs
which an individual or organisation wishes to achieve. Goals express what the
enterprise and its employees want to achieve, or to avoid, and when. They
may be expressed as a measurable set of states, or as general aims, visions or
directions. Goals can be given several meanings, such as, goals, objectives,
intentions, needs, requirements, desired states, etc. Intentional sentences
should begin with the sentence "The goal is...".

• A Problem is used for expressing that the environment is, or may in the future
find itself, in some non-desirable state of affairs that needs to be addressed
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and which hinders the achievement of goals. By documenting perceived
problems, a base is created to detect hidden goals, that may otherwise only be
implied, because problems typically hinder the achievement of some goal. If a
stated problem cannot be seen as hindering some goal, then either the set of
goals is incomplete or the problem really is not a problem pertaining to the
enterprise. Problems may be specified into the two following sub-types:

• Weaknesses – a type of problem which describes factors that may
reduce the possibility of achieving a goal. The enterprise has the
resources and knowledge to reduce the effects of the problem.

• Threats – a type of problem for which the enterprise has the
resources to reduce the effects but not the required knowledge to do it.

• A Cause is used for expressing the explanations or reasons for Problems.
Causes are usually situations or states beyond the control of the project,
process, or organisation. It may be something that is well understood and does
not need to be further analysed. Typically, a cause cannot be affected by the
enterprise.

• A constraint is used for expressing business restrictions, rules, laws, or
policies from the outside world affecting components and links within the
Enterprise Model. Internal business rules and policies of the organisation are
defined in the Business Rules Model.

• An opportunity is used for expressing resources which can make certain goals
easier to achieve, achievable states not regarded as Goals, or even to state
new goals of the enterprise. For instance, new communication technology may
facilitate an enterprise’s possibilities to achieve a goal to enlarge the
international market of its products. Opportunities are situations that we may
want to take advantage of. If so, the Opportunity should be transformed into a
Goal.

Relationships within the Goals Model

The link types between the components of the Goals Model are:

• the supports relationship, which is essentially seen as "vertical", i.e. it is used
to refine or decompose goals or other components.

• the hinders relationship, which is used to show negative influences between
components of the Goals Model, and can be considered as opposite to
"supports".

• the conflicts relationship, which is used to define situations when an
achievement of a goal is in conflict with another. For example, a library’s goal
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of attracting more clients by staying open longer, will be in conflict with the
goal of saving money on employee wage costs.

Initially the Goals Model may have a high level of abstraction. In order to achieve
more clarity and to detail goals it is often necessary to decompose or to refine
them into sub-goals. Such possibilities are provided by AND/OR relationships in
goal graphs.

The AND refinement relationship represents a set of unique sub-goals, which are
necessary to satisfy or to support the original refined goal.

The OR refinement relationship represents a set of alternative sub-goals. To
support the original goal, it is sufficient to satisfy only one goal from the set.

2.2.2 The Business Rules Model

The Business Rules Model (BRM) is used to define and maintain explicitly
formulated business rules, consistent with the Goals Model. Business Rules may
be seen as operationalisations or constraints of business goals. They may be
expressed in the form of:

• precise statements that describe the way that the business has chosen to
achieve its goals and to implement its policies or,

• various rules externally imposed on the business, such as regulations and laws.

Typical questions a Business Rules Model clarifies are the following: Which rules
affect the organisation’s goals? Are there any policies stated? How is a business
rule related to a goal? How can goals be supported by rules?

Business Rules usually form a hierarchy where lower level rules define the way
the higher level rules or business goals are implemented. Business Rules
Modelling is closely related to Goals Modelling. Rules are defined by goals while
also affecting the fulfilment of other goals. They trigger business processes and
refer to concepts defined in the Concepts Model. Actors in the Actors and
Resources Model are responsible for achieving and defining business rules.
Business rules may also require certain functionality from the information system.
Components of the Technical Components and Requirements Model may be
motivated by business rules.

Components of the Business Rules Model are the following:

• Derivation rules, which are expressions that define the derived components of
the information structure in terms of entities that are already present in the
information base of the modelled enterprise. Derivation rules are introduced as
a means of capturing structural domain knowledge which does not have to be
stored and the value of which can be derived dynamically using existing or
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other derived information. A derivation rule is, for instance, "A bad library
client is a client who does not return a borrowed book on time two
consecutive times".

• Event-action rules, which are concerned with the invocation of activities. In
particular, action rules express the conditions under which activities must be
undertaken, i.e. a set of triggering conditions and/or a set of preconditions that
must be satisfied before execution of activities. For instance, "If the return of a
book is more than 4 days over-due, send a reminder".

• Constraint rules, which are concerned with the integrity of the information
structure components, or with the enterprise activities and their permitted
behaviour. A constraint is, for instance, “the salary of an employee must not
decrease”. Constraints can be further specialised into:

• Static constraints, which apply to every state of the information base
and are time-independent. They represent conditions which must hold at
every state. A static constraint is, for example, “location of each copy of a
book is unique and only one”.

• Transition constraints, which define valid state transitions in the
information base, thus specifying restrictions on the behaviour of the
system. A transition constraint is, for instance, “A copy of a book is
missing, if the loan that includes it is overdue for more than 4 weeks”.

The relationship types between rules in the Business Rules Model are similar to
those in the Goals Model: binary relationships: supports, hinders, conflicts, as
well as AND/OR decomposition relationships.

2.2.3 The Concepts Model

The Concepts Model (CM) is used to strictly define the "things" and
"phenomena" one is talking about in the other models, to define application
entities and data at the conceptual level. The Concepts Model must, at least,
include components by which we can describe the contents of the different
information sets and flows of the Business Processes Model. For instance, the
goal expression "To maintain and improve the library’s services", requires a
definition in the Concepts Model of the concept "library service". It is important
that all entities used in other models are defined here to avoid the possibility of
misunderstandings amongst participants and stakeholders. Inconsistencies are
hence avoided.

A Concepts Model usually clarifies questions such as: What entities or concepts
are recognised in the enterprise (including their relationships to goals, activities
and processes, and actors)? How are they defined? What business rules and
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constraints monitor these objects and concepts? How does an instance of this
entity come into existence? What makes an instance of this entity come into
existence? What makes an instance cease to exist?

Components of the Concepts Model are the following:

• an entity or concept is something in the domain of interest and application that
we want to reason about and to characterise and define using relationships to
other entities. We do not necessarily store it in the information base.

• an attribute is an entity which is only used to characterise another entity i.e. it
is a property of the type of objects referenced by the characterised concept.

Relationships between the Concepts Model components

The relationship types between the components of the Concepts Model are:

• a Binary relationship is a semantic relationship between two entities or within
an entity. The semantics of the relationship is defined by the modeller by
naming it. Binary relationships are inherently bi-directional. Each direction can
be given a name, preferably in form of a verb phrase.

• an ISA relationship is a specific kind of semantic relationship between
entities. If "A" ISA "B", then "B" is the more generic concept and A is the
specific concept. Establishing this kind of relationships is also referred to as
generalisation. The opposite or inverse of generalisation, is called
specialisation. The most significant property of an ISA relationship is that of
inheritance. All that is specified to be true about the generic concept is also
true for the specific concept.

• a PartOF relationship, or an aggregation, is a special form of semantic
relationship, where the interrelated entities are "strongly and tightly coupled"
to each other. The aggregate object is an assembly of parts, and the parts are
components of the aggregate. The component objects are often subordinate to
the aggregate object.

The most typical example of an aggregation is a part exposition, where the part at
the top level has a number of components, and where each or some of these
components at the next level are seen as aggregates, that in turn have parts.

The PartOF relationship construct is included in the Concepts Model for reasons
of convenience, making it possible to use it whenever it is natural and rewarding
to see and operate on something as part of a hierarchy or a structure of
components.
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2.2.4 The Business Processes Model

The Business Processes Model is designed for analysing the processes and flows
of information and material in the enterprise. Processes can be decomposed into
sub-processes. Components of the Business Processes Model are primarily
motivated by components of the Goals Model as well as enable goals of the
Goals Model to be achieved.

The Business Processes Model describes the organisational activities, i.e. the
functions and processes of the enterprise. The core of the enterprise is the set of
processes, contributing to the value of the enterprise. For achieving a good
abstraction and overview, the Business Processes Model permits full freedom of
decomposing processes into sub-processes, etc. to any level. Depending on the
purpose of the modelling activity, the processes described can be existing, or
future, planned processes. An example of a library business process can be
"Management of loan returns" that can be decomposed into " register loan return"
, "check if book reserved" and "return to bookshelf".

Typical questions a Business Process Models clarifies are the following: Which
business activities and processes are recognised in the organisation, or should
be there, in order to manage the organisation in agreement with its goals? How
should the business processes, tasks, etc. be performed (work-flows, state
transitions, or process models)? Which are their information/material needs and
which information/material do they produce?

The components of the Business Processes Model are:

• A Process is a collection of activities that: (a) consumes input and produces
output in terms of information and/or material, (b)is controlled by a set of
rules, indicating how to process the inputs and produce the outputs, (c) has a
relationship to the Actors and Resources Model, in terms of the performer of,
or responsible for a process, and (d) as an instance of a Business Processes
Model is expected to consume, when initiated, a finite amount of resources
and time.

• An External Process is a collection of activities that are: (a) located outside
the scope of the organisational activity area, (b) communicating with
processes or activities inside the problem domain area, and (c) are essential to
document. External processes sometimes can be considered as sources or
terminators of information or material flows. A typical example of external
process may be customer who requests a certain library service or receives the
service.

• An Information or Material set is a set of information or material sent from
one Process or External Process to another.
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The contents of a Material and Information flow between processes are described
by referencing them to their definitions in the Concepts Model where they can be
decomposed if necessary. An information or material flow must have at least one
sending Process or External Process and at least one receiving Process or
External Process.

2.2.5 The Actors and Resources Model

The Actors and Resources Model (ARM) defines the types of actors and
resources, or individual actors, involved in enterprise activities. The ARM
describes how different actors and resources are related to each other and how
they are related to components of the Goals Model, e.g. goals, and to components
of the Business Processes Model, i.e. processes. This sub-model helps to describe
the existing or future business system, containing human as well as non-human
resources. It allows the inclusion, as part of requirements engineering, a
description of the socio-technical system to be developed that cannot be done by
the Business Processes Model and Concepts Model by themselves.

Typical questions an Actors and Resources Models clarifies are the following:
Who is/should be performing which processes and tasks? How is the reporting
and responsibility structure between actors defined?

By studying the Actors and Resources Model and its relationships to other
models, we can see how different actors exhibit dependencies between
themselves, e.g. an actor may be dependent on a number of other actors with
respect to performing a certain task or process.

The Actors and Resources Model defines the actors and resources involved in the
enterprise activities, articulated in the Business Processes Model, or actors
related to other models or to the development of the system. Actors and resources
can be:

• An Individual is a person in the enterprise. For example: John Smith, Anne
Dewey, etc. Individuals are identified by their name. However, as names may
not be unique they should be used sparingly. Essential persons with specific
skills or roles are included in the Actors and Resources Model insofar as they
clarify in some way and add meaning to the model and its relationships.
Individuals may play roles and belong to organisational units. For instance,
individual “John Smith” plays Role “library manager” and belongs to an
Organisational unit “ELECTRUM library”. Individuals can, however, be
related to other individuals, to roles, organisational units and non-human
resources, by binary semantic relationships. The ISA and Part-Of relationships
are not relevant for individuals.
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• An Organisational unit can represent every organisational structure in the
enterprise such as group, department, division, section, project, team,
subsidiary, etc. For example: Planning Department, Technical Team,
Telecommunications Group, Inventory Department, Computing Subsidiary,
etc. Being actors, Organisational units can have sub-units. They may also play
roles and have other actors belonging to them. There are no predefined inter-
sub-model relationships from or to organisational units to any other non-actor
model component of the Enterprise Model. Organisational units can, however,
be related to other organisational units, to individuals, roles, and non-human
resources by binary semantic relationships.

• A Non-human resource can be a type of machine, a systems of some kind,
equipment, etc. For example, “Volvo 850”, “FAX machine”, “MS Word’97”,
are Non-human resources. Being actors, Non-human resources may have
components and may be generalised or specialised. Non-human resources may
also play roles, e.g. Non-human resource “Volvo 850” plays a Role “people
carrier”. Of course, the same Role in a different situation may be played by a
different Non-human resource. for example “Airbus A300”. Non-human
resources may be resources for processes. They can also be related to other
non-human resources, to individuals, organisational units and roles by binary
semantic relationships.

• Roles may be played by Individuals, Non-human Resources and
Organisational units in different contexts. An organisational unit may for
instance play the roles of administrator and authoriser in the same context. It
may be important to identify requirements depending on the role they have.
For example: Author, Approver, Controller, Supervisor, Manager, Project
Leader, Process Owner, etc. Roles may belong to one or more organisational
units, and be related to other roles, to individuals, organisational units and
non-human resources by user-named binary relationships. Roles can be
generalised or specialised, and be component roles. Roles may perform
processes and be responsible for performing processes and achieving goals.
They may also define goals.

Relationships between components of ARM

The relationship types between the components of the Actors and Resources
Model mainly include binary relationships, which are used for describing
different kinds of relationships between its components. The two main purposes
for binary relationships between the Actors and Resources Model components
and components of other sub-models are the defining of:
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• Responsibility as a relationship between actors, between actors and business
processes, business rules, and goals. Responsibilities can be delegated or
transferred among actors. Responsibilities can be of two kinds –
organisational and operational.

• Dependency as a relationship among enterprise actors. An actor depends on
another for something that can be either a resource or a business process. Two
types of dependency can be identified as operational and authority.
Dependency can be simultaneous of the operational and authority type.

Two specific relationships belonging to the Concepts Model, are also part of the
Actors and Resources Model:

• ISA is used to describe generalisation relationships between roles of the
Actors and Resources Model. The expression "A ISA B" states that
components playing the role B also play the role A, e.g. "Bad customer ISA
Customer". Properties and relationships owned by A are inherited by B. This
means, for instance, that if A is operating process P, then B is also operating
process P.

• PartOF is used as "B PartOF A", states that B is a component of A. We can
imagine that these types of relationships can be useful in modelling
organisational hierarchies, for instance that OrgUnit X PartOF OrgUnit Y, or
expressing component relationships between technical systems, for instance
that "ELECTRUM Library PartOF KTH Library", indicating that the KTH
Main Library includes a component which is called the ELECTRUM library
(both seen as organisational units here).

2.2.6 The Technical Components and Requirements Model

What has been elaborated by the Goals Model, the Business Rules Model, the
Concepts Model, the Business Processes Model, and the Actors and Resources
Model is an initial description of the enterprise goals, its business rules, its
processes, its "system of actors", and its information entities, such that the
business processes can be shown to contribute to the goals stated. If we wish to
develop an information system to support the processes, then there is a need to
deal with technical information system requirements, initially  in a less formal
way.

Therefore, the Enterprise Model includes a simple sub-model to describe, and to
relate to each other, initial, unclear information system requirements. This sub-
model resembles, in structure, the Goals Model, and, indirectly, information
system requirements models. Initially one needs to develop a set of high level
requirements or goals, for the information system as a whole. Based on these, we
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attempt to structure the information system in a number of subsystems, or
technical components. For each subsystem, we have then to define a set of goals
that are more specific and also high level requirements on these components.
Goals and requirements must be derived from, and be consistent with, the sub-
models earlier discussed above. The Technical Components and Requirements
Model is an initial attempt to define the overall structure and properties of the
information system to support business activities, as defined in the Business
Processes Model.

Typically the Technical Components and Requirements Model addresses
questions such as: What requirements for the information system to be
developed, are generated by the business processes? Which potential has
emerging information and communication technology for process improvement?

The components of the TCRM are:

• Information System Goal is used for expressing high level goals regarding the
information system and/or subsystems or components. They may be expressed
with measurable or non-measurable properties, aims, visions, or directions.
Information system goals are typically motivated by activities of the Business
Processes Model, and may be motivated by goals in the Goals Model.

• Information System Problem is used for expressing undesirable states of the
business or of the environment or problematic facts about current situation
with respect to the information system to be developed. Information System
Problems typically hinder Information System Goals.

• Information System Requirement expresses a requirement for a particular
property of the information system to be designed. The property can be
functional or non-functional. A requirement expression always refers to
components of the Business Processes Model and may refer to components of
the Actors and Resources Model and the Concepts Model. Information
System Requirements may support or hinder Information System Functional or
Non-Functional Requirements.

• Information System Functional Requirements are used to express definite
requirements regarding a functional property of the information system or
some of its subsystems. Functional requirements must be clearly defined with
reference to the Concepts Model. Preferably, a formal or at least a semi-
formal way of expressing a requirement may be needed. Every data concept,
referred to in the functional requirement, must be defined as a component of
the Concepts Model. Functional requirements can directly support Information
System Goals, but they are more often seen as refinements of stated
Information System Requirements. Functional requirements support
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components of the other sub-models, in particular the Business Processes
Model, but also the Goals Model. A functional requirement must be related to
a process or a sub-process, defined in the Business Processes Model.

• Information System Non-Functional Requirements are used for expressing
any kind of requirements, constraints, or restrictions, other than functional,
regarding the information system to be built or the process of building it. Non-
functional requirements are not always definite and can sometimes be
negotiated and relaxed. It may, for instance, happen that two non-functional
requirements cannot both be satisfied in the same full degree, due to some
financial restrictions. In this case, the level of achievement of these
requirements must be negotiated. Some non-functional requirements may
hinder other non-functional requirements, goals, and information system
problems.

Information System Requirements may support Information System Goals and
Information System requirements. They can be related to, and be supported by
components of the Goals Model, and processes in the Business Processes Model.
A Non-functional requirement can be related to a component in the Actors and
Resources Model with relationships "involved_actor".

Relationships between these types of components of the types are supports and
hinders. They are defined and permitted in the same way as for the Goals Model.

2.2.7 Relationships between the sub-models

The ability to trace decisions, components and other aspects throughout the
enterprise is dependent on the use and understanding of inter-model
relationships. When developing a full enterprise model, relationships between
components of the different sub-models play an essential role. For instance,
statements in the Goals Model allow different concepts to be defined more clearly
in the Concepts Model. A link is then specified between the corresponding Goals
Model component and the concepts in the Concepts Model. In the same way,
goals in the Goals Model motivate particular processes in the Business Processes
Model. The processes are needed to achieve the goals stated. A link is therefore
defined between a goal and the process. Links between models make models
traceable. They show, for instance, why certain processes and information system
requirements have been introduced.

There exist however, limitations in the way sub-models and their relationships
may be populated. These are controlled by a number of static as well as dynamic
consistency rules, which control their permissible state transitions. These are
necessary because they allow for analysis and comparison. How each sub-model
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focuses on a specific view of the enterprise will be described in detail in the
following chapter.

According to the framework displayed in Figure 3 we define the following links
between sub-models of the EM.

• Links between the Goals Model and the Concepts Model are normally used to
explain a component of the Goals Model by pointing, from a Goals Model
component, to one or more entities of the Concepts Model referred to in the
description of the Goals Model component. For instance, the goal "Improve
customer satisfaction" would refer to the concept "Customer" of the Concepts
Model.

• Links between the Goals Model and the Business Processes Model typically
relate goals of the Goals Model to processes of the Business Processes Model
with a "motivates" relationship. Example: "Improve customer satisfaction"
could initially motivate a particular, high-level process in the enterprise, e.g.
"Customer Relations Monitoring".

• Link types between the Goals Model and the Actors and Resources Model
can mean several things: they may motivate or require the introduction of
particular new actors, e.g. Customer Relations Agents (motivated by the goal
to improve relationships with customers), or they may describe which Actors
and Resources Model component is responsible to achieve a particular goal or
defines it, etc.

• Links between the Goals Model and the Business Rules Model typically
describe how different components of the Goals Model are implemented in
terms of business rules of the Business Rules Model. For example, the goal
"To record bad customers" stated in the Goals Model requires a business rule
in the Business Rules Model, that states how exactly bad customers are
identified, e.g. "Customer is reported as bad customer if he/she delays book
for more than 4 weeks".

• Links between the Business Rules Model and the Business Processes Model
typically describe how processes of the Business Processes Model are
triggered by business rules of the Business Rules Model. For instance, if there
is a rule which states, "A customer is reported as a bad customer if he/she
delays book for more than 4 weeks", this rule triggers a process, that performs
recording a customer as Bad Customer.

• Links between the Business Processes Model and the Concepts Model are
typically between Information Sets of the Business Processes Model and
components of the Concepts Model. For instance: the Information Set
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"Expected flights" would refer to entities including attributes and relationships
like Flight, Airline, Pilot, and temporal data about arrivals.

• Links between the Actors and Resources Model and the Business Rules
Model typically describe how different components of the Actors and
Resources Model are related to business rules in the Business Processes
Model. Examples of link names are: defines, is_responsible_for.

• Links between the Business Processes Model and the Actors and Resources
Model typically describe how different components of the Actors and
Resources Model are related to or involved in processes of the Business
Processes Model. Examples of link names are: performs, is_responsible_for,
and supports. For example, an actor Library Clerk performs process Deliver
book to customer.

• Links between the Technical Components and Requirements Model
components and the other model components may be more complex than the
normally binary relationships. Most typically, Business Processes Model
components motivate Information System Goals and Information System
Requirements. We may have simple binary statements, such as, "The Library
Cataloguing System must be able to handle X requests simultaneously", but
we may also have more complex statements, such as, "The response time for
user of type X, when performing process P, on data defined as C, must be less
than Z seconds".

Model components may thus be linked in a number of ways. Which links should
be established depends on the purpose of the particular EM project. Each
produced Enterprise Model has a purpose and focus and the links within each
Enterprise Model should therefore reflect these. Every link represents a
statement, made about the enterprise and possibly its information systems
requirements. The semantics of every such link should be analysed carefully.
There is, however, a set of minimal links that should be defined for the
representation to be considered complete. Figure 4 shows some of the links
between sub-models in the Library case [Bube97].
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3 The Enterprise Modelling process and supporting
tools

In this section we will outline the overall EM process along with a number of
important organisational as well as social aspects influencing the EM process in
organisations. These aspects are generally oriented towards people, their work
practices, and methodology support for their work. We also describe types of
organisational actors, who need to participate in the EM process.

This description of the Enterprise Modelling process and organisational actors is
adapted from the “EKD User Guide” by Bubenko, Brash and Stirna [Bube97].
The EKD modelling process described in [Bube97] is also valid for other EM
methods, which share the same approach of tackling organisational problems.

3.1 Steps in the EM process

A corporate Enterprise Modelling process consists of a number of steps or sub-
processes. We intentionally avoid numbering them, because some of them can be
performed in a different order or in parallel, depending on the objectives for the
EM application at hand. If the organisation has been involved in EM projects
before, some of these steps can be omitted or simplified. The main steps in the
EM process are the following:

Introducing the approach to the company – Convincing the company
management, the ones responsible for the budget, about the possible positive
effects of using Enterprise Modelling. Other employees of the company, relevant
to the project, must be convinced, if possible, that the use of EM will not threaten
their jobs, positions, or ”pet methods”. EKD use will cost time and human
resources. It is reasonable to assume that people in general are careful in
accepting a new way of working, considering the hundreds offered to them by
consulting firms. In this initial stage, it is often helpful to refer to other companies
that use EKD or similar approaches.

Setting the objective, scope  and focus of the project – An  EM project must have
a well-defined mission and well-defined expectations of results. The purpose of
the project must be clear to all involved.

Obtaining company support and resources – An EM project cannot succeed
without sufficient resources and authority. The people involved must explicitly be
given time to participate in the modelling effort. Computing and other resources
must be allocated.
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Determining persons and roles in a modelling project – An EM project typically
involves a number of different types of ”actors” and “roles”, such as the project
manager, the steering committee, the reference group, the modelling participants
(typically 5-8 people), the modelling facilitators, the modelling technicians, and
others. Not all of these may be needed in a smaller project.

Selecting the members of the project team – the result of an EM project will not
have a larger span of influence than the decision making authority of the highest
ranking employee participating the modelling group. In addition, nobody can be
an expert in all possible aspects of the problem at hand. The group should be
broadly composed to cover different aspects of the problem at hand.

Getting acquainted with project members – It is advised not to start the first
modelling session before meeting the different members of the modelling group
individually. The meeting can preferably be conducted as an ”interview”. The
interviewers should (at least) be the project manger and the modelling facilitators.
The interview normally gives an improved mutual understanding of what should
or could be done in the first modelling seminar.

Preparing for the first modelling session – based on performed interviews, the
project manger and the modelling facilitators, together with other members of the
technical team, must prepare a plan of action for the first modelling seminar. This
plan should include the major questions to be posed to the group as well as an
analysis of possible results and how to structure them. Possible obstacles and
conflict should be analysed.

The first modelling session. The first session is typically carried out using a large
plastic sheet on the wall where participants post their descriptions of different
components of the models used, such as Goals, Problems, and Opportunities. The
session is normally started with a short introduction to the EM concepts and how
the modelling process will proceed. Guidelines are given on how to formulate
Goals, Problems, etc. The first session should not take less than 3-4 hours. The
result of the session is normally a fairly structured graph covering some of the
EM sub-models.

Working with the result of the modelling session – The modelling technicians'
task is first to transfer the model on the plastic sheet to a computerised model.
Next, the model is analysed and restructured. Redundant statements are
eliminated, strongly related components are placed (physically) close to each
other. Descriptions as well as proposed relationships are critically analysed.
Components are generalised as well specialised and detailed. Questions and
critical comments are documented.
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Consulting modelling participants – After refining the model, the technicians
consult the modelling participants using questions and critical remarks from the
previous step. Possible changes and extensions to the model are discussed with
individual participants.

Improving overview and presentation of the model – Discussions in the previous
step gives information on how to improve the model. This is technically done by
the modelling technicians. Typically hierarchical descriptions of the model are
developed at this stage to make the model more easy to perceive by modelling
participants and by other involved people.

The ”walk-through” modelling session – The new version of the model,
including overview information such as text, bullet lists, and aggregated graphs,
does now exist in a computerised form. The “walk-through” seminar normally
takes place in a laboratory equipped with sufficient means to expose the result to
a group of persons. We advocate the use of a back-projection screen and a
suitable projector. The task of the ”walk-through” facilitator is now to expose the
results obtained so far to the modelling group, and to invite them to provide
critical and constructive comments and/or suggestions for changes. All comments
and suggestions are documented.

Work based on the two modelling sessions mentioned above normally does not
result in a sufficiently complete nor ”correct” model. Additional modelling,
analysis, and restructuring work along with additional ”walk-throughs” are
necessary to achieve a useful result. Continued work, therefore, typically
proceeds as iterations including the work between the first modelling session and
the walk-through modelling session.

The ”stopping rule” for the EM process is the existence of a set of models,
described in sufficient enough detail to be used as a basis for continued work of
implementing the suggestions in the models. Occasionally, there may arise a need
to perform additional activities in the EM project, such as presenting the
modelling results to a larger application group, or to the steering group of the
project, or to the management of the organisation. This requires preparing
presentations and reports based on results from the modelling sessions. The
modelling technicians here play roles such as “visualisers”, “story tellers”, and
“documenters”.
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The EM process is graphically shown in Figure 5. The figure shows the main
tasks together with organisational issues related to them. There are a few
limitations in this figure. The preparation for the initial modelling session does not
have Enterprise Models as input, because no models have been produced up till
that point. Once Enterprise Models are developed, planning of modelling sessions
considers existing models as well. Process 8: Modelling Session consists of two
sub-processes – “The First Modelling Session” and “Walk-through modelling
session”. Each of these two sub-processes can be executed as an alternative. The
differences between them is that the first modelling session requires different tool
support and preparation than the Walk-trough modelling session. Also different
support by the team of modelling technicians can be required.

3.2 Actors in the EM process

Figure 5 shows a number of organisational actors and roles involved in the
corporate Enterprise Modelling process. In this section we will address those
actors in a greater detail. Figure 6 shows the main relationships between
organisational actors.
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As stated earlier, carrying out a modelling project involves and needs different
kinds of skills in order to perform and be responsible for various tasks. In a
smaller EM application project several of these skills may be executed by one
person. Currently we envision the following types of roles that may be needed in
the EM process:

• The project manager, coming from the customer organisation with the
following responsibilities:

♦ planning the project,
♦ conducting the project, and
♦ reporting to management and to the steering committee.

• The steering committee will typically be responsible for the following:

♦ supporting and ”selling” the project within the organisation,
♦ the work-plan,
♦ resource allocation,
♦ quality control, and
♦ evaluation of modelling results.

• The reference group, typically populated with domain experts and other
stakeholders of the project, is responsible for:

♦ supplying domain knowledge expertise and information, and
♦ examining and evaluating the results.

• The application group (modelling participants)

♦ actively participates in the modelling sessions,
♦ assists the facilitators with structuring and describing the models.

 The application group should be chosen so that:

∗ there are persons from various parts of the
organisation enabling the broadest range of
knowledge and views to be available,

∗ the group has adequate domain knowledge,
∗ the group has the necessary authority to suggest

organisational change, and
∗ the group comprises enthusiastic, open-minded and

co-operative people.

• The facilitator(s),  one or two people who,
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♦ lead and advise during modelling sessions,
♦ support each other in acquiring knowledge and ideas from the

application group

The facilitators may be recruited from outside the organisation. It is
also important to note that facilitating a ”plastic-on-the-wall” session is
entirely different from facilitating the “walk-through” modelling
session, which is based on back-projection screens and computer aided
visualisation of models.

• The “tool equilibrist”  is a person who masters the computer support
sufficiently well to assist the “walk-through” facilitator in the work of guiding
modelling participants through a computer based model.

• The project also needs a tool expert, responsible for modelling tool
development, adaptation, and operational maintenance. If the EM tool-set is
more complex an organisation may need several tool experts, each of them
specialising in a particular aspect of tool support. Contrary, in a smaller
project with simpler tool support, tool experts may not need to be directly
involved.

• A ”story teller”  and presenter is needed to introduce modelling participants
to the main issues presented in a model. These kind of skills can also be used
to prepare project reports, which have to be based on the models.

• Visualisers are skilled in illustrating essential results from modelling sessions.
These illustrations may be done by the EM tool-set as well as by other tools,
that are suitable for illustrating the modelling results. The key motivation for
visualisation of modelling results is to present them in an understandable way
to non-EM specialists.

• Documenters and analysts are responsible for analysing, structuring,
criticising, and documenting the results of the modelling sessions.
Documenters and analysts also communicate with members of the application
group and reference group, if there are issues to clarify between the modelling
sessions.

• Communication experts are responsible for developing or adapting
techniques and tools for synchronous as well as asynchronous work in
distributed environments for individuals as well as for groups.

Above we have mainly been concentrating on personnel oriented dependencies
and responsibilities within the boundaries of the EM process. Relationships,
shown in Figure 7, between the project resources, the modelling results, and the
participants of the modelling process are also important.
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The two central and the most important resources of the EM process are the
modelling results (Resource 5) and project resources (Resource 3 in Figure 7). In
the EM process the responsibility for project resources should be assigned to the
steering committee of the project. The steering committee also acquires the
necessary resources from management and accounts for them. Resources can be
of several types such as: budget, time, project plan, personnel, overall authority of
the project team, background information, access to documents, supporting tools,
etc. The Enterprise Modelling method itself can be considered as a project
resource.

3.3 Factors influencing the EM process

Enterprise Modelling is a complex social process, and it has to deal with many
aspects of an organisation. The critical success factors of the EM process are not
technical, but social. In this section we outline some factors that should be
considered in order to succeed with the EM use in the organisation. They mainly
address the introductory phase of the EM process.
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General attitude towards modelling methods

Methodology support  in management, organisational, and administrative areas
has, in comparison to the IS development area, been much less developed. Some
methodologies and systems are firmly established and have been chosen by some
organisations as standard. Often, a department or a specific project within the
organisation is free to choose its own set of methodologies and software tools.

The benefit of the present situation is that a fairly broad variety of business
planning and analysis approaches have been put to use (data models, scenarios,
goal models, process models, different approaches for requirements elicitation,
system design, etc.). Over the years this has led to, generally speaking, an open
mind for working with new approaches like Enterprise Modelling, as well as for
active participation in groups. Observations often show, that the corporate
experience of disciplined approaches for technical information systems is far
higher than for administrative or business information systems.

The drawback is that few methods have penetrated any organisations to the extent
that they are perceived and recognised to be a major guide for working. This
means that no single method has been practised long enough for the organisation
to reach a more mature understanding of the practice. The number of different
approaches – or methodologies – that have been tested may also have generated

• some scepticism concerning whether any method really is that helpful, and
perhaps

• a vague notion that one method is just as good as another [Bergenh97].

These problems require particular attention during the early stages of the EM
process. Introduction of EM to an organisation should be started at the
management level, which is responsible for launching a particular project where
EM is going to be applied. Also the modelling participants should have a clear
understanding of EM basics, such as the major benefits and limitations, the way
of working, and the nature of results.

“Selling”

“Selling” is here used as a metaphor. What we actually mean is convincing an
organisation that EM, if applied properly, can be helpful to “tame” its “wicked”
problems. In order to gain the expected results, people involved should be
reasonably confident with using EM. A project team compiled of members that
are enthusiastic about using EM, is a great benefit. However, in order to properly
establish a project team one should first convince the managers of the
participants, and maybe the whole managerial hierarchy above. Managers allocate
the necessary resources and staff to a project. The challenge is often to get the
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right people, in the right time, in the right place, with the appropriate financial
resources. EM requires a large amount of participative work to be carried out,
and some organisations may find it difficult to work in such a manner, due to
various reasons, such as time restrictions, geographical location, etc. These
problems can be overcome, although it requires heavy commitment and good will
to use the EM method in the project. Managers, interested or otherwise having a
“stake” in the project outcome, should get a clear understanding about the utility
of Enterprise Modelling, preferably before the project has begun.

Other company employees, which may have a stake in the project, must be
convinced, if possible, that the EM process will not threaten their jobs, positions,
or ”pet methods”. People in general are careful to accept new ways of working.
In this initial project stage, it is helpful to refer to “success stories” and
experiences of other organisations, which have been using EM or similar
approaches to solve similar problems to the one at hand.

Those having a stake in the outcome of the project should be prepared for the
results that EM will produce as well as for the way of working that EM requires.
People should understand that EM is neither a “magic formula”, relieving you
from thinking, nor does it “do things” by itself. Instead, EM is a problem solving
approach that supports corporate thinking, reasoning, and learning about the
business.

A typical way of “selling” EM within an organisation is to make short
presentations and to engage in discussions with managers. Individual interviews
and discussions also help to establish necessary contacts and understanding of
issues at stake for all sides. Since many organisations are used to working with
consultants, it is important to emphasise that Enterprise Modelling is different
from how consultants traditionally work. A common view exists, that consultants
enter your organisation and interview some people. Then they work on that
information, and finally deliver a report containing “solutions”. Mariotti puts it in
the following way:

“When a problem arise, [management] don’t ask the people
involved with the operation on a daily basis how to solve it. Instead,
hire an expensive consultant to ask them, then have the consultant
tell you. That is often what consultants do. But, in fairness, the best
consultants usually know some better questions to ask, and add
value in translating the answers” [Mari97].

Clearly, a great deal of problems, that the organisation is facing, should be
solvable by using existing expertise within the organisation.
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The user organisation should accept that, in the EM process, the organisation’s
own personnel are the actual problem solvers. Enterprise Modelling and its
supporting facilitators and technicians only help the organisation to do it in a
more structured, participative, and effective way. With time, the organisation will
be able to develop its own EM support personnel.

Understanding Enterprise Modelling

Understanding the essential concepts of EM is critical to the EM project.
Everybody involved should have a basic understanding about the EM way of
working, the results that EM produces, etc. There is no need for everyone
involved in the EM project to know and to understand everything that is written
about EM in the method’s manual. Each participant is expected to be
knowledgeable in the parts of the method which are relevant to his/her work and
role in the project. For example, a high level manager needs to know the overall
benefits of EM and the nature of the EM process. Knowledge, that participants
start modelling by posting small pieces of paper on a plastic sheet on a wall, is
not really essential for managers. Likewise, modelling participants do not need to
know all formalities and technicalities of documenting, analysing, and
restructuring modelling documents. It is a part of the work that modelling
technicians usually perform.

On the other hand, if people become more interested in Enterprise Modelling,
they should successively be supplied with the necessary information through
manuals, WWW pages, publications, lectures, etc. The material describing the
EM method should be very carefully and appropriately designed.

There are a few aspects of teaching Enterprise Modelling, that should be
mentioned. First, we advocate that modelling participants should learn by doing in
“hands-on” modelling sessions rather than by being taught in traditional lectures.
This approach saves time, if modelling participants are very busy. Generally, a
short and focused introduction to the main EM concepts before the modelling
session should be enough, but a larger, e.g. half day, presentation can also be
arranged, if required.

In order to improve the understanding of EM, the role of EM support tools in the
modelling project should also be clarified. People often misunderstand the
relationship between the method and its supporting tool. A common perception
dominates that methods “exists only inside” the tool, and that the tool is the most
obvious and most important part of the method. This leads to the wrong
assumption that the modelling process can be carried out only by using a
computer. The impact of tools on the modelling process is often exaggerated.
People expect tools to carry out their work including their thinking – a perception
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probably remaining from the science fiction movies of the sixties and seventies
where super-smart computers were performing very complicated actions.

If the user organisation decides to develop its own group of modelling
technicians, these people should not be trained together with the rest of modelling
participants. Each role in the group of EM support personnel requires to
concentrate on a certain aspect of EM and may take different amount of time.

3.4 Analysis of existing tools

In this section we analyse and discuss the current situation with regard to tool
support for the EM process as outlined earlier in this chapter. We classify tools
with respect to the sub-processes in the EM Process shown in Figure 5. We also
discuss other classes of tools, such as method dependent tools, meta-CASE tools
which can be customisable to support EM, as well as several other types of
supporting tools that are useful in the EM process. Some representative tools
which are possibly useful in the EM process are outlined in the Appendix.

Our framework for classifying EM tools needs to be more elaborated as well as
tested. In its current condition it may produce more questions than it provides
answers. Nevertheless, we do need some reference point in order to reason about
EM tools. The major drawback of classification of EM tools is the fact that there
is a large number tools which can be related to more than one classification
category. We discuss the issue of classification of Enterprise Modelling and
Requirements Engineering tools in order to have a common framework and
understanding concerning what kinds of tools exist which can be used to support
Enterprise Modelling.

First, in order to determine the types of tools we need to support the EM process,
we must review the contents of the EKD framework (see Figure 1, section 2.1)
described in [Bube97]. The EKD framework consists of the following three major
parts: a set of description techniques, a set of guidelines for stakeholder
participation, as well as a set of guidelines for working. These three aspects of
EKD should be supported by a set of tools. EM tools should be able to support
population of the modelling product according to the set of description techniques
as defined in the methodology manual, in order to provide a comprehensive
support for the modelling process.

Successful involvement of stakeholders in the project is one of the critical success
factors of EM, therefore the tools should support stakeholder involvement by all
kinds of means, such as providing possibilities for electronic group meetings,
message bulletin boards, sharing of modelling data, etc. Tool support for
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stakeholder participation mainly aims at two aspects of EM – Modelling and
Design support, and Group-work and collaborative work support.

The third aspect of EKD – a set of guidelines for working provides problem
solving support, and experience sharing support for the EKD Process. It provides
assistance for modellers and developers in choosing the right path in the EM
process.

3.4.1 The EM tool classification

A way to classify the EM tools is to associate them to the part of the EM process
they support. With respect to the EM process, described earlier, we distinguish
the following groups of tools usually involved in an EKD application project:

• Presentation tools. These tools are mainly used for presenting modelling data
to the modelling participants, their managers or otherwise involved people the
general information about EKD, teaching of the EKD modelling approach,
presenting the modelling results, etc.

• Collaborative work support tools provide support for services such as group
meetings, modelling seminars, communicating the modelling data among the
project participants, and managing of different documents, models, messages,
etc. To some extent this group of tools also includes electronic mail and other
Internet communication tools, which are extensively used in communication
within an organisation as well as for outside communication. Electronic mail
often handles the document distribution function, as well. Group meeting
support tools are part of the Collaborative work support tools and can
successfully be used in order to discuss in a more efficient way different issues
regarding the EKD process itself or during EKD modelling sessions. These
tools supports such activities as brainstorming, issue categorisation, voting,
etc.

• Modelling process guidance and support tools. The main task of these tools is
to support the modelling process by providing guidelines, assistance, and
additional information in order to facilitate each step of the modelling process.

• Modelling and design tools. This type of tools needs to support documenting,
analysing, restructuring, and refining the modelling product according to
method’s definition. These tools usually offer possibilities to work with the
modelling product in a graphical  mode, in order to facilitate the development
process. They also provide automated mechanisms for model syntax checking,
consistency checking, integrity checking, quality checking as well as reporting
and querying functions, etc.
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So far we have outlined four classes of EM tools. Some of these tools should be
considered as EM tools only within the context of EM, if they support some tasks
of the EM process. In the following table we will show how these classes of tools
correspond to activities or sub-processes of the EM process presented in Figure
5. We also outline the nature of usage of that particular tool class.

Naturally, the table 1 represents tool usage in an “average” EM project, which
does not exclude that in some projects not all of these tools are needed.
Depending on the objectives and situations in a particular project some tools can
also be used more extensively than others. For instance, if the project team is very
small and each member is experienced in his or her roles, there may be no need
for extensive use of electronic mail or other communication tools other than for
communicating the modelling product itself among team members.

Table 1: Activities performed in an EM project and necessary support tools

ACTIVITY
Presentation

tools
Collaborative
work support

tools

Modelling and
design tools

Modelling process
guidance tools

Process 1:
Introducing EM in
the organisation

Combined with
carefully
prepared
presentation
material

Demonstrating
existing case
studies

Support to develop
strategies for how to
approach the
organisation

Process 2: Setting
the objectives of the
project

Group meeting
support,
electronic mail,
co-operative
work tools

Support determination
of project objectives

Process 3:
Selecting members
of the project team

Electronic mail,
group meeting
support

Help determining the
types of necessary
actors for the EM
project

Process 4:
Determining
persons and roles
in the modelling
project

Electronic mail,
electronic
bulletin boards,
group meeting
support

Help determining the
types of necessary
actors for the EM
project

Process 5: Presentations Electronic mail, Provide information
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Obtaining company
support and
resources

to managers
about the EM
and the project

bulletin boards about the necessary
resources, and how to
acquire them

Process 6: Getting
acquainted with
project members

Presentations
about the EM
and the project

Electronic mail Suggest interview
questions, issues to
cover

Process 7:
Preparing for the
first modelling
session

Electronic mail,
group meeting
support tools

Suggest the modelling
approach, issues to
cover

Process 8.1: First
modelling session

Presentation of
the session’s
objectives,
modelling
practices, and
techniques

Group meeting
support tools,
“plastic wall”

Modelling
analysis and
support tools
to represent
the models
produced

Provides driving
questions, route to
follow

Process 8.2: “Walk-
through” modelling
session

Presentation of
the session’s
objectives,
results from
past modelling
sessions

Group meeting
support tools,
“plastic wall”

Modelling
analysis and
support tools
to represent
the models
produced

Provides driving
questions, route to
follow

Process 9: Analysis
of the modelling
results

Multi-user
modelling
product
communicating
tools, CSCW
tools

Analysing,
restructuring,
and improving
the models

Guidelines how to
restructure, improve,
analyse the models,
quality assurance
guidelines for models

Process 10:
Consulting
modelling
participants

E- mail, bulletin
boards, multi-
user modelling
product
communicating
tools, CSCW
tools

Modelling
analysis and
support tools
to present the
models
produced

Process 11:
Improving overview
and presentation of

Preparing and
improving

Modelling
analysis and
support tools

Guidelines how to
improve presentation
of Enterprise Models,
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the model presentations to present the
models
produced

quality criterias for
Enterprise Models,
what information
should be included in
presentation

3.4.2 EM tools and tools for Information System Engineering

Enterprise Modelling is an activity that often leads to the development of new or
improvement of existing software systems. EM provides objectives, requirements
and reasons for change of systems, while Software Engineering deals with design
of systems as well as validation of systems against goals and requirements. The
distinction between Enterprise Modelling and Software Engineering is illustrated
in Figure 8.

ENTERPRISE MODELLINGENTERPRISE MODELLING

SOFTWARE ENGINEERINGSOFTWARE ENGINEERING

Enterprise
problems,
informal

requirements,
domain

knowledge

knowledge
acquisition

validation

design

verification

specification

part of
specification

to be
computerised

information
system

Figure 8: Enterprise Modelling and Software Engineering are tightly
coupled

Enterprise Modelling documents, structures, and analyses enterprise problems,
business objectives, informal requirements, enterprise domain knowledge, in
order to produce a specification for an information system through a knowledge
acquisition and modelling process. Usually, EM concentrates on organisational
issues and high level requirements. Therefore the specification produced by EM
should be further populated with architectural and technical design issues
concerning the information system. This is the task for Information System
Engineering or Software Engineering. For these purposes the software industry
extensively utilises various types of CASE tools. The Software Engineering
discipline has well elaborated classifications of CASE tools (e.g. [Fugg93],
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[Howa94], [Pres94]). For instance, Pressman [Press94] presents the following
classes of CASE tools:

♦ Business System Planning Tools

♦ Project Management Tools

 Project Planning Tools
 Requirements Tracing Tools
 Metrics and Management Tools

♦ Support Tools

 Documentation Tools
 System Software Tools
 Quality Assurance Tools
 Database and SCM Tools

♦ Analysis and Design Tools

 SA/SD Tools
 PRO/SIM Tools
 Interface Design and
Development Tools
 Analysis and Design Engines

♦ Programming Tools

 Conventional Coding Tools
 Forth-Generation Coding Tools
 Object-Oriented Programming
Tools
 Integration and Testing Tools
 Static Analysis Tools
 Dynamic Analysis Tools
 Test Management Tools

♦ Prototyping Tools

♦ Maintenance Tools

 Reverse Engineering Tools
 Re-engineering Tools

♦ Framework Tools

If we want to relate our current understanding of Enterprise Modelling tools to
Pressman’s classification above, the most appropriate category for EM tools
would be Business System Planning Tools. However, Pressman addresses only
the importance of understanding the business information flows within the
organisation. EM tools furthermore support dealing with issues such as
clarification of organisational strategies, improving the understanding of
organisational entities within the company, determining information flows within
the organisation, etc..  EM tools, therefore, can be used also for business
planning. They provide support if information systems strategies are to be
constructed, and in situations when current systems and methods do not meet the
organisation’s needs.

Another category in Pressman’s list which addresses similar problems is
Requirements Tracing Tools. This category deals with elicitation and structuring
of user requirements– a task which is often carried out by means of Enterprise
Modelling. EM tools can also be used for System Analysis and Design. Therefore
one can relate them to the class of Analysis and Design Tools. The nature of EM
tools is such that they do not entirely fit within a single category of Software
Engineering tools as described by Pressman. Consequently, a number of CASE
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tools, according to this classification, can be applied in order to support tasks in
the EM process. Which tools are suitable for which tasks depends on how these
tools satisfy an organisation’s requirements for EM tool support.

In his article “Classification of CASE technology” Fuggetta [Fugg93] includes
Business Planning and Modelling tools in the classification of software process
supporting workbenches. According to the general scope of Enterprise Modelling
we can also include EM tools in the class of Business Planning and Modelling
tools. The building of Enterprise Models does not necessarily lead to the building
of an Information System, although similar kinds of tools can to some extent be
utilised for EM. However, we need to specify this classification, because there
are many tools which are suitable for various tasks within the Enterprise
Modelling framework.

In the forthcoming sections we will outline a number of tools which may be
useful for organisations that are looking for EM tool support.

3.4.3 EM tools

This section will address some tools that have proved useful for supporting the
EM process. We discuss both Enterprise Modelling method oriented tools, as
well as meta-CASE tools, that can be customisable to support EM. We follow the
tool categories presented in section 3.4.1.

3.4.3.1 Presentation tools

For the purpose of presenting EM, the project, modelling results, etc. ordinary
presentation tools are mainly utilised. One of the most common presentation tools
is Microsoft PowerPoint™, which can be successfully used for preparing
presentations about EM, the modelling project, the results produced, etc.
Modelling product documentation and analysis tools can sometimes also be used
in combination with presentation tools, in order to present the modelling process
or results. For instance, modelling product documentation tools are used for
presentation purposes during the “walk-through” modelling session for presenting
Enterprise Models in a computer tool-based manner. During the modelling
session, documentation tools are also responsible for tracking and incorporating
changes requested by modelling participants. The “walk-through” modelling
session needs some technical installations such as certain hardware and
appropriate set-up of the modelling laboratory, described in the appendix.
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3.4.3.2 Collaborative work support tools

In this section we include tools devoted to such activities as group session
support, co-operation over distance, information exchange, etc. We can hardly
consider them as “pure” EM tools. However, we have to address them in the
context of EM since we use them quite extensively during the EM application
into organisations. Most collaboration tools support communication among
project members. Basically we distinguish two ways of communication –
communication of the modelling product itself, such as models, reports, files
among the modellers, and communication about the modelling as such. The later
usually implies arranging meetings, clarifying issues, discussions, etc.

Tools that provide communication possibilities with regard to the modelling
product are, for instance, group meeting facilitation, and multi-user work support
tools. These tools aim to improve productivity of the modelling group. They
undertake some otherwise rather complicated actions such as issue categorisation,
voting, idea generation – activities which are more difficult to carry out with no
such tool support. This type of tools are the most useful in the first modelling
sessions where generation new idea is the most important task of the modelling
session. Examples of group-work and co-operation tools are GroupSystems1 by
Ventana Corp., Quest Map2 by Corporate Memory Systems, Inc. and Adaptive
Framework3 by Adaptive Solutions For Business, Ltd.

For example, the GroupSystems tool operates in a network environment. All its
modules support some activities in the group meeting, whether this is the first
modelling session or just a brainstorming session aiming at discovering important
issues to model. Results produced by GroupSystems should be further elaborated
in other EM tools. E.g. Enterprise Model diagrams can be built on the basis of
information acquired, deliberated, and prioritised by the use of GroupSystems.
Some model documentation and analysis tools provide multi-user work support
and can also be used in group sessions involving collaborative work on the
modelling product.

A second type of Collaborative support tools are tools that support
communications relevant to the modelling project but not necessarily involving
the modelling product. These tools provide services such as electronic message
distribution, off-line discussions, project time line planning, scheduling,

                                        
1 Information available on URL http://www.ventana.com

2 Information available on URL http://www.cmsi.com

3 Information available on URL http://www.adaptive-solutions.com
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distributing of relevant documents, etc. Examples of this type of tools is Basic
Support for Collaborative Work – BSCW4, and First Class™5 .

The major purpose of BSCW is to offer shared workspaces for exchanging
documents, messages, URLs, as well as discussions of any kind between the
participants. Since this system exploits the Internet capabilities, there are no
limitations in terms of distance, time, etc. BSCW also offers transaction tracking
and monitoring, authorisation control, version control, and security.

Within the EM process, BSCW is often used to collect and store the modelling
results, collectively work on documentation, disseminate relevant information etc.
In a distributed EM process and project environment BSCW can form the
backbone of the distributed tool environment.

3.4.3.3 EM Process guidance tools

The primary mission for these tools is to provide guidance to the EM process.
This includes issues such as selecting an appropriate modelling approach among
for instance top-down, bottom-up, or goal driven routes; selecting strategies for
modelling among for instance Goal deployment, Evaluation Process clustering,
Analyst driven, Participative modelling, etc. Currently, guidelines for EKD
methodology support are implemented as a WWW-based interactive system
called “The EKD Road Map”. The main objective of the EKD Road Map is to
support users in the EKD process and to provide guidance for the EM process.
More information about the Road Map can be found on the following URL:
http://panoramix.univ-paris1.fr/CRINFO/EKD-CMMRoadMap/ and in [Bube98].

In order to facilitate self-learning about the EKD modelling method as well as to
improve support for the EKD users an automated Frequently Asked Questions
(FAQ) answering system [Snei98] has been developed for the EKD methodology.
This system has an interactive WWW-based interface with primary objective to
collect and process questions about EKD or its application. The system attempts
to answer questions posed in the form of natural language by keyword search as
well as by principles of natural language understanding. Other EM tools may
often co-operate with these WWW based EM process guidance tools.

                                        
4 Official WWW-site of the BSCW tool http://bscw.gmd.de/

5 Information available on URL http://www.firstclass.com
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3.4.3.4 Modelling and design tools

These tools usually aim to support documenting, analysing, restructuring, and
refining the modelling product according to the method definition. The reason for
using automated support tools is to provide a clear and unambiguous presentation
of the information acquired from the modelling group during modelling sessions,
as well as to facilitate transferring this information to people who are not
acquainted with it. Modelling and design tools should also be able to deal with
issues such as model consistency checking, syntax rule enforcement, integrity
checking, version management, etc. The actual functionality and implementation
of these features depends on the method and supporting tool as well as the
implementation of the tool itself. For most modelling and design methods these
tools should be able to generate reports and answer to user defined queries and
requests. Code generation is also an important issue. However, it depends on the
context of the use of the current method, whether or not the design of the
information system is detailed enough to generate the code.

Modelling and design tools must support a particular modelling approach in terms
of visualisation, representation, notation, modelling, components, models, reports,
etc. Although various modelling methods may substantially differ from each other
in terms of model visualisation, notation, semantics, rules, models, graphs,
reports, code generation, etc. Based on this assumption, we distinguish two
general kinds of modelling and design tools – method dependent tools, and
method independent or meta-CASE tools. In addition there are tools that are not
meta-tools nor method-dependent tools. These are mainly drawing and
diagramming tools which are able to support most modelling methods, but
mainly in aspects of data visualisation.

Method dependent tools

These tools support only methods to which they are particularly dedicated.
Usually the method rules are built into the actual code of the tool by its vendor. In
this case no changes are possible in the method without changing the program
code of the tool and producing a new version of the tool itself. Despite some
limited customisation features, these tools usually are capable of supporting only
one or a few modelling methods. If customisation is allowed it is usually possible
only at the notation level.

Another issue of method dependent EM tools is that in order to be called “an EM
tool”, the tool should support some EM methodology. Contradictory, some
sources incorrectly claim that tools which have remote relationships to
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organisational issues are EM tools. In this thesis we consider as EM tools only
those which are conforming with the definitions provided in chapter 1.

In addition, the EM process is complex and therefore it requires a broad tool
support, which is difficult to achieve by only a single tool. In practice it is very
common to integrate several tools in order to support the EM process.
Furthermore, some of the following EM tools are capable of supporting only
certain aspects of EM and therefore need to be integrated together with other
tools, in order to achieve full support for the EM process. Common
representatives of EM documentation and analysis support tools are: Metis, by
Metis Solutions, Norway; Grade, by Infologistic GmbH, Germany; The ESI
Consultancy Tool-set, by Singular Software, Greece; DELOS98, by UMIST, UK;
DOORS, by QSS, UK, etc.

Method independent tools

Method independent tools or customisable meta-tools are developed to allow
users or method engineers to design and customise the modelling method. Meta-
tools are also often referred to as CASE shells, customisable CASE tools or
meta-CASE tools. Different authors have slightly different definitions for these
terms, though the basic idea is the same – tools that allow its users to define and
modify modelling methods. The most common term nowadays is meta-CASE tool
[Kell97, Alde91]. According to Kelly [Kell97], a true meta-CASE tool allows the
modelling method to be completely changed for a new one, but many CASE tools
are now exhibiting some meta-CASE functionality by allowing additions and
minor cosmetic changes to their existing method support. A number of authors
[Bube88, Gold92, Mart93, Tolv96, Kell97] have reported that using customisable
CASE shells, meta-CASE, or meta-tools instead of method-specific tools can
prove to be more effective.

Generally, there are a number of possible reasons for an organisation to choose a
meta-tool based approach in order to acquire the desired EM tool support:

• The desired modelling method does not fit into the functionality of existing
tools <vailable in a market, and development from scratch of a new dedicated
tool is considered inappropriate due to substantial cost, development time
needed, or other organisational reasons.

• The organisation wants a tool which is possible to maintain and improve based
on earlier experiences with the method as well as the tool (evolutionary
method and tool development). In this situation the meta-tool is the most
feasible solution if the company does not have a separate group dedicated to
development and maintenance of the tool.
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• The company wants to be more independent of the tool vendor. Dependence
on the meta-tool vendor still can be considered, but meta-tool vendors are
considerably less influencing the user companies.

Terminology issues, meta-modelling methods, as well as the method
implementation process into a meta-tool is described in the appendix. Common
representatives of meta-tools, capable of supporting the documentation and
analyis part of EM, are the following: MetaEdit+, by MetaCase Consulting Oy,
Finland; Ramatic, by SISU, Sweden; ToolBuilder, by Lincoln Software, UK, etc.

Diagramming tools

These tools are able to support a variety of modelling methods, but most of them
only in the aspects of data visualisation and method notation. The common usage
of these tools is mainly due to their ease of use, the considerably short time
required for training, the wide variety of purposes served, as well as a relatively
low cost. The most common tools in this category are FlowCharter™ produced
by Micrografx Corporation, and Visio® by Visio Corporation.

Diagramming tools serve purposes such as business drawing, diagramming, and
charting. They can be used to create organisation charts, network diagrams,
statistical control charts, flow diagrams, and data model diagrams of any type.
For instance, FlowCharter is not a CASE nor meta-CASE tool in the common
sense of the term. However, experiences have shown that it is very useful and
convenient for documenting Enterprise Models. Some of these tools have been
incorporated as components in larger scale EM tool-sets such as the ESI
Consultancy Tool-set [Sing97, Sing98] and DELOS98 [Hyperbank98].

3.4.3.5 Additional tools for supporting EM

During a real modelling case there can always arise a need to support some new
or unexpected aspect of either the modelling method or the project. For example,
some sources predict a more close integration between EM tools and Computer
Based Simulation (CBS) tools. Such alliance between these types of tools could
be quite successful, but has yet to be tested. Some Business Process Modelling
tools already offer business process simulation capabilities, but they are not full
scale CBS tools. For simulation projects EM can improve understanding of what
should be simulated, for what reasons, who should be involved in the project, and
what kind of results should be expected. Simulation tools, on the other hand, can
contribute to EM the ability to verify and compare different alternatives of
business process designs, optimise processes, as well as increase understanding
regarding how the system works. Steins in [Stei97] addresses ProCap and ProSim
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tools by Knowledge Based Systems, Inc., which are process modelling products
enabling users to capture, document, and analyse business process descriptions
according to the IDEF3 process modelling method. The ProSim tool adds the
ability to record simulation goals, process time, resource utilisation, costing,
labour and time requirements in a simulation model which is read by WITNESS®,
Lanner Group Ltd. – a simulation software tool for automatic simulation
generation. The example shows that some tool vendors are working in this
direction and that a closer integration between EM and Computer Based
Simulation tools in some situations is valuable.

In addition there are a number of research prototype tools, covering a large part
of EM process. However, we would currently regard these tools as tools to
watch. It is advisable to monitor their progress, rather than to use them in real
projects. Research prototypes usually present interesting and novel ideas, but
seldom deliver robustness, reliability, and performance. In addition, prototype
tools usually are quite limited in aspects other than the ones interesting to the tool
developers. However, the biggest problem that research prototype tools usually
encounter is a lack of commitment to offer proper support and maintenance.
Support often ends by the time the tool developers deliver their PhD theses, or by
the time funding of that particular research project ceases. On the other hand
prototype tools do become more mature and some of them evolve into industrial
tools, if the tool developers either out-source the tool implementation to an
outside software vendor, or sells the tool to a commercial tool vendor.

Besides software tools used for automation and support of the EM process, we
also use a number of other types of equipment worth mentioning, e.g. the
“plastic” wall used in the first modelling session for documenting the issues
discussed. There is also a need for a special modelling laboratory equipped with a
video projector, which can be used during “walk-though” modelling sessions.
Furthermore, we also utilise various kinds of computing equipment such as
printers, scanners, and networks as supporting equipment. However, we do not
elaborate on requirements for these non-software tools, although the usage of
them may pose additional requirements for the software tools. This is due to the
fact that the use of these resources mainly depend on the individual requirements
of the user organisation as well as on the actual project where EM is applied.

3.5 Concluding remarks

We have described the EM process along with a variety of organisational actors
and roles involved in this process. The EM process and actors involved in the EM
process are posing requirements for EM tool support. Therefore the importance
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of the organisational EM process should not be neglected. We have also
addressed a number of organisational factors such as the attitude towards
modelling methods, convincing the organisation about EM, etc. These factors
influence the execution of EM processes in organisations.

We have also described the current situation with regard to existing tool support
for the EM process, including categories of EM tools such as presentation tools,
collaborative work support tools, modelling and design tools, and modelling
process guidance tools. Each tool category has been discussed in detail, as well
as related to steps of the EM process. The tool classification has also been
discussed with respect to existing tool classifications available from other
sources.

As it becomes clear from the classification of EM tools, a number of different
tools are needed in order to achieve a complete and thorough EM process
support. Taking into account the current situation in the tool market, no single
tool can undertake all aspects of tasks that need to be supported by tools.
Therefore, if an organisation is looking for EM tools, it probably has to consider
acquiring several tools in order to cover all aspects of the EM process.
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4 Requirements for an EM tool-set

In this chapter we analyse and discuss requirements for an EM tool-set, by
following a structure based on an Enterprise Model for a perceived EM tool-set.
We discuss goals, problems, and actors of the EM tool. Requirements on the EM
tool presented in this chapter will aim to support goals as well as resolve
problems concerning EM tools. The initial sources for these requirements are
personal experiences acquired during participation in various research activities
[F3-92, Stirna95, Hyperbank96, Elektra96,] as well as  commercial projects. As
an example, one of the tasks within the ELEKTRA project was to develop a
consultancy tool-set for change management in the ESI6 sector. The
methodological background which is realised in this tool-set is the EKD
methodology [Bube97, Louc97]. During the development of the software part of
the consultancy tool-set participants of the ELEKTRA project produced a number
of deliverables and technical reports, that provided a great number of initial ideas
and requirements for further structuring and elaboration.
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Figure 9: Structure of the top level Enterprise Model for the EM tool

                                        
6 ESI – Electricity Supply Industry
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The relationships between the different types of requirements presented in this
chapter are shown graphically in Figure 9.

We focus on enterprise problems which are supported by the goals of Enterprise
Modelling. The aim of this work is not to tackle enterprise problems and goals.
Instead we concentrate on the problems and goals of the EM tool, since these are
the most important aspects to consider when selecting a strategy for EM tool
adoption. Enterprise actors, as participants in the EM process also pose important
requirements for the EM tool-set, since they work directly with the tool as well as
define the goals for the tool.

The following section 4.1. deals with goals of the EM tool-set, addressing issues
such as what we really want to achieve by using an EM tool-set, what are the
objectives of EM tools. Sections 4.2 presents the most common problems of EM
tools. Sources of these problems are mainly literature studies along with personal
experiences and communications with other EM tool users. In addition, some
problems reported in the literature with regard to use of CASE-tools are true also
for EM tools. These problems have, therefore, been considered. Section 4.3.
deals with requirements for the EM tool-set. These requirements are structured
and described according to the functionality of the tool. They are discussed in a
more general way by providing explanations and including examples, if possible.
These requirements include both functional requirements, such as the EM
methodology supports, as well as non-functional requirements. Discussing
requirements for EM tools, we mainly concentrate on those particularly important
to EM tools. Requirements that also are common to CASE-tools or other kinds of
similar software tools we consider to be beyond the scope of this thesis.

4.1 Goals of the EM tool-set

The most obvious goal of the Enterprise Modelling tool is to support the
Enterprise Modelling process. In this section we will discuss this goal as well as
other goals of the EM tool-set, starting from the goals of the EM process. We will
construct a high level Goals Model for the EM tool application process. We are
aware that the viewpoint applied may differ depending on which modelling
method is being used as well as on the vision of the organisation itself. We have
applied the viewpoint of the EKD method.

There are different scopes for using EM, e.g. change management, restructuring
of business processes, requirements elicitation for information systems
development, etc. In most cases, we apply the EM technique in order to improve
our understanding of essential parts of the enterprise, or to find solutions for
practical problems in the enterprise, or to find a consensus about issues which
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earlier were hard to define, reason about, and agree upon. These tasks are
complicated as such and there might be a number of “wicked” problems which
must be resolved. Enterprise Modelling provides a necessary framework for
dealing with such “ill-structured” and complex problems. The objective for
Enterprise Model and the Enterprise Modelling technique is to understand and to
document the business, its objectives, problems, concepts, actors, and activities,
better and in a more structured way than by simply providing natural language
descriptions. Consequently, the objective of the EM tool would be to support this
goal. Apart from this main objective we can define the following high level goals
for the EM tool:

• To support and facilitate the successful application of the Enterprise
Modelling technique. In order to do that, the tool-set should be able to support
the all main activities of EM.

• To facilitate decision making based on Enterprise Models.

• To facilitate the generation of an information system requirements
specification from the Enterprise Models.

• To provide input data based on an Enterprise Model for other kinds of tools
used in the organisation, such as Computer Based Simulation tools, Risk
Management tools, Expert System tools, etc.

These goals are represented graphically by using the Goals Modelling notation in
Figure 10. In this goal graph we can also clearly see that there are tree types of
goals. Firstly, goals of the enterprise itself. These goals represent the objectives
and intentions of the whole EM use. These goals define the reason why the EM
methodology is applied and specify what kind of benefit the enterprise wants to
achieve through this. Secondly, there are goals of the Enterprise Modelling
method defining how the enterprise goals will be achieved. These goals actually
contain some “chunks” of a methodology, e.g. “to document the business of the
enterprise in terms of its business goals”. Finally, the third kind of goals are the
goals of the EM tool. These goals determine why the specific tool is applied in a
particular way, which is the reason to do that, which results we want to achieve.
They define in a broader sense a set of functional and non-functional
requirements of the EM tool which will be elaborated later in the thesis.As a
matter of fact, each of these goals can be decomposed into a set of lower level
goals. For example goal 4.1 deals with the support for EM techniques.
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 Figure 10: A fraction of a top level goal graph for the EM tool

 We can further elaborate this goal in the two following ways – first, the EM tool
must support

• Diagnosing – modelling the current situation and the change requirements of
the enterprise.

• Understanding -- interpreting, understanding, reasoning and discussing the
current and future states of the enterprise.

• Designing – discussing and modelling the alternative future situations and
scenarios.

 Secondly, the EM tool should carry out a number of activities and provide a
certain functionality in order to fully support the application of an Enterprise
Modelling technique. Below we mention the most important and common
activities which essentially require the presence of a tool:

• group meeting organisation and support

• group communication
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• idea acquisition and requirements elicitation

• idea documentation and analysis according to Enterprise Modelling

• analysis of different scenario or alternatives

• communication with other modelling approaches
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Figure 11: A fraction of a Goal Model demonstrates how EM modelling can
be supported

4.2 EM tool problems

Problems with EM tools do hinder successful and undisturbed Enterprise
Modelling use. If current supporting EM tools are not capable of fulfilling their
responsibilities the whole project could suffer and be jeopardised. Consequently
we can assume that each EM tool problem hinders the achievement of goals for
Enterprise Modelling. We discuss problems such as the maturity of the modelling
method itself, various aspects of tool functionality, vendor support, organisational
problems concerning tool adoption, standardisation, etc.
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4.2.1 Methodology support problems

Let us discuss the following potential situations regarding tool support for a
particular method. Figure 12 shows four dimensions of a tool supporting a
particular method:

• “method+ & tool+”  is a situation where the organisation has both a method
as well as tool support for Enterprise Modelling,

• “method+ & tool- “ is a situation where the organisation has an available
method for Enterprise Modelling but lacks tool support for this method

• “method- & tool-” is a situation where the organisation lacks an Enterprise
Modelling method as well as supporting tools

• “method- & tool+”  is a situation where the organisation lacks an Enterprise
Modelling method, but has tools that may be used for EM support. These tools
are not “shelfware” (software packages that are purchased for some reason
and not used). Here we mean that the organisation uses these tools for some
other purposes than EM. For example, the SA/SD tool may be customised in
order to partly support Enterprise Modelling.

TOOL
support

METHOD
support

METHOD-
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METHOD-
&

TOOL-

METHOD+
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TOOL-

METHOD+
&

TOOL+

strong

strong

Figure 12: Dimensions of method-tool support

As one can imagine, the actual scope of this thesis is located above the “tool”
axis. The strategies how to proceed if an organisation does not have a method or
does not want to have a particular method will not be tackled here. The obvious
suggestion we can give is to get one, as soon as possible, if the organisation feels
that it is needed. Different ways of how to introduce an Enterprise Modelling
method as well as experiences from various companies are discussed in [Bube97,
Bergenh97].
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The situation “method+ & tool+”, where the organisation has both - method and
tool - we can consider ideal or the target situation. In this situation we do not
exclude further evolution of the modelling method or the tool, in order to match
the needs of the organisation. There may be changes introduced in the modelling
method that requires some additional tool support.

In addition, we should not dismiss the role of method proficiency, which is the
level of expertise with which an organisation uses an Enterprise Modelling
method. Method proficiency influences to some extent how successful the EM
process is. EM method proficiency depends on factors such as how well defined
the EM process is, gathered experiences from previous projects, and lessons
learned from earlier applications of EM tools, improved EM process. An
important aspect in method proficiency is also general experience in introducing
and working with various other modelling methods. An organisation which is
used to working with other modelling methods, not necessarily EM, will most
likely have elaborated some kind of experience based procedures and standards
for how to introduce methods in a more efficient manner based on. Therefore,
such organisations are likely to be more efficient in method adoption and use.

4.2.2 Analysis capabilities

Most of the tools available in the market offer some model analysis capabilities,
e.g. syntactic checking, semantic checking, etc. However, these capabilities very
often turn out to be insufficient or inappropriate once the tool has been used in a
real project. These tools are adequate only for documenting modelling results,
providing very little or no analysis support. The functionality of the tools is
generally not sufficient and often lacks some important aspects, such as support
for model integration, viewing of the model through multiple filters, generating
various types of reports based on the modelling data, etc. [Luba93, Pers97].

4.2.3 Way-of-working with the EM tool

Different people have their own styles when working with tools and methods.
They have developed their own work practices and “pet methods”. In the tool
adoption process this can sometimes be recognised as an obstacle, because as
long as they somehow succeed, they are reluctant to adopt new work practices
and methods. There is a common view that as long as we produce the desired
result it does not matter how we achieve it. Enforcing rules like “you should
always start doing it by this task” or “present your models that way” on some
people may put additional and unnecessary pressure on the work environment.
This can happen regardless of the fact that these suggestions and rules are meant
to help people in their work. In addition, it often seems a waste of time or too
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trivial to discuss issues such as “where or how are we going to store our models”.
People often tend to respond to these issues with “wherever, as long as we know
where they are”.

The possible solutions for these problems are of two kinds: introduce a
comprehensive set of standards for method and tool usage, and to establish
careful and thorough training covering all necessary aspects of work with a
chosen modelling method along with supporting tools. Of course, if the
organisation is seriously committed to the use of Enterprise Modelling, it should
also allocate certain people to seriously support the EM activities in the
organisation. These people then need to be experts and to be able to assist other
employees who are using EM in their work.

4.2.4 Problem analysis and problem solving tools vs. “do-my-job” tools

Many people, in spite of education or experience, still believe in so called “magic
tools”. They expect that the acquired method or tool will solve problems for
them, relieve them from thinking or from active participation in the process.
Another issue is that people often misunderstand the purpose of methods and
tools, which leads to the expectation of “magic” tools and techniques.
Surprisingly enough, we have experienced that people seriously ask questions
like – “is your tool able to anticipate problems in the organisation?”.

The possible solution to this problem is to always consider the method as the
main issue and the tools only as a support for the modelling process. If a method
can do something to solve a specific problem, the tool will most likely support it.
There are not going to be any “magic” tools available in the near future. The only
thing we can expect is more sophisticated and improved support for our thinking.
Support for what can be supported. Also, method and tool vendors have to take
this into account in order to prepare comprehensive and thorough supporting
information about the method or tool.

4.2.5 Tool acquisition and adoption

Many companies, which are orientated towards an introduction of a software
package in order to support their modelling activities, do not understand that
whatever they will purchase will not be a “plug and play” gadget. In fact, the
introduction of an EM or RE tool is usually slow and resource consuming
process. It is not enough to purchase software and then believe that it will solve
all problems in the organisation by itself. It can take up to one year to fully
introduce a tool in the organisation, depending on its size and complexity.
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Tool adoption may also require cultural changes in the organisation. If a cultural
change towards tool technology has not been successful, it is quite likely that the
acquired technology will degenerate into “shelfware” within a couple of years. It
is reported that in software development, ”a good “rule of thumb” is that two
years after acquisition 70% of the tools are no longer used, and for those still in
use, only 10% of the intended users are using them in the proper manner”
[Rubi91, Huff92, Iiva96].

When a tool is not developed/purchased together with the method, a common
practice is to try out several tools in order to see which better suites
methodological needs. Very often this is done without properly preparing for the
process and estimating results. As a result, no tool is used long enough for its
users to reach a certain maturity level, which is necessary to judge whether or not
a particular tool is suitable. A rather widely spread opinion is that “none of the
tools can really help”, or “one tool is just as good as another”.

Another aspect of cultural changes is best pointed out by Alfs Berztiss in his book
“Software Methods for Business Process Reengineering”. He states: “Tools do
not design software, people do” [Berz96]. Very often people expect that after
tool introduction they will be able to work less or less carefully. They expect the
tool to be some kind of a magic crystal ball that will relieve them from thinking.
Instead, tool technology expects people to acquire new ways of working and
skills.

One of the most common reason for CASE tool use is cost reduction. However, it
is reported by several authors [Huff92, Oake92] that cost reduction is not always
possible in the beginning of a project or in the first projects where a particular
type of CASE technology is used. Very often in the beginning of EM tool use it is
not possible to reduce the personnel costs or the time that is spent for preparing
models. Additional cost estimates mainly oriented towards CASE tools can be
found in [Groc88, Huff92, Oake92].

Each tool or technology requires some specific experience or skills, that must be
acquired by training or learning. Ongoing training is costly and should be
carefully planned and budgeted for during the whole life time of a tool.

Maturity in terms of introducing methods and tools in the organisation play an
important role also here. The more experienced a company is in using similar
methods and software tools, the greater chances are that the tool adoption process
will succeed.
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4.2.6 Tool integration

Despite the existence of numerous tools directed at facilitation of requirements
gathering, enterprise modelling or software development, one of the major
impediments to realisation of a comprehensive solution is the current state of tool
integration [Brown94]. Users are hesitant to commit to a single vendor for tool
support. At the same time, tool vendors realise that no company can afford to
provide a complete set of tools that spans all phases of the development cycle.

Almost all vendors claim that their tool is “open” and “easy to integrate”, yet it is
obvious that these claims mean different things to different vendors. For example,
Oakes, Smith and Morris in their report devoted to CASE tool adoption
[Oake92], define the following criterias for determining the “openness” of a tool:

• “The tool would adhere to the commonly accepted open standards, including
UNIX, the X Windows System for workstations, and the Motif look-and-feel.

• All features available at any level of the tool’s user interface would be
available via programmatic interfaces to all outside tools.

• The tool would be composed of separate and replaceable services. For
example, configuration management capabilities would be provided by
commercially available configuration management tools, rather than by special
CASE tool. In addition, the configuration management tool would be easily
replaceable by another, equivalent tool.

• The tool would provide a programmable user interface so that invocations of
other external tools would be clean and consistent.

• The tool would be capable of notifying other tools about its actions as well as
receiving information from other tools about their actions.

• The tool would be capable of  operating without being a focus of the users
attention.

• The tool would adhere to any commonly accepted data model.

• The tool would be available on variety of common hardware platforms.”

In reality very few tools in the market meet these criteria. Despite the fact that
many tool vendors are working towards making their tools more open according
to these criteria, more emphasis should be put on understanding of requirements
for tool integration in order to provide integration ability with other tools,. The
openness of a tool also significantly increases the market value of a tool.
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4.2.7 Versions of tool

The tool should be “mature” enough in order to be worth purchasing and using.
This means that the tool should satisfy the most critical requirements for EM
support as well as general conditions for software packages of its class in terms
of reliability, robustness, user interface, fault tolerance, etc. In situations where
the first version of the tool is not very good, the following versions should be far
superior to regain customer confidence, as well as to improve the flawed image
which was created by the first version.

There is a general trend in the software industry as in any other industry sector to
put a product out in the market as soon as possible. This is perfectly acceptable
and many companies actually only survive because they follow this rule. The
problem here is the fact that very often early versions are rather immature, lacks
much vital functionality, and are not robust enough. The well known 20:80% rule
saying that implementing  20 percent of requirements will give 80 percent of the
value, works also in EM and CASE tool production. The problem is to choose the
right 20 percent. Since EM and CASE tools tend to be very complex software
products, the critical set of requirements may be rather massive. The Enterprise
Modelling process is also very complex and changing. Many requirements for
support tools are not clearly defined, described, or even realised, which is an
additional challenge to tool producers.

Many tools also “grow” out of academic projects and research prototypes. Such
tools generally provide more ideas and interesting solutions during the early
stages of their evaluation than they provide the usability and reliability needed for
carrying out EM support in a real project. One of the major causes for these
problems is limited resources that academic or research institutions are able to
devote to implementation of features that are necessary, but not interesting or
innovative. Usually it takes quite a long time for a research tool to become a fully
advanced tool ready for use it in a real project.

The best way of making a research tool into a commercial tool in the shortest
time possible, is to out-source the actual implementation, testing and maintenance
to a professional software house. However, in this case the financial risk and the
potential market for the tool should be carefully assessed in order to convince an
outside organisation to provide the necessary financial resources.

4.2.8 Vendor support

The support of a tool vendor is particularly important in the beginning of the tool
adoption process. Since most EM tools are rather complex, situations in the
adoption process very often arise where expertise from outside is necessary in
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order to solve a certain problem. Questions such as “how can we do this with the
tool” are very common. Tool vendors play a crucial role in the tool adoption
process, since they are the ones that know best what kind of functionality can be
expected from the tool. Very often tool users have no one else to ask about the
tool. On the other hand tool vendors are often reluctant to accommodate specific
user needs regarding the supporting information.

Different types of vendor support are available, such as training in tool use,
support information, Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ) accessible via the
Internet. These features are particularly important if the tool adopting
organisation is inexperienced in tool use.

Vendor claims

Tool acquisition is a rather complicated process which is affected by a number of
uncertainties. One thing which can sometimes cause additional problems is
misunderstanding on the part of the customer of the information provided by tool
vendors. Vice versa, information provided by tool vendors is often ambiguous or
imprecise. This can be due to misinterpretation of questions asked or due to some
hidden agendas followed by tool vendors. Communications with tool vendors
have shown that certain things have different meanings to different tool vendors.
As an example, we have earlier described a number of criteria for tool openness.
These criteria should be met in order to claim that the tool is to some extent open.
However, some tool producers claim that their tool is open without matching a
single criteria on that list. What they mean by openness is probably something
else. If so, the vendors should explicitly define that.

4.2.9 Demo versions

The existence of demo versions is a separate topic which is also related to tool
vendors. Usually there are two types of demo versions available for most tools.
One type is pre-packaged slide-shows or animations or both, presenting the
product, its functionality, purpose, etc. The purpose of this kind of demo version
is to substitute live presentations of the product. We can consider this type of
demo version as “managerial”. The main audience for it is people who need to
acquire information about the product, but have no intention,  appropriate
expertise, or reason to test it in a real life. These presentations are only valuable
at the very beginning of the tool acquisition process, while investigating what
kind of tools are available, etc. In almost all cases everything looks very good in
these presentations and even very imperfect products may have terrific
presentations promising “great wonders”.
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The other type of demo version is fully or partially functional tools containing
some restrictions. The most usual restrictions are limited access time, limited
number of modelling components which can be managed, or limited number of
users that may use the tool. These limitations do not hinder the basic process of
tool investigation and investigations based on such limited demo versions usually
give good results. For more complex tools, demo versions may not contain some
of the features that either require large amounts of memory storage or extra
hardware, or feature which are simply too complex to be efficiently performed
without proper knowledge acquired by training. Normally vendors offer
possibilities to investigate these features at there site or experienced people come
to demonstrate them at your site.

The situation is troublesome when a tool vendor refuses to provide a
demonstration version, and for instance at his WWW-site claim that the tool
delivers very sophisticated and advanced functionality for a relatively low cost. It
may indicate that the tool is a big “market hit”, or that the tool is relatively
immature and some time will pass until the next and more stable version, or that
the tool is deficient in certain aspects. If the vendor and the tool is a “black box”,
the only step to take is to find an organisation which has experience in using this
kind of tool and use this organisation as a reference. Tool vendors also normally
provide information about who are their customers and what are their
experiences, although negative experiences may not be openly distributed.
Another option is to search for another tool.

4.2.10 The graphical power of documenting and presentation facilities

Enterprise Models are mostly represented graphically. The drawings may or may
not be accompanied with some explanatory text, but the purpose of the modelling
documentation remains the same – to explain, provide clarity, completeness,
unambiguity, in order to reason about the problem domain. In this section we will
discuss the most common problems related to the presentation capabilities of
Enterprise Models.

Large “spaghetti” models vs. small screens

We sometimes regard large and highly interconnected models as “spaghetti”
models. The visualisation of such models on a traditional computer screen is
always complicated. The major obstacles we can identify here are the resolution
and size of the monitor being used. These characteristics of monitors are
continuously being improved and nowadays a large screen with highest resolution
gives satisfactory results even when models are quite large. However we must be
aware that some models always will be larger than available screens. Standard
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zooming and scaling functions incorporated in the modelling tools help to
alleviate these problems to some extent [Stei94].

Presenting only those parts of a model one is currently interested in also gives
considerable assistance in working with large and interconnected models. These
parts can be fractions of the whole Enterprise Model graph, or they can be query
based, e.g. all goals related to a certain problem, or all business processes
supporting a particular goal hierarchy, etc.

Use of special techniques for projecting computer screen images on a wall can
substantially improve the possibilities to visualise “spaghetti” models. The only
drawback is that these projectors normally cost up to ten times more than
ordinary computer monitors, and in order to project a sufficiently large image a
room of a corresponding size is needed too.

Printing on traditional paper formats

The printing of a model would not cause any problems if we would always have
access to paper the same size as our model and printers that are capable to print
this paper. In real life, the most common sizes of paper are A4 and A3. If no
bigger formats are available, and a model exceeds these sizes, there are two
common solutions.

First, scale the model to a degree that it fits the paper format. This solution is
acceptable if no particular resolution of a model is required, e.g. models are
printed for distribution within the modelling group.

Second, print the large model on several separate pages and then glue them
together somehow. In practice, we have seen models occupying up to 100 pages
of A4 size. Even models of such size occasionally do get printed. As a matter of
fact, once one gets accustomed to the process of gluing them together, it is no big
problem.

To conclude the discussion about paper formats, it is advisable to use at least A3
size, if a printing device supporting a larger paper size is not available. The
purchase of a printer which can manage a larger size may be seriously
considered, depending on organisational and project factors. However, the truth is
– some models will always be larger than the printing paper.

Colour screens vs. B/W printouts

The results of modelling sessions are transferred to a computer during or after the
session. On a modern computer screen we can use as many colours as we like (or
as many as we can distinguish). We represent different modelling components
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with different graphical shapes and/or colours. For example, we usually keep
problems red and goals green. Such distribution of colours has proved to provide
a better understanding of a model by different people, since we have to take into
account that not every participant of the modelling sessions are very familiar with
the semantics of the Enterprise Modelling components. The red and green objects
provide intuitive knowledge based on associations to real life. However,
problems may arise if these models are printed on a black-and-white printer. The
grey shading reduces the readability of the text in the graph and also the
additional semantic information about modelling component is lost. If the models
are going to be printed on a b/w printer it is advisable that at least the key
modelling components differ not only in colour, but also in graphical shape.

The best solution for all this, of course, is to use a colour printer. However,
colour printers may not be appropriate for all situations and in addition they are
less cost effective than ordinary laser printers.

Decomposed models

Decomposition of modelling components is very helpful and it is used with great
success in order to simplify large hierarchical models. We usually decompose
modelling components during the restructuring process of the model. The
problem here is that once a modelling component is decomposed the
corresponding relationships are lost or lose their correct semantics. As a result of
this a lot of manual work is required.

Another problem we experience with highly decomposed models is the difficulty
to keep track of which sub-model is a decomposition of which modelling
component in the parent model and to navigate thorough the model, during a
presentation of the modelling results to a group of people. The presentation may
be done by using traditional presentation techniques or by directly projecting the
computer screen on a wall using a special projector and running the actual tool
that was used for creating and maintaining the model.

Models are linked with each other

One of the most valuable advantage of the Enterprise Modelling technique is links
between the different sub-models. For example, the Goals Model is linked with
the Business Process Model by relationships defining how business processes are
supported by goals. In a similar way one Goals Model may be related to another
Goals Model. For example, let us assume that one Goals Model contains the
strategic goals of the organisation. These goals may be further elaborated in
separate models, such as Goals Models for Human Resource Management, Goals
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Models for accounting and they can all be linked to the strategic goals of the
organisation.

The problem here is that many tools do not provide links of this nature. A partial
solution to the problem may be the decomposition of modelling components, but
in this case the semantic meaning is partially lost.

4.2.11 Problems related to group-work and co-operation tools

Due to the expansion of the Internet and intranets in the corporate world, the tool
market seriously addresses issues related to co-operative and collaborative work.
An increasing number of tools are able to support different aspects of group-
work. This technique does not only presume a multi-user access to data. It
includes aspects like organisation of group meetings, electronic message
exchange, document sharing and communicating. No matter how useful these
tools are, new problems and challenges emerge. One of the most common
problems, for example, is keeping track of who did what with the tool.
Transaction tracking should cover aspects such as historical data about all
changes as well as data about activities of all users.

Another weakness of group-work tools is their weak integration capabilities with
other types of tools. They are marketed as separate products and often produced
by companies which do not have, for example, CASE tools or meta-CASE tools
in their product range. To use this type of tool in a more sophisticated and
efficient manner, data produced and manipulated within them should be available
to other tools, e.g. analysis and modelling tools. This would also considerably
increase the traceability and consistency of modelling results.

4.2.12 Concluding remarks on EM tool problems

In this section we have addressed EM tool related problems important enough to
be considered for an organisation during its EM tool adoption process. Many EM
tools or tools that can be used as components to support some steps in the EM
process are facing the following problems:

• An organisation may use methods that have insufficient tool support. The
method usage maturity of an organisation is also an issue determining the
success of tool support for EM.

• Many tools are appropriate only for documenting the modelling product, as
they offer very little or inappropriate analysis support.
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• Ways of working with EM tools may substantially differ from organisation to
organisation, as well as from person to person. This, if not anticipated, causes
additional problems.

• People often overestimate the capabilities of modelling methods and tools,
which may lead to misunderstandings and misinterpretations of the objectives
of methods, tools, and modelling projects.

• Tool acquisition and adoption processes in organisations often fail due to a
number of reasons.

• Tool integration is difficult to achieve and therefore a thorough EM support is
not always achievable.

• Some tools need to be improve in order to be reliable, robust, and mature
enough to be used in a real EM project.

• Insufficient or inappropriate vendor support of an EM method and tool hinders
successful tool adoption within an organisation. Demo versions of tools, if
carelessly prepared, can seriously disrupt the tool acquisition process.

• The capability to graphically visualise the modelling product is in many tools
not sufficient. Representing large and interconnected models, printing, or
representing decompositions is a problem.

• Collaboration capabilities of EM tools are not sufficient in many cases and
need to be addressed more seriously in order to conduct an effective EM
process.

The problems we have reviewed earlier are particularly important to organisations
that are using or going to use these tool or an EM method. Problems of a more
general nature that are also relevant to CASE-tools or other similar tools, are not
addressed in this thesis.

4.3 Requirements for the EM tool-set

In this section basic classes of requirements will be discussed. These
requirements are intended to support the goals (see Figure 10) and problems of
EM tools. They also support the EM process along with the actors participating
in the EM process. We discuss the requirements in separate sections according to
their functionality, and provide explanations and examples, instead of presenting
more atomic requirements as was done in [Bube97a, Louc97a]. Following the
advise of Tom Docker [Dock98], in describing requirements, we have tried to
leave out, when possible, actual architectural or functional solutions, as well as
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not to elaborate requirements in too much detail. This in order to focus the overall
picture on “what” the EM tool-set should be capable of doing and “why”.

The main categories into which EM tool requirements are arranged are the
following: requirements for Enterprise Modelling support, tool customisability
and extendibility requirements, requirements for the common repository of the
EM tool-set, data visualisation requirements, reporting and querying
requirements, multi-user and collaborative work requirements, as well as non-
functional requirements.

4.3.1 Requirements for Enterprise Modelling  support

This section deals with requirements directly related to various concepts of
Enterprise Modelling. The main focus here is on methodological issues including
tool support for the EM Process and the EM product, support of the EM meta-
model, methodology rule checking, as well as analysis support. Requirements
presented here are based on the EKD meta-model in conformance with the EKD
User Guide [Bube97].

4.3.1.1 The nature of methodology support

Some authors [Hatl88, Vess92], while addressing methodology support of CASE
tools, state that the tool supporting a methodology must provide some sort of
warning or message if methodology rules are violated. Either the tool should
prevent the user from proceeding in a way which is not in conformance with the
method or it should issue a warning message. In case of Enterprise Modelling
where in the beginning of modelling “all tricks are allowed”, these warnings can
be issued during a later verification stage of model being produced. We
understand methodology support by tools to be of two major types:

• automated control which enforces the rules of a methodology and

• informative feedback on methodology violations.

Which of the two types is appropriate for a particular EM application case
heavily depends on the kind of problem that is being solved, as well as the nature
of the expected results. As one can imagine, if an EM project aims at designing a
complete requirements specification for a mission critical system which must
conform to many rules, regulations, and standards, more strict methodology rule
enforcement could be appropriate. On the other hand, if project objectives are to
improve corporate understanding of a problem domain, a more relaxed
enforcement of methodology rules could be more appropriate.
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The nature of tool support for Enterprise Modelling basically addresses two
primary aspects of EM, defined in [Roll96], as follows:

• the EM product – A product is the desired output of a method. Within EKD
The product is composed of a set of elements describing the system to be
constructed and the organisation in which it will operate.

• the EM process – A process is a description of the route followed to construct
a product. A process keeps track of how the product has been constructed in a
descriptive manner.

A modelling process and its related product are specific to a particular application
of EM. Therefore they are defined at the instance level. Furthermore, we discuss
three philosophies for methodological support of the EM process by pursuing the
following structure proposed in [Vess92] :

• Restrictive Philosophy The tool is designed to encourage the user to use it in a
normative manner. This philosophy would, for example, enforce the
decomposition of a Goals Model by using a top-down partitioning. The model
development would be required to start with high level business goals and
then decompose them into lower-level operationalised goals. In this case, the
systems developer would not be permitted to start with lover-level goals and
work in a bottom-up manner. However, such a restrictive way of working is
not always suitable for EM, where the main events happen on the plastic wall
during the group discussion, and the models only later are maintained in the
tool.

• Guided Philosophy The tool is designed to encourage but not to enforce the
user to use it in a normative manner. For example, a guided philosophy
suggests, but does not enforce Goals Modelling to begin with the top level
business goals and the user is free to start at any level he/she chooses. This
type of support would provide information about what should be done, and
which would be the appropriate operations in a particular modelling situation.
For example, when an Information Set is introduced in the Business Process
Model, the tool can offer the user to define this Information Set by means of
the Concepts Model.

• Flexible Philosophy The tool is designed to allow the user complete freedom
of using it. The system would permit its users to follow their own modelling
process and later verify, if requested, that the models produced are consistent.
The flexible philosophy allows the user to develop his/her Enterprise Models
in a top-down, bottom-up, middle-out, or spiral fashion – the tool does not
enforce any rules or methodological steps. This way of working is largely
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accepted in EM projects, since a great deal of methodological freedom is
necessary at least in the beginning of a project.

In the case of Enterprise Modelling these three philosophies of methodology
support should be recognised as continuous dimensions, with intermediary states
available as well. In addition, some rules may need to be more strictly enforced
and/or followed than others, depending on the scope of each particular
application of EM. Jarzabek and Huang in [Jarz98] suggest that the tools should
provide more guidance for a novice developer than for an expert.

Regarding the support of the EM product, which is described by using a set of
presentation techniques, described in chapter 2 of this thesis. The EM product
can be checked to assure that it is consistent and accurate, by means of various
methodology rules. These rules can be derived as a part of meta-model integrity
rules, methodology completeness, clarity and expressiveness improving rules,
quality assurance rules, etc. An example of meta-model integrity rule enforcement
is that all “AND” or “OR” decomposition relationships in the Goals Model
should have at least one parent goal and more than one sub-goal. Another
example of a methodology completeness rule, useful at the end of designing each
business process model, the tool should warn about all business processes which
consume inputs, but do not produce output at any decomposition level. These
rules should be possible to develop by the users themselves and then activated
and deactivated one by one. This would considerably increase the adaptability of
EM and EM tools to specific problem domains.

4.3.1.2 Methodology components

The EKD modelling methodology on the basis of which we are developing
requirements for the EM tool-set, conceptually consists of the following
modelling meta-components:

• Modelling components or modelling objects, for example business goals,
business process, business rules, IS technical components. Each of these
components have standard properties such as: unique identifier, textual name,
comments. In addition to these, some modelling components may also possess
a number of additional properties, e.g. business goals usually have such
properties as criticality and priority. Furthermore, some modelling components
could be assigned user-defined properties.

• Modelling components are visually represented by certain distinctive
graphical shapes. Usually each shape should represent one type of modelling
component, but since in the EKD modelling there is a rather large number of
shapes needed, some modelling components can have the same or similar
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graphical shapes. Nevertheless shapes should be marked with a textual label
indicating the type of the component. One type of modelling component may
also have available several graphical shapes, which can be chosen depending
on specific application factors. Users should be able to customise exiting
shapes as well as create new shapes for modelling components according to
standards and procedures developed and agreed within the user organisation.

• Relationships link modelling components to each other, for example the
“support” relationship in the Goals Model or the generalisation relationship in
the Concepts Model. There are two types of relationships possible in the EKD
meta-model: binary relationships, which are usually represented by arrow
from one object to another, labelled by name of relationship, and n-ary
relationships, which are usually objectionalised and connect more than two
objects in the model. Some relationships may have additional properties such
as cardinalities, strength, direction, etc. For example, Figure 13 shows a
binary relationship “has” with two cardinalities [0,M] and [1:1]. Another
relationship is n-ary and connects four objects. The possible existence of
relationships between objects in the model depends on the type of modelling
components these objects are. This is prescribed in the EKD meta-model.

Copy

Entity 12

Item

Entity 14-N

Book

Entity 15

Periodical

Entity 16

Document

Entity 17

has

Figure 13: Example of relationship types

• Sub-models are used in order to emphasise a particular viewpoint on the
problem domain. EKD includes sub-models such as: Goals Model, Business
Rules Model, Concepts Model, Business Processes Model, Actors and
Resources Model, as well as Technical Components and IS Requirements
Model. Sub-models, like modelling components, also have properties such as
an unique identifier, name. They may have optional and user defined
properties including version, date of creation, created by, status, etc. Sub-
models can be further decomposed into lower level sub-models.
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Methodology enforcement rules are also components of Enterprise Modelling.
The EM tool-set should provide a collection of these rules in such a way that they
can be easily reviewed and understood. Furthermore should the tool allow users
to create and execute these rules. The set of rules and the way these rules are
actually applied, is determined by which methodology support philosophy the
users want to follow. The degree of methodology rule enforcement was addressed
in the previous section.

4.3.1.3 Requirements for sub-model interconnection

Connecting modelling components of one sub-model with modelling components
of another sub-model is one of the most important aspects of EM. The ability to
support inter-sub-model linking often crucially influences the decision whether or
not the tool is suitable to support EM.

These connections between sub-models are often called inter-model links. What
is actually meant by this term is relationships between components that belong to
two different sub-models. The modelling components may or may not be located
in different graphs – the tool should be able to cope with this task. Inter-model
links usually are binary relationships.

In addition, there may also be a need to integrate the “standard” EKD sub-models
with a completely new type of model (e.g. models based on Petri Nets), in order
to support the needs of some specific project. Or it can be integrated with another
modelling method chosen from the set of methods the tool supports or as defined
by users. This leads to a need to support not only the current  version of
Enterprise Modelling, but also methods that may be integrated with it later. As
one such example we can mention the possibility to replace the current version of
Concepts Model with a more powerful Conceptual Modelling method which
would, for example, include possibilities to specify temporal and historical
relationships between objects, include definitions of different cardinalities, such
as TEMPORA [Temp92]. Other Conceptual Modelling methods such as
Extended ERD, Object-Role Modelling, etc. can also be useful as replacement of
the “standard” CM modelling technique of EM.

4.3.1.4 Support for multiple modelling views

We consider the whole Enterprise Model as a single graph in which all nodes
(objects in the model) are connected (by relationships in the model). Sub-models
in essence play the role of foci in the graph of the Enterprise Model. When doing
EM, we sometimes want to see and manipulate different intersections or views on
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the Enterprise Model. These can be a whole sub-model or a fraction of it or these
can be, for instance, an intersection between two different sub-models. Regarding
tool support for EM, freedom to specify such views is a great benefit, which
considerably improves the effectiveness of the modelling and analysis process.
The tool can provide predefined views, such as for instance a whole model of a
particular sub-model type, inter-model relationships of the whole Enterprise
Model, the X level neighbours of a specified modelling component, or the tool
can offer user to create and store his/her own view. This feature is also often used
to simplify the models for presentation purposes – e.g. the modelling components
are grouped according to some criteria, modelling components of lesser relevance
to the presentation are hidden. The following figures exemplify two different
views built around the same modelling components – processes 11 and 13. First
Figure 14 shows the general process interaction with information sets, while
Figure 15 concentrates only on a few processes, but instead it shows these
process in the context of components of other EKD sub-models, such as business
goals, business rules, and roles.
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Figure 14: A view on BPM of the Library case at a certain level of details
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Figure 15: This view shows only certain processes, including relevant inter-
model links between this sub-model and other sub-models

4.3.1.5 Methodology rule checking

The meta-model of the modelling method should be populated with rules which
form the basis for methodology rule checking by bi-polar completeness checks.
For example, each business goal in the Goals Model should be checked so that
there is at least one business process in the BPM to carry out this goal or some of
its sub-goals and, vice versa – each business process will be checked so that it
relates to at least one business goal.

In a similar way the tool should enforce possible types of relationships that can be
used to connect different modelling components.

In general, methodology rule checking should be provided in a flexible way and
allow the user to enable or disable the checking mechanism according to specific
methodology rules. When methodology rules are enabled and applied, a report
may be generated. This report may be used as a basis for further modelling work.

Once modelling has begun, methodology rule checking should provide impetus
and guidelines for continuing work in terms of further knowledge elicitation from
participants and/or further analysis.
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4.3.1.6 Enterprise Model analysis support

There are several aspects which a tool can provide to support model analysis.
Usually Enterprise Models are analysed either by using the computer screen or
model printouts. If models are browsed on the screen, the most necessary features
are the following:

• Browsing and/or displaying X level neighbours of a particular modelling
component. This option gives a better view to which components given
component is related in large interconnected models.

• Showing or hiding modelling components of a particular type.

• Displaying only modelling components with specific contents, e.g. all
modelling components where the concept “profit” is addressed.

These functions should be available not only in the mode of graphical
visualisation for of the modelling data, but also in textual and tabular display
formats. Models and model views, in the way they appear on the screen, should
also be available for printing on paper. In addition, it should be possible to
specify different colours or patterns for a particular type of modelling components
before printing, in order to emphasise particular aspects of the model, e.g.
printing in red all business processes that are currently connected to none of the
Actors and Resources Model components.

4.3.1.7 Alliance with other EM resources

Despite the fact that an Enterprise Modelling tool should be considered as a
separate software product, it should meet the overall standards of EM along with
the EM way of working. This also implies that the EM tool should be integrated
to some extent with other EM related resources. Speaking about the EKD
modelling method, there are a number of Web-based systems developed, such as
the EKD FAQ System7 [Snei98], the EKD Road-Map8 – a Web based system
facilitating the EKD process [Bube98] and Web-based tools supporting
dissemination and work with generic patterns [Brash98, Prekas98]. These
systems are not developed to directly interact with the EKD support tool-set,
although a closer alliance would be beneficial since they also take part in the
EKD process. This implies that, for example, the EKD Road-Map could explain
certain aspects of tool support as well as point to a certain functionality of the
                                        
7 URL: http://ekd.dsv.su.se/

8 URL: http://panoramix.univ-paris1.fr/CRINFO/EKD-CMMRoadMap/
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tool. Vice versa – the tool, in order to provide more thorough methodological
support, could point to the Road-Map in its help systems, user training manuals,
etc. Similarly, the EKD FAQ system may include questions about EKD support
tools. These questions do not necessarily have to be related to one particular tool.
There can be important questions regarding general aspects of tools, such as the
overall nature of the tools, available tools in the market, the tool adoption and
application process, earlier experiences, recommended organisational standards,
etc.

Regarding alliance of the EM tool-set with supporting systems for working with
generic patterns, there is a need to share information between both sides. The
body of generic patterns eventually is produced by the EM tool-set, and then
transferred to a patterns definition and maintenance system. This system then
needs to keep track of the pattern bodies that are stored in the EM tool-set. This
in order to minimise the effort needed for modifying and updating patterns. Vice
versa, the library of generic patterns may supply a set of generic solutions for
some problems that tool users are working on. For example, there may exist a
generic library of goal operationalisation patterns, or there may be useful generic
patterns for alternative design scenario recognition.

The generic patterns are operated in the WWW and Internet environment. They
need to be shared among other user organisations encountering similar problems
and may find solutions already tested by others useful. The EM tool-set should
also be capable of generating HTML code from all or selected Enterprise Models.
Such functionality would increase the possibilities to post the modelling results on
WWW, support creation of patterns on the basis of Enterprise Models, etc.

4.3.2 Customisability and extendibility requirements

These requirements are mainly oriented towards the support of changes in the
modelling method, which may occur due to various reasons such as; the method
has been evolved, the organisation has changed its EM process or the
organisations has changed its objectives for EM. There can also occur needs to
integrate EM with other modelling methods and/or work approaches. Changes in
the method usually imply the need for changes in the tool. These changes may
involve tool functionality, architecture, or data structures or there is only changes
in the procedures where the tool is applied.

4.3.2.1 Support for evolving modelling methods

Most modelling methods are in continuos development. E.g. Bubenko and
Wangler in [Bube92] list examples of evolving Conceptual Modelling methods.
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EM methods are changing as well. One example is EKD, which has been
gradually evolving through several earlier versions such as “F3 – From Fuzzy to
Formal” [F3-94], “EKRD – Enterprise Knowledge and Requirements
Development” [Bube96] to its current version defined in [Bube97, Louc97].
These variations of the EKD method were applied in a number of real projects
and consequently there was some tool support developed for them. The F3
Enterprise Modelling method was supported by the RAMATIC tool [Berg89,
Song94], the development of which was later discontinued due to various
reasons. The EKRD method, which was used in the project “ELKD – Electrical
Knowledge Development”, was supported by Micrografx FlowCharter™, the
same tool which also to some extent supports the current version of EKD.
Limited experiments with other tools and meta-CASE tools were also conducted.
When changes in EKD occurred, the FlowCharter™ tool was appropriately
customised, taking into account the capabilities of the tool and necessary method
changes.

During the evolution of the EKD method, the most common types of
methodology changes were the following:

• addition or removal of modelling components, changing names of modelling
components, as well as changing the semantic meaning of modelling
components;

• moving modelling components form one sub-model to another;

• addition or removal of relationships between modelling components, including
certain types of inter-model links, as well as changing names or the semantic
meaning of relationships;

• modifying graphical representations of modelling components or relationships;

• addition or removal of a particular sub-model;

• developing different ways of working with the modelling method, which
includes introducing different modelling approaches, introducing new steps in
the process, introducing alternative ways of presenting modelling results,
defining different reporting and querying capabilities of the modelling tool,
etc.

These activities require the EM tool to allow modifications of the meta-model of
the EM, as well as call for customisation of the presentation part of the modelling
components. This in turn requires the EM tool to provide more or less
sophisticated meta-modelling capabilities combined with a corresponding amount
of expertise possessed by people. The changes made in the meta-model of the
EM should also be possible to trace to its originator.
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Clearly, if the modelling method is not in a stage of development, the tool does
not need to be heavily involved in tasks associated with method development as
addressed above. However, smaller changes and modifications may be desirable
almost at any time. The degree to which an organisation wants its EM tools to
support methodological changes depends on the stability of the modelling
method, as well as the organisation’s intentions regarding the use of the method.
These factors then determine how customisable the tool should be.

4.3.2.2 Requirements for integration with other modelling
approaches

Integration of EM with other modelling methods is, in fact, an acceptance of
method evolution. Needs for such an integration usually depend on organisational
strategies and intentions of a particular EM project. For example, if the project
aims at producing a database schema for developing a data warehouse, the
Conceptual Modelling technique of the Concepts Model as described in [Bube97]
may not be powerful enough. Therefore, it can be replaced with more expressive
Conceptual Modelling techniques, such as OMT, TEMPORA, or others. This
creates an extra challenge for the EM tool support since it now needs to support
also another additional modelling technique. Again, this may to some extent
require meta-modelling functionality.

Another issue is integrating EM with a completely different modelling method to
serve some purpose or project objective. The most rational way to achieve this is
to integrate the EM tool-set with another tool which is capable of supporting that
method. For example, if the EM project intends to design a complete set of
requirements for information system design, initial Enterprise Models need to be
integrated with techniques and tools for Requirements Engineering, CASE, as
well as Systems Analysis and Design. This basically implies exchange of the
modelling data between different methods aiming at different aspects of the
problem. Without touching upon issues like integration of different modelling
views, semantic consistency integration and others, which are of great importance
if methods in use have tool support which is open enough to allow for data to
import and export, the whole activity can be done considerably easier.
Consequently such requirements put emphasis on tool openness and integration
capabilities. Since more than one tool is used in this case the organisation should
carefully plan possible scenarios for tool use in advance and institutionalise only
those tools that are able to “talk” to each other. Compliance to data exchange
standards such as CDIF – CASE Data Interchange Standard [Chap89] would
gradually increase the openness of the EM tool-set. Contrary, if the tools is
unable to exchange information with other tools, the only remaining tool
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integration mechanism is humans, and that is not acceptable, nor can it be
economically motivated in large projects.

4.3.2.3 Support for particular project needs

Apart from meta-modelling the tool also should allow some degree of freedom for
its users. Tasks such as customising the layout of reports, structuring of queries,
modifying graphical representations of models, along with configuring a tool’s
functionality according to particular project needs, are commonly required in
every project using EM. In addition, there may arise a need to step outside the
boundaries of EM, e.g. to draw a diagram which is none of the defined EM sub-
models, or only for clarification purposes introduce some additional symbols in
the model. These symbols may not have anything in common with the meta-
model of the method. They may be used only to illustrate and/or clarify some
aspects of a particular modelling case, and may later be removed from the model
or transformed into ordinary modelling components. These customisations are not
part of EM, but should more be considered as “tricks” and techniques often used
in order to improve the expressiveness as well as the clarity of the model.

4.3.2.4 Functionality customisation

Due to methodology changes or specific project intentions a situation may arise
when the existing EM tool support lacks certain necessary functionality. There
are a number of ways to meet this challenge. One is to develop a new version of
the tool, or to search for new tools. Another option is in the beginning of tool
adoption process to choose a tool that is capable of supporting later added or
removed components which offer new or modified functionality. Such
components would then play a similar role as plug-ins to Netscape
Communicator™. Such an approach would not only substantially increase the
customisability and flexibility of the tool, but it would also reduce the risk of
lacking tool support for certain requirements.

Another way to follow towards open and extendible functionality of a tool is to
introduce a macro-level programming language dedicated to adding or modifying
certain aspects of the tool functionality. For example, a macro language could be
used to develop routines for calculation of various statistical results based on the
actual modelling data, as e.g. the number of modifications of each modelling
object, critical paths of the model graphs, etc. Of course, such a macro language
would have its limited use and some features cannot be achieved by means of a
reasonably simple macro language. However, usage of such languages in other
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tools shows good results for purposes such as modelling data extraction and
manipulation, creating of external interfaces with other software systems in use,
etc.

4.3.3 Requirements for a common repository of the EM tool-set

By a repository of an EM tool we usually understand a database which acts as the
centre for accumulation and storage of the information used or produced in the
EM process. Although in case of a modern tool environment the repository is
more than just a database. Bernsten [Bern96] and Kelly [Kell97] envision
repositories as tool components which include data stored in the server, the
repository engine, generic repository tools, as well as tools using the repository.
A common repository for all models created in an organisation or EM project
facilitates achieving a high level of consistency for the requirements as well as
reduces the time and effort for creating models. Thus, utilisation of a repository
can largely increase reusability of models and modelling components among
different Enterprise Modelling projects. Basically the repository can be
considered as the backbone of the whole EM tool-set, since it plays the major
role in integrating various separate tools and tasks that are necessary for
supporting the EM process.

Repository also provides a valuable possibility to create “templates” or generic
patterns containing best business practices for dealing with various situations that
may occur in organisational environment [Brash98]. For example, inside the
organisation there is a unified standard for representing the address of a person,
there are a number of issues that are standardised and normally do not need to be
redesigned. However, if such a need occurs, it is easy to accommodate it on the
basis of the pattern stored in the repository.

Good descriptions of repository architectures as well as requirements are given
by Bernsten, who describes requirements for repositories, based on the current
state of the art [Bern96], and by Kelly in his PhD thesis, where he addresses
repository developments in general and for the MetaEdit+ tool in particular
[Kell97].

4.3.3.1 Several levels of data representation

One modelling components may be graphically displayed in more than one
picture, and even in more than one Enterprise Model. Obviously, a modelling
component for some time may be excluded from all models and/or drawings, at
that moment only existing in the modelling repository. If a modelling component
is modified in one picture or drawing, the corresponding changes should also
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occur in other pictures, regardless of the number of appearances the modelling
components has. On the other hand, once a version of an Enterprise Model, sub-
model, or picture is finalised, it should not be affected by new changes to
modelling components. This implies some sort of a temporal behaviour of
relationships between modelling components and their versions. Whether or not
such rather complicated mechanisms really should be implemented in a particular
EM tool, depends on the degree of the overall complexity of the tool, as well as
on how such rules can be implemented in the repository management mechanisms
if the tool is not built from scratch, but instead, for example, a meta-CASE tool.

The most convenient way to satisfy these requirements is to separate the
conceptual data of the modelling component (e.g. type of components, name,
source, version number, etc.) from the graphical representation of the component
(e.g. pictures, co-ordinates in the picture, zoom, fonts, etc.). Within the
RAMATIC tool these two repository partitions are named Spatial and Conceptual
Data Bases [Berg89]. In addition, type definitions (meta-data) of the modelling
components must also be separated from the conceptual data of modelling
components.

4.3.3.2 Version management

The EM tool-set and particularly its repository is responsible for keeping track of
all versions of models produced. The main tasks that version management should
carry out are the following:

• assign a version number to each Enterprise Model, sub-model or graphical
view presented in the modelling repository,

• provide different status flags for versions, such as ongoing development –
modification of this version is allowed; frozen – modification is not allowed
unless specially granted by changing status of the version; released –
modifications are by no means allowed, the version needs to be stored in its
present state, obsolete – the version is irrelevant and may be deleted.

• provide supplementary data about why, when, and by whom each version was
created, and on the basis of which earlier version, who were involved in the
design of this version, date of creation and modifications.

Versions of Enterprise Models provide important information about the
development of a particular EM project. Therefore the version information should
also be available for querying and reporting, since on the basis of this information
one can reconstruct the fairly precise history of the whole project.
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However, some challenges still exist in the field of repository design. Kelly
[Kell97] and Bernsten [Bern96] recognise that version management in object-
oriented repositories is indeed a rather complex task. When creating a new
version of one modelling object, the tool should decide whether to create new
versions of the other objects associated to this. For example, when creating a new
version of a Goals Model graph, there should also be new versions for each of the
modelling objects in that graph. Both authors recognise this issue as still partially
open. Despite that some research has been done in this area, clear
implementations are not available yet to the best of our knowledge.

4.3.3.3 Multiple formats of data

Enterprise Modelling requires working with many different information media,
such as audio sequences, video conferences, files in different data storing
formats, e.g. spreadsheets, word processors, presentations, graphic images and
drawings, Internet URLs, etc. This information can always be and needs to be
used in an Enterprise Model for annotation and/or clarification purposes.
Therefore, the repository of the modelling tool should support linking modelling
components with information represented in these formats. The common way to
achieve this would be using OLE (Object Linking and Embedding) data
exchange, since many other types of software also use this standard. In fact, this
would achieve a multimedia extension for the EM tool-set. Such options would
considerably improve the expressiveness of the Enterprise Models and increase
the quality of models. Additionally, using less formal ways of expressing
information improves chances for non-specialists to understand models prepared
with a particular modelling technique. Thus communication is improved between
developers and stakeholders, shorter time is needed for training of stakeholders,
and misunderstandings are minimised in the EM process [Sleiers97].

4.3.3.4 Hyper-links to other information sources

An EKD model, ideally, does not consist of EKD-graphs and text only; a large set
of different documents are normally to be included. There is, therefore, a strong
need to be able to associate (link) every component of an EKD model with an
arbitrary number of other types of computer based components (such as: Word
documents, PowerPoint documents, EXCEL documents, GIF or JPG files, video-
slips, URLs, and also other EKD models) and a possibility to "navigate" between
these components.
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Another type of hyper-links are possible within the Enterprise Model itself. This
means that there is some sort of “mini web” inside the Enterprise Model. Such
functionality could be successfully applied to clarify terms and concepts used in
the model, since the vocabulary used in a particular project may not be clearly
understood outside of the project. More information on the current state of CASE
tool and meta-CASE tool hypertext functionality can be found in [Kaip97] where
Kaipala presents current development directions towards incorporating hypertext
document support in the MetaEdit+™ tool.

4.3.3.5 Data import and export functions

If one tool does not fully support the whole EM process from beginning to end,
data importing and exporting capabilities, depending on the level of tool
integration, plays an essential role. It is mainly because these functions then carry
out some tasks necessary to support data migration from one tool used to support
one modelling task to another tool supporting another task. Therefore, data
importing/exporting functions can serve as data transformers or simple tool
integration mechanisms. The main purpose of these functions is to import relevant
data to the EM tool-set or to export modelling data from the EM tool-set to some
other tool.

While using the EM tool-set to support various tasks in EM, we can distinguish
three types of repository data imports and exports, such as:

• Data transfer from/to a software system which is not directly associated with
the EM tool-set or with common tasks conducted during EM. For example,
importing additional information about an organisation’s financial situation
from prepared spreadsheets or exporting Enterprise Models to HTML format
to create a presentation on the Internet about the modelling project.

• Migration of modelling data among different tools within the boundaries of the
EM tool-set and within the scope of activities directly performed in the EM
project. For example, after initial statements for the Goals Model are
deliberated by using a collaborative work support tool (e.g. GroupSystems™),
this information has to be transferred to a modelling and analysis tool, e.g.
FlowCharter™, where the Goals Model will be further structured and
elaborated. Vice versa, issues developed within a modelling and analysis tool
can be further elaborated in a group meeting support tool.

• Migration of modelling data among different instances of the EM tool-set.
This functionality is especially important when an EM project is distributed
geographically, and data from one site need to be used by another site. The
issues at stake here include integration and merging of data, as well as view
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integration. It is not sufficient just to copy data from one repository to another
– the tool should check if some of the modelling objects are duplicated and/or
redundant. This may require some natural language processing functionality,
because it is necessary to determine that, for instance Goal45: “To engage
outside customers” and Goal76: “To attract external customers” are more or
less the same. However, it is not feasible to rely only on automatic natural
language processing. Some sort of human assistance might be necessary, since
similar modelling objects may have quite different formulations, e.g. Goal56:
“To be the leading energy company in Europe” and Goal65: “To achieve the
state where we are the first in European energy market”.

For the second and third purposes it may be possible to prepare certain
mechanisms, routines, or procedures, in order to facilitate this process. For the
first purpose of data importing/exporting it is, however, almost impossible to
foresee all possible needs that may arise in an EM project. To offer a
comprehensive solution for this, the tool-set should support the most common
textual data storage formats such as Rich Text Format (RTF), ASCII, HTML. In
addition to that, a great benefit would be to have capabilities to produce a report
or file with a user defined format, especially if there may is a need to produce
something extraordinary. Such a feature would also considerably support the
second type of data imports and/or exports, if there is a need to integrate the
current version of the EM tool-set with a new tool which does not offer any other
integration possibilities than data imports and exports.

On the whole, each tool used to support the EM process, should apart from the
usual file types such as RTF, structured ASCII, etc., be able to import a custom
file type, providing that the user defines data fields in the file structure and
necessary operations for these data fields.

An export function of a particular kind is producing and exporting a natural
language text from Enterprise Models. All or parts of models should be
exportable to a text file (e.g. Word or RTF table format) in the form of semi-
natural language. This can be achieved by putting component-relationship-
component combinations together.

4.3.4 Data visualisation requirements

The most common way of presenting modelling data is graphical visualisation,
although other choices are possible. The tool should also support textual as well
as tabular representation of modelling data. In addition, we discuss issues such
as printing of modelling data, annotating models, as well as support for “walk-
through” modelling sessions supported by a large computer screen.
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4.3.4.1 Representing Enterprise Models

Normally Enterprise Models are created, modified, and manipulated by using the
graphical interface provided by the tool. This is due to the fact that the first
modelling session usually is performed on the Plastic Wall, and produces some
sort of graphic structure, which then needs to be transferred into an EM tool for
continued analysis and modelling work. However, this should not be the only way
the initial model can be entered in the tool. If the first modelling session produces
only lists of issues, or modelling components, then a graphical interface may not
be necessary. In this case the tool should provide textual forms to enter the
modelling data in the tool repository. Later, when graphical visualisation of the
model is necessary, the tool should automatically generate a graph with the
modelling components arranged in a way which minimises crossing links. This
graphical visualisation should be stored in the repository and can later be
populated by users.

In addition, the tool should not constrain how many versions of graphical
representations an Enterprise Model can have. This requirement supports the
need for creating various alternative solutions for one and the same issue, as well
as the need for working with several versions of the model.

Apart from graphical visualisation the tool should also provide possibilities to
browse models in the form of semi-natural language. To support this, the tool
should be able to create and display textual sentences, based on combinations –
modelling conponent1 + relationship between 1 and 2 + modelling component2
(see Figure 16). If users should be allowed to change models in this
representation mode needs more investigation. Some reformulation of modelling
components might be needed when working with models. This can be done in
order to improve the expressiveness of models. In this case the changes made in
the textual display mode should carry over to all graphs where the goal exists.
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Figure 16: Textual presentation of the model generated from the graphical
visualisation

Besides graphical and textual presentation of the modelling data, also matrix or
tabular presentation of Enterprise Model can be necessary. This kind of
presentation should include all modelling objects as titles of columns and rows of
the table while corresponding cells contain names of relationships. Tabular
presentation of models is particularly useful for working with largely
interconnected models, especially if these models do not embody a strict
hierarchical structure, such as Business Processes Models, Actors and Resources
Models, and intersections between these two types of sub-models. In other
words, “spaghetti models” can more easily be resolved by using this type of
functionality. An example of a highly interconnected fraction of an Actors and
Resources Model is given in Figure 17.

As can be seen in the table 2, there are some rows and columns which do not
have any entries. This indicates that corresponding modelling objects do not have
out-going or in-going relationships. If such analysis is important to the project,
then the naming principles used throughout modelling should be agreed upon. For
example, mixing Active Voice and Passive Voice expressions creates a dual
meaning of relationship directions. In order to improve clarity for this form of
model viewing, the tool should warn developers about relationships with no
specific names.
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Figure 17: A fraction of a highly interconnected ARM

Table 2: A fraction of ARM represented in a tabular form
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4.3.4.2 Graphical visualisation

To a large extent the graphical visualisation capabilities of an EM tool should be
advanced enough to conduct the same tasks as for most drawing tools (e.g. Visio
by Visio Corp., FlowCharter by Micrografx Corp.). The intention of this thesis is
not to design a drawing tool. Therefore we will not discuss all of these functions
in great detail, just outline those which are particularly important and are used in
a slightly different way than in standard drawing tools. The functions are as
follows:

• zooming – increasing or decreasing the size of the screen image without
changing the actual size of modelling objects. This function is extensively
utilised during the “walk-through” modelling session supported by the EM
tool and a large screen. There are a few ways in which zooming functions are
used, such as zooming with a “magnifying glass”, where a selected area of the
model is enlarged up to the size of the whole screen. Another way of zooming
is by entering an enlargement or reduction quantifier (usually as percentage).
The difference here is that for each model, depending on its size, this
percentage varies. Therefore it would be reasonable if the tool could
“remember” what zoom level is needed for every modelling picture. This
would speed up the starting of model presentations during “walk-throughs”.

• scaling – increasing or decreasing the actual size of a specified set of
modelling components and other objects. This function is very helpful when
preparing textual reports or documents based on Enterprise Models and
including parts of these models as pictures in reports. This also includes
scaling the whole drawing to a certain paper or screen size.

• copying and pasting. There are two kinds of copying and pasting that need to
be done by an EM tool. One is to copy a specified set of modelling objects
and paste them into another software program, which supports this type of
data interchange. A different kind of “copy and paste” is to copy a modelling
component from one EM graph and paste it into another graph or into the
same graph. In this case no changes should be made in the Conceptual
partition of the repository, only in the Spatial partition, since after performing
the paste operation a modelling object has yet another graphical appearance.

• exporting/importing, as graphic images usually is needed during preparation
of various kinds of presentations, documents, Internet URLs, generic patterns,
etc. These images are normally used by another software program.

• clustering – dividing or “chopping” large models into separate sections which
then can be displayed on separate sheets of paper or included in separate
figures in documents. This function basically implies selecting a set of
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modelling components and cutting all in-going or out-going relationships of
this section by introducing pairs of connectors, where each pair is marked with
a unique identifier. These connectors should not be seen as part of the
modelling method, but rather as an “electronic trick” introduced to deal with
large models. Consequently, the tool should also be able to merge fractions of
a “chopped” model graph back into one graph.

The remaining graphical functions such as changing colours, fonts, sizes of
modelling components and textual entries, aligning drawing objects in several
layers, etc. are among the most commonly performed operations with an EM tool.
However, their use does not differ substantially from the way ordinary chart
drawing tools are used, and they are therefore not discussed in greater detail. An
additional hint that tool builders may take into consideration is that text entries in
modelling objects usually tend to be rather long. Therefore appropriate functions
for adjusting text lines, word wrapping, and adjusting graphical shapes should be
present.

Printing of Enterprise Models

Printing of models should in a way be considered as part of the graphical
visualisation capabilities of an EM tool. If the tool truly supports the
WYSIWYG9 principle, it should be able to print everything that it is able to show
on the screen, such as models, results of queries, reports, etc. However, screen
“snap-shots” are not always appropriate for paper print out. First, the tool should
support B/W printers by allowing users to specify whether they want to substitute
screen colours by different degrees of grey shading on the paper. The issue here
is that many colours converted to grey shades look similar and therefore the
meaning of colours may be lost. Another problem with colours is that sometimes
the text becomes difficult to read in B/W printing. The tool should provide a
choice to discard all colours and shades and print the models in black-and-white
exclusively.

The tool should also be able to print large models on several pages, which later
can be combined together. Equally the tool should be able to fit the whole model
on one page, no matter how small the text and modelling components become.
Such printouts, even if they are small and unreadable, can be successfully used as
handouts for more easy navigation through a model during reviews of modelling
results.

                                        
9 WYSIWYG – “What You See Is What You Get”
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Printing in several paper formats using different printing devices, such as colour
printers and plotters, should also not be neglected by the tool.

4.3.4.3 Representation of modelling components

Each modelling component should have its distinguishable graphical layout or
shape. These shapes usually are predefined in the methodology manual, although
they may vary depending on the use and purpose in each project. There can also
be several different shapes used within the same project. For example, one set of
shapes is used for including models in the textual reports, and another for
presenting models on a large screen by using the EM tool. In this example,
models in textual reports do not need to contain various colours. The shape of the
modelling components could also be chosen in order to save space in the model,
thus increasing the scale of picture in the document. Contrary, when models are
presented during a “walk-through” modelling session different colours, fonts, and
graphical shapes are useful as they substantially increase the visual
understandability and clarity of Enterprise Models.

While the most common and recommended shapes of modelling components
should be predefined in the Users Guide of method, users should also be allowed
to modify these shapes as well as create new shapes, according to the specific
needs. Although, these modification and customisation activities need to be
permitted only to certain types of users, e.g. method engineers, project managers,
etc. In addition, clear organisational standards prescribing the layouts of
modelling components and their use should exist, in order to prevent
inconsistencies.

4.3.4.4 Annotation of Enterprise Models

As mentioned earlier, there may be a need to include information in the models
which is stored in various different data formats, such as video sequences, spread
sheets, documents, comments, etc. This is usually done solely for clarification
purposes, or in order to increase the expressiveness of an Enterprise Model.
Annotations may be related to a particular modelling object, to a group of
modelling components, to a model visualisation view, to the model itself – to any
concept in the modelling repository. Annotations should, when needed, be visible
together with the modelling objects they relate to, as well as be presented as lists
of all annotations addressing a certain project or Enterprise Model. It should be
possible to manipulate annotations in queries, as well as to include them in
reports, generated on the basis of modelling data.
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Figure 18: A fraction of an Enterprise Model containing several different
types of annotations

For example, Figure 18 shows a fraction of a Goals Model, which contains
various kinds of annotations, such as links to the following information sources: a
text document stored in Microsoft Word™ format (Comment1), a newspaper
article available on the Internet via a WWW browser (Annotation2), and a chart
prepared with Microsoft Excel™, all included in the model drawing. This
example shows, that annotations can be used in two ways. One way is to display
only the icons of corresponding software applications in the model. To access the
information laying behind these icons, the user should start the modelling tool and
click on those icons. A second way to include annotations is to display the actual
data directly in the model (Annotation1). This approach of including annotations
is more useful if the annotations are images or graphs which do not occupy a
large space in the model. Larger documents, links to sources on the Internet,
presentations, or links to other application programs should preferably be
included as icons indicating the corresponding application program needed to
access that information.
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4.3.4.5 Grouping of modelling components

A special kind of annotation is grouping of modelling components, which, in fact,
is a specific modelling practice aimed to reduce the number of links and hence
improving clarity of the model graph. This sort of practice is often applied in
intermediary modelling sessions, when there is a loose structure of modelling
components, without relationships between them – a situation, which arises when
a modelling session is too short, or the model is not complete for any reason.
Another reason for grouping modelling components is reduction of the number of
relationships, as well as structuring the model.

There may be several categories by which grouping of modelling components can
be made such as grouping by contents (e.g. competitiveness problems, production
problems), grouping by priority (e.g. critical business processes, operational
process, accounting processes), grouping by “nature” (e.g. goals for change,
goals for the future state of business), etc. For example, after an initial
restructuring of the Goals Model it can include groups of strategic goals,
operational goals,  Human Resource Management goals, marketing goals,
production goals, etc. Later, each of these groups can be replaced with a single
goal, which is decomposed into a separate graph containing sub-goals which were
members of the group, or connected in any way. While performing this kind of
restructuring, one should be careful not to lose the links between the sub-goals
and other modelling components not belonging to the group, and thus not to the
decomposition graph.

Figure 19 the shows structure of a model before and after grouping of modelling
components was done. The semantic meaning of both pictures is identical. Two
groups were introduced in order to reduce the number of relationships between
objects 2 and 3-6, 9; and between objects 14 and 7, 8, and 13. The actual
partitioning of the groups may vary, depending on the contents, e.g. objects 7 and
9 could be included in either group. This time they were included in groups in a
way that maximally reduces the number of links necessary. However, the
contents is an equally important grouping characteristic. Therefore group 2 , for
example, was not coupled to reduce links around object 8, since such grouping
would include object 14, which is of a different type.
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Figure 19: Structure of a model before and after grouping was done

Regardless of the grouping criteria, which may be more or less complicated, an
EM tool should be able to accommodate groupings, by means of automatically
exchanging, if so desired, many relationships with the grouping symbol and
corresponding relationships between this symbol and outside modelling objects.
In case automation principles are applied, the user should be able to select the
purpose of grouping according to: reduction of links, reduction of crossing links,
reduction of model size, increasing readability, etc.

4.3.4.6 Support for “walk-though” modelling sessions

During some modelling sessions Enterprise Models are being manipulated on a
large computer screen, usually projected by a special video projector. The usual
size of these screens vary in range from two to six meters, depending on
hardware capabilities, set-up of the modelling room, size of the modelling group,
and purpose of the meeting.
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The main requirement here is to display as big portion of the model with as high
resolution as possible. As one can see these are two contradicting requirements.
The smaller the zoom rate is, the less readable texts become, but a bigger portion
of the model can be seen at once, without scrolling the window. If the aim of the
modelling session is only to present the models, scrolling must be done very
carefully accompanied with explanations where the view is moving, because
otherwise an audience which is not well acquainted with the structure of models
cannot follow it easily. Therefore, the main direction how to satisfy these
requirements is to increase the resolution as well as size of projection screen.
State of the art video projectors are capable of resolutions 800x600 and
1024x748 points, and give rather good results. If higher resolution of the
projected image is required, four or more projectors can be combined in such a
way that each of them displays ¼ of the screen. Consequently, a resolution of
2048x1536 points is achieved by combining four projectors.

4.3.5 Reporting and querying requirements

With reports we here understand some kind of output, which is based on the
repository data. Reports can contain modelling data as presented in the repository
or data which have be manipulated or derived on the basis of repository data. For
example, the textual presentation of a model as displayed in Figure 16 is one type
of reports, that the tool needs to produce. The tool should also generate an output
in the form of HTML pages based on a report or on query data.

Queries are reports of a specific nature. Usually queries deal with the contents of
the modelling repository. For example, queries may be of the following nature:
displaying all goals including word “customer”, displaying all modelling
components linked by “is_responsible_for” relationships to role “head of HRM
department”, displaying those modelling components which were changed during
second modelling session.

The difference between reports and queries is that queries do not produce an
actual output “document”. Although either of these can be successfully used for
tasks like model consistency checking, requirements tracing, integrity checking,
etc. In order to facilitate these tasks the EM tool should support user defined data
extracts and compositions based on repository data. Basically, all meaningful data
that are stored in the repository should be available for querying and for inclusion
in reports. As users should be allowed to create new and to modify existing
queries and reports, it should also be possible to restore modified queries and
reports to their initial states.

A general requirement for the EM tool-set is to present models in a form which is
as easy to view and understand as possible. There are several ways this can be
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accomplished. One of them is to store predefined queries for each sub-model of
EKD, as well as for the whole set of EKD models. These queries should be
prepared for various situations occurring in typical EM projects, e.g. for “walk-
through” modelling sessions, for consistency checking of the model, traceability
analysis, etc. Finding specific information in models and presenting it in a
manageable form is difficult. The ability to query the models and to present a
“slice” of models without “redrawing” is therefore a critical requirement for the
effective use of the models in analysis and validation. By “slice” we here mean a
specified set of modelling components and relationships.

The modelling repository could also be available for browsing by other tools
which are not part of the EKD tool-set. For example, there is a currently
development going on towards a WWW-based interface to MetaEdit+ [Kell97].
This interface will allow people to browse the repository without having to run
MetaEdit+. The interface works via a normal WWW server calling a cgi-bin C
program, which passes the request on via a socket to a slightly extended
MetaEdit+ client. The client then accesses the requested data and formats it into
HTML code. The existence of such interfaces would increase the ability to share
modelling data among different organisations or projects within one organisation.
Also integration of models produced at different sites could be more easier
accomplished.

4.3.6 Collaborative working requirements

Enterprise Modelling is an extremely collaborative activity. It includes steps such
as group meetings, modelling seminars, interviews, planning meetings, etc. Even
the analysis and documentation of Enterprise Models can be done in a
collaborative way. This section concentrates on requirements for the collaborative
work within the EM process.

Vessey et al in [Vess95] proposes a standardised architecture to support
collaborative work. Their work, extended with our own observations and
experiences, has been the major source for these requirements. Since EM tools in
this respect do not are not substantially different from CASE tools, we will follow
their framework to discuss collaborative work requirements for the EM tool-set.

The conceptual architecture for collaborative work support can be aligned in
three levels, according to [Vess95]:

level 1: “taskware” – specific to support a particular task. Three philosophies for
supporting the EM process were addressed in section 4.3.1.

level 2: “teamware” – supports the need to share the modelling product among
users, including co-ordination of group member activities related to the modelling
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product. Teamware supports any task in the EM process, that requires sharing of
modelling products.

level 3: “groupware”  – supports the need to share information within a modelling
group independently from tasks being performed. This involves direct
communication between the members of the group, instead of indirect
communication via modelling products.

Collaboration
Requirements

Coordination
Requirements

Cooperation
Requirements

Communication 
Requirements

Timing/Meeting 
Management 
Requirements

Control 
Requirements

Access Control 
Requirements

Information 
Sharing 

Requirements

Data Sharing 
Requirements

Consistency
Enforcement 
Requirements

Concurrency 
Control 

Requirements

Monitoring 
Requirements

Product 
Monitoring 

Requirements

User Monitoring 
Requirements

Figure 20: Major requirements for Collaboration support

While the objectives of “taskware” are to support a particular modelling task, e.g.
“goal operationalisation”, the main objectives of “teamware” and “groupware”
are to support collaboration processes between the members of the modelling
team, as well as between different modelling teams. Collaboration requirements
can be further divided into co-ordination requirements, which relate to
“teamware”, and co-operation requirements, which relate to “groupware”. A
decomposition of these categories of requirements is shown in Figure 20
[Vess95].
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4.3.6.1 Co-ordination requirements

The role of Co-ordination requirements is to support the goals of teamware
“teamware”. This implies co-ordination of activities of modelling group members
with respect to the modelling product. These co-ordination requirements have
organisational as well as team aspects. At the organisational level the tool should
manage data access rights, while at the team level the tool should facilitate
information sharing and provide monitoring of the modelling product and of group
members [Vess95].

The data access control basically involves restricting access only to authorised
users, providing different levels of data access, password protection, etc. This
requires the tool to support a number of access schemata for different users, e.g.
there can be users with permissions such as: permission to view only, permission
to view and change, permission to delete, version, create back-up copies, etc.

Information sharing involves communication of the modelling product among
members of the modelling group. This includes repository data sharing in order to
allow for simultaneous work on the same Enterprise Model by more than one
user. The changes made by one user should here for instance appear on the
terminal of other user. Along with data sharing, mechanisms for maintaining data
integrity and consistency should be provided by the tool. Concurrency control is
also an important issue. A user should be notified when other users have made
changes, which affect his/her work.

Monitoring requires information to be stored about all transactions, changes and
developments regarding the modelling product, such as when modifications were
made, the reason for creating new versions, etc.. All manipulations with the
modelling product should also be traceable to authorisation for information on
who did changes, when and for what reason.

4.3.6.2 Co-operation requirements

The role of co-operation requirements is to support group activities. This includes
communication relevant to the modelling project, but not directly involving the
modelling product. This category of requirements covers activities such as
message handling, electronic meeting support, project time line and meeting
management, scheduling, etc.

Support for electronic brainstorming is also a necessary feature of the EM tool-
set. Alternatively the EM tool-set should be able to communicate data with an
external tool, which can be used for this purpose. However, electronic
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brainstorming can be considered as co-ordination requirement as well, since it
may to some degree also involve the modelling product.

4.3.7 Non-functional requirements

This section addresses requirements which are not directly related to the
functionality of the EM tool-set. With non-functional requirements we usually
understand requirements dealing with quality aspects of the product and
addressing issues such as performance, reliability, robustness, user interfaces and
interaction. Also various constraints with regard to design and implementation as
well as political considerations are regarded as non-functional requirements.
These requirements are equally important as other types of requirements. The
major difference between non-functional requirements and functional
requirements is that the earlier are less tangible, less measurable and, therefore, it
is more difficult to assert their fulfilment. In this section we address some of the
most important non-functional requirements.

Non-functional requirements define quality characteristics of EM tools. With
quality as such we commonly understand a degree of requirements fulfilment.
Since aspects like reliability, robustness, maintainability, flexibility, performance,
efficiency, usability, understandability, user friendliness, etc. – non-functional
requirements – are common among both, EM and CASE tools, we will not pursue
all earlier mentioned aspects of EM tool quality. Our current assumption is that
they should be within the range of similar tools of the same class. Instead, we
rather concentrate on issues that are particularly important to EM tools, such as
the vendor support, unnecessary functionality, maintainability, and changeability
requirements for the EM tool-set.

4.3.7.1 Vendor support

The vendor support of a tool begins long before the tool is actually applied. It
includes tool descriptions and advertising information on the Web, consultancy
services, user training, etc. In fact, the tool vendors should anticipate the tool
acquisition and adoption process for an organisation, in a way that the tool vendor
suggests a tool adoption process as well as offers active support for it. The tool
vendor should be ready to provide solutions to questions related to certain EM
tasks and have a clear idea on how these tasks could be automated with their tool,
as well as to provide detailed information about the functionality of the tool.
Information about the capabilities of the tool should be as explanatory and
complete as possible, if necessary supported by examples and demonstrations.
Interactive Frequently Asked Question (FAQ) support systems, similar to the one
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presented in [Snei98], are of great help to potential users investigating whether or
not a particular tool is suitable for supporting their modelling method.

Since the Internet is becoming more and more popular, a tool vendor should also
disseminate information about its EM tool on the Internet. Demo versions directly
available for download provide a lot of valuable information and dramatically
minimise time spent on communicating with tool vendors during the tool
acquisition process.

Once a user company has purchased the tool, vendors should be able to
efficiently support tool adoption in that organisation. Training courses for tool
users, consultancy services, and carefully prepared user manuals are among the
necessary prerequisites for successful tool adoption and use. Tool vendors should
also share user experiences they possess, among their clients. “Success stories”
can be very helpful in tool adoption processes, since they prevent users from
“reinventing the wheel” once again. “Disaster stories” can be equally helpful, but
tool vendors are usually less willing to share them with a wider audience.

Above we have mainly been discussing the EM tool support provided by EM tool
vendors. In addition to tool support there should also be a support for the EM
process, modelling activities, managing EM projects, etc. In addition to tool
vendors there can be also other sources of information for EM process support,
such as support by the EM method developer or vendor, consultants providing
services in the area of EM, as well as other organisations extensively using EM.
The tool vendor should develop its support in such a way that it is compatible
with other sources available to prospective users.

4.3.7.2 Unnecessary functionality

By unnecessary functionality here we understand functionality which; has not
been requested by the users or customers; is not traceable to the requirements
document of the tool-set; does not serve any particular purpose or is redundant to
another similar functionality. In software practitioners’ jargon unnecessary
functionality is sometimes referred to as “gold-plating”. Unnecessary
functionality, in fact, is an aspect of product efficiency and user friendliness.
“Gold-plating” never provides any real value for the user of a product. This kind
of anti-functionality can be of a rather broad range – from useless start-up
windows containing meaningless pictures or texts, strange sounds, annoying
messages, redundant windows, buttons, text entries, and even functions. The
basic rule in any EM tool is the following – all functions should be as efficient as
possible and utilising all possible technical resources at hand, in order to achieve
objectives and fulfil requirements of users by the minimal possible human effort.
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All functions of the EM tool-set should be designed to support the Enterprise
Modelling process through all its stages.

An example of unnecessary functionality is as follows. It would be very annoying
for a user if a tool would require confirmation every time a modelling object is
deleted in the graphical mode of model presentation. Instead, what can be done to
prevent a user from accidental deletions, is to provide the “undo” function and a
“waste basket” folder, similar to the one used in Windows NT™ and Macintosh
operating environments. This would also be more consistent with other common
user interfaces.

4.3.7.3 Maintainability and changeability of the EM tool-set

Since Enterprise Modelling is a continuously evolving modelling approach, the
supporting tools should also cope with this challenge. One way to simplify the
achievement of support for newly developed tasks and procedures in the EM
process, is to construct the EM tool-set by combining commercially available
reusable and replaceable components. This not only increases the maintainability
of the tool, but also reduces costs for development and adoption of the tool.
Another reason to follow this path is that tool maintenance is costly and time
consuming, but the technology in the IT sector changes rapidly, sometimes
causing needs to upgrade also the application software. Using a tool-set that
consists of different independently produced and purchasable components
minimises development time and effort to acquire new upgrades, thus providing
an opportunity to use state of the art technology. However, the lack of standards
in EM negatively influences the number of available and suitable components
which can be successfully integrated to form an EM tool-set.

Another aspect of maintainability and changeability is related to the effort
required to locate and fix an error in the implementation of Enterprise Modelling
method in the EM tool-set. Providing that the tool has some customisation or
meta-CASE tool capabilities this is an important aspect. The customisation and/or
meta-modelling process should be provided in such a way as to allow a method
engineer with sufficient knowledge in meta-modelling and meta-tools to
accomplish the necessary changes. No knowledge in programming should be
required, although the method specification can be done by using some high level
method definition language (e.g. similar to MetaEdit 1.1).

On the other hand, if definitions of Enterprise Modelling are directly incorporated
in the code of the tool-set, any corrections and/or modifications can turn out to be
very costly. Such changes can be done only be skilful tool developers. If the tool
was supplied by a tool vendor, the user organisation would most likely have to
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negotiate each change request independently. Usually tool vendors are not too
keen on customising their products according to the needs of a particular
customer, because this increases the number of product versions they have to
maintain.

4.4 Summary of requirements for the EM tool-set

In this chapter we have elaborated on the following research issues. What are the
requirements for the EM tool-set and what are the objectives for these
requirements? We have been describing the requirements with respect to the EM
process, which was defined earlier. Following the pattern of the Enterprise
Model, we have discussed the following categories of requirements for the EM
tool-set:

• Requirements for EM support, addressing a number of issues related to the
tool support of the modelling methodology, such as the nature and
philosophies of methodology support, method components and product
support, methodology rule checking and analysis support, relationships with
other EM resources, etc.

• Customisability and extendibility requirements include requirements for
support of an evolving modelling methodology, integration with other
modelling approaches, support for specific needs of particular projects and
tool functionality customisation.

• Requirements for the repository of the EM tool-set include requirements
regarding levels of modelling data representation, version management,
multiple formats of modelling data, hyper-link support as well as modelling
data import and export functionality.

• Modelling data visualisation requirements mainly address a number of
requirements regarding presentation of modelling data in certain ways such as
graphical, textual, tabular, documenting, populating, printing, and working
with Enterprise Models, as well as tool support for “walk-through” modelling
sessions, etc.

• Reporting and querying requirements mainly include requirements regarding
working with queries and reports based on modelling data. Queries and report
can be used for a number of purposes such as methodology rule checking,
model quality assurance, preparing project documentation, etc.

• Collaborative work requirements are intended to support co-operation among
users regarding the modelling product, as well as co-ordination within the EM
project.
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• Non-functional requirements of the EM tool-set address a number of quality
aspects including maintainability and changeability of the EM tool-set, support
by EM tool vendors, etc.

These requirements are motivated by the goals and problems of EM and EM tools
and the are intended to support the EM process along with organisational actors
participating in this process.

Let us now look at how these requirement categories are related. One of the most
important requirement categories is EM support requirements, which includes
issues such as alternative methodology support philosophies, sub-model
integration requirements, multiple modelling view requirements, and EM analysis
requirements. Collaboration support requirements are also important in order to
support the collaborative and participative nature of the EM process. We
understand that some of these requirements may be more important in one
organisational situation or project than another. This usually depends on the
specific objectives of the project where EM is applied, e.g. if an EM project aims
to develop a set on patterns for solving certain problems, methodology
requirements related to documenting, maintaining, and disseminating patterns
become more important than if the project aims at increasing the understanding of
“ill-structured” problems in the organisation’s domain. Similarly, if the modelling
project is prepared to use other modelling methods besides EM and these
methods have different tool support than EM, additional attention should be paid
to modelling data import and export requirements, as well as to requirements
supporting tool integration, etc.

Regarding dependencies between the requirement categories, it seems that all of
them to some extent support other categories. In Figure 21 we attempt to show
the most important relationships between the requirement categories. The
relationship types are “supports”, which means that satisfaction of source
requirements contribute to the satisfaction of destination requirements.
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Requirements for the EM tool-set

Requirements for Enterprise Modelling  support
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Maintainability and changeability 
requirements of the EM tool-sets

Figure 21: Overall structure of requirements for the EM tool-set
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4.5 Support for the stated requirements

In Chapter 4 we have described goals and problems of EM tools, as well as a
number of requirements for the EM tool-set. We believe that these issues have
covered one of our research intentions – discovering what are the requirements
for EM tool support. Below we explain how we arrived at this set of
requirements.

The initial ideas and crude requirements were developed during the period of
working on the author’s Masters Thesis [Stirna95], as well as during testing of
the RAMATIC meta-CASE tool customised to support the F3 modelling method
[Song94, Stei94]. The results of this work were further refined and populated
with literature studies, including other documents presenting drawbacks,
requirements, or ways of working for EM or similar types of tools, e.g. [Bube92a,
Huff92, Kaln98, Luba93, Louc97a, Pers97, Sing97, Sleiers97, Vess92, Vess95].
A number of valuable requirements emerged during our own involvement in the
following research projects: F3 – “From Fuzzy to Formal” [F3-92], ELKD –
“Electrical Knowledge Development” [ELKD95], and ELEKTRA – “Electrical
Enterprise Knowledge for Transforming Applications” [Elektra96, Bube97a].
Within these projects various case studies were conducted which provided
valuable information for requirements validation. We also experimented with a
number of software tools with the purpose to determine their suitability for EM
support. These tools include meta-CASE tools such as MetaEdit™ 1.1.,
MetaEdit+™ and RAMATIC; Requirements Engineering tools such as
DOORS™ and Requisite Pro; collaborative work support tools such as
GroupSystems™ and BSCW; diagramming tools, such as FlowCharter™ and
Visio™; conceptual modelling tools such as Business Modeller™ and
Infomodeller™; etc. Working with these tools turned out to be valuable sources
for eliciting requirements for EM tools. On the other hand these tools were, if
necessary, customised and used in the real projects as prototypes in order to
validate the requirements we were elaborating. In addition to validating the set of
requirements for the EM tool-set, we have discussed these requirements with
experts and practitioners in the ELEKTRA project [Elektra96, Bube97a].

The use in this thesis of the EM approach itself also helped us to arrive at a more
complete set of requirements for the EM tool-set. Alignment of these
requirements to the EM process gave an extra confirmation that all tasks in the
EM process are supported by automated tools, thus improving the completeness
of requirements for the EM tool-set.
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5 The EM tool acquisition process

This chapter addresses issues of EM tool acquisition and adoption. The emphasis
here is on strategies which an organisation should follow in order to acquire EM
tool support. Which strategy is preferred is dependent on several situational
factors that an organisation may consider. We discuss these situational factors
with respect to the various tool adoption strategies along with the degree of
satisfaction of requirements for EM support. These requirements are discussed in
a broad sense, since the exact configuration of requirements for the EM tool-set
depends on the situation a particular organisation encounters in conjunction with
the objectives that an organisation wants to achieve with a particular case of
using EM. We also discuss the EM tool adoption process and provide an
illustrative table, which shows a number of case situations for organisations along
with corresponding suggested decisions towards tool acquisition strategies as
well as requirements on tool support appropriate for each case.

5.1 EM tool adoption

By tool adoption we usually understand the process which starts with choosing
the appropriate tool for and continues with institutionalising this tool. Whether a
tool will be extensively and successfully used in the organisation or shelf-ware
heavily depends on proper tool adoption. In this section we outline basic tool
adoption steps. EM tools have many similarities with CASE tools. As it was
discussed in Chapter 3 some authors include EM tools in their CASE tool
classification. Therefore we describe the EM tool adoption process based on the
CASE tool adoption guidelines as described in [Oake92]. These steps are the
following:

• Awareness and Commitment

Assess the organisation. Prepare an organisational assessment report and
requirements document that details the characteristics of personnel,
current methodologies, process, projects, and politics, identifies
organisational needs and clearly states its objectives.

• Selection

Assess available technology. Prepare a technology assessment report
identifying the characteristics of the individual tools, tool vendors, and
tool user experiences.
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Assess the suitability of the technology to organisational requirements and
select a tool if appropriate. Prepare an evaluation and selection report
documenting the suitability of tools, and develop an action plan. If no tool
suits the organisation’s needs, assess the option to build your own tool, or
to integrate several existing tools in one.

• Trial (Implementation)

Use the chosen tool in a pilot project. Prepare a pilot summary report
detailing the experiences of the effort, along with a set of lessons learned
and an implementation plan.

• Implementation Strategy

Transition the tool into general use. Prepare a list of lessons learned that
will facilitate future tool adoption efforts. Prepare an institutionalisation
plan that outlines the expected culture changes and training requirements,
and the need for project standards and effective measurement capabilities.

• Routinisation

Institutionalise the tool use.

Routinisation includes continuing support for ongoing training of personnel, as
well as developing and implementing policies for handling tool updates.
Installation procedures and responsibilities must be clearly defined. Tool
withdrawal procedures must be identified to determine whether a new version
meets standards for quality, as should upgrade procedures to transform existing
tool repositories to new formats. Potentially, the configuration of tool versions
and the supporting environment (other tools, the operating system, etc.) must be
managed. Mechanisms should be established for sharing of experiences among
personnel. Valuable devices include bulletin boards, news letters and reuse
libraries of generic patterns. Other mechanisms for this may include user groups,
workshops, and published articles. The relationship with the tool vendor should
be cultivated in order to be informed of plans and to ensure that the vendor
addresses feedback from your organisation. Procedures to continually promote
tool use within the organisation should also be developed. These may include
recognition for expert use and the establishment of a career path for individuals
particularly interested in environments and tools. Continual assessment of tool
support quality and productivity is essential to identify that the organisation is in
fact improving, and to ensure early notification if your tool strategy is failing.

The above has been adapted from “Guide to CASE Adoption” by Oakes, Smith,
and Morris [Oake92] – who addresses only CASE tools in a traditional sense.
Despite the number of similarities of EM and CASE tools, we have to point out
that in the EM tool adoption process a number of problems or challenges,
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primarily caused by the specific nature of EM, can arise. The most common
challenges are the following:

• An assessment of an organisation from the EM point of view requires
considerable knowledge and experience in EM which may not always be
available in the beginning of EM introduction in an organisation.

• An assessment of available technology can be difficult because the boundaries
of the area of EM tools are not certain and there are very few sources where
experiences of other EM users can be found.

• Due to the sensitive nature of EM and the need to involve considerable
personnel resources, real pilot projects may not always be possible.
Furthermore, the results of EM are not always predictable and therefore a
comparison of alternative tool solutions is difficult.

• EM tool institutionalisation cannot be separated from EM institutionalisation
and, therefore, some tasks may turn out to be more difficult. One example is
that EM affects and involves more different types of users than CASE
technology. This issues involves different objectives, hidden agendas, work
practices, etc.

These are only the more obvious drawbacks of the EM tool adoption process.
Besides these there may be others, related to the corporate culture of a particular
user organisation or to the “wicked” environment of EM.

5.2 Strategies for acquisition of an EM tool-set

Once an organisation has decided to use Enterprise Modelling in its projects, it
has to seriously consider tool support as well. The first step for the organisation is
to determine its objectives, needs, and requirements for the tool support. Only
later the organisation is able to decide what kind of tool it wants and how to
acquire that kind of tool. This involves a thorough tool market survey for existing
tools which could be considered to support EM. Once the organisation is aware
of what is available and what are its needs, it has to determine how to realise
these needs. Basically, there are several possible ways to acquire an EM tool that
is capable of supporting the EM method that the organisation wants to use. We
adapt the set of CASE tool adoption strategies defined by Bubenko in [Bube88]
to EM tool adoption. CASE tool acquisition strategies are the following
[Bube88]:

1. Develop your own CASE tool dedicated to supporting the development
method intended to be used within the organisation. In order to succeed
by following this strategy the organisation must have a truly
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experienced group of professional software developers capable to carry
out this task. The organisation should also have a strong commitment in
order to motivate large costs and use of resources that will certainly
will be necessary to build tool that matches the organisation’s
requirements. This strategy is recommended only when nothing else is
acceptable or the organisation intends to market these kind of tools.

2. Order your own CASE tool from a tool vendor, which provides support
for the desired development method. This option will ensure high tool
quality, as well as a high degree of matching the organisational and
methodological requirements by the tool. On the other hand, no really
good tool can be developed in a short time with small resources,
regardless of how experienced the tool vendor company is. This is
definitely a costly alternative.

3. Integrate several available CASE tools, in order to support the desired
development method. This can prove to be a good solution if necessary
components are available in the market and if they fulfil necessary
organisational requirements for method support. Additional information
on tool integration is available in [Pres94, Zarr91].

4. Purchase a method specific CASE tool. The acceptance of this solution
varies very much from case to case. Success here depends on the
organisation’s objectives and requirements. More detailed guidelines
for acquiring tools from the market are provided in [Howa94, Oake92,
Zarr91]

5. Customise a meta-tool according to your needs. This option should be
considered in case the modelling method is not yet finalised and
continuously evolves, or if organisational requirements for the EM or
CASE tool support are changing. More on meta-tool customisation can
be found in [Tolv96, Stirna95, Gold92].

In the following sub-sections we will analyse each of these CASE tool adoption
strategies with respect to EM tools and requirements for these tools. We will also
address organisational requirements, including overall benefits and pitfalls of each
strategy.

5.2.1 Develop your own EM tool

The development of software systems is always a complicated task, but the
development of CASE or EM tool-like products can be even more challenging.
The major success factors involved here are clarity and stability of requirements
for the tool being developed. The method usage maturity of the organisation
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should also be high in order to succeed with this strategy. Without a clear vision
of what the EM tool-set should do, which EM processes it should support and in
what way, the organisation is most likely not going to succeed with this strategy.
In addition, tool development requires heavy commitment from the organisation’s
employees along with a considerable amount of resources. The organisation
should also take into account that the EM tool-set will have to be maintained
throughout its entire lifetime, most likely until the organisation changes its
Enterprise Modelling method. This includes developing new tool versions to
operate on new hardware platforms, to incorporate new requirements for EM
support or to correct errors in existing tool versions.

The main reasons for choosing this strategy are generally needs for  a reasonably
sophisticated EM tool, which is capable to support the entire EM process
according to the objectives, needs, standards, procedures and customs of the
organisation. This strategy should be chosen if other strategies do not seem
appropriate, e.g. commercially available tools are not able to provide the
necessary degree of EM support, or the organisation’s intentions are to enter the
EM tool market.

Clearly this is the most “expensive” EM tool acquisition strategy, but, on the
other hand, if successful, it promises good results. The main gains are an EM
tool-set which completely supports the organisations requirements, the
organisation has full control over its evolution and maintenance, and it can be
integrated with other software systems used in the organisation. Developing your
own EM tool can always be compared with the next strategy – ordering an EM
tool from a tool vendor. The main advantages of this strategy over the next is
strict control of evolution and change of the EM tool-set. Additionally, if the
organisation has experience in developing similar software systems, it may feel
more confident to develop its own tool than to order it from an external vendor.

However, if this strategy fails, a huge amount of resources will most likely be
wasted. There are two main reasons for failure. The first is that the software
project itself fails. This occasionally happens with software products all over the
world. A way to avoid failure of a tool development project is to look at the
previous experiences from similar projects. If nothing similar has been done in the
past, the organisation should abandon this strategy in favour of other strategies.
The second for failure of this strategy is that, during application of the tool, it
turns out that the tool does not support Enterprise Modelling as required. The
reasons for this may vary. The most likely cause can be misunderstood
requirements for EM support or that the requirements have changed during tool
development. To avoid this kind of failure, the organisation should devote
considerable amount of time and also other resources to requirements elicitation
for the EM tool-set. This process involves extensive experiments with EM tools
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available in the market, as well as investigation of the corporate EM process. The
prospective users of the EM tool-set also are important requirement sources here,
since they are stakeholders for all requirements.

5.2.2 Order your own EM tool from tool vendor

The main objective for ordering an EM tool from a tool vendor is a need for
sophisticated tool support for organisational EM processes, taking into account
objectives, existing standards, procedures, requirements, and customs of the
organisation. This strategy is efficient in case the organisation wants to acquire
tool support with only limited own technical involvement. While the user
organisation still needs to effectively participate in such steps of tool development
as requirements elicitation, testing, and evaluation, the main technical tasks such
as programming, maintenance, etc. are out-sourced to another company. In order
to succeed with this strategy, the main emphasis should be on elicitation of the
“ right” and relevant requirements, as well as on definition of the corporate EM
process. In case the EM method or its application process is likely to change, this
tool acquisition strategy can prove to be risky, due to the need to tackle
requirements changes through contract formalities.

The major gains with this strategy are an EM tool-set which efficiently supports
organisational requirements, and the organisation does not need to worry about
the details of further tool development and maintenance as long as the tool vendor
exits. On the other hand, the organisation is to a certain degree dependent on the
tool vendor through contractual obligations tying the organisation with the
vendor. Also incorporating support of a changing EM method can in some cases
turn out to be rather complicated and resource consuming. Adding new
functionality or changing the existing one has to be done by the tool vendor and
therefore it can take more time than in the case of the tool being developed within
the target organisation.

No matter how straightforward this strategy may seem, there are several
challenges which can cause this strategy to fail in certain ways. We will point
them out in the following:

• The wrong requirements for the EM tool-set have been elicited. Also the
requirements may have changed while the tool was being built. It may also be
that the tool vendor has misunderstood or misinterpreted the requirements
posed by the user organisation. In order to ensure that the tool meets the
requirements, the prospective users should therefore be heavily involved in the
tool development process. In summary, the prerequisites for this strategy to
succeed is careful and thorough requirements elicitation and documentation,
involving all actors and stakeholders in the corporate EM process.
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• The software project which is set up to develop the tool may fail. This may
happen due to tool vendor internal reasons, or it may be caused by improper
communication between tool developers and the user organisation. The chosen
tool vendor must have experience in building of CASE or EM tool-like
products. In addition, the user organisation should ensure that tool developers
understand Enterprise Modelling and the EM process.

• The tool vendor delivers the tool, but later, during the lifetime of the tool,
disappears from the market or encounters some other sort of problem which
causes maintenance and further development of the EM tool-set to stop. This
probably is the most volatile situation, since bankruptcies, take-overs, strategy
changes, etc. are very difficult to anticipate. One way to prevent such
situations is to choose solid, well known tool vendors, which have a well
established position in the software market and which have long term plans to
support your tool.

Costs also play an important role in this strategy. The organisation should realise
that in addition to the contractual price of the tool, there will be costs related to
training the organisation’s employees. Consultancy services from the tool vendor
may also be necessary in order to install the tool in the corporate environment
once it is developed. Ongoing maintenance, improvement, and development of
new versions of a tool will also require financial resources, time, and personnel.

5.2.3 Integrate several available EM and CASE tools

Requirements for EM tools tend to be very complex and/or resource consuming
to implement from scratch. Therefore a closer attention must be paid to the use
and/or reuse of existing tools and/or their components. Such an approach, as
opposed to developing a specific tool for the needs of a particular organisation,
will shorten the time necessary to achieve a mature EM tool-set, minimise
resources for implementation, and improve the robustness of the tool-set.
Building a new tool-set would mean spending a excessive amount of time and
effort to develop tool components and functions which may already exist in other
commercially available tools or software components.

The main objectives for following this strategy is the need for a reasonably
sophisticated EM tool-set, which covers a wide range of organisational
requirements, combined with a need to have the overall control of EM and its
supporting tool development. This strategy is also expected to reduce the cost and
time for acquiring the tool. Some level of requirement fluctuation and method
evolution is permitted which usually does not cause serious trouble.
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The major gains achieved by following this route is a relatively robust tool-set
due to the following reasons:

• It consists of commercially available components.

• It makes the user organisation fairly independent of a particular tool vendor.

• The tool-set is possible to extended to incorporate new needs of the EM
process.

The negative aspects are weak integration mechanisms provided by some
component tools as well as a requirement on the user organisation to constantly
follow the developments in the tool market. Furthermore, for some steps of the
EM process there may not exist immediately available and appropriate support
tools.

The main challenges to this tool acquisition strategy are complexity of the tool
integration process, the need for skilful people capable of undertaking this
process, and the more tools are integrated the less robust the whole EM tool-set
may become. Some parts of the modelling data may only be possible to use in
certain parts of the tool-set. In addition, at some levels of tool integration it is
difficult to prevent data redundancy and to ensure data consistency and integrity.

.
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tool-set

internet

Network communication 
tools Presentation tools
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Figure 22: Types of tools integrated in the EM process
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The types of tools that could be involved in the tool integration process are the
following: group meeting and collaborative work support tools, documenting and
analysing tools, communication tools, and presentation tools (see Figure 22).
However, this list is open, allowing basically any type of software tool to be
integrated with the EM tool-set assuming, of course, that the Enterprise
Modelling method permits such integration. For example, the EM tool-set can be
integrated with some Computer Based Simulation tool, if there is a need to do so

If this strategy is chosen towards acquiring the EM tool-set, considerable effort
must be devoted to integration of all separate and needed tools. This task is not
an easy one [Rade93]. Principles for CASE tool integration described in
[Oake92] and [Pres94] define several levels of tool integration, starting from
information exchange by means of data translators to full tool integration and a
common data repository used. These principles are also valid for Requirements
Engineering and Enterprise Modelling tools.
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Tool integration principles

According to many authors (e.g. Oakes et al [Oake92] and Pressman [Pres94]),
we can distinguish six main ways of EM or CASE tool integration. All of them
address three main aspects of tool integration: modelling data representation
integration, tool control integration and modelling data integration. Based on
these tree aspects we continue to discuss the following five levels of tool
integration (Figure 23).

• No Integration. At this level there is no interaction whatsoever between the
tools involved. The modelling data are manually transferred between different
tools, i.e. the held by one tool are manually re-entered in another tool.
Consequently, if more than one iteration is done during the modelling process,
it becomes difficult to ensure data integrity and consistency. Re-entering the
modelling data back and forth becomes very complicated if more than two
tools are used. This way of working with more tools to support the EM
process is acceptable only as a temporary solution. Such a solution could be
appropriate for projects where only one iteration of the modelling process is
carried out.

• Data Exchange. At this level of tool integration modelling data are exchanged
between tools by means of software which we here call data transformer. Data
transformers can be custom made by the user organisation itself, either they
can be purchased or ordered from software vendors. In order to use data
transformers, all involved tools should support some kind of data importing
and exporting standards, e.g. CDIF – CASE Data Interchange Format
[Chap89]. Without such functionality data transformers are inapplicable.
Sometimes tools are able to import and export each other’s data. In this case
the tools themselves serve as data transformers. While this level of tool
integration is slightly better than the previous, many problems still remain. The
major inconveniences are low integrity of the modelling data, redundant data
stored separately in each tool, difficulties in tracing data from one tool to
another and restrictions on manipulation of certain portions of data to one tool
only.

• Presentation Integration. This level of tool integration can be considered as
an improvement of the previous one. The main stress here is on the unified
data presentation interface. The user is given the impression of working with
one integrated tool, while in fact there are several tools operating under a
common user interface. There is a clear distinction between the functionality
of each tool. Data exchange between the tools is carried out by data
transformers. While some of the integrity and consistency problems may still
remain, data transformers at this level are more sophisticated and should be
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able to cope with issues such as redundancy of data, data tracing from tool to
tool, etc.

• Control Integration. Similarly to the previous level of tool integration a
common user interface is established to provide an impression of working with
one tool only. In addition to integrating the tool components more closely a set
of triggering mechanisms are established. Tools signal each other about their
actions as well as require actions from other tools. Each tool maintains its own
internal database and provides data exchange mechanisms with other tools,
controlled by triggering mechanisms. Unfortunately, tool integration by means
of these mechanisms is difficult and resource consuming to develop even if the
tools should be able to support such interaction principles. An agreement
between the vendors of each tool components will most likely be needed to
follow this route of tool integration.

• Data Integration. This level of tool integration, as the two previous ones,
includes a common user interface. Modelling data are kept in a common
modelling repository combined with some tool-specific views on the
modelling data. This allows several tools to work closely together, because the
common data dictionary facilitates the improvement of semantic consistency
and integrity of data.

• Full Integration. At this level of tool integration there is no visible distinction
between the different tools participating in the EM tool-set. All modelling data
are stored in a common repository under a common data meta-model. The aim
of the full integration framework is to increase tool interoperability, thus
providing more thorough support for the entire EM process. This tool
integration framework is in some literature referred to as an Integrated Project
Support Environment (IPSE). One of the critical requirements for a tool to be
able to fit in such an integration framework, is the ability of the tool to define
and manipulate meta-data, which includes concepts such as modelling
processes and rules.

Depending on its situational factors the organisation should decide which tool
integration route to follow. Clearly, we can recommend anything above level two
– data exchange. While full integration may be difficult and/or costly to achieve, a
common repository for modelling data is necessary in most of the cases to
successfully carry out EM projects. The data integration level, therefore, appears
to be one of the most realistic of the tool integration approaches an organisation
could undertake. In any case, building your EM tool-set around some
commercially available repository support and management software seems like a
reasonably comprehensive solution.
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5.2.4 Purchase method specific tool

This EM tool acquisition strategy is appropriate for organisations which have no
appropriate resources nor intentions to establish and maintain their own tool
development. This strategy can be successful if the organisation has determined
its requirements for EM tools, has done limited experiments with tools available
in the market, and these experiments show that there actually is a set of suitable
tools to choose from. The main challenge with purchasing method specific tools
is that they will presumably not be possible to customise for the specific practices
and needs of the organisation. Therefore, the organisation should consider
possible trade-offs in its requirements. If the tool being considered is not
developed especially for the support of an Enterprise Modelling method, it will
most likely not support many EM specific requirements. In some case those
requirements do not need to be supported, while in others they are critical for
success. That depends on the situational factors which the organisation faces. For
example, the EM method itself should be fairly stable in order to allow to
purchase the right EM tool from a tool vendor. However, if the user organisation
intends only to carry out a small EM project, the maturity of the method may not
play an essential role.

In some cases Enterprise Modelling method vendors may also suggest some
possible tools to choose from.

The major gains by following the strategy of purchasing a method specific EM
tool are:

• relatively short time needed to acquire the tool,

• a fairly small investment,

• no need for in-house tool development,

• a relatively robust tool to work with,

• no need for a large number of technicians to operate the tool in the corporate
environment,

• commercially available tool support from the vendor.

This EM tool acquisition strategy may fail for several reasons. One of them is the
discovery of a new and critical requirement which is impossible to satisfy by a
particular purchased tool. In such a case the most appropriate decision would be
to abandon this tool acquisition strategy in favour of another strategy which
allows fulfilment of this critical requirement. Another issue is complete
dependence on the tool vendor regarding issues such as further development of
the tool, maintenance, training, consulting, etc. Whether this is a good or a bad
situation actually on the each specific case. A positive aspect is that the user
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organisation will be completely relieved from any concerns regarding tool
development. A drawback, however, of this strategy is uncertainty in case the
tool vendor decides to discontinue development of the tool, or if the licence of
using the tool expires an can no longer be obtained.

5.2.5 Customise meta-tool into EM tool

The main objective for tool acquisition strategy is flexibility of tool support. A
flexible tool support is most crucial for an evolving EM method. Even if the tool
support can be customised only within a certain rage of capabilities of that
particular meta-tool, it may provide great value for the organisation. Following
this strategy the requirements for the EM tools do not necessarily have to be
totally complete, although, some sort of clarity should be established in order to
choose the right tool acquisition strategy. To succeed in customising a meta-tool
for supporting an EM method, the organisation’s method engineers and software
experts should have appropriate skills and expertise to carry out this
customisation – a task which involves meta-modelling, method specification
according the requirements and procedures imposed by the meta-tool, etc. If the
EM method is being developed within the organisation, and the method
developers take active part in tool customisation, this should not be a problem.
On the other hand, if the method is developed outside the organisation, acquiring
a sufficient amount of information to carry out customisation may sometimes be
difficult. The process of method customisation into a meta-tool has been
described in the appendix.

The main advantages to be achieved by customising a meta-tool to support EM,
are the following:

• reasonably thorough and comprehensive support for a modelling method
during its evolution,

• control over the method’s specification into the tool,

• relative high acceptance of fluctuating requirements for the EM support,

• possibilities to customise the modelling method in its tool support in order to
meet specific needs of a particular EM project,

• relatively short time needed to acquire the EM tool support, which in most
cases is weeks rather than months or even years if strategies of building tools
are chosen,

• meta-tools are typically easier to integrate with other modelling methods and
tools than method specific tools.
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The challenging aspects of this strategy are the access to meta-modelling and
method engineering specialists, the risk that some requirements are impossible to
implement in meta-tools and the need to develop in-house procedures and
standards for use the EM tool-set, since these are usually not supplied along with
the meta-tool. An additional challenge in some cases can be posed by the
dependence on the meta-tool vendor, regarding issues such as upgrades and
maintenance of the tool, consulting, training, etc.

5.3 Situational factors influencing EM tool acquisition

This section addresses various situational factors an organisation may find
influencing its EM process. We also outline how to proceed in each situation.
These situational factors should be considered in order to choose the right tool
acquisition strategy as well as to determine the necessary degree of requirements
satisfaction for the EM tool-set.

The idea of using situational factors for risk analysis in order to determine the
most appropriate software acquisition strategies has been utilised in the
framework of Euromethod [Euro96]. We understand situational factors according
to the definition presented in Euromethod as follows:

“Situational factors are those properties of the problem situation that
can be used to determine the most appropriate problem solving
strategy. This includes those properties that can have an impact on
the type of uncertain effects which may occur and their adverse
consequences” [Euro96].

We use situational factors in order to provide means for investigation and
estimation of those aspects of the situation within the organisation which affects
the EM tool acquisition and adoption process. The values of situational factors
influence the decision making towards EM tool acquisition strategies. While the
driving questions presented for each situation factor here discussed reflect the
nature of that factor, we would strongly advocate that in a real life decision
making process each of these situational factors should be discussed in a
participative and collaborative manner within the organisation. Such an approach
would ensure that the values of the organisation’s situational factors are more
consistent with the real situation.

The set of situational factors presented here is neither definitive nor exhaustive. In
a real case there may emerge additional factors influencing the EM tool
acquisition process, as well as be factors that have no influence depending on the
situation. In addition, situational factors may have different weights assigned to
them. Weights of situational factors should also be agreed upon in a collaborative
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and participative manner, since they substantially depend on the organisation’s
objectives and strategies regarding EM. We will discuss situational factors with
respect to organisations, methods, tools, projects, and resources. Values for each
of them are also discussed. For these values a set of tool acquisition strategies
along with the corresponding and necessary EM tool requirements are suggested.
We also include driving questions to facilitate the estimation of values for each
situation factor. These driving questions are formulated in a way as to provide
additional information concerning which organisational issues a particular
situational factor addresses. The driving questions are of course not the only
possible means for evaluating each organisational situational factor. Others may
exist, which we do not discuss here.

5.3.1 Method usage maturity

In order to successfully apply an EM method the organisation should have
defined its EM process, gathered experiences from previous projects, and earlier
applications of EM tools. The combination of these experiences defines the
method usage maturity level of an organisation. An important aspect of method
usage maturity is also a general experience in introducing and working with
various similar modelling methods. If the organisation is used to working with
modelling methods of any type, not necessarily EM, it will most likely have
elaborated some kind of experience based procedures for how to introduce such
methods in an efficient manner. In addition, past experiences will provide some
background or reference point in order to compare Enterprise Modelling results
and process. Method usage maturity is not directly influenced by the presence of
skilled software specialists in the organisation. However, software development
requires extensive use of various development methods. Therefore the method
usage maturity of organisations who develop software may turn out to be higher
or easier to improve compared to organisations that are relatively novice in
method usage as such.

Determining method usage maturity, especially if EM has not been applied
earlier, may not be an easy task. Some of the following driving questions may be
helpful: Are there similar methods currently in use? Are these methods used
organisation wide? How well are experiences from application of similar
methods in past projects documented? Does the organisation have developed in-
house standards for methodologies used? Is the staff trained in using modelling
methods?

Depending on the answers to these or similar questions we can distinguish three
levels of method usage maturity: high, medium, and low. Each of these levels
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demand separate strategies for EM tool acquisition. They also require support at
different levels regarding requirements for EM tools.

High method usage maturity

At this level EM method usage is institutionalised and standardised. The
organisation has applied EM or similar methods in earlier projects, the results,
experiences, and lessons learned are documented, the staff is skilful and trained in
application of similar methods, management is aware of and supports the EM
process and its results.

This level of method usage maturity allows the organisation to choose between
the following tool acquisition strategies: develop your own EM tool-set (1), order
your own EM tool-set from a tool vendor (2), integrate several available EM and
CASE tools (3), purchase a method specific EM tool (4), and customise a meta-
tool according to your needs (5). Some of these strategies require higher method
usage maturity than others, e.g. strategies 1 and 2 imply heavy investment and
considerable time. Therefore they are likely to be successful only if the method
usage maturity is very high. In other words, if the organisation is completely sure
about its objectives and tool support requirements for its EM approach. Strategies
3 and 5 allow for more fluctuating methodology related requirements. Strategy 4
requires stable requirements and careful evaluation of whether or not the
candidate tool meets those requirements. On the other hand this strategy requires
considerably less effort from the staff of the organisation.

Corresponding degrees of requirements satisfaction are shown in Table 3. All
requirements should be satisfied to the highest level, except vendor support
requirements. At this level of method usage maturity the vendor support can be
considered medium important, since organisations at this level usually have their
own staff which is capable of resolving many tool related issues. Regarding other
requirements they should be satisfied to a high degree, because organisations at
this level of method usage maturity utilise all available aspects of EM and
therefore need the most thorough tool support. Data visualisation requirements
are not influenced by this factor.

Medium method usage maturity

Organisations at the medium method usage maturity level have applied more or
less similar methods in some projects in the past, some results and experiences
are documented, there are no organisational standards nor procedures for method
adoption, although some guidelines may exist. The staff will most likely need
some training for EM use in a real project.
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This level of method usage maturity allows the organisation to choose between
two tool acquisition strategies: to integrate several available EM and CASE tools
(3) and to customise meta-tool according to your needs (5). These strategies are
appropriate for organisations which have not yet finalised their tool application
process and their requirements and standards for tool support and use.
Nevertheless, these two strategies require skilful people to carry them through.

As shown in Table 3, the highest attention should be paid to repository, data
visualisation, reporting, querying, and maintainability/changeability requirements
at the medium level of method usage maturity. These are the aspects that are less
influenced by changes in method usage maturity. For example, modelling data
visualisation capabilities of the tool do not depend on the method usage maturity
level, since the modelling data have to be presented in any case. We can assign a
medium level of importance to the following requirement categories :

• EM support requirements – The organisations does not utilise all the aspects
of EM, e.g. alliance with other modelling methods, or usage of sophisticated
methodology rule checking.

• Customisability and extendibility requirements – The organisation does not
need to integrate EM with other modelling methods, nor does it need to
customise the tool support according to requirements of a particular project.

• Collaborative work - While important at this level of method usage maturity,
it could be utilised in a less advanced manner. This can be due to a number of
reasons, e.g. the most of the projects are run at the same location, and more
emphasis may be concentrated on human oriented collaboration than on
“electronic” collaboration.

• Vendor support – The organisation frequently solve its tool related problems
itself, while for resolving more important issues it turn to tool vendors.

Low method usage maturity

Low method usage maturity means that the organisation only has limited
experience in working with modelling methods, only partial results are
documented, no organisational standards in method usage exist, staff needs
extensive training, management is most likely not aware of the EM process nor of
its results.

The only adequate tool acquisition strategy at this level of method usage maturity
is the one of purchasing a method specific EM tool (4), since this strategy does
not require any in-house development of tools. However, in order to succeed with
this strategy the tool and its vendor should be carefully assessed, since here the
organisation mainly depends on external consultants until its own personnel have
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gained sufficient skills and experience. The need for training and tool vendor
support in this case should not be underestimated.

Table 3 includes the following degrees of EM tool requirements support that
should be achieved at this level of method maturity:

• EM support requirements – The organisations does not utilise all the aspects
of EM, e.g. alliance with other modelling methods, or usage of sophisticated
methodology rule checking.

• Customisability and extendibility requirements – The organisations does not
need to integrate EM with other modelling methods, nor do they customise the
tool support according to the requirements of a particular project.
Requirements for support of evolving modelling methods and customisation of
tool functionality are issues which are left unattended by the organisation.

• Repository requirements - These are important, although at this level of
method usage maturity the organisation does not need to extensively operate
with many formats of data representation, to manipulate several versions of
data, etc.

• Reporting and querying requirements – The organisation may not need to use
reports and queries, for examples from tools outside the EM tool-set, such as
WWW-based tools.

• Collaborative work requirements - These requirements can be fulfilled to a
moderate degree, due to the fact that most of the projects are run at the same
location. More emphasis may be on human collaboration than on “electronic”
collaboration. Co-ordination requirements, such as concurrency control and
monitoring requirements, may be less sophisticated since projects may have a
smaller number of persons involved, etc.

• Vendor support – The organisation at this level of method usage maturity will
most likely turn to tool vendors to resolve all important issues which they
encounter.

• Maintainability and changeability requirements - These requirements are
highly important, since the organisation are constantly improving at this level.
In fact, they are improving at any level of method usage maturity,  therefore
maintainable and changeable tool support is always welcome.
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Table 3: Recommended decisions for the method usage maturity situational
factor
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5.3.2 Method stability

In order to choose the right approach to EM tool adoption, the organisation
should estimate the stability of the method it has decided to use. The two
extremes of method stability is a stable, well known and widely used method as
opposed to a method which is being constantly developed and used in different
versions. Method ownership is also an important factor here. If a method is
developed in-house, the organisation has clearly defined its future plans regarding
the EM method. If a method is acquired from a third party, it may be difficult to
forecast the future developments of the method. In this case the organisation
should assess the method’s current state and its own plans with regard to its
development.

To facilitate the estimation of method stability we propose the following driving
questions: Is the method developed in-house or by an external provider? Is the
method developer an academic or a commercial organisation? What are the
future plans of the method providers regarding the development of the method?
How often are new versions of the method produced? What are the
organisations plans regarding the use of the method? Does the current version
of the method satisfy the organisation’s needs? Is this method widely used?

Based on the aspects covered by these driving questions we further discuss the
three most common levels of method stability which are denoted stable, slowly
changing, and continuously evolving.
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Stable method

Stable modelling methods are usually widely used and developed by well known
organisations. If the method is developed within the organisation itself the
stability depends on the organisation’s plans regarding the method, although if it
is already successfully applied in a number of projects and the organisation does
not have radical plans to change the method soon, we can consider the stability to
be rather high.

At this level of method stability the most recommended tool acquisition strategy
would be that of purchasing a method specific tool (4), since commercially
available tools usually give good results for a relatively low cost. in. If, for some
reason, this strategy is inappropriate, any other strategy is acceptable. However,
developing your own EM tool for a well known and widely spread modelling
method should normally be avoided.

Table 4 represents the degree of requirements support for a stable EM method.
The method stability factor influences the following requirement categories:

• Customisability and extendibility requirements – Do not need to be heavily
supported, if the modelling method is not under development. The
organisation does not need to integrate EM with other modelling methods nor
does it frequently customise the tool support according to requirements of a
particular project, to support evolving modelling methods. Tool functionality
customisation is also not applicable.

• Vendor support - Less important an EM tool that is developed to support a
stable modelling method since the tool itself does not need to change in order
to incorporate new method requirements. For a stable modelling method an
organisation can develop its own supporting material according to its specific
needs or corporate EM process.

• Maintainability and changeability requirements - Less critical at this level if
the method is stable, because the organisation will not need to cope with
frequent changes in method requirements.

Slowly changing method

Almost all modelling methods currently in use are, with a few exceptions, slowly
changing. To determine whether or not a method is slowly changing one mainly
has to pay attention to factors such as how often new versions are announced and
what are the general plans of the method provider regarding development of the
method. If the current version of the method is appropriate for the organisation,
we can assume that we are at this level even if some new features and
improvements always are welcome.
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A slowly changing method requires a certain degree of flexibility from the tool
support. Therefore the recommended strategies are the following: to develop your
own EM tool-set (1), to integrate several available EM and CASE tools (3), and
to customise a meta-tool according to organisation’s needs (5).

A slowly changing modelling method puts stress on the following requirements
categories (see Table 4):

• Customisability and extendibility requirements - Should be highly supported
in order to meet changes in the modelling method as they occur. Support for
integration with other modelling methods and tools may be necessary.

• Vendor support - These requirements can be relaxed and therefore satisfied to
a medium level, although the tool vendor should be able to keep up with the
changes in the method as they occur. This includes up-grading the tool as well
as its supporting information.

• Maintainability and changeability requirements - Should be satisfied to a
high degree, in order to accommodate the necessary changes in tool
requirements.

Continuously evolving method

Methods of this type are usually recently developed. Very often they are the
result of academic work. They may be rather widely used, but the versions in use
are almost as many as projects where the method has been applied. Even if the
organisation is committed to using this method for a long time, new versions and
improvements will have to be incorporated in the supporting tool-set.

This level of method stability requires flexibility. Since the method is rather
unstable, the use of new and relatively unproved low cost tools could be an
advantage. The most suitable tool acquisition strategy for this situation is
customisation of a meta-tool according to the organisation’s needs (5). All other
strategies need a less fluctuating modelling method in order to be efficient.
Strategy 2 – order from a tool vendor your own EM tool-set should be avoided
due to the fact that changes in the tool requirements may involve re-negotiating
the tool development or maintenance contract with the vendor, which may turn
out to be costly and time consuming.

Table 4 represents requirements categories that are affected by a continuously
evolving modelling method, as follows:

• Customisability and extendibility requirements - Should be highly supported,
due to the fact that requirements regarding method support may change
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frequently and require integration with other modelling methods or tools as
well as extended or modified functionality, etc.

• Vendor support - Should be more important, because the tool may often need
the further development on account of new method requirements. The vendor
should be ready to incorporate the requirements of a changing modelling
method into the tool as well as into supporting material.

• Maintainability and changeability requirements - These requirements are
very critical at this level, because of the need for the tool to match the
requirements of an evolving method. The EM tool in this case is expected to
have a considerably larger number or versions and revisions than in other
situations.

Table 4: Recommended decisions for the method stability situational factor
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5.3.3 Tool usage maturity

The maturity of using tools determines the degree of utilisation of tools along with
how well this process is organised and controlled within the organisation. It is
also closely depending on the level of standards and procedures established in the
organisation with respect to the modelling tools used. The skills and experiences
of the personnel in the area of tool usage is also an important factor. The right
personnel should be acquainted with the right modelling tools in the right time. If
not, the necessary and appropriate training should be introduced. If the user
organisation is IT oriented or uses computer based tools in its core business, a
high tool maturity level can be easier to achieve and maintain than in case
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computer based tools are only used within the boundaries of office software
packages. The tool usage maturity level also continuously increases as the
organisation gains more experience and confidence in tool usage.

In order to determine the level of tool usage maturity the following driving
questions might be of use: What are the tools currently used within the
organisation? Are these tools part of the organisation’s core business? Who are
the main tool users? Are there any tools which are institutionalised and/or
standardised? Are these tools used to support any modelling methods? What are
the organisation’s strategies towards tool support? Does the organisation have
the necessary skills to work with EM tools? What other tool related skills does
the organisation have? Is there an IT department in the organisation? Is the tool
acquisition and adoption process standardised?

Based on the questions above we distinguish the following three levels of tool
usage maturity: high, medium, and low.

High tool usage maturity

At this level of tool usage maturity the organisation extensively uses various kinds
of tools, presumably to support their core business. If modelling methods are used
they have appropriate tool support. The tool acquisition and adoption process is
standardised. There organisation has access to skilful personnel which is capable
of working with EM tools.

A high level of tool usage maturity usually allows the organisation to choose
between all possible tool acquisition strategies, since the tool usage process is
defined and the requirements for tool use are stable. Which strategy should
actually be chosen depends on the organisation’s intentions in the tool area. If the
organisation wants to use one EM tool for developing its own long term tool (1)
or to order an EM tool from a tool vendor (2). Both of these strategies may be
appropriate. On the other hand, strategies which promise faster payoff with less
investment such as integrating several available EM and CASE tools (3),
customising meta-tools according to the organisation’s needs (5), or purchasing
method specific EM tool (4), would be even more appropriate.

A high level of tool usage maturity implies the following levels of requirements
support (see Table 5):

• Customisability and extendibility requirements - Should be satisfied to a high
degree since at this level of tool usage maturity the organisation is capable of
carrying out various improvements in tool functionality, integration with other
modelling methods or tools, etc., in order to maximise its EM support.
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• Collaborative work requirements - These are particularly important for
organisations at a high level of tool usage maturity since they usually are
accustomed to applying various software tools into their daily operations.
Therefore personnel in such organisations has higher expectations and will
extensively use any collaborative aspects of EM tools.

• Vendor support requirements - Can be satisfied at low degree, since at this
level organisations usually are mature enough to solve their own problems.
However, tool vendors should take into account that, if their assistance will be
required by an organisation reaching this level of tool usage maturity, the
problems to be resolved will most likely not be trivial.

Medium tool usage maturity

Organisations at a medium level of tool usage maturity normally are normally
quite used to working with tools. Neither modelling, tools, nor IT may be their
core business, but they use modelling and tool support extensively enough to
gather a considerable amount of experiences and train their people appropriately.
There may be a short term lack of appropriate personnel caused either by
personnel or technology turnover, but generally this does not cause big problems.
The organisation has some standards and routines developed for tool usage.

At the medium level of tool usage maturity it would be appropriate to choose a
tool acquisition strategy which provides more freedom to choose from several
available tools, such as the strategies of integrating several available EM and
CASE tools (3) or customising meta-tools according to the organisation’s needs
(5). Purchasing a method specific EM tool (4) may also give good results if the
tool meets the stated requirements and is consistent to strategies and intentions
which the organisation has developed regarding tools.

Table 5 shows the degree of EM tool requirement support that should be
achieved at a medium level of tool usage maturity:

• Customisability and extendibility requirements - Should be satisfied to a
medium level. Organisations may not need to customise the functionality of
the tool nor to customise the tool support according to requirements of a
specific project. However, some support for aspects such as integration of EM
with other modelling methods as well as general support of evolving EM
methods could still be desired.

• Collaborative work requirements - While still important, they could be
relaxed due to the fact that at this level of tool usage maturity the EM tools are
not very extensively utilised. Most of the projects are running at the same
location, personnel may not be used to extensive electronic communication,
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information exchange and information sharing. However, there still may be a
need for multi-user access to modelling data, etc. At this level. a considerably
greater emphasis may be on human oriented collaboration rather than on
“electronic” collaboration.

• Vendor support requirements - Should be fulfilled to a medium level.
Organisations at this level of tool usage maturity, will most likely turn to tool
vendors to resolve most of the important issues they encounter. While some
problems can be solved within the organisation, it may have not have enough
resources and/or expertise to cope with more complex problems.

Low tool usage maturity

Low tool usage maturity usually indicates that the organisation is not accustomed
to using computer based tools to support its business. Even if there are some tools
used, it is mainly done on an individual basis, varying from one employee or
department to another and from project to project. A great deal of tools purchased
by organisations at this level become “shelfware” after termination of the project
where they were used. Organisations at this level of tool usage maturity normally
lack tool usage standards and/or procedures. Generally the staff needs training in
order to work with EM tools in a proper manner.

Purchasing a method specific EM tool (4) would be the most appropriate strategy
to choose at for this level of tool usage maturity. This strategy does not require
any in-house tool development, configuration, and customisation. Therefore it is
rather simple for the organisation to proceed. Ordering an EM tool from a tool
vendor may also be a possible strategy, although it requires a rather precise set of
requirements for the EM tool. Organisations at a low level of tool usage maturity
may encounter tremendous difficulties when eliciting its own precise
requirements for EM tools. Assistance from consultants familiar with
requirements elicitation techniques and EM methodology should be acquired.

Table 5 describes the degrees of EM tool requirements support that should be
achieved at low level of tool usage maturity:

• Customisability and extendibility requirements - These are less important,
since the organisation is not prepared to customise the functionality of the
tool, customise the tool support according to requirements of a specific
project, or integrate EM with other modelling methods. Some general support
for evolving EM methods could still be considered necessary, but in this case
it can be expected to be carried out by external consultants.

• Collaborative work requirements - Should be supported at a medium level.
Most of the projects are running at the same location, personnel may not be
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used to extensive electronic communication, information exchange and
information sharing. However, there still may be a need for multi-user access
to modelling data, etc. Regardless of the fact that considerable emphasis is on
human oriented collaboration rather than on “electronic” collaboration, the
organisations at this level is also involved in “electronic” collaboration. The
only difference is that, due to the lower level of tool usage maturity, they need
assistance from tool vendors or consultants in order to carry out certain tasks.

• Vendor support – Organisations at this level of tool usage maturity will most
likely turn to tool vendors to resolve all important issues they encounter. They
may also need external assistance for certain tasks in connection with the EM
tool-set, e.g. implementing support for electronic group meetings or
establishing CSCW support systems in their organisational environment.

Table 5: Recommended decisions for the tool usage maturity situational
factor
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low 4 - L - - - M H -

5.3.4 Tool development maturity

Tool development maturity reflects the ability of an organisation to produce a
support tool for an EM modelling method. This includes implementing the
requirements posed by the modelling method as well as the modelling process.
Tool development also includes tool maintenance throughout the lifecycle of the
tool, which requires the organisation to be clear in its strategies regarding method
and tool usage in the future. Higher tool development maturity also includes a
considerable degree of clarity regarding the organisation’s future intentions and
its requirements for EM tools.
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This situational factor can also be to some extent related to the software maturity
levels of the Capability Maturity Model (CMM) developed by the Software
Engineering Institute at Carnegie Mellon University [Paulk93]. The organisations
at a higher level of CMM may also have a higher EM tool development maturity.
However, we do not attempt here to discuss CMM or provide guidelines on how
to evaluate software development process maturity. The EM tool development
maturity factor includes aspects that are particularly specific to EM tool
development and use which are not explicitly addressed in CMM.

Below we define some simple driving questions which can facilitate the
estimation of EM tool development maturity thus helping and organisation to
select the appropriate EM tool acquisition strategy. The questions are: Does the
organisation have a software development department? Is software development
a part of the organisation’s core business? Does the organisation have enough
experience in new EM and/or CASE tool development, or in integrating existing
software tools? Does the organisation have experiences in using/customising
meta-tools? Which are the EM and/or CASE tools currently used in the
organisation? Has the organisation a well established software development
process? Is the organisation committed to a long term investment in
development and maintenance of its own EM tool? Is the organisation aware of
its objectives for EM tools? How are these objectives documented?

Based on these driving question we can establish three levels of EM tool
development maturity: high, medium, and low.

 High EM tool development maturity

Organisations at this level are usually IT oriented companies, which develop
software systems as one of their main business activities or consultant companies
offering services in this area. These organisations commonly have some
experience in integrating tools, working with meta-tools, and gathering
requirements for new tool developments. Such organisations have usually defined
their software process and therefore they know which methods and tools they are
using, what are the benefits and drawbacks and what should be improved in their
EM method, support tools, and EM process.

Organisations at this level can choose any EM tool acquisition strategy. Which
one should be chosen mainly depends on other factors such as organisational
objectives. Table 6 shows that with respect to the tool development maturity only
the following two requirement categories are relevant:

• Customisability and extendibility requirements - Are important here because
the organisation is capable of carrying out various improvements of the EM
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tool-set by itself. These improvements may include integration of the EM tool-
set with other modelling methods and tools, customising existing or adding
new functionality to the EM tool-set, etc.

• Maintainability and changeability requirements - Are also important and
should be satisfied to a high degree. The organisation is capable of tool
development and it may want to fulfil different kinds of customisations of its
EM tools, including support for evolving EM method, tailoring its tool to meet
the needs of a specific project, updating the tool along with the EM process,
etc.

The remaining requirements categories are not influenced by this situational
factor, primarily due to the fact that they do not imply any development by the
user organisation itself.

Medium EM tool development maturity

A medium EM tool development maturity level indicates that the organisation is
confident enough in issues related to software development, but either it is not its
core business, it lacks some vital experiences needed for tool development, or
there are some gaps in its software process. Another reason may be that the
organisation simply does not want to be involved in tool development.

At this level the organisation is capable of carrying out smaller development tasks
related, such as integrating some existing EM or CASE tools (3), customising
meta-tool according to organisational needs, or gathering its requirements for EM
support and ordering the actual tool from a tool vendor (2). More complicated
tasks, such as attempting to build a tool of its own without a proper software
development process or sufficient experience, may fail or result in a deficient
tool. The organisation should also not encounter serious difficulties if strategy 4 –
purchase method dependent EM tool - is chosen.

As shown in Table 6 a medium level of tool development maturity is relevant to
two requirements categories – customisability and extendibility, as well as
maintainability and changeability. At this level of tool development maturity there
should be a high level of satisfaction for both of these requirements categories,
similarly to the previous level. This indicates that, while an organisation may not
be capable of building an EM tool by itself, it can still be capable of carrying out
smaller customisations and improvements for the tool. Therefore these two
requirements categories are important here.
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Table 6: Recommended decisions for the EM tool development maturity
situational factor
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low 4 - M - - - - - M

Low EM tool development maturity

Organisations at a low EM tool development maturity level usually do not
develop software systems themselves. If they do, the development is carried out
in a rather unorganised and chaotic manner as it is not considered to their primary
business. Such organisations usually lack sufficient experience in tasks related to
EM or CASE tool integration, development, and maintenance. At this level of
tool development maturity best results would be achieved by purchasing a method
specific EM tool (4), since this strategy does not require any in-house
development or maintenance tasks. A low tool development maturity only affects
the two following requirements categories (see Table 6):

• Customisability and extendibility requirements - Are less important here
because the organisation is incapable of carrying out larger improvement tasks
involving integration with other tools or functionality customisation, although
support for smaller tasks such as customisations according to specific project
needs is still needed.

• Maintainability and changeability requirements - Are also important and
should be satisfied to medium degree. At this level organisations are not
capable of carrying out large modifications in the EM support, or in tool
functionality, although minor changes can be done. For example, the users
themselves can carry out some minor customisations according to the needs of
a specific EM project.
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5.3.5 Organisational commitment

Organisational commitment is an important aspect in any EM project. It indicates
whether EM is going to be used just in one or a few projects, or if EM is going to
be one of the methods that the organisation will institutionalise and use in all
relevant projects. Organisational commitment involves a great deal of managerial
awareness and involvement. Commitment means that resources, such as time,
funding, personnel, and operational priority are allocated to an EM project. Of
course, the amount of these resources are different in full scale projects and in
pilot projects where the EM methodology itself and the best way to apply it is
still being evaluated. However, , the need for resources necessary for the a pilot
project should not be underestimated. Management as well as the project team
working with EM should realise this from the beginning. Awareness of the need
to allocate the proper resources must also include the awareness of need for EM
tools. The attitude “let us try out it first and then we will look for the proper
tools” is dangerous, since the tool support is crucial. Often the whole EM process
can produce inadequate results, if the proper tools are not applied.

In order to determine the organisational commitment to an EM method the
following driving questions can be applied: Is the organisation interested and
committed to using EM in more than one project? Is this project a short or long
term project? Is management aware of the EM process and the results it
produces? Has the organisation decided to institutionalise EM? Are there
enough  resources to carry out the institutionalisation of EM? Is EM going to
make a deep impact on the overall corporate culture?

Based on these driving questions we can establish tree levels of organisational
commitment: strong, moderate, and weak.

Strong organisational commitment

This usually implies that the organisation wants to use EM in its future projects as
extensively as possible, in order to capitalise on all benefits that EM use can
provide. The organisation has assigned resources and it has or are developing
procedures for EM institutionalisation.

An organisation at this level can follow any EM tool acquisition strategy.
Choosing the most appropriate mainly depends on other factors, such as the
organisation’s objectives and intentions. However, the main attention should be
paid to those strategies which are more likely to produce solid long term EM tool
support. The appropriate strategies are as follows: develop your own EM tool (1),
order an EM tool from a tool vendor (2), and integrate several available EM and
CASE tools (3).
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At the level of strong organisational commitment all requirements for the tool
support should be highly satisfied (see Table 7), due to the fact that the
organisation is going to use the tool-set for a long time and utilise all its
capabilities.

Modelling data visualisation requirements are not influenced by this situational
factor. The modelling product still needs to be documented according to the
method definition. All the tasks in the EM process will be carried out and,
therefore, all data visualisation requirements should be met by the EM tool-set.
Collaborative work and vendor support requirements are also not relevant to this
situational factor, since regardless of organisational commitment there is still
collaboration needed as well as vendor support.

Moderate organisational commitment

Moderate organisational commitment means that the organisation is considering
EM as an important factor but, due to some reason, it does not want to
institutionalise EM use. For example, one of the factors can be the fact that EM is
used in projects of little importance and of low operational priority. At this level
there can also be rather a large number of methods in use within the organisation.
However, the organisation realises the importance of assigning the necessary
resources to an EM project and its management is usually aware of the EM
process as well as the support that EM needs.

An organisation at this level of commitment to EM is looking for tool acquisition
strategies delivers good and reliable tools with rather complete EM support. At
the same time, since the EM process is not standardised in the organisation, these
tools should provide a reasonable degree of flexibility in their EM method as well
as process support. The tool acquisition strategies for meeting these constraints
are strategy 3 – integrate several available EM and CASE tools, and strategy 5 –
customise meta-tool according to your needs.

At the level of moderate organisational commitment most of the requirements for
tool support should be satisfied to a high degree (see Table 7). Customisability
and extendibility requirements can be satisfied to a medium level since, at this
level, the organisation usually has other methods in use as well. Thus the
customisation of EM is not that crucial. What may be needed is some sort of
integration with those other modelling practices and and also their possible tools.
Certainly there is, at this level, lesser need to support an evolving modelling
method or to extend the functionality of the tool.
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Weak organisational commitment

Organisations at this level apply Enterprise Modelling either because someone
else says it’s good or they want to get acquainted with it and/or to compare EM
with other methods in use. Nevertheless, without considerably high organisational
commitment, which involves management appraisal, proper resource allocation,
carefully developed plan of actions, etc., EM is at great risk to fail. There still
may be some results to look at, but this outcome will most likely not be
appropriate and the resources spent will turn out to be wasted.

At this level the organisation will find it difficult to proceed and therefore any
serious developments of the EM tool will only increase the problems. The most
appropriate EM tool acquisition strategy here is to purchase a method specific
EM tool (4). During the project, the organisation can evaluate the tool and
develop its requirements for tool use and, when the organisational commitment
grows, go for some other tool acquisition strategy.

Table 7 includes the appropriate degrees of EM tool requirements support for the
level of weak organisational commitment:

• EM support requirements - Can be supported to a medium degree since an
organisation at this level may not need all aspects of EM support. For
example, method support and rule enforcement by the tool, depending on the
objectives of the EM use, may not be necessary. An organisation at this level
usually aims to get basic results from EM, in order to understand the main
benefits of the approach or to use the results produced by EM in some other
development method.

• Customisability and extendibility requirements - Are less important, because
the organisation does not need to customise the functionality of the tool, or to
customise tool support according to requirements of a specific project, or to
integrate EM with other modelling methods. This is usually necessary when
EM is used in a longer time frame. Time of EM use can be too short at this
level of organisational commitment.

• Repository requirements - Are less important at this level, because often the
objective here of EM use is only to get acquainted with the EM method, and
the project participants may not have enough time or desire to utilise all
aspects of repository support. The need to represent multiple data formats,
hyper-links, as well as to provide sophisticated data import and export
functions can be considered optional here.

• Reporting and querying requirements - Are to some extent important at this
level. It is expected that functions such as creation of user-defined reports and
queries can be used less extensively. Elaborating standard checking
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procedures based on queries and reports in order to meet organisational
standards will also be less necessary.

• Maintainability and changeability requirements - Do not play an essential
role here, since the organisation is not heavily committed to using EM in the
future. Therefore, it will not need to work with EM tools for a longer time, and
there will not be required changes of the tool. Thus, this requirement category
has a real importance only in case the organisation is moving from a lower
level of organisational commitment to a higher one.

Table 7: Recommended decisions for the organisational commitment
situational factor
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5.3.6 Project intentions regarding depth of the problem domain

Every EM project has its depth of elaborating on the problem at hand. This depth
depends on the project objectives and other plans of the organisation. There are
projects which aim at conducting only a few EM modelling sessions and then
proceed with other methods or problem solving approaches. There may also be
projects which carry out quite a large number of modelling sessions and still the
depth of the problem domain may not be very deep. However, normally the depth
of modelling increases with the number of modelling sessions carried out, if the
modelling domain remains unchanged.

The depth of the modelling problem determines the kind of tool support a project
needs. For example, if the project is not very deep, it will not likely need
capabilities of business process decomposition in several levels or various
requirements traceability checks.
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The depth of the modelling mainly depends on the desired result of the project. If
the project is aimed at producing a set of requirements for an Information System,
the depth of the modelling will probably be high. However, if the main objective
of the project is to analyse possible scenarios for market trends in an area of a
new product, the likely modelling depth is not going to be very high. If the results
should be, for instance, operational business processes or “atomic” requirements
for a system, the depth of modelling will likely be high. Another measure with
respect to the depth of modelling is an estimate of the number of decomposition
levels in the whole Enterprise Model, although the number of decomposition
levels alone will not give the full picture. Of course, an experienced EM modeller
can relate this information to his or her experiences and knowledge of the
problem domain, and his or her past experiences with similar projects, in order to
get a clearer picture of the depth of the modelling domain.

Here are some driving questions that might be useful in order to determine the
depth of the EM process: What are the objectives of the project – to produce a
design of a system, to get a set of initial ideas for further development, or to
improve organisational knowledge about the problem domain? How many
modelling sessions are scheduled? Is there going to be an extensive analysis of
the modelling results? Is the project oriented towards technical, managerial,
strategic, or cultural issues? Which backgrounds do members of the modelling
team have (technical, managerial, academic, social, etc.)?

Based on these driving questions we determine two categories of depth of the
modelling problem domain: deep, and shallow. However, we understand them to
be more than two extremes of this dimension, since the actual position of each
Enterprise Modelling project can be difficult to determine. Below we describe the
project characteristics which are related to the different values for this situational
factor.

Deep elaboration on the problem domain

Projects at this level are normally aiming to design some kind of a system –
technical, information, business, or social system. In many cases the objective of
such projects is to develop alternative sets of requirements for these systems. For
that purpose the Enterprise Models will eventually need to be rather well and
deeply elaborated. Another good indication of projects of this nature is the
existence of a modelling group that mainly consists of people which can be
described as specialists rather than managers – e.g. technicians, researchers,
academics, experts, etc. In addition the number of modelling sessions conducted
as well as models produced and analysed tend to be high. The power of analysis
capabilities of the tools for such projects needs to be rather high.
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The tool acquisition strategies for organisations are irrelevant for this situational
factor, since it mainly addresses the degree of elaboration of the problem domain.
An organisation can elaborate deeply or shallowly on a certain problem
regardless of how the support tools have been acquired. The important aspect
here is the ability to deeply elaborate on the problem domain. It requires a high
degree of satisfaction of most requirement categories (see Table 8). Particular
emphasis should be on EM support, collaborative work, repository support,
integration with other methods and tools which may be used in the project and on
reporting and querying requirements. Vendor support is also important since with
an increasing modelling depth more specific questions related to the EM method
or tools may arise.

Data visualisation and maintainability and changeability requirements are not
directly influenced by this situational factor.

Shallow elaboration on the problem domain

These projects usually aim to generate ideas, to improve communication between
stakeholders, as well as to improve the corporate knowledge about the problem
domain. Enterprise Models in projects of this type are extensively used not only
by EM specialists, problem domain experts, and those involved in actual
modelling, but also by others who may be interested in the results of the project.
The main type of participants in projects of this type is the managerial kind of
organisational actors. The number of modelling sessions usually is not more than
ten and the number of Enterprise Models produced is rather small. The main
emphasis here is on improved communication between the modellers.
Furthermore, the analysis of models does not need maximum support for all EM
requirements. The main emphasis in the managerial type of projects usually is on
the presentation capabilities of the tool. Therefore even simple tools can serve
well in projects of this kind.

The tool acquisition strategies to consider in this case would be strategy 4 –
purchase a method specific EM tool, or strategy 5 – customise meta-tool
according to your needs.

Shallow elaboration on the problem domain requires an average degree of
satisfaction of requirements for the EM tool support (see Table 8). This implies
that most of the requirements are considered as important, but since modelling at
this level usually aims to improve communication between stakeholders and the
expected results may be less formal, the “luxury” parts of EM tool support may
be less utilised. For example, support for an evolving EM method and tool
functionality customisation is not necessary. Also some co-ordination
functionality can be left without consideration. Vendor support should also be
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satisfied to a medium level as well as the provision of basic supporting
information for the EM process, etc.

Table 8: Recommended decisions for the depth of elaboration on the
problem domain situational factor
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5.3.7 Complexity of the project

The complexity of an EM project may include many different aspects such as the
number of tasks that the project has to carry out as well as the number of types of
tasks. The larger the number of different types of tasks, the more complex the
project. Complexity also increases if the project has many objectives and many
results are expected as outcome of the project. Many tasks and project objectives
may result in several parallel EM modelling teams as well as several sub-projects,
which implicitly increases the complexity of the EM use. The broad range of
modelling participants also increases project complexity. Participants may include
managers, researchers, practitioners, consultants, experts, users, developers, etc.
In addition the complexity of the problem domain itself influences overall
complexity, since it leads to more complex Enterprise Models. Complex models
may pose some additional requirements for the EM tool regarding model handling
and manipulating mechanisms.

In order to facilitate estimation of the complexity of the EM project, we propose
the following driving questions: How well are the objectives of the project
elaborated? What are the expected results of the project? How complex are the
expected results? Are there several project teams or sub-teams working in the
project? What is the background and working domain of the project
participants? Are there several participating organisations involved in the
project? Are there any sub-projects defined? Does the project involve any sub-
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contractors? Is the problem domain regarded as complex? Does the project deal
with the core business of the organisation? Are produced models expected to be
complex?

Based on these driving questions we have defined three levels of complexity of a
project: high, medium, and low.

High complexity projects

Projects at this level either have a rather large number of objectives or these
objectives are rather ambitious. Therefore, the achievement of the objectives
requires that many tasks are carried out. The size and number of results are
growing since there are often more than one modelling team working in the
project. Since these projects tend to have high organisational importance and
priority, a high level of accuracy is necessary in elaborating on the project results.

Projects at this level of complexity can also be divided into several sub-projects,
some of which may be sub-contracted to different organisational entities. This is
an additional challenge to project management as well as to management of
Enterprise Models produced. Consequently, extra requirements for EM tools
should be met.

Highly complex EM projects usually rely heavily on EM tools and therefore. The
critical tasks where tools are particularly important in complex projects are
integration of several Enterprise Models produced by different sub-projects,
communication of results among project members, as well as performing various
kinds of model analysis, checking, and tracking tasks. Consequently, the most
appropriate tool acquisition strategies are those which provide more freedom and
control to the user organisation. The appropriate tool acquisition strategies are the
following: developing your own EM tool-set (1), order the EM tool-set from a
tool vendor (2), integrate several available EM and CASE tools (3).

Generally, highly complex EM projects require a high degree of satisfaction of
requirements for EM tool support (see Table 9).

Medium  complexity projects

Projects at this level are important to the organisation, but they are normally not
critical. Such projects do not directly affect organisation’s core business areas,
nor involve large number of persons playing various roles in the project. There
are no sub-projects defined as well as the results are expected to be more
moderate size. Nevertheless these projects may work with large scale Enterprise
Models and require high level of tool support. The recommenced tool acquisition
strategies are the following: strategy 2 – order EM tool-set from a tool vendor,
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strategy (3) – integrate several available EM and CASE tools, and strategy 5 –
customise meta-tool according to your needs.

Even at a medium level of complexity EM projects may require a high degree of
satisfaction of requirements for EM tool support (see Table 9). This support
should not necessarily mean satisfying the same requirements as for high
complexity projects, because each organisation should have its own requirements
depending on each specific project. What one may see from this is that the
complexity of the project presumably is a faster changing criterion than the
degree of requirements support.

Low complexity projects

Low complexity EM projects typically are shorter scale projects aiming to fulfil a
single objective and/or to produce a single result. Projects at this level of
complexity are sometimes used as input or as part of another project. The number
of modellers involved is normally small. The running time of these projects is not
very long. Considering this, the recommended tool acquisition strategies would
be the following: strategy 4 – purchase a methods specific EM tool, and strategy
5 – customise a meta-tool according to your needs.

Low level complexity EM projects require a lower or medium degree of
satisfaction of requirements for EM tool support (see Table 9). This is motivated
by the fact that lower complexity projects usually have project objectives which
are simpler to accomplish and that the expected results are not very complicated.
The projects tend to be shorter with a limited number of participants involved,
which puts less stress, for instance, on collaborative requirements. The estimated
degree of requirements support is medium for most of the requirements
categories, except for customisability and extendibility requirements. This
requirements category has little importance for low complexity EM projects, due
to the normally short time frame for these projects. Therefore, there is little need
to support evolving modelling methods or to customise the tool support according
to specific project needs.
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Table 9: Recommended decisions for the complexity of the project
situational factor
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project

high 1, 2, 3 H H H H H H H H

medium 3, 5 H H H H H H H H

low 4, 5 M L M M M M L M

5.3.8 Project resources

Project resources such as time, personnel, money, and so on are one of the
Critical Success Factors of any EM project. No doubt the availability of resources
influences also the tool acquisition strategies along with the desired degree of
satisfaction of requirements for the EM tool-set. We discuss resources such as the
time frame within which the project is running, personnel with respect of tool
related skills, and financial resources dedicated to tool support. The factors are
discussed within their reasonable range. In other words, we do not address
situations where there is no money at all or no skills what so ever, etc.

Time

Time is an important situational factor for any project. In Enterprise Modelling
projects it is crucial. There should be enough time for preparation of the project,
including, if necessary, time for acquisition of appropriate tool support. Of
course, if the organisation already has appropriate tool support for EM, very little
additional time will be needed to adapt and/or to configure the tool for a
particular EM project. However, if the organisation does not have an EM tool,
the tool acquisition and adoption process should be planned.

The tool acquisition strategies are organised in tree groups depending on how
time consuming they are, as follows:
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• time consuming – developing your own EM tool-set (1), and ordering an EM
tool-set from a tool vendor (2), integrating several available EM and CASE
tools (3), purchasing method specific EM tool (4). and customising meta-tool
according to your needs (5);

• relatively fast – integrating several available EM and CASE tools (3), and
customising meta-tool according to your needs (5). These tool acquisition
strategies also allow some degree of concurrency between the tool
customisation or fine-tuning for the project during the time which the actual
modelling has already begun.

• fast – purchasing a method specific EM tool (4). If the tool support is
expected to be in place fast, this is the only reasonable strategy to follow,
since it does not require any development.

The different degrees of requirements satisfaction for this situational factor are
shown in Table 10. The more available time a project team has for tool
acquisition, the higher requirements satisfaction can be achieved. If tool support
should be established in shorter time, the organisation will most likely have to
some trade-off of requirements. The most time consuming requirements
categories are collaboration requirements,  repository requirements, reporting and
querying requirements, while relatively good EM support and modelling data
presentation can be achieved even with little time, if the right tool acquisition
strategy is selected.

Personnel

The necessary skill for the project should be decided in the beginning of the
project in order to assign the righ people to the projec group. Not everybody in
the project should use and be familiar with the tools, but there are at least tree
types of tool related actors in the EM projects, that should not be neglected. As
described in the EKD user guide [Bube97] and in [Stirna98], these actors are:

• the modelling tool expert – responsible for modelling tool development,
adaptation, and integration;

• the communication specialists – responsible for developing or adapting
techniques and tools for synchronous as well as asynchronous work in
distributed environments;

• the tool “equilibrist” – assisting the walk-through facilitator in the work of
guiding modelling participants through a computer based model;

• the documenters, analysts, and visualisers – responsible for structuring,
criticising, documenting and illustrating the results of modelling sessions.
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However, not all of these may be needed in a smaller project or several of these
skills may as well be executed by one person. Clearly, a smaller project could do
without the modelling tool expert, but only in case the rest of the team is skilful
enough and the tool itself is sufficiently robust. If the tasks are not geographically
distributed and there is no need for multi-user work at the site, communication
specialists also may be left out in a smaller project. These two types of skills are
the only ones that can be excluded (with some caution) from the modelling team
of an EM project. Without the two other types of skills it will be tough to achieve
satisfactory results. Therefore we suggest only two categories of personnel
support – presence or absence of EM tool and communication experts. In the first
case all strategies that require some development and/or more or less extensive
support are valid. These strategies are: develop your own EM tool-set (1), order
an EM tool-set from a tool vendor (2), integrate several available EM and CASE
tools (3), and customise meta-tool according to your needs (5). Of course, if the
organisation chooses strategy 1 it should have appropriate personnel for software
development. In the case of absence of experts, only purchasing a method
specific EM tool (4) would give good results.

If the project lacks tool and communication experts, the organisation will most
likely have to relax most of its requirements for the tool support. This mainly
affects tool customisability and extendibility, collaboration support as well as
reporting and querying requirements. EM support, repository, data visualisation
and maintainability requirements are less affected. Furthermore, in this case the
tool should have good vendor support.

Finance

Literally, big projects rarely succeed with little money. This is true also for EM
projects and certainly for EM tool adoption. Our intention is not to count how
much exactly in dollars is sufficient in order to follow one or another tool
acquisition strategy or to meet certain EM tool requirements. We distinguish the
following three levels of EM project financing:

• “unlimited”  finance. Unlimited here is meant as “unlimited, but within the
reason” – The project may spend a rather large amount of money and man-
hours to acquire EM tool support. Strategies such as developing own EM tool-
set (1), and ordering EM tool-set from a tool vendor (2) are appropriate at this
level of financing.

• limited finance. - At this level project team can conduct some investigation
towards the best suitable tool solutions as well as possible tool candidates, but
to large scale development would be motivated nor fit the project budget.
Strategies to consider at this level require some investigation of the
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organisation needs, available solutions to these needs, as well as some
moderate tool customisations and/or integration. These strategies are –
integrate several available EM and CASE tools (3), and customise meta-tool
according to your needs (5). Purchasing a method specific EM tool (4) can
also be appropriate if this strategy suits other requirements for EM tool
support.

• low finance, which means there is very little or no money at all for tool
development and/or acquisition. At this level, the organisation should use
whatever tools are already available in the organisation or purchase a method
specific EM tool (4).

Table 10: Recommended decisions for the project resources situational
factors
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fast 4 M L L M L L H M

Personnel – tool

and communication

experts:

participate in project 1, 2, 3, 5 H H H H H H M H

Lacking 4 M L M M L L H M

Finance:

“unlimited” 1, 2 H H H H H H - H

limited 3, 4, 5 H M M H M L - H

low 4 M L L M L L - L
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Different degrees of requirements satisfaction for this situational factor are shown
in Table 10. The more financial resources the project team is able to spend on
tool acquisition, the higher requirements satisfaction can be achieved. If tool
support should be established within a limited or low budget, the organisation will
most likely have to do some trade-off of requirements. The most resource
consuming requirement categories are collaboration requirements, repository
requirements, customisability/ extendibility, reporting and querying requirements,
while relatively good EM support and modelling data presentation can be
achieved even within a tight budget. Exactly which requirements in the each
category should be implemented, depends on organisational requirements as well
as on the specifics of EM use. Vendor support requirements are not relevant with
respect to the financial resources of the project. On the other hand if the
organisation has enough resources, it can purchase additional consulting and
supporting services from outside providers.

5.4 Decision-making towards EM tool acquisition

We have earlier described the general tool adoption process, strategies for EM
tool acquisition, as well as various situational factors which an organisation may
encounter during EM use. Now, we will discuss how an organisation can use
these aspects of tool acquisition and adoption in order to decide on its own tool
acquisition strategy. In the tool adoption process we can distinguish a number of
sub-processes, although they should not necessarily be executed in the order
presented below (see Figure 24). Some of the following processes can be carried
out in parallel:

Process 1: Determine the organisation’s goals for EM. The organisation should
be clear about its objectives for using EM, for what reason it is done, and what
are the expected results and benefits. Existing experiences that the organisation
has in the area of EM or similar areas such as Business Modelling, Requirements
Engineering, etc. are valuable information sources for this step.

Process 2: Assess the existing technology. This step produces a report on the
basis of existing experiences, describing the existing and available technology,
covering both EM method and EM tools. The main attention should be paid to
issues such as: what are the methods and tools currently in use, what are the
experiences with these methods or tools, what are the strengths and weaknesses
of the existing methods and tools, which aspects should be improved, are there
any commercially available tools suitable for the organisation’s needs, who are
the vendors of those tools, are there any experiences with these tools available
from other sources, and what are the positive and negative aspects of those tools.
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Process 3: Establish a corporate EM process. This step concentrates on
establishing the EM process in the organisation. This should be done on a basis of
the organisation’s objectives regarding EM. The project group should be
determined with clearly established authorities and responsibilities. Standards for
both the EM process and the EM product should be established along with the
procedures of controlling these standards.

Process 4: Elicit requirements for the EM support. The main emphasis here is on
determining the set of requirements for the EM tool-set based on the
organisation’s objectives for EM and the EM process used. Existing experiences
in the areas of EM and EM tools might prove to be useful in this step. It is
recommended that this step is done in a collaborative way, in order to ensure
clarity and validity of the requirements. There are a number of issues to cover
such as: how do the requirements support the organisation’s objectives for EM,
how do the EM tool requirements relate to the EM process in use, are all steps of
the EM process supported by the EM tool requirements, are there conflicting
requirements, and which are the most critical requirements.

Process 5: Determine the values of situational factors. These values should be
determined in a collaborative and participative way, taking into account the
organisation’s objectives, the EM process, and the requirements for the EM tool-
set. In this step the organisation should also check that all relevant situational
factors are covered. This may imply discovering situational factors that are
additional to the ones described in this thesis. The organisation should also be
aware of situational factors that are of a changing nature. Effects of such changes
should be estimated and analysed.

Process 6: Prioritise EM tool requirements. This should be done according to
the organisation’s goals and situational factors. The main emphasis here is on
issues such as: what is the importance of a particular requirements category, how
do these particular requirements contribute to goals, and are there situational
factors which increase or decrease the priorities of particular requirements.

Process 7: Evaluate alternative tool acquisition strategies. This step is based on
existing experiences in the area of EM, the organisation’s goals for EM, the EM
process in use, as well as the set of prioritised requirements for the EM tool-set.
The positive and negative aspects with regard to each tool acquisition strategy
should be discussed and a report should be produced. This step may also require
the negotiation of some open issues, e.g. the necessary support for some
requirements categories may not have been explicitly finalised and may differ
from the actual tool acquisition strategy chosen.
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Process 8: Choose and follow one tool acquisition strategy. The strategy which
is the most suitable for the organisation according to its goals for EM and
prioritised requirements should be chosen and carried out.

Process 9: Establish a pilot project in order to evaluate the acquired EM tool-set.
The pilot project should be established in such a way that all important
requirements for the EM tool-set posed by the EM process in use can be tested
and evaluated. The pilot project should also be executed according to the
organisation’s goals and strategies for EM. The acquired EM tool-set should be
carefully evaluated, and an evaluation report should be produced. This report
should describe the pilot project and how the EM tool-set was used, document
experiences accumulated during the pilot project, cover the positive and negative
aspects of the tool-set, suggest corrections and improvements of both the EM
tool-set and the organisation’s EM process.

Process 10: Define a tool institutionalisation strategy. This step mainly
concentrates on elaborating procedures for how the newly acquired EM tool-set
can effectively support the corporate EM process, establishing training
procedures, assigning responsibilities and roles regarding tool use, etc.

Figure 24 presents an overview of the tool acquisition and adoption process. In
order to simplify the drawing, several information sets are not displayed, e.g.
process 2: “assess the existing technology” has as input various information about
tool vendors received from a number of sources. Process 1: “determining the
organisation’s goals for EM” also has an input regarding the organisation’s
intentions and objectives for EM, the current situation in the area of personnel
involved with EM, etc. Furthermore, establishing a corporate EM process also
requires information about the existing processes in the organisation, experiences,
personnel, and roles assigned to EM projects.

Another aspect not clearly shown in this process model is the changing nature of
situational factors as well as objectives of the organisation. The situational factors
can be described for the current state as well as for the future state which the
organisation wants to achieve. This can be included in the goals description. The
importance of requirements for the EM tool support are also dependent on the
actual situation within the organisation. Therefore, the requirements for
implementation should be prioritised according to the objectives that the
organisation wants to accomplish with EM use, as well as according to situational
factors. An approach for requirements prioritisation is proposed by Karlsson et al
in [Karl95, Karl97]. This approach is based on a stakeholder comparison of pairs
of candidate requirements according to their value and their cost of
implementation. This approach can also be applicable for prioritising
requirements for EM tools.
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Figure 24: Detailed EM tool acquisition and adoption process

So far we have elaborated on general cases of choosing strategies for EM tool
adoption. In the following we discuss a number of cases representing certain
situations which organisations may find themselves in during the process of
selecting strategies for EM tool acquisition and adoption. We use Table 11 which
shows the existing organisational situation and corresponding decisions that
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should be taken with respect to EM tool requirements, as well as EM tool
acquisition strategies. The organisations represented by each case can be using
EM alone or they can be involved as participants in a larger scale EM project.
The following descriptions of case situations should be seen only as illustrations.
They do not reflect any particular organisation in real life.

Case 1: “Novice EM user company” – any organisation which has intentions to
begin using EM in projects in order to achieve certain objectives. Evaluating the
EM method itself can be a part of these objectives, since the organisation may
have intentions to use this method also in the future, if it proves to suit the
organisation’s needs. The organisation is not prepared to carry out larger EM
projects, nor deeply elaborate on a complex problem domain. Also collaboration
by electronic means can be expected to be less frequently used. The
organisation’s personnel needs training in EM as well as support by the tool and
method vendors.

Case 2: “Experienced EM user company” – an organisation which has been
using EM or similar Business Modelling methods for some time, has accumulated
certain amount of experiences, has an EM process in place, as well as some tool
support. The organisation is capable of carrying out complex projects and to
elaborate deeply on the problem domain. The organisation has a strong
commitment to using EM.

Case 3: “EM Method provider” – an organisation which is developing the EM
method, has applied EM or its earlier versions in a number of real use cases, has
a relatively large amount of experiences, some tool support, and EM experienced
personnel. This can be a commercial, research, or academic organisation. Method
developers are capable of participating in complex projects and to elaborate
deeply on the problem domain.

Case 4: “Inexperienced EM tool builder” – an organisation which due to some
other reasons tries to build an EM tool. The organisation does not have
considerable existing experiences with EM nor EM tool development, although
building of information systems and consulting in the area of IT may be its
primary business. The organisation has some commitment to using EM in a
simpler projects, although its personnel needs further support and training in EM
related issues.

Case 5: “Experienced EM tool builder” – an organisation which is an
experienced software producer, has experiences both with EM and EM tool
development, has a strong commitment either to enter the business of EM or to
use EM in its development process. The organisation is capable of participating in
complex EM projects as well as to elaborate deeply on the problem domain.
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Case 6: “EM consultant” – an organisation who’s primary business is consulting
or supporting EM or Business Modelling projects for other organisations. These
projects can vary in complexity and depth of elaborating on the problem domain.
The organisation has gathered an extensive amount of experience in applying EM
in various situations, has done limited experiments and surveys regarding EM tool
support, has developed and has defined procedures for continuously improving its
own EM process.

Table 11 presents six case situations, each of them illustrating a certain type of
organisation that can be involved in EM. It was prepared in a way similar to the
EM tool adoption process illustrated in Figure 24. First the values of situational
factors were determined for each case. These values then determined the
appropriate tool acquisition strategies and levels for the EM tool support
requirements. However, in some situations the values provided by each
situational factor deviated substantially. Therefore, an overall value would not be
meaningful or truthful (see customisability and extendibility requirements for case
1, 2, and 4). Values like these should be further discussed within the organisation.
A prioritisation of requirements as well as further discussions on the
organisation’s goal could help to resolve this issue. In some cases we also noticed
that “Low”, “Medium”, and “High” values are not appropriate. Therefore an
intermediate state of requirements support marked with “L-M” or “M-H” were
introduced.

Table 11: Decision table for tool adoption strategies

Case situat ions

Criter ia Case

1

Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6

Situat ional factors:

Method usage maturity (High, Medium, Low) L M H L H H

Method stability (Stable, slowly Changing,

continuously Evolving)

C S E C C S

Tool usage maturity (High, Medium, Low) L M H M H H

Tool development maturity  (High, Medium,

Low)

L L M L H M

Organisational commitment (Strong,

Moderate, Weak)

M S S M S S
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Depth of elaboration on the problem domain

(Deep, Shallow)

S D D D D D

Complexity of the project (High, Medium,

Low)

l M M L H H

Project  resources:

Time (time Consuming, Relatively fast, Fast) R C R R C R

Personnel – tool and communication experts

participate the project (Yes, No)

N Y Y Y Y Y

Finance (“Unlimited”, liMited, Low) M M L M M M

Tool acquisit ion strategies  (1, 2, 3,

4, 5)

4 3, 4, 5 4, 5 3, 4, 5 1, 2, 3, 4,

5

3, 4, 5

Requi rements for EM  tool  support:

EM support M H H H H H

Customisability and extendibility Disc.

L-M

Disc.

M-H

H Disc. L-M H H

Repository support M H H M-H H H

Data visualisation M-H H H M H H

Reporting and querying M H H M-H H H

Collaborative work L-M M-H M-H M H H

Vendor support M-H M M M L-M M

Maintainability and  changeability M-H M-H M M-H H M

The appropriate tool acquisition strategies are more than one for each case 1-6.
This is caused by the fact that in selecting these values we did not take into
account the objectives of the organisation. Nor were the requirements for the EM
tool-set prioritised according to the organisation’s intentions. Therefore, we
would like to emphasise that in a real life case this process should be done in a
collaborative and participative manner, in order to ensure that all intentions,
objectives, and plans regarding EM and EM tools are taken into account when
selecting the strategies for EM tool acquisition along with the necessary
requirements support.
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It is also our understanding that there are possible organisational situations which
are not entirely covered by these cases. Furthermore, organisations may evolve
from one situation to another. E.g. an organisation in the beginning of EM use
would be represented by Case 1, while after it has gained experience and
acquaintance with EM, it would be more correctly represented by Case 2.

5.5 Summary

In this chapter we have discussed a number of EM tool acquisition and adoption
issues. From the CASE tool adoption strategies described in [Bube88] we have
adopted the following five EM tool adoption strategies: develop your own EM
tool, order from a tool vendor your own EM tools, integrate several available EM
tools, purchase a method specific EM tool, customise meta-tool according to your
needs. The advantages and drawbacks of these strategies were discussed.

A set of situational factors influencing EM tool acquisition and adoption were
also presented and discussed. We have concentrated mainly on the following
situational factors: method usage maturity, method stability, tool usage maturity,
tool development maturity, organisational commitment, depth on elaborating on
the problem domain, complexity of the project, and project resources. The
common values for each situational factor presented in this thesis were outlined
and the recommended EM tool acquisition strategies and necessary levels of
requirements support were also discussed. These situational factors have been
validated in discussions with EM experts and practitioners. Other literature
sources, e.g. [Euro96, Bube98] have also been used for validation.

This chapter also presents the EM tool acquisition process which uses the
situational factors in order to determine the right EM tool acquisition strategies
and necessary level of requirements support. An example of decision-making is
also provided. We advocate that in a real life situation this process should be
carried out in a collaborative and participative manner in order to take into
account all the relevant aspects in the organisation. This would ensure that the
results of tool acquisition are in conformance with the organisation’s objectives
for the EM application.

We claim that these three issues – the EM tool acquisition strategies, situational
factors, and the EM tool acquisition process contribute to the following research
question - stated in Chapter 1:

Which are the organisational factors influencing EM tool acquisition, and how
should the organisation proceed in order to acquire EM tool support?
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6 Concluding remarks and future work

Summary

In this thesis we have addressed the topic of Enterprise Modelling tools and, in
particular, Enterprise Modelling tool acquisition and use in organisations. Apart
from the description of the Enterprise Modelling method itself we have mainly
concentrated on organisational issues related to EM tools, as well as to
requirements for EM tools. The framework we have followed in this work is in
compliance with the framework of EM – we have described the EM process and
organisational actors in conjunction with tools that support this process. A
classification of EM tools was introduced in order to provide a reference point for
an outline of the current situation in the area of EM tools. A number of
organisational factors influencing the EM process in an organisation were also
discussed here. Goals for Enterprise Modelling and EM tools and most common
problems of EM were also discussed.

Based on these goals and problems as well as on the EM process, we have
developed a reasonably complete set of requirements for the EM tool-set. These
requirements include a number of interrelated categories, such as EM support
requirements, customisability and extendibility requirements, requirements for the
modelling repository, modelling data visualisation requirements, reporting and
querying requirements, collaborative work requirements, as well as non-
functional requirements. We have validated these requirements by using various
software tools as prototypes as well as comparing our requirements to other
literature sources. Requirements validation also included customising some
existing tools in order to meet certain requirements for the EM tool-set.

A number of strategies for EM tool acquisition were discussed according to a
framework of CASE Tool acquisition strategies proposed in [Bube88]. These
strategies include the following five alternatives : develop your own EM tool,
order your own EM tool from a tool vendor, integrate several available EM and
CASE tools, purchase method specific tool, customise meta-tool into EM tool.
Advantages and drawbacks of each EM tool acquisition strategy were discussed.

Situational factors influencing decisions regarding EM tool acquisition strategies
were analysed and discussed. Organisational situational factors relevant to EM
tool acquisition and adoption addressed in this thesis were the following: method
usage maturity, method stability, tool usage maturity, tool development maturity,
organisational commitment, depth of elaboration on the problem domain,
complexity of the project, as well as project resources, such as time, personnel,
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finance. Each of these factors may influence the degree of satisfaction of
requirements for EM tools, as well as the choice of EM tool acquisition
strategies. The correspondence between situational factors and EM tool
requirements were discussed.

Based on the set of requirements for the EM tool-set, EM tool acquisition
strategies, and situational factors an EM tool acquisition process were proposed.
The process takes into account aspects such as the organisation’s objectives and
strategies regarding EM, existing experiences, as well as the current situation in
the area, etc. We have advocated that this process should be carried out in a
participative and collaborative manner within organisations. In addition, a tabular
approach to supporting the decision-making towards EM tool adoption was
presented, in order to illustrate the process was. The table provides a number of
case situations representing some typical cases of organisations that may be
involved in EM. Candidate EM tool acquisition strategies and levels of
requirements support for each case were also suggested.

Conclusions

This thesis addresses three main research questions – the requirements for the
EM tool-set and the rationale behind them, described in chapter 4; the
organisational factors influencing EM tool acquisition, described in section 5.3;
as well as the EM tool acquisition process to follow, described in chapter 5. The
results have been validated in a number of ways, such as customising a number of
EM and meta-CASE tools according to requirements and using them in real
projects as well as comparing the requirements and the EM tool acquisition
process to available literature sources. Therefore we assume that the research
objectives have been met.

Based on the results of this thesis we would like to present several conclusions.

The first conclusion is that the EM tool adoption process is heavily influenced by
the objectives and intentions of the organisation. The objectives for EM may
influence some requirements for the EM tool-set, as well as change the priority of
certain requirements. These priorities can become clear only when the
organisation has analysed its objectives and requirements for EM.

Our second conclusion is that the EM tool adoption process should be carried out
in a collaborative and participative manner and that it needs careful planning and
preparing. Besides the need for such a way of working for certain tasks in the EM
tool acquisition process, a participative way of working should also ensure that
the organisation’s personnel accepts and feels responsible for the acquired EM
tool-set. Consequently, this way of working would most likely lead to lesser
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changes in the EM tool-set. This would provide more complete support for EM,
thus increasing the satisfaction of the EM project team.

Thirdly we conclude that the EM tool-set is a complex software system.
Therefore, the building of such a system from scratch should match the
organisation’s intentions regarding EM. The organisation’s own capabilities of
building this type of tool should not be overestimated. Due to the large variety of
commercially available tools and tool components, we recommend integration of
several such components in order to meet the requirements for the EM tool-set.
This strategy may prove to be faster, cheaper and more robust, as opposed to
building yet another tool. Also, the use of meta-CASE tools can prove to be
appropriate in situations when flexibility or adaptation to a specific modelling
method is a high priority requirement.

The results of this work can help organisations to decide their EM tool-
acquisition strategy or to analyse advantages and drawbacks of their current EM
tool support in order to improve their existing EM tools. For some typical cases
of organisations the candidate EM tool acquisition strategies are also provided.
For tool vendors these results can inspire the development of new or improved
products in the area of EM tools. Consultants offering services based on the use
of EM, may also find this thesis interesting, since aspects related to EM and EM
tool use and introduction into organisations are outlined here.

During this research we have mainly concentrated on tool support for EM
methods as described in [Bube97, Louc97] and in Chapter 2 of this thesis.
Therefore, the results are primarily applicable to such EM methods as EKD
[Bube97] or its modifications [F3-94, Bube96]. Nevertheless the requirements,
the situational factors, as well as the EM tool acquisition strategies and
acquisition process have been developed in a way as way to be valid for any EM
method that is conceptually compatible with the EM framework described in this
thesis and which addresses similar issues in organisations.

Future work

The development of Business and Enterprise Modelling tools is an fast evolving
area. Therefore requirements for Enterprise Modelling tools should continuously
be elaborated, in order to meet changes in the EM world itself. Modelling
methods are evolving, user organisations are operating in a changing world
causing the EM process to change, there are numerous outside constraints and
requirements that should be understood better.
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An important issue for EM tools is collaborative and participative work, which is
one of the most important aspects of EM. The effective way how to support EM
sessions by software tools is yet to be found.

Another important issue is methodology support requirements-. EM tools should
be able to assist its users in tasks such as quality improvement of Enterprise
Models. For this the quality criteria of Enterprise Models need to be studied.

The degree of EM process guidance offered by EM tools should be further
investigated. EM tools could attempt to perform tasks which earlier were mainly
performed by people, such as teaching EM. Tutoring or self-instructive systems
could be of use, presenting EM or an EM project and the use of animations or
movies should be investigated.

There is a general tendency for application software to seek opportunities of
migrating towards the Web. Also EM tools can follow this path. What needs to
be identified is: what can be improved by offering Web-based EM support, and
for which reasons should this be done. Clearly, one aspect would be improved –
co-operation over distance and communicating the modelling product among
multiple users. Introducing Hypertext features in Enterprise Models would also
improve the expressiveness and clarity of models. On the other hand, the possible
contribution of these features should be first investigated.

Generic patterns or best business practices, which facilitate the reuse of business
models, is attracting more attention. Often patterns are generalised on the basis of
domain specific Enterprise Models. Therefore, EM tools should be able to
facilitate the discovery of candidate patterns, as well as document and
communicate patterns. Since patterns may originate from various sources, an EM
tool should also be able to import external patterns into its repository. A
procedure based on comparison of pattern templates as well as formal and
informal signatures of patterns, should therefore be developed.
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Appendix: Survey of existing EM tools

Tools devoted to Enterprise Modelling

Metis

Metis tool is developed by Metis Solutions, Norway, to support Enterprise
modelling as defined in Metis User Guide. According to the Metis WWW-site
(URL http://www.metis.no), this tool supports the following functionality:

• Visual modelling. Metis includes a graphical language and user interface,
making complex enterprise models easier to create, understand and to use.

• Multi-aspect modelling and multi-viewing capabilities. Metis Enterprise
Modelling platform is a comprehensive EM tool. It allows multi-aspect
modelling of enterprises – people and organisations, processes and work
flows, information systems and products, etc. The multi-viewing capabilities
provide a holistic view of the enterprise, whilst also the ability to visualise and
focus on specific and detailed areas is provided.

• Dynamic modelling environment. The Metis EM platform incorporates GEM
– a descriptive modelling template. The template consists of pre-defined
object types, relationship types, and graphical symbols, which can easily be
tailored to specific needs using GDL, the GEM Definition language.

• Model-Based applications. The Metis model can easily be transformed into an
operational IT application by adding operations, user interfaces, and gateways
to legacy systems and databases. Metis models can be used to configure or
generate workflow systems, or used to directly support work enactment.

• Information repository. The Metis model can function as an information
repository, or database, with a very flexible and advanced graphical user
interface.

• Advanced reporting capabilities. The Metis EM platform provides powerful
and intelligent reporting capabilities in HTML, MIF or plain text. Reports can
be printed on paper or communicated through internal networks.

• Analysis and simulation. The Metis EM platform incorporates powerful
methods and operations for traversing structures and performing what-if
analyses, calculations and simulations. Numeric or discrete simulation is
enabled by interfacing with industry-standard simulation tools or by
integrating simulation capabilities into the actual models.
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GRADE

The GRADE tool, has been developed by the joint efforts of the Institute of
Mathematics and Computer Science at the University of Latvia and Infologistik
GmbH, Germany. The following description of the GRADE tool is in
conformance with [Kaln96, Kaln98, Zuli94].

The main objective of GRADE is to support Business Process Reengineering.
The GRADE tool supports GRAPES-BM language as outlined in [Kaln96]. The
later versions of the tool are also capable of supporting Object Modelling
Techniques (OMT) [Rumb91]. GRADE is able of supporting Class diagrams
according to most existing Conceptual Modelling methodologies. Class diagrams
can be used in order to capture the overall view of the business system being
modelled. In the GRADE tool, Class diagrams are integrated with other
modelling aspects. Class diagrams can also be reverse engineered from Entity-
Relationship models and relevant parts of Class diagrams may be used for
generating organisational structures (ORG) or Data Type Definition (DD)
diagrams.

The main element of the GRAPES-BM language is the Business Process (BP)
diagram, which contains two main types of components – tasks, and events.
Tasks are triggered by incoming events and they produce outgoing events upon
their completion. The precise triggering scheme of a task is described by its
triggering condition. The organisational structure of the business system is
represented in a special ORG diagram. Elements of the ORG diagram are
referenced as performers of tasks via performer specification expressions.

GRADE supports decomposition of business processes. The hierarchy of
business processes along with other organisational diagrams, such as ORG, ER,
DD compound the business model of a system. GRADE is also capable of
carrying out “what-if” analysis and simulation of business processes [Kaln98].

DOORS

DOORS, or Dynamic Object-Oriented Requirements System produced by
Quality Systems Software, UK, is an Object Oriented, multi-user information
management and linking tool with a remarkably easy-to-use Graphical User
Interface (GUI) specifically designed to manage, search, retrieve and link textual
and graphical data. It requires minimal administrative support, yet is scaleable
from a stand-alone PC system to maintaining tens of thousands of objects and
links. These qualities make DOORS a good choice for management of a variety
of Enterprise-Wide data, including product development specifications, test
procedures and results, hardware and software simulation and design elements
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and change proposals. This description of DOORS is according to the official
WWW site of QSS (URL http://www.qssinc.com).

DOORS is organised to encapsulate the project data into Modules. Modules
represent any collection of similar data, and often represent documents,
specifications, hardware or software lists, etc.

DOORS has been designed to support Engineering Information Management and
Traceability. While this traditionally falls within the realm of System Engineering,
DOORS is truly a tool to be used throughout the development lifecycle, providing
the ability to maintain and trace a variety of types of data.

One of the life cycle support features in DOORS is the ability to maintain links in
separate Link Modules. This object-oriented feature allows different categories of
links to be identified. Each link may have its own set of attributes. For example,
allocation links may hold a "Rationale" attribute, test links may contain
"Pass/Fail" information, and so forth.

As such, DOORS can manage and link any type of data. It is NOT restricted to
methodology-specific information, rather, it is used in conjunction with tools that
implement specific methodologies to fully manage the development lifecycle.
Therefore analysis, design or CASE tools that implement Functional Flow Block
Diagrams, N2 charts, Structured Analysis, OO methodologies, SDL, etc. would
be used alongside DOORS providing a specific methodology while DOORS
provides the Requirements Analysis, Management and Traceability on the project
[source QSS WWW-site www.qssinc.com].

Within the framework of Enterprise Modelling, DOORS is most suitable for
dealing with functional and non-functional requirements which are part of the
Technical Components and IS Requirements model. These initial requirements
produced by EM then can be further elaborated by IS developers using other
methods of Software Engineering.
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RequisitePro

RequisitePro10, produced by Rational Software Corporation, is a requirements
management tool integrated with the Microsoft Word™ word processor and the
Rational Rose CASE tool. Since the requirements database of the RequisitePro is
open, it can also be accessed by third party products, such as Microsoft Access™
and Crystal Reports. It also allows users to import requirements from external
sources such as text files, documents, spreadsheets, and databases. As a full scale
requirements management tool RequisitePro support requirement traceability,
linking, hierarchical decomposition, etc.

The ESI Consultancy tool-set

One of the objectives of the ELEKTRA project is to produce an ESI Consultancy
tool-set that would assist ESI (Electricity Supply Industry) companies in the
change process [Elektra96]. The underlying methodology for this tool-set is EKD
as presented in [Bube97, Louc97]. The ESI Consultancy tool-set is produced by
Singular Software, Greece within the framework of the ELEKTRA project. Since
during the time this has been written, the tool is still in production, we use future
tense to describe the ESI Consultancy Tool-set. The material presented in this
section is adopted from [Sing97, Sing98].

The ESI Consultancy Tool-set will aim at providing a comprehensive and
thorough support for an organisation in the change management process. The ESI
consultancy Tool-set is expected to become a link between the modelling method
and the organisational world. The tool is dedicated to the application of the EKD
methodology in real-life situations and especially in the ESI sector.

The ESI consultancy Tool-set will be suitable for handling demanding re-
engineering and change management tasks in companies of the ESI sector. From
that point of view the tool-set is expected to be a handy integrated solution for
tackling problems related to business processes reform.

Components of the ESI Consultancy Tool-set has the following three
components:

• the software system of the tool-set,

• documentation related to the tool itself, methodology manuals, support
information, and

• instructions, i.e. a set of best business practices, and generic patterns
regarding how to tackle organisational problems occurring in the ESI sector.

                                        
10 Information available on URL http://www.rational.com
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What actually differentiates a general package built upon general requirements for
the EM and Business Modelling tools from the ESI Consultancy Tool-set is the
common ESI objectives, processes, roles, goals, activities, business rules, and
requirements, that can be easily located and described in companies belonging to
this sector. The existing practices in the ESI sector will already be described
within the tool-set in the form of generic patterns, that will be reusable among the
ESI companies.

The ESI Consultancy tool-set will support the EKD modelling method and thus it
is expected to support all major requirement categories discussed in section 4 of
this thesis.

DELOS98

DELOS98 tool [Hyperbank98] is being built by UMIST, UK within the
Hyperbank project [Hyperbank96]. The main objective of DELOS98 is to assist
every aspect of the EKD modelling methodology [Bube97, Louc97] by offering a
set of graphical editors linked to a repository. The aim is to develop a tool which
facilitates activities such as: creating, editing, browsing and analysing EKD
diagrams using a graphical interface as well as storing EKD models in the
modelling repository such that it permits browsing, querying, and reporting based
on the EKD models. DELOS98 also facilitates sharing of modelling data with
other third party tools, as well as provides useful assistance for discovering and
defining Patterns and best business practices for reuse. DELOS98 works in a
network environment providing remote access to modelling data via the
functionality of Microsoft Repository, which incorporates EKD meta-models and
models.

The Delos98 architecture is based on MS Windows NT/95 and is integrated with
commercially available software products, such as Microsoft Repository, Visio
by Visio Corp., Microsoft Access, Microsoft SQL Server 7.

The development of DELOS98 tool is still in progress, although at this stage the
application of the tool shows that it is capable of undertaking the tasks in the
HYPERBANK project. These tasks include integrating business modelling, data
warehousing and data mining, all of which require extensive modelling repository
support. DELOS98 is capable of providing this support. The main benefits of the
architectural solutions implemented in DELOS98 are the following:

• the ability to share data with external application software,
• the adaptability to changes in the modelling methodology,
• the speed of development of new graphical editors,
• the scalability to very large amounts of data,
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• the remote access by different users to shared data.
• the use of widely available commercial software components increases the

robustness, quality, performance of the tool, as well as shortens development
time. [Hyperbank98]

EM oriented Meta-CASE tools

Terminology issues

First of all, in order to successfully describe customisable tools and meta-tools,
let us clarify some expressions and terminology. In literature we often see
expressions such as meta-tool, meta-CASE tool, customisable CASE, CASE shell.
Basically all these terms mean a software package, or a software tool that can be
adapted in certain ways in order to support a particular modelling method. The
degree of the adjustment of the tool as well as means of the adaptation may differ,
but the basic principles remain. The main emphasis is on customisation of a tool
without re-compiling the code of the tool or substantially changing the software
modules of the tool.

Intuitively with a CASE shell we usually understand a tool that provides the
means to control and customise its functionality, instead of just adding or
changing the types of the modelling components. CASE shells may require some
degree of programming for method customisation. Some authors regard “CASE
shell” to be an obsolete term and use “meta-CASE tool” instead. According to
Kelly [Kell97] a true meta-CASE tool does not require programming to change
the modelling method.

The process that brings the method into the tool is usually named either
implementation or customisation. The difference between these two terms is very
small, differing only in the direction of the method/tool relationship. We say that
we implement the modelling method into the meta-tool, or we say that we
customise the meta-tool in order to support the modelling method. These two
activities can be considered as parts of Method Engineering. According to Kelly
[Kell97] Method Engineering can be defined on a basis of definition of Software
Engineering in [IEEE83] as:

Method Engineering is the systematic approach to the development,
operation, maintenance, and retirement of methods.

A part of the Method Engineering process is also meta-modelling. Meta-
modelling generally is conceptual modelling of the modelling methods
themselves. In many ways, the process of modelling a method is very similar to
that of modelling a system, as has often been recognised [Smol91, Kell97].
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The product of meta-modelling usually is meta-models. Meta-models are
conceptual schemas and specifications of the modelling methods. They are
usually expressed by using some conceptual modelling notation, such as
TEMPORA ERT [Temp92], OPRR [Smol91], ERD [Chen76], etc. These meta-
models may serve as a specification for the method’s implementation into a tool,
or they serve as a means for communication between method engineers during the
method development process.

Method implementation in the tool

This section illustrates the basic steps which a meta-tool should be able to carry
out in order to transport a modelling method into that meta-tool.

First, let us discuss what are the possible reasons for an organisation to choose a
meta-tool based approach in order to acquire the desired tool support for its
modelling method:

• The desired modelling method does not fit into the functionality of existing
tools that are available in a market, and development from scratch of a new
dedicated tool is considered as not appropriate due to large costs, time to
develop, and other organisational reasons.

• The company wants a tool which is possible to maintain and to develop
continuously. It also wants to take into account experiences from use of the
method as well as the tool (evolutionary method and tool development). In this
situation the meta-tool is the most feasible solution if the company does not
have a separate group dedicated to development and maintenance of the tool.

• The company wants to be independent from the tool vendor.

The general implementation process of a new EM method within meta-tool is
shown in Figure 25. Here we assume that the method is already conceptually
described by using some formal Conceptual Modelling method.
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Figure 25: The new EM method's implementation process using meta-tool.

Method implementation depends on the particular CASE meta-tool to be used in
the process. However, there are four general steps which should be followed:

• Method definition or meta-modelling of a method according to the
constraints and limitations of the meta-tool. This step defines the meta-model
of the descriptive part of the modelling method. This step should be done in
any case, regardless of whether the company orders a method specific tool
from a vendor, builds its own tool, or implements the method in the meta-tool.

• Method implementation according to the meta-model and the specifics of the
particular meta-tool used. This may include such tasks as, describing the
modelling method in a specific Method Definition Language - MDL (e.g.
RAMATIC, MetaEdit 1.x tools), compiling the MDL code, report pre-
definition, etc. Other meta-tools require method definition by using an
interactive menu driven or graphical method implementation approach.

• Testing and evaluation of the tool, preferably in a real project. Usually
during the testing of a method, different kinds of errors or incomplete
properties will be discovered. This requires a return to one of the previous
steps.

We have illustrated the three general steps that need to be followed in order to
customise the tool for support of the particular modelling method. These steps
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can be different for different meta-tools. Let us now to outline the Conceptual
Modelling language which can be used for meta-modelling.

Object Property Role Relationship Modelling

The meta-modelling process should be based on some Conceptual Modelling
language. One example of such a language is Object Property Role Relationship –
OPRR [Smol91] or its later revision GOPRR [Smol93], which is an extension of
the initial conceptual data model. These modelling languages are designed to
represent all major components of every modelling method. The OPRR
components are the following:

• Objects, which consists of independent and identifiable design objects. The
objects typically appear as shapes in diagrams, and can have properties such
as name of object. Examples of objects are a Goal in a Goals Model or a
Process in a Business Process Model.

• Properties, which are attributes of objects and can only be accessed as parts
of objects or relationships. Properties typically appear as textual labels of
objects in diagrams. Properties usually contain single data entries such as the
text of a Goal in a Goals Model.

• Relationships, which are associations between objects which also can have
properties. Relationships typically appear as lines between shapes in diagrams
or verbs in texts. An example of a relationship is an information flow in the
Business Process Model.

• Roles, which define the ways in which objects participate in specific
relationships. In diagrams roles typically appear as the end points of
Relationships (e.g. an arrowhead in Error! Reference source not found.).
Roles too can have properties, e.g. a cardinality with value “M”.

GOPRR extends OPRR as a conceptual meta-meta-model in a number of ways.
The GOPRR model allows  multiple representations of the same underlying
conceptual object (e.g. graphical, matrix, text) and also different graphical
representations of the same object in the same representation paradigm. This
allows GOPRR to support a wide range of methodologies including matrix, table
or text oriented ones, which gives developers the ability to see and manipulate
modelling information in different types of representations.

OPRR have been extended in GOPRR in the following ways:

• Concept Graph – The GOPRR model adds the concept Graph into modelling
constructs. A graph denotes an aggregate concept which contains a certain set
of objects and their relationships including specific roles. The design of a
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Graph is such that many “representational” graphs can be made from one
“conceptual” graph. For example, a correlation matrix and a graphical diagram
representation can represent the same conceptual Goals Model. In this
situation each type of presentation is provided by separate service tools, but
they interact with the same conceptual data in the repository.

• Object orientation – This feature provides generalisation and specialisation
constructions in the GOPRR models. The extension helps to organise complex
method libraries, enhances reuse, and -together with the graph notion - enables
efficient modelling of most method components. Another extension is
polymorphism of modelling constructs: objects, relationships, roles and
properties are polymorphic in the sense that an object seen in one method as
an object can be seen in another method as a relationship, or a property. This
enables method component re-use and provides a powerful and flexible
method integration mechanism.

• Method integration – Objects, relationships and roles can be re-used in many
different graphs: a change to the object via one graph is also visible in the
other graphs. Similarly, properties can be shared between several objects, with
changes affecting all objects referring to that property. These two constructs
allow different degrees of saying that two objects in different places are “the
same”, which is an important factor in representing the same “real world” fact
under two different methods.

• Integrity checking rules – GOPRR provides enhanced rules for checking
model integrity. It is possible to attach rules to properties, in addition to the
normal type restrictions.

The OPRR and GOPRR methodologies are integrated in the MetaEdit family of
meta-tools presented in the next section. More on GOPRR can also be found in
[Kell97].

Meta-Edit+

MetaEdit+ is a meta-CASE tool, produced by MetaCase Consulting Oy, Finland.
Research related to this tool has been presented in a number of scientific
conference papers, e.g. [Kell96], [Mart96], [Kaip97]. The latest version of
MetaEdit+ is version 2.5, presented in [Kell96]. MetaEdit’s earlier version 1.2
are still being sold under the name MetaEdit Personal. The basic differences
between MetaEdit Personal and MetaEdit+ are the following:

• MetaEdit+ allows simultaneous use of many methods. It provides an ability to
link and reuse the modelling data between different modelling methods.
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• MetaEdit Personal allows design of the modelling method by using graphical
diagrams of meta-models according to the OPRR (Object Property Role
Relationship [Smol91]) method. MetaEdit+ meta-modelling is supported by
the GOPRR (Graph Object Property Role Relationship [Smol93]) method.
However, there are no possibilities to view the GOPRR diagram of the meta-
model.

 MetaEdit+ is easily customisable for support of any common systems
development method. According to information acquired from its vendor,
MetaEdit+ currently (fall 1997) incorporates a number of modelling methods,
such as:

• Object-Oriented: Rumbaugh/Booch Unified Modelling Language, Rumbaugh
Object Modelling Technique, Booch Object-Oriented Design, Coad/Yourdon
Object-Oriented Analysis + Design, Coleman et al. Fusion, Henderson-Sellers
MOSES, Embley et al. Object-Oriented Systems Analysis, Schlaer/Mellor
OODLE

• Structured Systems Analysis: Yourdon Structured Analysis and Design,
Ward/Mellor Real-Time SA/SD

• Business Modelling: IBM Business Systems Planning, Porter Value Chains
& Value Systems, Goldkuhl Activity Analysis

 The documenting part of an earlier version of the EKD methodology, called F3
[F3-94], has been implemented in MetaEdit 1.1 and is reported in [Stir95].
MetaEdit+ has also shown good support for Enterprise Modelling, at least during
limited experiments.

 MetaEdit+ can run either as a single-user workstation environment, or
simultaneously on many workstation clients connected by a network to a server.
In such a situation, each client is running an instance of MetaEdit+, including all
its tools and the MetaEngine. The MetaEngine is responsible for all issues
involved in communication with the repository local on server. The service tools
of MetaEdit+ communicate with the shared data of the repository via the
MetaEngine.

 Development of MetaEdit+ is still in progress. Since its vendor is closely tied
with the research team at University of Jyväskylä, Finland, every year there are a
number of scientific publications and reports produced regarding issues related to
the MetaEdit+ development.

 The most important current research directions on MetaEdit+ are hypertext
functionality [Kaip97], improving of concurrency management, and increasing of
capabilities to describe integrity constraints within and between method
specifications.
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 RAMATIC

 RAMATIC is a meta-CASE tool working in the UNIX operating environment. It
is developed by the Swedish Institute for Systems Development (SISU) [Berg89].
RAMATIC includes a number of features to make it relatively easy and cheap to
implement a CASE tool for a particular, graphics oriented modelling method. For
typical specification methods which are similar to SADT, ER modelling, and
hierarchical decomposition of data flows and processes, the time to create a
CASE tool is in the order of weeks. RAMATIC provides a graphical interface as
well as interaction forms for defining object types and other properties concerning
e.g. database organisation. The modelling formalism used in the EM Capture tool
is the Enterprise Modelling language, with graphical representation of various
Object Types, Relationship Types and Attributes.

 SISU started the development of RAMATIC in 1985. The objective of this
activity was to create a flexible environment for prototyping CASE tools for a
large number of different methods employed by different organisations supporting
SISU. It was realised that the commercial tools available in the market did not
support all the needs experienced by the organisations. The knowledge of the
functionality of a "good" CASE tool should be arrived at after extensive use and
experimentation in real life, sufficiently large and complex projects. This requires
a meta-CASE tool approach, since not all requirements for effective computer
support and human-computer interaction could be determined (“theoretically”) in
advance. A meta-tool should be ideal also for research-oriented projects, which
focus on method and tool development, as well as experimentation.

 RAMATIC is since the end of 1987 in use in real system development projects at
a number of SISU supporting organisations. The functionality of RAMATIC has
since improved in a number of ways due to needs generated in these tool
development applications.

 At the present moment RAMATIC is capable of supporting a number of systems
development and Enterprise Modelling methods, such as:

• TEMPORA ERT and ERL [Temp94]
• TEMPORA PID [Temp94]
• F3 - From Fuzzy to Formal [F3-94, Song94]
• SVEA

 When developing the RAMATIC meta-tool, the strategy was to generalise its
main functions so that they can be used to support many modelling techniques.
More than 100 general meta-tool functions are available to the methods engineer.
Below we illustrate a sample of such functions grouped by the type of service
they offer [Berg89]:
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• Graphical functions, e.g. draw line, draw poly-line, draw open curve,
add symbol rotate

• Window management, e.g. change screen, create screen
• Graphical groups, e.g. move group, copy group
• CDB management, e.g. browse node, create node, browse member,

add to set, replace owner, identify (connect as equally two nodes)
• Symbol management, e.g. copy symbol, hide symbols, replace arrow,

move symbol, enlarge, move group of symbols
• Syntactical checking, e.g. check according to defined rules for the

actual node types, non interactive checking
• Non graphical node management, e.g. form add node
• Picture management, e.g. copy picture, centre picture, squeeze picture
• Hard copy management, e.g. plot at once, start plot
• Report management, e.g. picture report

There are additional kinds of functions oriented towards the needs of specific
modelling techniques. As they are useful to  other modelling techniques as well,
they are generalised as much as possible.

At the present moment there is no ongoing development of the RAMATIC tool. It
is used to some extent for supporting the methods that are already implemented
into it, and for working with old models built with RAMATIC. However, no new
methods or projects are created with extensive use of this tool, mainly due to the
complex installation procedures and expensive hardware platforms required for
successful use of the tool.

Other meta-tools

Besides meta-tools mentioned above – MetaEdit+ and RAMATIC, there are a
number of other meta-tools available in the market. Among them are the
following:

• KOGGE [Eber97] is a meta-CASE tool based on an extended ER meta-model,
which can be modelled by using a graphic editor. Constraints and rules on the
methodology concepts are defined in anassertion language called GRAL.

• Phedias [WangX95] is a meta-CASE tool designed to run on X- Windows
terminals. Phedias supports conceptual and presentational specification of a
method. It supports incremental development of a method, as well as
automatic checking for consistency and completeness of the method’s
conceptual and presentational specifications.
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• Systems Architect11, by Popkin Software and Systems, Inc. This tool provides
limited meta-CASE functionality. It also supports to some extent issues related
to EM, such as Objects Modelling, Data Modelling, Business Process
Modelling, as well as Structured Analysis and design.

• ToolBuider12 produced by Lincoln Software, Ltd, UK, is a meta-CASE tool.
According to its WWW-site ToolBuider supports method specification by
using a definition language, integration of text and graphics, multi-user
collaborative work, consistency checking, report generation, as well as import
and export of modelling data.

Since these meta-CASE tools are not approved for support of Enterprise
Modelling we do not describe them in greater detail. The basic principle an
organisation should follow if it wants to acquire a meta-CASE tool is to estimate
whether a particular tool is able to meet the requirements for the EM support. The
areas to pay attention to are presentation capabilities, ability to work with a
number of conceptual sub-models in several levels of decomposition, integration
possibilities with other tools that are involved in the EM process, such as
collaborative work support tool, integration possibilities with other modelling
methods, provided methodology enforcement philosophy, the complexity of the
method implementation and customisability process.

Diagramming tools

Tools discussed in this section are not meta-tools and nor are they method-
dependent tools. These tools are able to support most modelling methods, but
mainly in aspects of data representation. The wide use of these tools is mainly
caused by their ease of use, the considerably short time necessary for training, the
wide variety of purposes these tools can fulfil, as well as the relatively low cost.
The most common tools in this category are FlowCharter™ produced by
Micrografx Corporation, and Visio® from Visio Corporation.

ABC-FlowCharter™

ABC FlowCharter™ is a business drawing, diagramming, and charting tool,
developed and marketed by Micrografx Inc., Richardson, Texas, USA. It can be
used to create organisation charts, network diagrams, statistical control charts,
flow diagrams, and data model diagrams of any type. It can also be used to create
                                        
11 Information available on URL http://www.popkin.com

12 Information available on URL http://www.toolbuilder.com
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freeform drawings to embellish and annotate diagrams. This description of
FlowCharter is according to information available from the official WWW site of
Micrografx (URL http://www.micrografx.com).

ABC FlowCharter is not a CASE or meta-tool in the usual sense of the term.
However, we believe, and experience from other sources shows, that it is very
useful and convenient to apply ABC FlowCharter for documenting of Enterprise
Models. The tool also incorporates the use of wizards and templates that enable
users to create different diagram types.

So far there have been many versions of the ABC FlowCharter in the market. The
latest and considerably improved version is 7.0. The earlier versions of the tool
(starting with version 3.0) were used for documenting of Enterprise Models and
have so far shown good performance and capability of performing all necessary
functions. For such a purpose it has been used by the Royal Institute of
Technology (KTH), the University of Skövde, Astrakan Consulting, and Riga
Technical University.

Here is a list of some FlowCharter 7.0 features relevant to EM support, according
to the tool vendor claims:

• Dynamic interaction with diagrams. The feature is called Living FlowCharts.
It allows users the option of reading and interacting with flow diagrams in a
dynamic fashion and thereby greatly enhancing the level of understanding of
the diagram contents.

• FlowCharter 7 comes with the Microsoft Visual Basic Script programming
language. This feature provides the possibility of creating customised flow
diagrams for specific purposes. It is perfect for creating front-end applications
to databases or for general integration with other applications, such as
Microsoft Office.

• The Shape Action Wizard applies user-defined behaviour to shapes and paths.
It may be useful for creating training applications, on-line surveys, and trouble
shooting applications.

• Multiple text fields in grouped shapes. Useful for EKD support which often
requires multiple text fields in a single shape (e.g. number, name, priority,
criticality).

• Set shape links to Internet/Intranet URLs. It will automatically launch the
PC’s installed Internet browser when the shape is double-clicked upon. It is
possible to link directly to a WWW page on the Internet or a company
Intranet. This feature may also be successfully combined with use of the
BSCW tool.
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• The Data Import Wizard includes support for data sources, such as Microsoft
Excel, text files, and Microsoft Access files. Users can import data from
desktop applications directly into the worksheet. This will allow the flow
diagram's data fields to be populated from external data sources rather than
having to manually enter the data.

• The Data Analyser provides the possibility to create and export user defined
reports and queries from the worksheet. This can be useful for producing
textual reports from the model documented in FlowCharter. In version 6.0 it is
possible to export the modelling data, but the structure of a report is not
changeable.

• The latest version of FlowCharter is also capable of disseminating the
modelling data on WWW, by generating HTML code for the graphical model
diagrams.

Micrografx Corporation also provides a tool called Optima™ which is able to
simulate business processes. These processes can be first prepared by
FlowCharter and then further optimised in Optima™.

Currently FlowCharter has been extensively used by KTH in the ELEKTRA and
Hyperbank projects. It has demonstrated several admirable properties, such as
low cost, low training required, relatively cheap hardware platform required. Also
Astrakan Consulting is using this tool to support its Business and Enterprise
Modelling projects. We consider FlowCharter as one of the tools that could be
included in the Enterprise Modelling tool-set, and integrated with other tools. It is
also expected that the tool vendor will continue development of the tool.

Visio™

Visio™ produced by Visio Corporation, is the major rival of FlowCharter.
Basically everything FlowCharter can do Visio is able to do also. Visio supports
most diagramming techniques, but only from the point of data representation. It
also allows users to define their own shapes in order to meet requirements of new
modelling methods. Visio supports integration via ODBC (Open Database
Connectivity) standard with database management tools, such  as Microsoft
Access, Microsoft SQL Server, Borland dBase, Borland Paradox, Oracle SQL
Server, as well as Microsoft Repository, and other application programs written
in Visual Basic or C/C++. Visio is capable of generating HTML code from the
model diagrams [source: Visio official WWW-site URL http://www.visio.com].
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Collaborative work support tools

GroupSystems™

A common example of collaborative work support tools is GroupSystems™ by
Ventana Corporation, USA. The main objectives of GroupSystems are to support
collaborative work, facilitate electronic meetings and discussions (either face-to-
face or in distributed mode), provide means for group decision making.
According to information available on the WWW-site of the tool, it consists of
the following main parts:

• The Categorizer helps your group to generate a list of ideas and supporting
comments.

• The Electronic Brainstorming function provides a simple process in which a
question or issue is distributed to participants, who respond with comments.

• The Group Outliner allows the group to create and comment on a multi-level
list of topics.

• The Topic Commenter offers participants the opportunity to comment on a list
of topics.

• The Vote function provides a variety of methods with which the group can
evaluate a list of ideas in order to develop consensus or reach a decision.

GroupSystems works in a network environment. All these modules support some
activities in a group meeting, whether this is the first modelling session or just a
brainstorming session aiming at discovering important issues to model. Results
produced by GroupSystems should be further elaborated in other EM tools. E.g.
Enterprise Model diagrams can be built on the basis of information acquired,
deliberated, and prioritised by the use of GroupSystems.

Basic Support for Collaborative Work – BSCW

The development of the BSCW13 system takes partially place in the CESAR
project, funded by the European Commission through the Telematics
Applications Programme. In 1996 and 1997 the developments have been partially
funded through the CoopWWW project. The major purpose of BSCW is to offer
shared workspaces for exchanging documents, massages, URLs, discussions of
any kind between participants. Since this system exploits the Internet capabilities,

                                        
13 Official WWW-site of BSCW tool http://bscw.gmd.de/
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there are no limitations in terms distance, time, etc. BSCW also offers transaction
tracking and monitoring, authorisation control, version control, and security.

Within the EM process BSCW is often used to collect the modelling results,
collectively work on documentation, disseminate relevant information etc. In a
distributed EM process BSCW forms the backbone of the distributed tool
environment.

Supporting equipment

The “plastic wall”

The first modelling seminar (described in section 3.2) is typically, according to
our current knowledge and skills, carried out using a large plastic sheet on the
wall. Here modelling participants post their descriptions of different components
of the models used, such as goals, problems, and opportunities. The main
requirement on the modelling laboratory is the existence of a sufficiently large
and smooth wall on which to hang the plastic sheet. Windows, paintings, and
other objects on the wall considerably complicate the modelling process. It is
advisable to start with a rather large plastic sheet in order not to run out of space.
We recommend size 6x5 m for the first modelling session. The paper posters
which will be posted to the wall can vary in size. We recommend anything
between ¼ of A4 page and ½ of A4 page, although larger pager also can be
useful in some cases. These posters should preferably be in different colour for
each modelling component type. Posters are attached to the plastic sheet using a
soft plastic adhesive compound or Scotch™ tape. If the modelling facilitators
prefer, already prepared models can be posted to the plastic sheet. Modelling
participants then can relate the new work to already existing models.
Relationships between modelling components are drawn on the plastic wall with
non-permanent, water-solvable pens.

The modelling laboratory

The walk-through modelling seminar (described in section 3.2) preferably takes
place in a laboratory equipped with sufficient means to expose the result to a
group of persons. The best results is achieved with the use of a back-projection
screen and a suitable video projector. The screen size in the KTH laboratory is 2
x 1,5 meters with a resolution capability of 800x600 points. A better resolution
can be obtained by using 4 projectors that each projects ¼ of the computer
screen, and a somewhat larger screen size. The critical requirement for the
modelling laboratory is the resolution of the video projector, since it is directly
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proportional to the portion of model diagrams that can be displayed at once,
without scrolling the model.

For a stationary modelling laboratory we recommend to use the back-projection
principle, since this allows modelling participants to stand directly in front of the
projected model without getting in the way of the projected image. The best
results are achieved if the projector is located in a dark room, and projects the
image on a window made from a special diffusion glass. Figure 26 shows the
following main parts of the modelling laboratory:

• Computer on which the EM tool-set is running. The modelling tool operator or
“equilibrist” works with the tool and assists the “walk-though” facilitator to
navigate through the model. The table with the computer should preferably be
on wheels in order to easier accommodate various set-ups of the modelling
laboratory, which may vary according to the purpose of the modelling session,
the number of participants, etc.

• Diffusion glass screen used to project the image coming from the projector
(3).

• Video projector connected to a computer on which the EM tool-set is running
(1). The size of the projected image depends on the distance between the
screen (2) and the projector (3). A longer distance allows for a bigger image
size. The limits of the picture size and resolution are available in the technical
parameters of the particular projection equipment. In order to achieve the best
quality image, the room in which the projector is installed should be
completely dark.

1 2 3

Figure 26: Cross section  of the modelling laboratory

The video projector can also be used in the normal classroom situation in a
forward projection mode. The drawbacks with this set-up are that the modelling
participants cannot stand directly in front of the model, in order not to block the
image coming from the projector. In addition the classroom cannot be dark
enough to achieve very sharp image. The advantages of this set-up is that it does
not require building a special room for the projector.
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Of course, since EM is a very social and human oriented activity, the rest of the
environment in the modelling laboratory should be stimulating. This implies
taking into consideration issues like seating of the modelling participants, screen
location, white boards, etc.
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1 Introduction

Part II of this thesis presents the EM method, the EM process, requirements for
an EM tool-set, as well as an initial set of situational factors influencing the EM
tool acquisition process. Part III presents the subsequent research devoted to
further investigating the organisational aspects that influence the acquisition of
EM tools. The aim of this part is to empirically support and further advance the
initial set of situational factors, as well as to discover new organisational aspects
influencing EM tool acquisition. Our objective is to provide guidance for
assessing intentional and situational factors as well as for carrying out the EM
tool acquisition process. Therefore, the research problem of part III concerns the
following issues:

(a) Which intentions motivate an organisation using EM to acquire EM tools,

(b) which aspects of a situation in the organisation should an EM user
organisation assess in the process of acquiring EM tools, and

(c) how should an organisation proceed in order to acquire suitable EM tool
support.

In order to meet these objectives we have carried out an empirical investigation
in the form of a grounded theory study. The main focus of our research is to
formulate practical guidelines for EM tool acquisition. We believe that such
guidelines must be well grounded in terms of substantial practical experience.
Therefore, in our research we have used three main data sources: literature
studies, observation of EM user organisations, and interviews with practitioners.
In interviews we have mainly targeted experts in using EM methods and tools.
The interview data has been analysed and synthesised using a qualitative
approach, particularly grounded theory [Starr91, Glas67]. The research process
has been practically supported by the Atlas/ti tool [Atlas97].

Results and contributions

The main contribution of part III is that it improves our understanding of the EM
tool acquisition process and the organisational aspects that influence this
process. Our main attention has been paid to formulating guidelines for
assessing various organisational aspects that directly influence EM tool
acquisition. We have also investigated how to carry out the tool acquisition
process itself. Our study has produced a set of generic properties of an
organisation, which influence the choice of EM tool acquisition strategies. We
call those properties intentional factors and situational factors. More
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specifically, the grounded theory study presented here includes three main types
of results:

Intentional factors describing what are the common generic reasons of
organisations for acquiring EM tools “in-house”. Which organisational
intentions motivate acquisition of EM tools?

Situational factors describing which properties of the situation in the user
organisation influence usage of EM tools, i.e. which properties of the
organisation should be assessed prior to acquiring EM tools. How do
situational factors influence selection of different strategies for EM tool
acquisition? Which tool acquisition strategies are appropriate in a particular
situation?

EM tool acquisition process supported by a set of guidelines how to assess
intentional and situational factors in order to choose the right EM tool
acquisition strategy. Alternative EM tool acquisition strategies are also
presented.

In addition, part III also sheds light on the real life situation in which EM is
applied. We have discussed how organisations use EM and EM tools and why
they do it. We also investigate what are the common problems and
misunderstandings in the area of EM application. This discussion extends the
requirements for EM tools presented in part II.

The results of our study are supported according to the research procedure of
grounded theory. Additional support for the EM tool acquisition approach
developed here was achieved by comparing it to other software acquisition
frameworks available in the literature. The components of this work have been
compared to other literature sources and similarities have been found. For
instance, the Euromethod framework defines situational factors in the same way
as we do. The definition of project complexity in [Tati00] is similar to ours. The
notion of Requirements Management process maturity that is presented in
[Jones95] complies to our understanding of two situational factors namely
method maturity and tool usage maturity. Situational factors have similar notion
as well as they have similarly elaborated guidelines for their assessment in
[Pers01]. The EM tool acquisition strategies are adapted CASE tool acquisition
strategies defined in [Bube88]. The main distinction between the EM tool
acquisition framework and other more generic software procurement approaches
lies in the fact that this framework is particularly dedicated to acquisition of EM
tools. Therefore it considers organisational aspects such as standards for EM,
availability of EM-related competency, etc.

Parts of the material included in part III have been published in  [Stir99b,
Pers01a, Pers01b].
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Outline of part III

Part III of this thesis is organised in the following chapters:

Chapter 1 provides the introduction to part III and outlines the research
question of part III.

Chapter 2 provides background to this work on EM modelling tool acquisition.
First we outline the meaning EM and its relation to supporting tools.
We discuss the current state in the area of software procurement and
a number of software acquisition frameworks. Finally we present the
EM tool acquisition framework, including the definitions of
intentional and situational factors, as well the format of guidelines.

Chapter 3 is devoted to the research methodology of the thesis, primarily of
part III. We give background in qualitative research, and grounded
theory in particular, followed by a presentation of the research
procedure. Here we also present the visited companies and the
interviewees. The chapter concludes with our reflections on applying
grounded theory to the problem area of tool acquisition for
Enterprise Modelling..

Chapter 4 presents the main body of our findings. First we outline general EM-
related challenges in organisations and the most common reasons
why organisations use EM. In continuation we present the set of
intentional and situational factors along with guidelines how to
assess them within the EM tool acquisition process. Finally, we
present the necessary skills that the organisation should have in order
to be able to model efficiently without the help of outside consultants
or method vendors.

Chapter 5 presents our findings regarding common scenarios for EM tool
support. We discuss the EM acquisition alternatives – to hire an
external consultant who provides the tool support; to use a simple
drawing tool only for model documentation purposes; to acquire an
EM modelling tool within the company and use it without outside
help. We also discuss five generic EM tool acquisition strategies
initially presented in part II.

 Chapter 6essentially integrates the research findings by presenting the EM toot
acquisition process. This process incorporates in itself assessment of
intentional and situational factors. We also discuss seven example
cases in order to illustrate the EM tool acquisition process.

Chapter 7 discusses our findings and results in terms of their applicability,
generality, and utility. We also discuss the support of the findings
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from the perspective of grounded theory. Finally we examine our
findings with respect to related research.

Chapter 8 summarises this study and presents our main conclusions. We end
the chapter with an outlook of future EM tool related research..

Appendix Apresents profiles of quoted interviewees of our study.

Appendix Boutlines essential concepts of grounded theory.

Appendix Cpresents profiles of the companies visited and observed during our
study.
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2 Background

This chapter provides background to our work on EM modelling tool
acquisition. First we outline the meaning of EM and its relation to supporting
tools. In the following we discuss the current state in the area of software
procurement along with a number of software acquisition frameworks. Finally
we present the EM tool acquisition framework including definitions of
intentional and situational factors, as well the format of guidelines.

2.1 Enterprise Modelling

This section presents an outline of the Enterprise Modelling domain. There
several perceptions of what EM is. Some seem to assume that EM is any kind of
modelling that involves modelling at organisations. We delimit our
understanding of Enterprise Modelling to conceptual modelling of various
business aspects of organisations, according to the definition below.

Definition 1:

Enterprise Modelling is a method for the development, acquisition, and
communication, early in the system development process, of enterprise
knowledge and user requirements using a structured and iterative modelling
approach and way of working. The approach is structurally guided by a
number of conceptual sub-models, each focusing on a particular aspect of the
application domain. [Bube97]

By enterprise we understand any kind of private or public company, government
department, academic institution or other organisational body. Thus Enterprise
Modelling is an activity where an integrated and negotiated model describing
different aspects of an enterprise is created. An Enterprise Model consists of a
number of related “sub-models”, each describing the enterprise from a particular
perspective. The perspectives may vary, depending on the focus of each EM
method and the problem that is being addressed. Some examples of perspectives
are business processes, business rules, concepts/information/data, vision, goals,
actors, requirements, etc. Figure 1 shows an example, where fractions of sub-
model instances are related to each other.  More about Enterprise Modelling can
be found in [Bube97], [Bube99], [F3-94], [Louc97], [Nell92], [Pers01], [Yu94],
[Zorg94].
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Figure 1: Example of Enterprise Model fragment [Bube99]

In Scandinavia, basic ideas related to Business or Enterprise Modelling were
introduced in the beginning of the eighties by Plandata, Sweden [Will88], and
refined by SISU (The Swedish Institute for System Development) in the late
eighties. A significant contribution here was the notion of considering
intentional components of an Enterprise Model, e.g. the goals (intentions) of a
business, in addition to traditional model component types such as entities,
relationships, and processes. SISU's concept of a Business Model was later
extended into an Enterprise Model within the ESPRIT project F3 – “From Fuzzy
to Formal.” The F3 Enterprise Modelling approach [F3-94] was then further
elaborated in the ESPRIT project ELKD. The current modelling framework is
denoted EKD – “Enterprise Knowledge Development” [Bube97, Louc97] which
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includes Enterprise Modelling as a part. Versions of modelling methods from
this “school” have been successfully applied in a number of European
companies, e.g. British Aerospace (UK), Capital Bank (UK), National Bank of
Greece, PostGirot (Sweden), Public Power Corporation (Greece), Sema Group
(France), Telia (Sweden), Vattenfall (Sweden), Volvo (Sweden), etc. Apart from
the “Scandinavian” school of Enterprise Modelling, a variety of other EM
methods have been suggested (See e.g. [Yu94, Fox93, Zorg94, Dobs94]).

Method developers have suggested that EM is applicable in a variety of
contexts, e.g. business process reengineering, strategy planning, enterprise
integration, and information systems development [Fras94]. In this thesis we
look at EM from the method user point of view. We ask ourselves which
intentions, in fact, are behind current use of EM in organisations. Now, what is
so important about these intentions?

Each EM method has an underlying meta-model, which defines the model
constructs and modelling syntax. Our previous research [Berg97, Berg98,
Pers00, Stir99] has shown that the successful application of an EM method is far
from simple. The meta-model itself, with its component types, relationship types
and notation is actually the least critical aspect. More important aspects are the
purpose/goal of the modelling activity, the organisational context, the modelling
process, the way of working and the tool support. In fact, the purpose and
organisational context of an EM activity influences the choice of meta-model,
process and way of working in addition to setting the requirements for tool
support (Figure 2).
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Figure 2: The influence of purpose and context [Pers01b]
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This thesis focuses on EM tool support.  Its main focus is to investigate which
aspects of the organisation influence choice of EM tool support, particularly tool
acquisition. In out study we have concentrated on EM tools in general instead of
tools supporting only a particular EM method.

2.2 Software acquisition

The subject of this study – EM tool acquisition essentially falls into the category
of software acquisition. Therefore in this sections we will outline the area of
software acquisition as defined in Definition 2:

Definition 2:

Software acquisition process is a set of activities that are used to acquire
software and the associated products. [Coop99]

In practice there is a number of IS acquisition methods developed over years.
Each of them has a particular purpose as well as certain strengths and
weaknesses. The most well know IS acquisition frameworks are positioned in
Table 1.

Table 1: Classification of IS acquisition methods [Sist99]

Generic Specific

High effort Euromethod[Euro96],

[Helm98] SHERPA[Sist98]

Lower effort

[Cong94]

                    [Mayn96]

[Chaf98]

[Reim85], [Lucks92]

[Hlup95]

The above table has been proposed in [Sist99]. It classifies the existing work on
IS acquisition approaches in two dimensions – the one is generality of the
approach. This dimension represents the suitability of a method to be applied to
a specific problem domain. For example, Euromethod can be applied to almost
any information system or software procurement, while SHERPA is primarily
targeted for acquisition of ERP packages. The other dimension is the level of
effort required to use the acquisition method. For instance, Euromethod is a very
complex and complete IS procurement method. On the opposite end the
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approach for selecting simulation software tools proposed in [Hlup95] requires
considerably less effort.

Another relevant work not represented in the above-mentioned table is Software
Acquisition Capability Maturity Model (SA-CMM) [Coop99]. It defines
maturity levels of generic software acquisition process. It deals with managerial
issues in order to establish a well-defined evolutionary plateau toward achieving
a mature software acquisition process. The five maturity levels in the SA-CMM
are Initial, Repeatable, Defined, Quantitative, and Optimising.

Acquisition of Computer Aided Software Engineering (CASE) tools is discussed
in a number of earlier works. For instance, [Lund01] presents a systematic
method for CASE tool evaluation. [Zarr91] discusses various issues involved in
the acquisition of CASE tools. Among the issues identified and discussed are
cost, performance, process support, maintenance, data management, tool
integration, and standardisation. The report also provides recommendations
intended for individuals or groups responsible for acquiring CASE tools.
[Oake92] addresses the productivity and quality problems afflicting the software
industry and CASE technology as a potential solution. The report acknowledges
the reality of the CASE market  -- the inflated claims of vendors and
unreasonable expectations of new users that have led to many failed CASE
adoption efforts. We have observed similar trends in the area of EM tools.
[Huff92] discusses various factors that affect the CASE adoption process and
presents a cost calculation model for CASE adoption in organisations.

Discussion

Previous section shows that there is considerable work done by the research
community as well as by practitioners in the area of IS, software and CASE tool
acquisition. However, none of the existing frameworks explicitly address
Enterprise Modelling or Business Modelling tools. The more generic
frameworks of software acquisition such as Euromethod can be applied to
acquire EM tools. Although, considering their complexity and time required to
apply them, it would be impractical to apply them to smaller undertakings such
as acquiring EM tools. After discussions with practitioners in the EM area our
impression is that there is a need for approaches that specifically target EM
tools. Such EM tool acquisition approach would also have to consider the
specifics of the EM domain.

In real life the acquisition of EM tools often takes place even prior the modelling
method has been used in the company. This is often done in an ad hoc manner,
which might lead to a later discovery, that the acquired EM tool is not suitable
for the organisation. These situations happen far to often thus motivating the
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need for a structured support for EM tool acquisition. Considering the nature of
the EM domain, the main requirements for an EM tool acquisition process are,
therefore, the following:

• It should be reasonably simple and fast to carry out by a few people, possibly
with an assistance of EM consultant.

• It should provide guidance during the acquisition process.

• It should consider objectives of the organisation towards EM, the project
goals, and the situation organisation, including cultural and managerial
aspects.

• It should be applicable to various, different EM methods and tools.

In response to this, the following section proposes the EM tool acquisition
process at a conceptual level.

2.3 EM tool acquisition process

In part II of this thesis we had proposed an EM tool acquisition process. Its
objective is to recommend the most appropriate EM tool acquisition strategy on
the basis of situational factors reflecting the situations in the organisation. This
EM tool acquisition process was further refined in order to incorporate
intentions of the organisation. Figure 3 outlines a tool acquisition process
consisting of a number of guidelines for assessing organisation’s intentions and
the situation in the organisation. The process supports selection of the most
appropriate of the five generic EM tool acquisition strategies.

Elicit 
requirements 
for acquisition 

strategy and tool
Guideline

 yesyes yes yes

NO
Do not acquire tools, use

consultants instead

intentions situations

Requirements 
wish-list

Build tool

Order tool

Integrate
existing tools

Purchase

Use meta-tools

Org. 
situation

Decide

Figure 3: Structure of the EM tool acquisition process

The proposed EM tool acquisition process consists of a set of guidelines in order
to assess organisation’s need for EM tools. Each guideline aims at assessing a
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particular aspect of either organisation’s intentions towards EM or the situation
the organisation is in. A guideline can have two different recommendations:

yes – proceed further with the EM tool acquisition, in which case the
requirements discovered by this guideline are added to the wish-list and the
analyst can move on to next guideline; or

no – do not acquire EM tools, in which case it is not appropriate for an
organisation to use EM tools on its own. Thus the recommendation is to
outsource all tool related activities to an EM consultant.

Those organisational aspects that influence the choice of the EM tool acquisition
strategy we call intentional and situational factors. Their notion will be
discussed in the following two sections. The overall structure of situational and
intentional factors is shown in Figure 4

Figure 4: Intentional and situational factors that determine the EM tool
acquisition strategy to be chosen

The above figure is a focused network, which is a part of the grounded theory
concepts. Grounded theory concepts including legend to focused networks are
explained in the Appendix B.

2.3.1 Intentional factors

During our empirical investigation we found that the initial EM tool acquisition
framework of part II does not sufficiently well cover the intentional aspects of
EM usage. Most of the interviewees had strong opinions that the kind of tools
that are needed and the way they are applied usually depend on what the user
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organisation wants to do with the modelling results. For example, one business
consultant said:

Citation 1:

“…[the tool usage] depends on what you want to do with [Enterprise] models,
because depending on what you do, you can throw them away – they might
just have been a sort of drawing for planning your work and afterwards the
value of them is already consumed. But in other cases you have made a
design for an organisation which is in the progress of changing step by step,
and you want to use that as a basis for the next step. In that case you might
have to maintain these models and then you would need to have [an EM tool]”
[i1]1

In order to extend the conceptual framework of part II and to explicitly address
organisation’s intentions, we have introduced the notion of intentional factor.

Definition 3:

Intentional factors are those generic objectives of the user organisation that
can be used to determine the most appropriate EM tool acquisition strategy.

Intentional factors reflect those objectives that can be generalised to a majority
of EM user organisations, thus allowing us to form guidelines for their
assessment.

2.3.2 Situational factors

We use situational factors in order to specify which aspects of the situation in
the user organisation are relevant and should be assessed in order to choose the
right EM tool acquisition strategy. Our definition of situational factor complies
to that of Euromethod:

Definition 4:

 “Situational factors are those properties of the problem situation that can be
used to determine the most appropriate problem solving strategy. This
includes those properties that can have an impact on the type of uncertain
effects which may occur and their adverse consequences” [Euro96].

In part II of this thesis we have discussed situational factors in the following
format:

                                        
1 Profiles of quoted interviewees are provided in Appendix A
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• Description – which aspects of the organisation does the situational factor
reflect

• Driving questions – which issues should be assessed to assess this situational
factor

• A set of values of situational factor – to represent the situation in the
organisation each situational factor was given a certain value. These values
then determined what kind of requirements for EM tools are needed and what
is the most suitable EM tool acquisition strategy.

To make these descriptions more usable in this part of the thesis, we have
refined the initial set of situational factors. Some of the situational factors were
transformed into intentional factors. The template for describing situational
factors was improved as well. Driving questions and values of situational factors
were incorporated in the guideline for assessing the factor.

2.3.3 Guidelines

The description of each intentional and situational factor includes a guideline how
to assess this factor and how to make the decision regarding EM tool acquisition.
Guidelines are described using the format shown in Table 2.

Table 2: Structure of guideline for assessing intentional and situational factors

WHAT What to assess

WHY Why this is important to consider

Criticality, how critical this factor.

WHO Requirements for a person who could assess the factor in

question,  e.g. person’s job position, role, skills, authority, etc.

HOW Probes or driving questions to gather the information about the

factor. These questions are not exhaustive, it is permitted to use

other or additional questions to assess the factor.

VALUES Possible values or responses. For intentional factors the values

can be expressed in a “True/False” form – meaning that this

factor is either present or not. For situational factors values are

expressed in scales, e.g. “high, medium, low”.

Priorities, which are most important/determining responses

REQUIREMENTS For acquisition strategies and the EM tool. Categories of

requirements are described in part II.
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DECISION The decision is based on the values of the factor. Two kinds of

decisions are recommended:

Yes – proceed with the tool acquisition;

No – use EM consultant or outsource tool-related tasks.

RECOMMENDATI

ON

Which aspects the organisation should improve. What would be

the likely consequences and risks associated with the decision

made.

Each guideline also explains how to address uncertain situations, such as when it
is difficult to a definite value of factor. Uncertainty about situational factors
increases the risk associated with the decision to be made.

2.4 Summary

We have presented the overall layout of the research project presented in part III
(see Figure 5). First, we have briefly presented the notion of Enterprise
Modelling. Second, we have discussed some issues regarding generic and
specific software procurement frameworks. On the basis of this discussion we
have outlined the main requirements for EM tool acquisition process. The
requirements are the following – the EM tool acquisition approach:

• should be reasonably simple and fast to carry out by a few people, possibly
with an assistance of EM consultant.

• should provide guidance during the acquisition process.
• should consider organisation’s objectives towards EM, the project goals, and

the situation in organisation, including cultural and managerial aspects.
• should be applicable to different EM methods.
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In section 2.3 we outline the overall EM tool acquisition process (Figure 3). The
main attention of this research has been devoted to assessing the organisation.
This stage is elaborated into three sub-processes (see Figure 5).  It starts with
assessing organisation’s objectives towards EM. The generic organisational
intentions are reflected by intentional factors. The nest step is assessment of the
situation in the organisation. The properties of the situation are reflected by
situational factors. Guidelines have been formulated in order to facilitate the
assessment of intentional and situational factors. The structure of a guideline is
given in Table 2. In order to ensure that guidelines provide a coherent way of
proceeding, each guideline recommends a decision that is either a
recommendation of EM tool acquisition strategies or suggestion not acquire EM
tools. In the later case external EM consultants could be used instead. Once a
guideline is completed and a strategy is suggested, the assessment process can
move to the next guideline. Guidelines also suggest certain requirements for the
EM tool. The assessment is finalised with completion and prioritising
organisational requirements for the EM tool. This is then followed by choosing
the most appropriate EM tool acquisition strategy and following it.
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3 Research methodology

This chapter is devoted to the research methodology of the thesis and primarily
of part III. First, we give background to qualitative research and grounded
theory in particular. This is then followed by a presentation of our research
procedure. We also present the visited companies and the interviewees here. The
chapter concludes with our reflections on applying grounded theory to the
problem area of tool acquisition for Enterprise Modelling.

The research problem of this work is to determine which intentions and which
properties of situations in organisations determine the usage of the EM tools.
Among our intentions is to form guidelines how to assess these properties as
well as how to conduct the EM tool acquisition process. This section presents
how this research problem is addressed by a grounded theory study. We outline
the theoretical concepts of qualitative research and grounded theory, including
the reasons for choosing the grounded theory approach for this work.

3.1 Qualitative research methods and grounded theory

Research methods are often classified in quantitative and qualitative methods.
According to several sources (e.g. [Myers97]) quantitative research methods
(e.g. surveys, laboratory experiments, formal and numerical methods) originate
from the natural sciences and aim to study natural phenomena, while qualitative
research methods (e.g. action research, case studies, ethnographic research, and
grounded theory) aim to investigate and understand social and cultural
phenomena in the context where they exist. The motivation for doing qualitative
research, as opposed to quantitative research, come from the observation that, if
there is one thing that distinguishes humans from the natural world, it is our
ability to talk. Qualitative research methods research methods are designed to
help researchers understand people and the social and cultural contexts within
which they live and work [Kapl94]. Therefore, social and cultural phenomena
are investigated by studying people's actions in and verbalised thoughts about
the social and cultural context under study [Myers97]. The main data sources in
qualitative research include observation and participant observation (fieldwork),
interviews and questionnaires, documents and texts, as well as the researcher’s
impressions and reactions.

Grounded theory is "an inductive theory discovery method that allows the
researcher to develop an theoretical account of the general features of a topic
while simultaneously grounding the account in empirical observations or data"
[Myers97]. The basis of the grounded theory discovery process is defined in
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[Glas67] and the more recent version in [Glas92]. Careful collection and
analysis of qualitative empirical data inductively lead to discovery of grounded
theories. That is, this method does not begin with a theory, and then seeks proof.
Instead, it begins with an area of study and allows the relevant theory to emerge
from that area [Glas92]. The goal of the research is to develop a theory that is
“grounded,” that is, closely and directly relevant to the particular setting under
study. Using the grounded theory approach, the researcher first develops
conceptual categories from the data and then makes new observations in order to
clarify and further elaborate these categories. This process is iterated until no
more new categories are discovered and further improvement of the developed
theory is not possible.

One of the main grounded theory concepts are codes. According to [Glas92]
there are two types of codes substantive and theoretical codes. Substantive codes
are the conceptual meanings given by generating categories and their properties,
which conceptually sum up the patterns found in the substantive incidents of the
field. Theoretical codes are the conceptual models of relationship that are
discovered to relate the substantive codes to each other [Glas92]. Grounded
theory approach is composed of two types of coding called open and selective
coding. Open coding is the process of identifying, naming and categorising the
essential ideas found in the data. Selective coding develops the theory that best
fits the phenomena by identifying a story that reveals the central phenomenon
(the core issue or “core” category) under study. These procedures do not entirely
occur as a sequence, but each overlaps the other and iterates throughout the
research project. The approach mitigates problems inherent in “ex post facto
hypothesising” by an analysis process that continuously validates theoretical
concepts against newly collected empirical data [Bask99].

One of the main underlying assumptions of the grounded theory is that even the
smallest piece of data is important and can contribute to the final result of the
research. That puts certain requirements on the researcher e.g.:

• The researcher should be open to new data and ideas during the research
process and not only seek proof to the ideas already in mind.

• The researcher can and should use several data collection techniques in order
to obtain as rich picture as possible.

• The researcher should use the new data to constantly improve the theory
under development.

• The researcher should document his/her ideas and thoughts by coding and
categorising.
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In the process the researcher has the opportunity to use various computer-based
tools that support grounded theory studies (e.g. Atlas/ti [Atlas97], Ethnograph2).
In this research we have used the Atlas/ti tool.

3.2 Motivation for selecting grounded theory

According to several sources qualitative research methods are becoming more
and more common in research related to information systems (e.g. see
[Myers97], [Bask99]). Authors claim that the reason is the grounded theory’s
usefulness in developing context-based, process-oriented descriptions and
explanations of various social phenomena in IS development. Examples of such
research can be seen in [Lund99a], [Lund99b], [Orli93], [Pers01].

Now let us define requirements for the research method. In our work so far
(presented in part II) we have mainly used our own observations and
experiences in empirical work populated by literature studies. The domain of
EM and particularly EM tool adoption is relatively immature; the main body of
the domain knowledge is possessed by a few practitioners working in the field.
This requires us to use a method that allows using the experiences of people as
our primary data source. The research method should also be able to accompany
the existing conceptual framework (initial set of situational factors, tool
acquisition process and strategies) that we have developed earlier. The method
should support eliciting hypothesis as well as justification of hypothesis. The
whole process needs to be structured and scientifically sound in order to achieve
valid and reliable results. After reviewing qualitative research methods we found
that grounded theory is suitable for a research problem of this nature. Analysis
of suitability of qualitative methods for such kind of problem is provided also in
[Pers00]. In order to support our grounded theory study we have chosen the
Atlas/ti tool [Atlas97].

In conclusion, we have found that the grounded theory approach is suitable for
investigating intentional and situational factors that influence EM tool
acquisition in organisations.

3.3 The research procedure

As discussed in earlier sections, grounded theory studies usually iterate the
following main activities: research design, data collection including data

                                        
2 Information about the Ethnograph tool is available on http://www.qualisresearch.com/
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ordering, data analysis and presentation of results, as well as literature
comparison for additional validation. In this section we will discuss the research
procedure according to [Glas67]. Our research procedure is summarised in Table
3, which was adapted from [Pand96].

The grounded theory study effectively ends with theoretical saturation. In this
phase of the research process our intention is to compare the “new” theory with
other similar or conflicting theories or frameworks. The main rationale is to
improve the definitions of the constructs and therefore the validity of the theory.
At this stage the researcher also should address the generality aspects of the
theory as well as to improve the theory’s consistency and coherence with other
related theories in the field. The developed EM tool acquisition process and
situational and intentional factors have been compared to other software
procurement approaches.

Research design phase

The objective of this phase is to establish the research process and to define the
research question. It requires defining some a priori constructs of the emerging
theory in order to know what is the main focus of the work and what the scope
of the study. In the context of our work these a priori constructs were the initial
set of situational factors, requirements for the EM tool-set, and EM tool
acquisition process. These were derived from literature studies, our own
experiences and participation in EM projects. They are presented in part II of
this thesis. On the basis of the “tentative theory” of part II we have designed our
grounded theory study presented in part III.

One of the main objectives of this phase is to select an initial set of interviewees.
However, once the research is under way, additional interviewees can be
selected in order to investigate some new idea that emerged from analysing the
initial interviews. In our study the main attention was paid to experts and
practitioners who have considerable experience in EM and particularly in using
EM tools. The following categories of professionals were interviewed:

Business and EM consultants – people who use business or Enterprise
Modelling mostly to provide value for their customer. In most cases these
people acted as outside consultants. Some of them have also had quite extensive
experience in development of modelling methods.

EM Method and tool users – people who use business and Enterprise Modelling
in their work. Most of these people work in their companies either as business or
IT developers.
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Managers – people who are responsible for projects that use EM methods and
tools. They are also responsible for decisions regarding acquisition of a
particular method or tool. These people might not be directly involved in
developing the EM product, but they have interest in the result. Quality
managers of the organisations visited fall in this category as well.

Researchers – people who work on business modelling or Enterprise Modelling
related subjects in academic institutions. They have certain amount of practical
experience in applying EM and contacts with industry representatives.

Profiles of interviewees quoted in this thesis are given in appendix A of part III.
Interviews were conducted in English or in Latvian. Interview protocols are
available upon request.

Data collection phase

The objective of this phase is to collect all relevant data in order to address the
research problem. Our main data collection approach is interviews with
practitioners working in the area of EM. Initial set of interview questions and
discussion points are developed during this phase. The profiles of thirteen
interviewees ([i1] to [i13]) are given in the Appendix A. We have been mainly
concentrating on skilful and experienced EM practitioners who have been
working in the area of EM for a considerable time. Majority of interviewees
represented the “provider side” of EM – EM or business consultants, meta-
modelling experts, EM tool experts, as well as EM tool developers. In order to
balance the overall competence profile of our interviewees we have also selected
a number of interviewees at the “customer” side of EM. These were
representatives of companies that have been using or tried to introduce EM. We
interviewed company managers and corporate business developers as well as
analysts using EM in their work.

All together about 20 interviews were carried out. They were mostly
unstructured interviews. The interviewer had prepared a number of discussion
points and leading questions. However, they were not followed meticulously,
which gave us the opportunity to explore sudden new directions that emerged
during the interview. Interviewees were notified in advance about the purpose
and scope of the interview. Some of them had prepared discussion points of the
basis of the interview purpose statement received in advance. Interviews were
recorder by using a digital voice recorder. Interviewees expressed no concerns
or dissatisfaction with the fact of interviews being taped. Questions were asked
in a way not to frame the interviewee in a particular set of mind. They were not
asked to approve or reject a particular hypothesis or assumption. Instead they
were asked to express their views, share their experience, and tell stories.
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Other data sources such as participation in EM projects, observations of
companies and EM projects as well as literature studies were also used. The
profiles of companies that were visited and observed are given in appendix C.

Data analysis phase

The objective of this phase is to analyse the data acquired. This phase includes
open and selective coding previously outlined in section 3.1. Coding of data can
be compared to conceptual modelling, in the sense that it provides a way to
structure, categorise and describe relationships between concepts – substantive
and theoretical codes. They are supported by linking them to citations in the
interview protocols (see Figure 6). Substantive codes represent the concepts
themselves. Theoretical codes represent how concepts are related to each other
thus forming a theory. In our study the coding was supported by the Atlas/ti tool.

Interview text

Networks

Codes

Codes linked to text

Figure 6: Screen of the Atlas/ti tool

The reasoning and the analysis process carried out during this phase often leads
to new ideas and thoughts that require acquisition of additional data. In this case
the researcher has to return to the research definition phase and plan for
additional interviews, additional interviewees or other new data sources.
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Table 3: Overview of the research procedure3

PHASE ACTIVITY RATIONALE

Research Design Phase
Step1: Review of technical
literature

Definition of research question
To discover initial set of organisational
properties that influence EM tool
acquisition process, and to provide
guidelines for selecting an EM tool
acquisition strategy

Focuses efforts, delimits the scope of
research

Definition of a priori constructs:  EM
methods, EM tools, tool usage,
problems in user organisations, initial
set of situational factors are defined on
the basis of

Constrains irrelevant variation and
sharpens external validity

Step 2: Selecting cases Theoretical (not random) sampling
Selecting interviewees and companies

Focuses efforts on theoretically useful
cases

Data Collection Phase
Step 3: Develop rigorous
data collection protocol

Create case study database Increases reliability, increases
construct validity

Use multiple data collection methods:
interviews, observations, participation,
and literature studies

Strengthens grounding of theory by
triangulation of evidence. Enhances
internal validity.

Collect qualitative and quantitative data Synergistic view of evidence
Step 4: Entering the field Overlap data collection and analysis Speeds analysis and reveals helpful

adjustments to data collection
Flexible and opportunistic data
collection methods

Allows investigators to take
advantage of emergent themes and
unique case features

Step 5: Data ordering Arraying events chronologically Facilitates easier data analysis.
Allows examination of processes.

Data Analysis Phase
Step 6: Analysis data
relating to the first case

Use open coding Develop concepts, categories,
properties.

Use selective coding Integrate categories to build
theoretical framework
All forms of coding enhance internal
validity

Step 7: Theoretical
sampling

Literal and theoretical replication across
cases (goto step 2 until theoretical
saturation)

Confirms, extends, and sharpens,
theoretical framework.

Step 8: Reaching closure Theoretical saturation when possible Ends grounded theory study when
marginal improvement becomes small

Literature Comparison Phase
Step 9: Compare emergent
theory with extant literature

Comparisons with conflicting
frameworks

Improves construct definitions, and
therefore internal validity

Comparison with similar frameworks
e.g. Euromethod, SA-CMM, SHERPA,
etc. and other relevant literature
sources.

Improves external validity by
establishing the domain to which the
study’s findings can be generalised.

                                        
3 This table is adapted from [Pand96]
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The analysis process is complete when a meaningful theory is “grounded” and
acquiring and analysing new data gives only small or no improvement of the
theory. This situation is called “theoretical saturation” in [Glas67].

Literature comparison phase

The grounded theory study effectively ends with theoretical saturation. In this
phase of the research process our intention is to compare the “new” theory with
other similar or conflicting theories or frameworks. The main rationale is to
improve the definitions of the constructs and therefore the validity of the theory.
At this stage the researcher also should address the generality aspects of the
theory as well as to improve the theory’s consistency and coherence with other
related theories in the field. The developed EM tool acquisition process and
situational and intentional factors have been compared to other software
procurement approaches.

3.4 Companies visited

During the research process a number of companies were visited. They all use
some type of business modelling or EM methods and tools. Descriptions of the
companies are given here in order to provide context for the interviewees’
comments and citations that we have included in the forthcoming chapters. Not
all interviewees represented some company listed here. In some cases they were
acting as independent consultants or their current employer did not use EM.

In this section we provide only a brief outline of those companies. In the
appendix C they are described according to the structure below.

• Brief description of the company’s business
• Purpose of modelling: why does the company use EM, what are the main

target areas for EM projects?
• EM method: which modelling methods does the company use?
• Modelling tools: which modelling tools does the company use?
• Participative Modelling: does the company perform participative modelling?
• Consultants: does the company use consultants to support their modelling

activities?
• Problems: what EM-related problems do the company experience?
• Advantages: what are the main advantages and strengths of the company?

However, please note that these descriptions are based solely on the author’s
observations and were not discussed with nor approved by the company
representatives. Thus they may not be fully accurate.
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Company 1

Company 1 is a medium size business and IT consulting company. It uses
business and Enterprise Modelling in their consulting projects. Company’s staff
is highly experienced in the area of EM. Some senior employees at Company 1
have been developing modelling approaches for about 25 years. Four employees
of this company were interviewed.

Company 2

Company 2 is the IT department of the national bank of an Eastern European
country. Company 2 develops information systems, which are used within the
bank and in other commercial banks for data and information exchange.
Company’s personnel is skilful and competent in using business modelling for
eliciting IS requirements. We have interviewed the director and the deputy
director of the IT department of company 2.

Company 3

Company 3 is a State Social Security Agency of an Eastern European country.
As part of their reengineering project the company has tried to document their
business processes and has purchased business modelling tool (GRADE
[Kaln96]) and tried to use it. At the moment the tool is not used. One of the
main reasons is lack of skills and modelling competency within company 3.
Quality assurance manager of this company was interviewed.

Company 4

Company 4 is a large insurance company in an Eastern European country. The
company has used business modelling in order to develop requirements and to
restructure and improve it business processes. When Company 4 acquired
several other insurance companies business modelling was used to integrate
business process and to explain to the employees the new way of working. From
Company 4 one internal business process developer was interviewed.

Company 5

Company 5 is a large partially state owned telecommunications company in
Eastern Europe. It holds monopoly rights on fixed line telecommunication
services within the country. Company 5 realises that it has to develop its
business because the agreement that guarantees company’s monopoly status is
due to expire in the near future and the company faces fierce competition from
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operators of the mobile networks and internet telephony providers. It needs to
restructure itself to become more modern and more competitive. Business
modelling is used within the in restructuring project to document the current
state and the future state of the business. Two interviewees from this company
were interviewed.

Company 6

Company 6 is a large ESI4 company in Scandinavia. It is owned but not run by
the state. It operates in a deregulated electricity market and rapidly expands on
the European electricity market. It has considerable experience in EM. Business
modelling is used in a large corporate project that aims to standardise all
business processes within Company 6. In fact, business modelling is now
integrated within the business development process of Company 6. Two people
from this company have been interviewed. In addition the author has been
working together with this company within a research project that lasted 3 years.

Company 7

Company 7 is a medium sized software development company in an Eastern
European country. In the past it has been developing the GRADE tool and the
methodology. Nowadays the tool development is shifted to another organisation
and Company 7 only acts as regional distributor of the GRADE tool. Company 7
works on various IT projects all over the world. It uses GRADE as their main
systems development method and tool. Company 7 employs many method and
tool experts and consultants.

Company 8

Company 8 is regional office of one the world’s largest business consultant
companies. It is involved in many management and business consulting projects
that require EM. EM is done both – participatively and by interviewing. The
company’s employees are skilful and competent in business modelling methods
and their application. The company uses different tools to document the
modelling results, e.g. Optima, FlowCharter, Visio, etc. The modelling product
is often stored on the corporate intranet for knowledge management purposes.
One manager from this company was interviewed.

                                        
4 ESI – Electricity Supply Industry
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3.5 Reflections on the research process

This section presents our reflections on applying the grounded theory in the area
of Enterprise Modelling. First of all we would like to emphasise that grounded
theory is appropriate for the EM domain where the main body of knowledge
lays in the people’s heads, and where a lot of tacit as well as experience-based
knowledge exists. The way of developing abstractions on the basis of interview
data helps to deal with the fact that there are several ways of carrying out EM,
and that similar things are viewed differently by different people in the EM
domain. Furthermore, there are a number of issues that might fall in the category
of “wicked” problems [Ritt84] – there is no way of checking whether they are
true or false. Solutions to such problems typically are very situation-dependent.
For a grounded theory study this means that in certain cases some interview data
are meaningful only within a broader context of the situation.

The nature of the knowledge upon which this work is based is fairly informal. It
mainly consists of people’s views, recommendations, examples, experiences as
well as success (and failure) stories. Such body of knowledge is difficult to
quantify and formalise. Therefore, the grounded theory approach was chosen,
because it allows the researcher to build abstractions on the basis of informal
knowledge.

The grounded theory research process contains mainly three types of activities:
extracting abstractions (codes) from the raw data, building categories and
networks on the basis of these abstractions, and ultimately developing
propositions and hypotheses. From a modeller's perspective this procedure is
similar to building a conceptual model. In essence the grounded theory networks
can, therefore, be seen as conceptual models. The difference is that conceptual
modelling methods usually are more restrictive in terms of modelling notation
and semantics. While modelling freedom is generally valuable in this kind of
research, in the process of learning the grounded theory the researcher
frequently has to address questions like: what exactly is a code; what are the
semantics of relationships between codes, etc. In addition, some of the
techniques that are frequently used in conceptual modelling (e.g. objectifying
relationships) are supported by the Atlas/ti tool. This makes the process of
analysing and refining the theory more cumbersome.

Quality criteria of business and conceptual models (e.g. unambiguity, clarity,
stability) are also applicable to grounded theory networks. However, from a
modeller’s perspective, one might wish that the supporting tools provide more
explicit and formulated quality assurance criteria and integrity enforcement
rules.
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4 Factors influencing EM tool application

This chapter presents the main body of our findings. First we outline a number
of general EM-related challenges in organisations. We also discuss the most
common reasons why organisations use EM. This was done in order to set the
scene and to inform the reader that EM application in practice is far from simple
– many problems and challenges exist. Parts of the material included in chapter
have been co-authored with Anne Persson and published in [Pers01a] and
[Pers01b]. In continuation we present the set of intentional and situational
factors along with the guidelines how to assess. They are considered parts of the
EM tool acquisition process. Finally, we present the necessary skills that the
organisation should have in order to be able to model efficiently without help of
external EM consultants or method vendors. This section ends with our
reflections and a summary.

4.1 Challenges in the EM domain

The objective of this section is to “set the stage” and to provide an insight to the
diversity of situations in which EM is used in real life. During our interviews
and observations of companies we have observed a number of modelling
challenges that the organisations encounter. The following list summarises them.

• Lack of common understanding what is successful Enterprise Modelling. For
organisations – the EM users, “successful” EM means that the modelling
result has effectively been used or implemented in the organisation. On the
contrary, many method and tool vendors and even consultants often see neat
models and reports as sufficient successful outcome.

• Often organisations rush purchasing modelling methods and tools. However
the reality is that EM novices cannot judge whether it is appropriate, in a
certain situation, to use EM or not. Nor can they assess which EM tool is
appropriate for them. Furthermore, they are not aware of their lack of
knowledge in this respect, which frequently causes EM projects to fail. These
failures are then blamed on the methods and tools applied. The citation
below5 shows an example when decision to buy modelling tools was rushed
and insufficiently motivated:

                                        
5 Note that the shadowed quotations from this point onwards are excerpts from the interviews. Full transcripts of the

interviews are available from the author on request.
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Citation 2:

“Someone at that department had seen that tool and knew that it’s a good
method, and thought that we need it. And we had money. Since we are very
open to new methods – so, [we thought] “let’s take it and start slowly”. But up
to this moment [the tool is not used], because of the lack of people who would
be capable of using it.” [i9]

• People are the most important resource in EM projects. To involve the right
people and to motivate them EM needs management support. Successful EM
user organisations understand this well. Less successful organisations often
neglect this. They also often neglect the importance of management’s support
as the following citation shows:

Citation 3:

“We don’t have the practice [of using facilitators and group meetings]. We
have tried something, but here attention is not paid to those things and nobody
allows you spend neither time nor other resources for such undertakings.”

“… we have tried [modelling] in a group, but the thing is that here it is not a
priority, and nobody really cares about it. Particularly if you look from the
management’s point of view.”  [i10]

• The competency to operate EM tools is difficult to develop and maintain,
therefore tools that the organisation is experienced in, should be considered
first.

• Unnecessarily complex modelling tools do not help the modelling project.
They usually only distract people from the issue at hand. In many cases,
simple drawing tools can be just as effective if not more.

Citation 4:

“As I understand it, GRADE is a very complex tool and a lot of information
needs to be entered. As I understand, that scares away those people who
could realistically use it.” [i9]

• EM activities require a modelling expert. Thus there is less need for method
guidance facilities in tools. In fact, most modelling experts look for tools that
provide as much freedom as possible.

Citation 5:

“I usually don’t see any use for [method guidance] rules, it’s not for me,
because I know the syntax by heart – what kind of things I can do and allowed
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to do. Sometimes I want to break those rules. … So, I don’t want to be
restricted by those rules. They don’t really serve me with any real purpose.
That’s because I am experienced and I know the syntax and the semantics
that I need.” [i1]

• Tool vendors should play more active role in getting to know what the
practitioners need instead of overselling their products. Teaching of
modelling tools in universities is highly desired. However, the emphasis
should be on modelling and tool support in general. Instead too much
emphasis on a particular package creates a danger that people will tend to
buy that package without thinking whether it is suited for their organisation
and their situation.

In conclusion - a lot of problems persist within the EM domain. Most of them
are related to the fact that people and organisations do not have a clear and
realistic view of what EM really is, how it should be applied, and what it could
do for them? These kinds of misunderstandings lead many companies to buy
tools and methods and try to apply them mechanistically, without reasoning. So
far outcomes of such activities have been mediocre at best. As a result only a
few modelling methods and tools have penetrated organisations to the extent
that they are perceived and recognised as major “tools” for working. This
implies that often no single method has been practised long enough for the
organisation to reach more mature understanding of the practice. The number of
different methodologies and tools that have been tested may also have generated
some scepticism on whether any method and tool really is that helpful, and
perhaps suggested a vague notion that one method is just as good as another
[Berg97].

4.2 Why Enterprise Modelling?

Method developers have suggested that EM is applicable in a variety of
contexts, e.g. business process reengineering, strategy planning, enterprise
integration and information systems development [Fras94, Bube97].

The goal hierarchy in Figure 7 resulted from analysing the interviews and
grounded theory networks that were built in the research process [Pers01a]. The
figure shows the common objectives that organisations have for using Enterprise
Modelling. It contains two main branches. One is dealing with developing the
business, e.g. developing business vision, strategies, redesigning the way the
business operates, developing the supporting information systems, etc. The other
is dealing with ensuring the quality of the business, primarily focusing on two
issues: 1) sharing the knowledge about the business, its vision, the way it
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operates and 2) ensuring the acceptance of business decisions through
committing the stakeholders to the decisions made. In the following two
sections, the two branches will be discussed in more detail.
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Figure 7: Goal hierarchy of the most common intentions for
using Enterprise Modelling [Pers01a]

4.2.1 Business development goals

Business development is one of the most common objectives for using Business
or Enterprise Modelling. Business development frequently involves change
management – determining how to achieve visions and objectives from the
current state in organisations. Enterprise Modelling is used in this process with
great success. Some more specific issues can be found in the following citation:

Citation 6:

“… questions like strategies, what type of market you what to participate in,
how is the market structured, which are our clients, who are the other
interested parties in the organisation, how should we structure our work
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sequencing, and how do we structure our products comparing with the clients,
do we sell everything to everyone. It also aims to describe the reason for the
organisation, the goals – to relate them to the strategies, to the business idea.
It continues all the way from the strategies through the processes, through the
concepts – in order to arrive at a complete picture, or a picture that fits
together.” [i1]

Business process orientation is a specific case of business development – the
organisation wants to restructure/redesign its business operations. As one
business consultant with 25 years of experience said:

Citation 7:

“One of the main reasons for doing Business Modelling is business process
orientation of the organisation. In this case you need to describe in some
graphical form what business do we have and what business we would like to
have. That to my experience is one of the main reasons to hire consultants or
to invest in methods and tools and various other things.” [i2]

Also, EM is commonly used in the early stages of system development (e.g. see
[Nell92], [Nils94], [Bube99]). A common view among business consultants is
that EM can effectively be used for gathering the business needs and high-level
requirements. One experienced business consultant replied to the question “How
often is Business and Enterprise Modelling integrated with things like
requirements analysis, IS development, simulation, UML, etc”:

Citation 8:

“Quite frequently actually. In my experience, the most common modelling I
have been doing, has been connected in some way to IT development. There
has always been a superior decision of doing something in the IT sphere,
which has led to the need to understand the business much better and
describe it much better, otherwise we can’t build the right system. That is very
often been the situation. On the other hand I have not been very much
involved in the rest of the IT development. I have sort of delivered the results –
this is the business, this is how it’s working, this is the information that needs
to be handled, now please do what you can do to support it. That’s one
situation.

Another one is this business process definition, where the idea as such has been

to describe the business in terms of processes. Then other projects have sort of

emerged. E.g. people see that some part of business should be improved, or this

part of the business is not supported by the IT at all – we need to do something

about it.” [i2]
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A business development project can address several business issues and deliver
several types of results. If this is planned to be a one shot activity it is more
appropriate for the organisation to either use existing tools or to outsource model
support to consultants. For example, some business consultants use EM for
documenting group meetings, e.g.

Citation 9:

“…it depends what you want to do with [Enterprise] models, because
depending on what you do you can throw them away, they might just have
been sort of drawing for planning your work and afterwards the value of them
is already consumed. But in other cases you have made a design for an
organisation which is in the progress of changing step by step and you want to
use [Enterprise Models] as a basis for the next step.” [i1]

If models are to serve only as minutes of the meeting, simple drawing tools can
be used. But if they are further used in the development process the EM tool
should preferably have a repository with versioning control, collaborative work
support, and import/export functions. Projects dealing with business process
restructuring may benefit from an EM tool that is able to simulate business
processes. However, the usefulness of such a capability can be questioned. Two
years after a large Swedish energy supplier had acquired a business process
modelling tool with simulation capabilities one of its internal consultants said:

Citation 10:

“We don’t actually use business process simulation. We thought we would, but
I haven’t seen it done yet. But our tool can do it. You can make a model of
processes and see the quantitative characteristics of them. But I haven’t seen
it done, because, I think we are not so ripe in the terms of process
management yet. But it might happen later. Two years ago we thought that it
would be a big thing, but I haven’t seen anyone using it so far.” [i7]

The view prevails that computer-based simulation of business processes can be
helpful but is very difficult to build and maintain. The use of simulation models
seems to be appreciated in areas such as developing manufacturing processes
and other real time systems. One reason for this might be that it was only
recently that business process modelling tools started to offer some simulation
functionality (e.g. SIMUL86, GRADE7, iGrafx Process8).

                                        
6 http://www.SIMUL8.com
7 http://www.gradetools.com/
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Information development projects should also consider the compatibility of EM
tools with the Requirements Engineering, CASE, and RAD tool that will be used
in later stages. The requirements for the EM tool in this case might be tougher –
there might be greater need for a repository, collaboration support, consistency
checking, versioning, integration, openness, and import/export support.

4.2.2 Quality assurance goals

Another common reason why many organisations decide to adopt Business or
Enterprise Modelling is to ensure the quality of its operations. Two important
success factors for ensuring quality, mentioned by interviewees were that
stakeholders understand the business and they accept/are committed to business
decisions.

Most modern organisations subscribe to the view that the commitment of
stakeholders to carry out business decisions is a critical success factor for
achieving high quality business operations. To this effect, differences in
opinions about the business must be resolved, in turn requiring that
communication between stakeholders is stimulated. The expert EM consultants
stated in the interviews that EM, particularly using a participative way of
working, is effective to obtain commitment from stakeholders.

Citation 11:

“… if you want actively involved and if you want people to go along with what
is decided, then they have to be allowed to be involved from the beginning and
not get decisions forced on them from management.” i5 in [Pers01]

“Active participation leads to commitment. So by creating active participation
you make it impossible for people to escape commitment.” i5 in [Pers01]

However, it may not always be advisable to adopt a participative approach. This
problem is addressed in [Pers01].

Recently, organisations have taken an increased interest in Knowledge
Management, in order to further improve the quality of business operations.
Knowledge Management is concerned with creating, maintaining and
disseminating organisational knowledge between stakeholders in order for them
to better understand the business. Enterprise Modelling has a role to play here,
since its aim is to create a multifaceted view of the business. As one expert
Enterprise Modelling consultant expressed:

                                                                                                                              
8 http://www.micrografx.com/igrafx/process/
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Citation 12:

“I think that the main reason is that by applying Enterprise Modelling some sort
of common platform can be created, where different categories of people in
different projects can communicate” i3 in [Pers01]

To maintain and share knowledge about the business becomes extra important in
the situation where two organisations are integrated or where different
organisations collaborate and have different roles in carrying out a business
process. One part of the knowledge about a business is its terminology:

Citation 13:

“I’m thinking about [organisation X and organisation Y] where they realised
that they could use the same data. To be able to do that, they must use the
same terms so that they could buy from and sell to each other … and then it
was quite clear that they needed modelling of their business concepts.” i4 in
[Pers01]

One of the knowledge management perspectives is keeping the employees
informed with regard to how the business is done. For example:

Citation 14:

“…in those days … when the company was expanding enormously they
increased by about 100% personnel each year, and it grew very rapidly over
the globe. … So how should we introduce [new people] to the [company E]
world and teach [them] how to handle all the things in the [company E]
community, etc. It’s simply not possible, especially since we don’t have good
documentation of how we really operate, because everything went on so
quickly, that [company E] had to change routines almost every year because
of the expansion, etc. So their main motive actually for describing their
processes was not to get a lot more efficient, because, maybe rightly, they
thought that they were rather efficient, but as a tool to communicate to newly
hired personnel, and to show people – this is how we think we are operating,
do you have any ideas. “ [i2]

If Enterprise Models are to play a role in maintaining and sharing business
knowledge, they need to be constantly “kept alive” – made available for
everyone to read and discuss. This would ensure that changes in the business are
introduced in the business models and vice versa – business models would be
used as “tools” for business development. Their would not only be to find the
best solution to the problem at hand, but they would become a business road-
map. They would serve as input for further development, as reusable design
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proposals, or as organisational patterns [Elek99, Roll00]. Enterprise Models then
become part of an organisation’s “knowledge repository” and the EM tool acts
as an integral part of the corporate knowledge management system. For
example, some companies have posted their business process descriptions on
their intranets in order to keep them exposed to everyone in the organisation. In
this way they disseminate the knowledge of how the business is done. When
changes are deemed necessary they at first are introduced in the business
models, which is usually done in participative way, so that the implications and
the effects are agreed upon. Then those changes are implemented within the
organisation.

The main challenge here is keeping the business models “alive”. This requires
the “right” corporate culture, a business planning process, and managerial
support. The key role here is assigned to process owner, who should be
responsible for keeping the models consistent with the reality and vice versa. As
some business consultants have put it:

Citation 15:

“I think the changes should be supported by the process owners, or some
other authority. If there is a CEO, it might be his or her responsibility, maybe
not to do it directly, but to see that it is done.” [i2]

“If something needs to be changed, you need a decision. It depends how
much it costs, if it’s a very big decision. There is some kind of steering
committee for all the process work to be done at our company, where you
have the process owner at a very high level taking the decision. But
suggestions for improvements should come from the bottom and through the
process developer or process leader who is responsible for updating and
improving the process.“ [i7]

It is less important who technically maintains the models. This could be
delegated to the modelling department or group who operates the tool. The EM
tool is required to keep the Enterprise Models constantly exposed. This implies
that many users will browse the models, and occasionally some experts or model
owners will change the models. The tool should export models to HTML format
because a corporate intranet is a good place to expose business models. Those
who just want to read the models can use only a web-browser, no additional or
expensive software are needed. Many tools nowadays support this functionality.

In addition, having an EM tool integrated with a corporate knowledge
management system requires the tool repository to be open; e.g. issues
addressed in Enterprise Models should be hyper-linked to other documents and
sources available on the intranet or Internet. Keeping models “alive” also puts
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emphasis on consistency checking mechanisms and version control. Simulation
mechanisms to assess the implications of potential changes can also be used.

4.3 Intentional factors

Organisations embarking the EM projects seldom want to test the EM method or
the tool per se. Almost always they want to achieve certain objective in terms of
providing value for the company, its customers, or the business environment in
general. As Figure 8 shows, organisations may have many different intentions
for EM project. In general terms we have discussed them in the previous section.
However, within this work we are primarily interested in objectives that are
common to majority of organisations that acquire EM tools. Our intention was
to find those objectives requires an organisation to acquire an EM tool. These
objectives would then also determine which tool acquisition strategy to choose,
as well as what kind of tool needs to be acquired. Our intention is to generalise
those objectives into intentional factors.

Figure 8: Focused network – common intentions of EM user companies

We can see that majority of the objectives in Figure 8 allow an organisation to
follow either of two main alternatives regarding EM tool acquisition – (a)
outsource all tool related tasks to an outside consultant, or (b) acquire EM tool
in-house. Only the intentions coloured in black require the organisation to
follow alternative “b”. These intentions are to carry out EM projects without
external consultants and to keep models “alive” within the organisation. Both of
them would be ineffective to support by external EM consultants alone. These
intentions we call intentional factors. Other objectives in the Figure 8 can also be
achieved by using outside consultants or using a simple drawing tools. However,
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to achieve certain purposes there might be need for certain tools. Which makes
us to include the purpose of EM as among intentional factors. Furthermore, EM
tool acquisition needs to be planned well in advance. Therefore it is very
important to estimate what would influence the change of EM objectives, and
how rationally this is done. We define changing objectives as an intentional
factor.

Figure 9: Intentional factors

Figure 9 show the four intentional factors influencing EM tool acquisition in
organisations. In the following sub-sections we will discuss these intentional
factors in detail. We will also formulate guidelines how to assess them.

4.3.1 Modelling without external consultants

Organisations using EM have two choices: one, to use external consultants for
EM methodology support. The other is to develop the EM-related competency
and establish EM support team within the organisation. In the later case the need
for external EM consultants diminishes. Our study has shown that EM tools
should be brought into an organisation only if it intends to model without
external consultants in the future. Otherwise it is usually more efficient to hire
an EM method provider/consultant to provide the tool support as well.

The format and explanation of the fields of the guideline is presented in the
Table 2 in section 2.3.

Table 4: Guideline for assessing the intentional factor “Modelling without
external consultants”

What Does the organisation intend to model without support of external

consultants?
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Why The need to acquire EM tools emerges only if the organisation

intends to build or update Enterprise Models without the support

external EM consultants. Otherwise the necessary tool support

can be purchased from EM consultants.

Criticality of this factor is VERY HIGH

Who An expert or consultant who is aware of organisation's strategic

plans, development policies, intentions, the skills and

competencies that the organisation has or plans to develop as the

EM project progresses.

In this process the expert should also explain that it takes time

and effort to develop and maintain the necessary expertise to

carry out EM projects without outside help.

How Driving questions: Does the organisation want to be independent

from consultants? Can the problem domain be disclosed to an

outside company/person? Does the organisation want to acquire

the expertise to carry out EM without consultants? Does the

organisation want to establish a modelling department?

Values Modelling only with consultants: The organisation has no

objections to working together with outside consultants, the

problem domain is not secret and can be disclosed, the

organisation does not want to acquire the modelling competency

nor establish a modelling department.

Modelling without consultants: the organisation wants to be

independent from outside consultants, the problem domain is

sensitive and cannot be disclosed to an outsider, the organisation

wants to establish a modelling department. This intention does

not exclude the fact that some consultants might still be involved.

The main emphasis is on the fact that the organisation is

committed to developing its own EM supporting team.

If the organisation is unable to answer definite and has not

planned anything beyond the current project, then modelling with

consultants that provide the tool support is recommendable. After

the first EM project the organisation may decide to assess its

experiences with EM and to choose between one of the above

choices.

Attention should be paid to responses about plans to use EM in

the projects that will be so extensive, so sensitive, or so
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integrated into organisation’s culture, that use of outside

consultants would not be effective. This would eventually require

establishing a modelling department.

Requirements Good method support to facilitate the development of in-house

expertise, linking with other EM resources on Internet, export to

intranet, openness and possibilities to integrate with other tools,

the tool should have a good vendor support, etc.

In addition the organisation has to have an EM support team in

place.

Decision If organisation wants to model without external consultants then

“Yes” – proceed with the tool acquisition

The preference should be given to strategies that supply the

organisation with the tool that is robust, reliable, and meets its

requirements. “Quick fixes” are not appropriate in this case.

Recommendation The organisation has to take into account that it will have to

purchase the EM competency from outside until its own

competency is gradually developed. The organisation will have to

standardise its development process and maintenance of the EM

product.

A specific case for this intentional factor is when the user organisation is a
consultancy or an IT development company, and it has intentions to sell services
in the area of Enterprise and Business Modelling. In this case a number of
additional requirements for the tools emerge. For instance, the tool should be
possible to use for potential customers, the licences should be easily available,
the tool vendor could be a strategic partner, etc.

Figure 10: Intentional factor “Modelling without external consultants”
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The strategy of modelling without external consultants requires the organisation
to acquire an EM method and an EM tool to use in future development projects.
Our analysis has shown that organisations often have these intentions. The
citations below illustrate those intentions.

Citation 16:

“The best [companies] are like that and I think that is very good, because that
means they also take responsibility for their own development. That is really
one of the best situations, you as a consultant can end-up in. Then they are
not dependent on you, they can continue modelling themselves.” [i1]

Citation 17:

“We needed to start model ourselves, because we had to do a lot of modelling
in that project and it would have been too complicated to go through
consultants every time. We still use [consultants] sometimes, but the main
work is done within the company” [i6].

As citations above shows, if EM gives them good results and is needed,
organisations often decide to gradually take over the tasks of the consultant.
They may even decide to abandon the EM consultant as they accumulate enough
competence to model on their own.

Citation 18:

“Often a transition happens that we start with me doing the modelling and the
documentation, and as time goes by somebody from the [user] organisation
takes over the documentation part from me. That person might start to sort of
continue the reasoning and the facilitating. That is really one of the best
situations, if you can end-up in that situation. Then they are not dependent on
you, they can continue [modelling] themselves.” [i1]

But not all companies are interested in modelling on their own. Instead they
employ consultants that support the modelling process and afterwards a different
design process succeeds the modelling stage and reuses the modelling results.
As one consultant said:

Citation 19:

“I suppose you always try to [hand over modelling to the user company],
because you will consider that this result was fairly good, and it’s of some
worth, but [there are shorter modelling assignments that] usually deal with
some kind of requirements analysis. [E.g.] you try to find criteria for what a
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database handler should do, what’s the confinement of this IT project, or what
should we do in our own shop and should we not do… [It is] the problem that
you trying to attack by modelling and the modelling is the tool, but models
themselves may not be the main interest, but the solutions you can make out
of these models is really what is worth to the organisation.” [i2]

Most of the interviewees recognise that in order for an organisation to succeed
in modelling without consultants it should establish a modelling support team,
that we call “modelling department” within this study. Without such a modelling
department the individual employees can engage only in very small modelling
tasks. The process of building a modelling department can start immediately, but
it is important to understand that it will be take time. The starting point for this
is explained in Citation 20: and Citation 21:. The development of the modelling
department is further elaborated in the section 4.5.

Citation 20:

“That requires that you have a mature organisation, you have [to have] an
established process, a modelling process, and also [to] know why the
modelling comes in. … Then you can establish a process of BM – when we do
business we have a process for that, and BM is a part of it, and we have a
methodology to help us in BM. Ok, if you have established the process and the
methodology then you can also establish the roles – facilitators and
documenters, and also the support.” [i12]

Citation 21:

[Company6 had] purchased a licence of this method from these consultants –
the [Company R]. So they are training us, they are also certifying us, when
they think we are ready to […] do the work alone. Before that we have to go
side by side with one of them… for a couple of projects. So that they see that
we can handle the method, can handle the group and a lot of the group
dynamics involved. So they are also consultants inside [Company6], they have
also sold the method for us to take over.” [i7]

The three main things to look for when assessing this intentional factor are the
following: does the organisation accept being dependent on external consultants;
can the problem domain be disclosed to an outside entity; and is the organisation
prepared to establish a modelling department. The main issues that this
intentional factor covers and the corresponding values are shown in the Table 5.

If the organisation is unable to choose a definite answer or has not planned
anything beyond the current EM project, then modelling with consultants that
provide tool support is recommendable. After the first EM project the
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organisation should assess its experiences with EM and choose whether it wants
to model with or without consultants in the future.

Table 5: Values of intentional factor “modelling without external consultants”

Modelling with
consultants

Modelling without external
consultants

Relationship to external
consultants

The organisation accepts
dependence on consultants

The organisation wants to be independent
from external consultants.

The sensitivity of the
problem domain

The problem can be disclosed The problem cannot be disclosed

To establish the modelling
department

No intention To create a modelling support team and
gradually transform it to the modelling
department.

In terms of requirements for EM tools, this intentional factor requires the EM
tool to be able to support many EM projects in a longer time period. This
implies that the tool should support requirement in the following categories:
repository, versioning, collaborative work, security requirements, and vendor
support. Apart from acquiring the EM tool, in order to accomplish this objective
the organisation will have to establish an Enterprise Modelling department.

The risks of this strategy are twofold: one is, if the organisation decides to
acquire a tool, it might misjudge its needs or situation and acquire a tool which
would not address its needs adequately. If this is discovered later then
considerable effort and resources could turn out to be wasted. The other risk is
not to acquire a tool and solely to rely on consultants. In this case, if the
consultants have to be changed for whatever reason, also the tools might have to
be changed. In these cases establishing continuity in modelling activities and
reuse of earlier modelling results might be problematic. Furthermore the
organisation continuously has to be aware of its situation to see at which stage it
becomes mature enough to acquire the EM tool in-house.

4.3.2 Keeping models “alive”

“Keeping models alive” means that the Enterprise Models are used and reused
after the project that created them has finished. In this case the models are used
not only to solve the problem at hand, but they become a business blueprint, a
tool or a road-map of some sort. If so, the enterprise models are usually
maintained and updated according to the changes in the business environment. If
the models are used only to solve certain problem and their only purpose is to
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find a solution for that problem, then it is neither necessary nor practical to keep
models up to date since the value of them is already consumed.

Table 6: Guideline for assessing the intentional factor “Keeping models alive”

What Does the organisation intend to keep models "alive"? Does the

organisation intend to use, maintain, and update models in the

future?

Why Tools need to be acquired only, if the resulting enterprise models

are going to be used and updated after the EM project ends. In

this case there is a need to acquire tools.

Criticality of this factor is VERY HIGH

Who An expert or consultant who is aware of organisation's strategic

plans, development policies, intentions, project objectives, and

possibilities of the modelling method. In this process the expert

should also explain the possibilities and limitations of EM.

How Driving questions: How will the models be used/consumed,

implemented? What is the value of models after the project ends?

Will the modelling results be disseminated within the company?

How will changes in the business environment be introduced in

the models? Who has the responsibility to carry out this?

Values Models are intended to solve the problem at hand: the value of

the models produced will be exhausted after the project ends,

they will not be used in their current form after the end of the

project, they will be consumed by another project. Models may

not be physically thrown away, most likely they will be included in

some project deliverable and placed in the archive for future

references. Responsibility for updating models is not defined.

Models will be kept “alive”: models will be further used in business

development, they will serve as business blueprint or standard of

some kind, they will be disseminated within the company’s

intranet, etc. The models will be continuously updated, and the

responsibility for this is allocated.

If the organisation is not sure of either of these alternatives or the

general attitude is that “we might use them in the future if there is

a need”, then the organisation should preferably use either simple

drawing tools or outsource the tool support to consultants.

Attention should be paid to responses concerning continuous
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development and reuse of modelling product throughout

considerable time period. This intentional factor is related to

organisation’s knowledge management strategy. In case there is

such, it is important to assess what kind of requirements it poses

for model maintenance, if any.

Requirements Representation, repository, versioning, export to intranet,

openness and possibilities to integrate with other tools, some

customisation in order to support changes in the method etc.

Decision Yes – proceed with tool acquisition

The preference should be given to strategies that supply the

organisation with an EM tool that is robust, reliable, and fits well in

the corporate intranet. “Quick fixes” are not appropriate in this

case.

Recommendation The organisation will have to standardise its development process

and maintenance of the EM product. It will also have to acquire or

develop competency to operate the EM tool.

The need to keep the business models “alive” is usually grounded in the
corporate culture, the business planning process, and the managerial support.
For example, some companies have posted their business process descriptions
on the walls of their offices and/or on their intranets. Their main intention is to
expose those enterprise models to everyone in the organisation in order to share
a common view on how the business is done. When changes are deemed
necessary they at first are introduced in the business models. This is commonly
done in participative way, so that everyone agrees with the implications and the
effects. Then those changes are implemented within the organisation. In such
organisations EM truly becomes a business development “tool”.

Most of our interviewees suggest that “keeping models alive” requires keeping
them constantly exposed – on the walls, process descriptions, intranet, etc. (See
the citations below.) Consequently the information that is exposed and
disseminated needs to be up to date, thus the models should be kept “alive”.
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Figure 11: Intentional factor “Keep models alive”

Citation 22:

“To keep the models alive in the organisation [requires] to keep them exposed.
To hang them on the walls, or have them available on the network. Maybe,
you should also have regular walkthrough routine.” [i2]

Citation 23:

“The [business model] users are anybody in the company who can get into our
internal Web. [They] can use it in different levels. It’s for new people who want
to learn how things are done. It’s for the process owners and process leaders
who are developing processes. See that it runs smoothly and according to the
criteria.” [i7]

To accomplish this intention many employees need to read the Enterprise
Models, while occasionally some experts or model owners will change the
models. Corporate intranet is a good place to expose business models. Intranet
allows those who only want to read models to use only a web-browser, no
additional or expensive software is needed. The tool support for exposing
models is usually not the main bottleneck since most of the commercially
available tools are able to support this. When business needs to be changed,
changes should first take place at the business design level, then introduced in
the EM tool. After the changes are approved the tool should export the new
models to the HTML format and post them on the intranet. Many modelling
tools nowadays support this functionality. The organisational support provided
by a  process or problem owner is very important here. That person should be
responsible for keeping the models consistent with the reality and vice versa. As
some business consultants have put it:
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Citation 24:

“I think the changes should be supported by the process owners, or some
other authority. If there is a CEO, it might be his or her responsibility, maybe
not to do it directly, but to see that it is done.” [i2]

Citation 25:

“If something needs to be changed, you need a decision. It depends how
much it costs, if it’s a very big decision. There is some kind of steering
committee for all the process work to be done at our company, where you
have the process owner at a very high level taking the decision. But
suggestions for improvements should come from the bottom and through the
process developer or process leader who is responsible for updating and
improving the process.“[i7]

Who has the technical responsibility to maintain the models is usually less
important than management’s awareness and support for this process. The
physical update of the models could be delegated to the modelling department or
to the team who operates the EM tool.

Citation 26:

“Quite often it turns out that [the tool] has been used by a few persons in the
beginning when they bought the tool the first time. Now those people have quit
the company, so, somebody has to learn the tool. Most often that is the team
leader to appoint a member that is responsible and has to learn the tool and to
document it. And quite often they do have the skills neither at the methodology
nor at the tool level to make a good use of that tool.” [i12]

The above citation shows that the responsibilities for model maintenance cannot
be successfully carried out without a modelling department.

In addition, keeping models “alive” also requires consistency checking,
versioning, and querying and reporting mechanisms thus providing enough
motivation for a tool with good repository support. In some cases there might
also be a need for simulation mechanisms in order to assess the implications of
changes in the business processes.

The issues to pay attention when investigating this situational factor are the
following: what is the purpose of the models, will the value of the models
extend beyond the current project, will the models be disseminated in the
company, and does the organisation give the responsibility for model
maintaining. This intentional factor has two distinct values shown in the Table 7.
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In some cases the organisation might not be sure of either of these alternatives.
In the beginning of an EM project the general attitude can be that “we might
reuse the resulting models in the future if the models are useful and if there is a
need”. In a situation like this the organisation should not rush the decision of
acquiring EM tools. Instead is should preferably use either simple drawing tools
or outsource the tool support to a consultant. During the project the organisation
will gain more information and knowledge about the method, the tool, and the
project results. On the basis of this experience it will be able to decide if there is
a need to keep models “alive” and to acquire EM tools for that. The organisation
might also have a positivistic attitude that dictates to store and reuse everything
that has been created within the organisations. The EM consultant should always
explain what is the value of a particular model and that models could be reused
in several ways. In some cases, for instance, the main reason for reuse could be
the knowledge embedded in the models.

Table 7: Values of intentional factor Keep models “alive”

Solving only the problem at hand Keeping models “alive”

Purpose and value of

models after the project

The models have only informative

purpose, the value is consumed

after the project ends

The models will serve a distinct

purpose of business blueprint, pattern,

or standard.

Plans to disseminate
models within the
company

Models will be kept by those who

made them. The models will be

included in the archive.

The models will be put on intranet,

hang on the walls, included in the

manuals, etc.

Allocated responsibility

for model maintenance

Responsibility for models update is

not allocated

Models have models owner and model

maintainer who are responsible for

keeping them alive.

The main risk associated with this intentional factor is a possibility to misjudge
the motivation for keeping the models “alive”. If a wrong decision has been
taken the company will spend unnecessary resources and time to acquire the
tool, as well as needlessly train and allocate its personnel.

4.3.3 Changing intentions

The business objectives of organisations constantly change. This intentional
factor aims to estimate stability of objectives for EM and predictability of
changes of those objectives. The main factors that influence changes of
company’s objectives are to be indicated as part of assessment of this intentional
factor.
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Table 8: Guideline for assessing changing intentions

What The organisation has to be aware of how often do intentions

regarding modelling tools change. Which factors do determine

this change? Is the change of intentions planned and predictable

or is it mostly spontaneous?

Why The organisation should follow the tool acquisition strategy that is

capable of dealing with changes in the organisation’s intentions.

Criticality of this factor is MEDIUM

Who An expert or consultant together with someone who is aware of

organisation's strategic plans, decision-making culture,

development policies, and intentions.

How Driving questions: What kind of arguments can trigger changes in

tools? Are irrational arguments common in the organisation? How

will high level strategic changes of business objectives influence

the EM use? Has the company planned participation in strategic

alliances or partnerships with other companies that use the EM

technology or methodology vendors? Does the organisational

culture supports employees to use different modelling methods

and/or tools? Are modelling standards defined and used in the

organisation?

Values Changes in tool usage cannot be predicted: irrational arguments

are often taken into account, strategic business decisions

influence the EM usage, the organisation has culture and

traditions of using many different tools and purchasing new tools

as they emerge. Employees want to test the latest technology and

tools. Organisation does not have defined EM standards.

Changes are predictable: only rational arguments are used to

change modelling methods and tools, high level strategic

decisions has no direct influence on the way EM is used, the

culture of the organisation supports change in an orderly and

predictable manner, motivated by the need. The organisation has

defined modelling standards.

Attention should be paid to responses such as: expected strategic

alliances with other tool vendors, merging with other companies

(especially if the company is in an IT or consultancy business),

emerging new kinds of problems that will be solved by EM.

Absence of modelling standards. Corporate culture that allows
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employees to use different methods and tools. All of these

indicate that the intentions regarding EM may change

unpredictably.

Requirements Repository openness, versioning, export to intranet, possibilities

to customise the tools and the method, integrate with other

methods and tools, easy to learn, etc.

Decision If changes cannot be predictable preference should be given to

EM tool acquisition strategies that supply the organisation with the

tool that is open, has future vision and is able to support solving of

different types modelling problems.

Recommendation The organisation has to develop its vision regarding how EM will

be used within the organisation and how the supporting

technology will be upgraded and developed.

Changing business objectives may change an organisation’s intentions regarding
EM tools. This also requires changing the way EM tools are used in the
organisation. This might additionally be influenced by the situation in the
organisation and the tools used already.

Figure 12: Focused network – Changes in tool usage

In the beginning of an EM project the organisation might not foresee changes in
the tool usage. It might be unaware of all the factors that influence changes in
the EM tool usage. The organisation might also have not planned beyond the
current EM project. Nevertheless it needs to realise that intentions can change
and watch for the signs indicating that they are about to change. Furthermore,
the technology and the tools may sometimes change spontaneously. This can be
caused by various reasons, e.g. corporate culture that encourage employees to
try out new tools and techniques, lack of defined modelling standards and
quality assurance rules, changes in the business, strategic alliances, etc. Some of
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these things can be predicted and planed for while others cannot. The following
citations show common arguments and motives why organisations sometimes
change modelling tools.

Citation 27:

“Sometimes the arguments are irrational – it could be that on the top level they
have made a strategic alliance with a tool vendor and then that tool is
supposed to be used thorough the organisation. No matter what the problem
is, you have to use that tool. So it could be irrational reasons also why.”

“Or it could be that a very good sales person has managed to sell the tool to
some manager at high level, and then they have to make use of this, so called,
investment.”

“…the strategic alliances that management makes with some other
companies. That has had the biggest effects in those companies I have seen.
And that’s been the reason why they use a method or why they change.”

“Then it could also be that there is a new tool on the market, that uses a model
that is similar to what you are doing, but it has a lot of “bells and whistles” on it
– that could change it. It could also be that you suddenly see that two
disciplines are merging, like you have systems development and business
modelling, and then you see – Oh, now we have a business modelling
extension to UML, and we are using UML here. Why not use the tool and the
methodology that can integrate these two.

Then it could also by just hype. It could be that something is new – why not try
something new instead changing the old model.

It’s not necessary rational arguments very often. It’s often irrational arguments.
They could have a very useful methodology to start with. Only it's a bit old and
people think it's a bit cumbersome and they had it for long time and now there
is a new nice- looking graph tool on the market and they might just start using
that.” [i1]

Citation 28:

“Managers are not persistent in wanting one and the same. There comes
something new and you have to catch that. And then you sort of waste all the
work that you have put in all the old method and the old way of doing things.”
[i7]

Citation 29:
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“Someone at that department had seen that tool and knew that it’s a good
method, and thought that we need it. And we had money. Since we are very
open to new methods – so, let’s take it and start slowly. But up to this moment
[the tool is not used], because of lack of people who would be capable of using
it.” [i9]

The above citations show that the arguments are not always rational. Other
interviewees express similar opinions that sometimes the arguments are not
directly tied to the business as such. In other cases the rationale for change is
grounded in very high-level business decisions like strategic alliances of
companies. The culture of some organisations might also encourage
unpredictable or chaotic change of modelling tools. On the contrary, one
interviewee stated that the department under his responsibility would switch to a
new tool only if it was about ten times more productive than their current tool
that is already adopted in the company (see Citation 30).

Citation 30:

“… we would consider change of tools if the new tool and method would be
about ten times better and more productive than our current. Otherwise, I
cannot really think of any other good reason.” [i13]

Existence of modelling standards to some extent limits and restricts spontaneous
changes in the corporate modelling environment. When assessing this
intentional factor the attention should primarily be paid to four aspects such as:
are irrational arguments common in the organisation, what is the level of impact
of high-level business decisions on EM activities, what is the organisational
culture, and what are the standards of modelling. They are summarised in the
table below.

Table 9: Values of intentional factor “Changing intentions”.

Changes cannot be predicted Changes are predictable

Level of importance of

irrational arguments

Irrational arguments are often put

forward and considered

Only rational and grounded arguments

influence EM tool usage

Level of impact of high

level business decisions

High-level business decisions

directly influence on which

methods and tools are used.

High-level business decisions have no

direct influence on which methods and

tools are used.

The organisational culture

supporting freedom of

methods and tools used

The organisational culture

encourages employees to try out

new methods and tools.

The organisational culture focuses on

proven methods and tools, result-

motivated change, and standards.
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The absence of modelling

standards

Standards are not defined Modelling standards are defined and

documented

This intentional factor respects the fact that even if the changes are not planned
the business environment will sooner or later trigger them anyway. What is
important to assess here is – can the organisation reliably predict those changes,
and is the organisation aware of the factors that influence them. The biggest risk
is to fail to see that the organisation is not suited to use standardised modelling
tools or methods, because the environment around it is too turbulent. In these
cases it might be more effective to let the employees to choose on their own
tools, or even to outsource the tool related activities to outside consultants. This
intentional factor also influences what kind of time frame the organisation has to
plan for and what are the likely implications of the change of objectives.

Since the change in EM tool usage as such is inevitable, its likeness should be
estimated against the life span of the tool or the technology that the organisation
plans to acquire. Most of our interviewees suggest that an average life span of
today’s tools is 3-5 years. After that they usually become obsolete. Thus, when
the organisation acquires an EM tool it has to keep in mind that in the future
new issues will arise, which the today’s tool will not be able to cope with.

In terms of requirements frequently changing intentions require EM tools that
are extendable, customisable, upgradeable, and relatively easy to learn. Those
tools should also be open and allow their replacement with more modern tools
when such need emerges. The biggest challenge concerning tool change is
reusability of existing models. New versions of EM tools usually offer backward
compatibility. But if the organisation decides to switch to a different tool family,
reusability of existing models might be problematic.

4.3.4 Purpose of EM

The scope and purpose of Enterprise Modelling activities in the company largely
determines what kind of tools needs to be used. The purpose of EM largely
depends on the organisation’s objectives.

Table 10: Guideline for assessing the purpose of EM

What What is the purpose of Enterprise Modelling in the organisation?

Why The purpose for which EM is used heavily determines what kind

of tools is needed.

Criticality of this factor is VERY HIGH
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Who An expert or consultant together with someone who is aware of

organisation's intentions, problems, strategic plans, and

development policies.

How Driving questions: What is the purpose of the EM project. What is

the purpose of the EM product? What kinds of problems need to

be solved? What kinds of solutions are expected? What do we

need from the EM tool in order to support the project objectives?

Is this requirement realistic? Can we afford a tool that meets all

our requirements?

Values See Figure 8. The common values of this factor include several

purposes that EM product will be used for:

• Business development, as business blueprints, business

process orientation; business process documentation;

• Quality assurance, business process standardisation;

• Designing systems as part of requirements for IS, models will

be transformed to CASE tool X;

• Solving organisational problems, models will serve as

documentation of the discussion.

These options are not mutually exclusive; in the process of

choosing them the analyst has to find the area of “gravity” of the

particular organisation or the particular case.

Attention should be paid to responses such as integration with

other projects, methods, and tools. All these issues pose specific

requirements for tool openness and possibly customisability.

Other responses may motivate the needs of integration with other

software products.

Requirements The purpose of EM primarily determines requirements for the EM

tools. Each purpose may stress different types of requirements.

The amount of resources that are available also restricts what can

be requested.

Decision Proceed with tool acquisition and choose the strategy that offers

the best support to the requirements.

Recommendation The requirements for the EM tool should be allocated in

categories: must be present, highly desirable, could be present,

unimportant. Cost or requirements categories should also be

calculated in order to see if they are feasible with the amount

resources available.
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Figure 8 presents common objectives of the EM user organisations. There are
two main types of objectives. One is what the organisation wants to achieve –
the purpose of EM, e.g. “solve organisational problems”. The other is how the
organisation wants to accomplish the former. The latter (how) mainly gives the
motivation for organisation to acquire or outsource EM tools, while the former
(what) determines requirements for the EM tool to be used or acquired. For
instance, if the purpose of the EM project is to develop or redesign the
company’s manufacturing processes, then one of the requirements for the EM
tool used would be to support simulation of business processes. Regardless
whether or not the EM tool is outsourced or acquired in-house, simulation of
processes would have to be done. Thus the purpose of EM should be fairly clear
in order to acquire the tool that suits the organisation and the EM project best.

Citation 31:

“The common situation is, that they [the customers] do not have any specific
tool for business modelling. They might have CASE tools for developing
information systems, they might have various types of documentation tools,
and database for storing documentation. So, they would ask what kind of tool
do we need? And I always have to explain to them, that it depends what you
want to do with these models. Depending on what you do you can throw them
away – they might just have been sort of drawing for planning your work and
afterwards the value of them is already consumed. But in other cases you
have made a design for an organisation which is in the progress of changing
step by step and you want to use that as a basis for the next step. In that case
you might have to maintain these models and then you would need to have
versioning, maybe configuration control those kinds of things. They usually ask
me what I use, and I say: I use a simple drawing tool, because for me that’s
sufficient I don’t need much more.” [i1]

Table 10 shows that while investigating the purpose of modelling, the
organisation should also ask itself: what do we need from the EM tool to support
our objectives, is such support realistic, can we afford a tool that does that? For
each of the purposes there are different types of requirements that the tool
should meet, as follows.

• Business development, models are used as business blueprints, business
process orientation; business process documentation. In this case the tool
should have a comprehensive representations of enterprise models. They
should be in the form of graphs, reports, hypertext documents, intranet
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HTML pages, etc. The challenge in this case is to make the models available
to as many employees as possible.

• Quality assurance and business process standardisation. The tool should
provide model comparison, versioning, allow to enter various types of
performance indicators. It should be possible to connect business process
models to the actual workflow systems that execute those processes.

• Designing systems as part of requirements for IS. In these applications
enterprise models will be transformed to CASE tools. Therefore tool
openness is among the most critical requirements – the EM tool should be
able to communicate the modelling product to the CASE tool “X” that will
be used for IS development.

• Solving organisational problems. Models will mainly serve as documentation
of the discussion. In terms of tool usage this is the least ambitious intention.
In some cases it might not require a specific EM tool at all – for documenting
smaller models the modelling team can use PowerPoint™ instead. If an EM
tool is needed, then presentation and reporting capabilities are among the
most important requirements.

The overall recommendation is that the organisation should always be aware of
what it wants to do with the modelling tool. It also needs to be realistic at the
same time. We agree with the view of some of the interviewees that sometimes
organisations are too optimistic or too enthusiastic about certain new features of
tools. Once the tool is purchased they find out that they do not really need those
features for practical work (e.g. see Citation 10).

A common situations is when an organisation acquires a complex tool and then
discovers that using its complex features requires too much work and the
organisation is not prepared to invest in that kind of work. It can also be that
using those more advanced features might require some specific competency
that the organisation does not have. The citation below shows that an
organisation is unable to use business process simulation because its personnel
does not have time to carry out such a complex analysis. In addition simulation
of business processes also require specific competency of building simulation
models, that an organisation might not have.

Citation 32:

“At a seminar we were demonstrated a business process modelling
capabilities of [the GRADE tool] – the inputs and outputs of processes, what-if
analysis – what happens if “yes”, and if “no”, then another process. …[My
opinion is] yes, you should do that in order to see what goes wrong in the
company. But people’s reaction was -- “O, it is so complicated! It’s crazy!” And
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then there was a total silence, because the common opinion was that it could
not be done; that it is too complicated because we already have so much to
do. Especially the creative people.” [i9].

Citation 4 and Citation 32 show that complex tool features, even if they seem
useful, may have a negative influence on people because of certain external
factors. The citation above shows that even a seemingly useful feature, such as
what-if analysis of business processes, is difficult to apply in real life because
the organisation is not prepared and motivated to work out the necessary input
information.

4.3.5 Determining the intentional factors

The citations in the previous sections show that that unless a new EM tool or
method is really needed, using something new just because it is new is not
necessarily the best solution. Benefits of new technologies should be weighted
against the disturbances caused by reworking some well-established practices,
the decrease of productivity due to relearning, as well as increased costs related
to new purchases, consulting, learning, etc. A generic model for estimation of
the economics of CASE tool adoption can be found in [Huff92]. We believe that
this model is generally applicable also to EM tools.

Moreover, organisations that keep changing their tools and methodologies often
do not succeed with any of them. One of the reasons is that they fail to
accumulate the necessary amount of experience to be productive. Thus our main
recommendation is to define the objective for the EM method and the tool prior
to acquiring them. At first the organisations should clarify issues such as

• What do we want to achieve with Enterprise Modelling?

• How does that objective fit with our overall business development
strategies?

• Which time frame are we looking at?

• What is our policy towards new methods and tools?

Once the organisation is aware of its objective towards modelling tools it can
then periodically evaluate how does the existing EM tool support our objectives.
The organisation that has documented its requirements to EM tool can then see
how the new tool on the market address them. In the basis of that it can evaluate
whether or not the promised improvement is sufficient to motivate change of the
tool.
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Uncertainty and risks

In the process of determining the intentions for EM many unclear issues often
emerge at first. Common answers may include “maybe” and “possibly”. Or they
can be formulated in the form such as “if we will succeed at this, then we would
like to do something more”. This indicates that the organisation is not yet ready
to make long-lasting decisions about modelling tools. While some uncertainty is
naturally expected and can be accepted in the process of organisation trying to
adopt EM, a clear vision why EM is being even questioned should exist in the
phase of determining the objectives and the situation. A pilot project should try
to resolve practically all uncertainty aspects in order to prepare for decision
making regarding adopting EM tools. In a pilot project the company does not
need to acquire tools yet, instead an outside EM consultant can provide the tool
support and “demonstrate” the use and the utility of them. If a definite value of
some intentional or situational factor cannot be decided, the organisation should
always choose the option that provides more flexibility.

An apparent risk in the process of assessing situational factors is concerned with
the fact that inexperienced companies or people are not able to perform this task
reliably. The most common reason for that is their lack EM competence and
experience. For a company with relatively little experience in dealing with EM,
it is recommended to involve a reliable consultant to help them with formulating
their objectives. The consultant’s task is to explain the possibilities and to help
the organisation to formulate its objectives for EM.

4.3.6 Summary of intentional factors

EM tool acquisition is influenced by the intentions of the company and the
situation this company is in. The initial EM tool acquisition framework
presented in part II of this work included only situational factors – generic
properties of the situation in the organisation influencing the EM tool
acquisition. However, literature sources (see e.g. [Oake92]) and our interview
study (see e.g. Citation 1) showed that in this process the intentions of the users
play a very important role. Organisations have many intentions for using EM. In
[Pers01a] we have analysed a number of such generic intentions. However not
all of those intentions have a decisive motivation for acquisition of EM tools.
Some of them can also be achieved by outsourcing the EM tool problem to a
consultant or by using a simple drawing tool, or even by using no computerised
tools at all.

In this section we have addressed generic intentions of EM user organisations
motivating the EM tool acquisition – intentional factors. We have put discussed
four such factors (see also Figure 9):
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• Modelling without external consultants – the organisation has the intention to
develop its own EM competency and not to use outside EM consultants.
Therefore it needs to acquire an EM tool to support its modelling activities.
Outsourcing tool-related activities in this case would be impractical.

• Keep models alive – the organisation has the intention to constantly update its
Enterprise Models. It wants to disseminate them on the corporate intranet and
to use EM as part of its standard business development process. Outsourcing
of EM tool-related tasks to an outside consultant would be too cumbersome
and impractical.

• Changing intentions – the organisation has to be aware of how often do the
EM tool-related intentions change and what is the rationale for the change.
We have shown that in reality practical and impractical arguments are often
mixed. If the intentions towards EM tools are not stable, organisation should
not try acquire and standardise an EM tool.

• Purpose of Enterprise Modelling determines what kind of tool the
organisation needs to acquire. It determined the requirements for the EM
tool.

Intentional factors influence the EM tool acquisition process in two ways – first,
they motivate the EM tool acquisition. They also raise the question, why does
the organisation want to use an EM tool. This leads to determining the most
appropriate EM tool acquisition strategy, which can vary from developing the
organisation’s own tools to customising meta-tools. More about tool acquisition
strategies is available in part II and in chapter 5 of this part.

Second, the intentional factors also address what the EM method and the tool
will be used for. It allows us to determine what kind of functionality is needed
from the EM tool. Depending on the purpose of EM activity the tool should
support certain requirement categories. For instance, if an organisation wants to
use their enterprise models with its knowledge management activities, then the
EM tool should be able to post models on the intranet. In addition, this might
also require hyperlink functionality, repository and versioning support, as well
as some specific functionality associated with generating dynamic HTML code,
etc.

Furthermore, determining and analysing organisation’s objectives is not a simple
task. Novices in EM do not have the necessary competence or experience to
carry out this task. Therefore a novice EM user organisation should always seek
an experienced EM consultant who can provide support for this task.

Intentional factors discussed in this section have been elaborated in our
grounded theory study. First of all, they emerged from refinement of the initial
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set of situational factors. Interviews with practitioners made the notion of
intentional factor more explicit. More specifically many interviewers shared the
opinion that organisations need to acquire EM tools depending on what they
want to do with them – their intentions (see e.g. Citation 1, Citation 9, Citation
16). Application of grounded theory has allowed us to bind the research results
to the empirical data sources in a more comprehensive and thorough way.

4.4 Situational factors

Situational factors describe which properties of the situation in the user
organisation influence the usage of the EM tools and should, therefore, be
assessed prior acquiring such tools. We present here the refined set of situational
factors based on the grounded theory study. In this section situational factors
will be discussed from the perspective of EM tool usage and acquisition.

An initial set of situational factors was proposed in part II of this work [Stir99].
Part III continues to investigate situational factors that influence the use of EM
tools in organisations. Figure 13 shows a network of situational factors that are
important to assess in the process of EM tool acquisition process.

Figure 13: Situational factors

This figure has been elaborated in our grounded theory study. The following
situational factors are discussed in the following of this section:

• method usage maturity – determines how experienced and prepared the
organisation is to work with modelling methods of this kind;
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• method stability – determines how often new versions of the modelling
method is being developed;

• tool usage maturity – determines the organisation’s experiences and ability to
use computer based tools to support modelling methods;

• tool development maturity – determines the organisation’s ability to produce
computer based EM tools;

• complexity of the EM project – indicates the variety of tasks to be performed
and results expected from the project;

• project resources such as time, personnel and money are one of the Critical
Success Factors of any EM project and therefore should be considered in EM
tool acquisition process.

The initial set of situational factors presented in part II included two more
factors: organisational commitment and project intentions regarding depth of the
problem domain. Both of them address the intentional dimension of EM.
Therefore they were transformed to intentional factors in part III.

In the following subsections we present each situational factor separately. We
also provide guidelines for assessing them.

4.4.1 Method usage maturity

Method usage maturity indicates the organisation’s ability to use EM methods
for the purposes of solving problems without the assistance of external
consultants. Only mature organisations are able to fully utilise EM tools.

Table 11: Guideline for assessing the situational factor “Method usage
maturity”

What How mature is the organisation in using EM methods?

Why Only mature organisation will be able to utilise EM tool, to use it

without outside assistance.

Criticality of this factor is VERY HIGH

Who An expert or consultant together with someone who knows the

organisation and the people in the organisation. Preferably

someone who has been working with EM or similar approaches

within the company.

How Driving questions: Are there similar methods currently in use? Are

these methods used organisation-wide? How well are

experiences from application of similar methods in past projects
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documented? Has the organisational modelling process been

defined? Does the organisation have developed in-house

standards for methodologies used? Is the staff trained in using

modelling methods? Does the organisation have a modelling

support department? What problems does the organisation

experience with regard to EM?

Values Method usage maturity can reach three levels:

Low: very limited experience in working with modelling methods,

only some results are documented, no organisational standards in

method usage exist, staff needs extensive training, EM related

skills and competencies do no exist in-house. At this level the

management may not be aware of the EM process and success

factors of EM.

Medium: some experience with EM methods, results and

experiences might be documented, no modelling standards or

procedures for method adoption and use, although some general

guidelines may exist. Some employees are experienced in EM,

but most of the staff will likely need training for using EM in a real

project.

High: method usage is institutionalised and standardised; the

organisation has applied EM or similar methods in earlier projects;

the results, experiences, and lessons learned are documented.

The staff is skilful and trained in application of similar methods;

organisation has an EM support department, management is

aware of and supports the EM process and its results.

The most attention should be paid to responses such as we have

not done modelling before, or only some modelling with a help of

consultants, we do not have people who could use modelling

tools, the people are too busy with more important things, we

already have tools, but nobody uses them. This would indicate

that the maturity is low and the skills to use EM and the tools

would have to be developed. What kind of skills and

responsibilities an organisation needs is discussed in the section
4.5 – The modelling department.

Requirements The organisation should estimate how likely it is that its method

usage maturity will increase. Does that comply with organisation’s

intentions and what would be a realistic time scale for such

increase. In finalising requirements for the EM tool it should also
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consider the its future EM state, not only the current.

Low: Good presentation and method guidance/support

capabilities, good vendor support, maintainability requirements,

some repository requirements if the organisation intends to use

EM over longer time.

Medium: Good presentations and method support, version

control, repository, collaboration, customisation, reporting,

querying, maintainability, and vendor support requirements.

High: The organisation is able to utilise highly advanced EM tools

that fulfil all requirement categories. At this level the stress

primarily is on repository and collaboration requirements.

Customisation and adaptation requirements are also important.

Decision Yes – proceed with tool acquisition

Recommendation If the maturity is low it is not recommended to acquire EM tools

before the organisation decided upon ways to increase it. The

most attention should be paid to developing skills and

competency and increasing management’s awareness of success

factors of EM.

Method usage maturity covers the following issues: different modelling (EM
and System Analysis and Development) methods in use, the EM process,
organisational standards for modelling, ability of method users, experience
gained in previous projects, defined EM process, and the EM support
department (see Figure 14). These issues also determine the level of method
usage maturity in organisation. (see Table 12).

Citation 33:

“… mature organisation [requires] an established [EM] process, a modelling

process, and also [knowledge] why the modelling comes in. …

If you have established the [EM] process and the methodology then you can
also establish the roles – facilitators and documenters, and also the
[modelling] support. That is the requirement [to effectively use tools] that you
have a mature process and mature organisation. Because, if you have a
process in place and it works, that means, that there certainly is somebody
who is responsible for the process – the owner. There is somebody who is
responsible for the methodology, and methodology support and the education
of people, and also responsible for providing the project with those skills.
Actually, providing the project with members that can have a role of facilitator
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or documenter. So that has to be in place in the organisation, then you have a
mature organisation in this aspect.” [i12]

Method usage maturity of a particular organisation also depends on various
problems that the organisation may encounter. More about problems and
challenges in organisations is available in section 4.1.

Figure 14: Focused network – Method usage maturity

The figure above shows the properties that determines the level of organisation’s
method usage maturity. These are the following:

• EM methods in use – organisations that have not been using EM earlier are
not able to immediately start using it on a very high level. They will need
some time to learn and develop EM competence.

• EM process – an organisation should define its own EM process and how this
process is integrated with the overall development process of the
organisation. Modelling standards that the organisation has developed
usually support the EM process.

• Modelling department – if an organisation has established its EM process, it
should also allocate roles and responsibilities in this process. These roles then
form the modelling department.

• Ability of method users determines organisation’s method maturity. It can be
regarded as proportional to the experience in EM application and
methodology knowledge.

On the basis of the above organisational properties we have elaborated three
different levels of method usage maturity (see Table 12). We would also like to
point out that various EM related problems in organisations usually indicate the
level of method usage maturity.
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Table 12: Different levels of method usage maturity

Low Medium High

Different methods

in use

None, or very limited

use of some

In some projects Extensive use, method(s)

institutionalised

EM process Not defined General guidelines Defined

Standards for

modelling
None Basic outline, guidelines Defined

Ability of method

users

Very limited Some experienced,

more training need

Highly experienced

Experience of

earlier projects

None or very limited Some earlier projects Considerable

Modelling

department

None A few EM “champions”,

facilitators, but mainly

consultants

Exists

In order to determine which requirements does each level of method maturity
require, the organisation should estimate how likely it is that its method usage
maturity will increase. A realistic time scale for such increase should also be
estimated. Generally it is reasonable to expect that after one initial EM project,
the organisation’s method usage maturity will increase. On the other hand this
should be weighted against the organisation’s intentions – does the organisation
want and support this increase in maturity? For instance, in order to increase the
method usage maturity, the organisation has to develop its own EM-related
competency and eventually establish a modelling department. This requires
commitment and resources. On the contrary, the organisation may choose to
remain at a low maturity level and use only consultants for all EM-related work.
The minimum requirements for each method usage maturity level are given
below:

• Low: Good presentation and method guidance/support capabilities, good
vendor support, maintainability requirements, some repository requirements
if the organisation intends to use EM over longer time.

• Medium: Good presentations and method support, version control,
repository, collaboration, customisation, reporting/querying, maintainability
as well as vendor support requirements. However some of these requirements
can be dropped if the organisation has some specific situations, this mainly
depends on the purpose of modelling. For example, a number of consultants
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who work in small-medium sized projects do not use repository support since
their preferable model drawing tool does not have it.

• High: The organisation is capable to utilise highly advanced EM tools that
fulfil all requirement categories. At this level the main stress is on repository
and collaboration requirements since the organisations at this level often use
modelling tools for various purposes including sharing business designs, best
practices, as well as collaborating over large distances. Customisation and
adaptation requirements are also important here since organisations at this
level usually are able to develop, adapt, or improve the modelling method
that they are using. However depending on the purpose of EM and
organisation’s intentions some of the requirement categories can be less
important.

Regarding the EM tool acquisition strategies, at the lowest level of method
usage maturity the organisation should preferably avoid immediate
purchase/acquisition of the tool. It would be more advisable to build-up the
competency and experience first and then acquire a modelling tool.

For organisations at the medium level preference should be given to strategies
that give robust EM tool support without the need to invest heavy into the tool
itself. Purchasing method specific tools or integrating several tools together
would give the best results.

Organisations at the highest level might often use their own methods or have
some specific modelling needs or requirements that commercially available
tools are not able to support. In such situations it might be rational to invest
considerably into building new EM tools. Another motivation for this could be
organisation’s strategic vision to market EM related products.

4.4.2 Method stability

Method stability indicates how frequently the modelling method changes. A
frequently changing EM method needs a supporting tool that is able to support
all the new versions of the method.

Table 13: Guideline for assessing the situational factor “Method stability”

What How stable or frequently changing is the EM method that the

organisation uses?

Why The tool support for stable modelling methods can be developed

more thoroughly than for developing methods. For developing

methods the tools should be developed in order to accompany
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changes in the method. Developing methods usually require

flexible customisable tools. Changing methods and tools require

more competency to use them.

Criticality of this factor is MEDIUM

Who An expert or consultant together with someone who knows how

the method is used in the company and what are the plans for

further development of the method.

How Driving questions: Is the method developed in-house or by an

external provider? Who is the method provider (academic or a

commercial organisation)? How widely this method is used

elsewhere? What are the future plans of the method providers

regarding the development of the method? How often are new

versions of the method produced? Does the current version of the

method satisfy the organisation’s needs? How well new types of

problems can be addressed by the method?

Values Slowly changing method: most of the modelling methods currently

in use are slowly changing – the method answers newly emerging

modelling issues, no major changes or mergers with other

methods are expected, new versions are produced with

approximately 1-2 year intervals. The method and tool vendor is a

solid commercial organisation and has general vision for method

development. The method is well known and widely used.

Continuously changing method: constantly improved and

developed method, the tool needs further development and

improvement, the vendor is either an academic organisation or an

unstable commercial unit, method is not widely known or used.

The vendor is expected to merge with a stronger organisation in

the same business.

Attention should be paid to responses such as the method is

being developed. Method is developed by an outside

organisation. The vendor is not a strong commercial organisation.

These responses indicate that the method is likely to change

substantially in the future and that it will also require the

supporting tools to change.

Requirements If the method is continuously changing then the main emphasis is

on requirements for customisation, openness, and component-

based integration with other tools.
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Decision Slowly changing method allows organisations to use any EM tool

acquisition strategy

Continuously changing method requires using an EM tool

acquisition strategy that supports easy following the changes in

the method. Purchasing a method specific tool or using a meta-

tool would give this freedom. Alternatively the organisation might

choose to use simple drawing tools for documenting purposes.

Recommendation If method is being continuously developed preference should be

given to EM tool acquisition strategies that allow incremental

development and flexibility. For a well-established method the

most preferable strategies are those that give the best method

support.

In general, fully developed and well-established commercially available
methods change less often than prototypes or academic methods. The same can
be said about modelling tools. However, most of the interviewees have indicated
that the lifecycle of modelling methods and tools will continue to shorten. This
will be caused by emergence of new types of problems that require new methods
to solve them. It will also be caused by merging of methods into standards and
alliances. See Citation 34 and Citation 35.

Citation 34:

“…[in the future] successful [methodologies] will be the ones that are the best
to adapt, to take care of the different questions that pop-up and integrate parts
of methodologies and put it together to solve the problems.” [i1]

Citation 35:

Modelling of e-business will shape the future of application of business
modelling. Consultancy products urgently need to be developed in this area.
This may require new types of methods as well as new tools. This will need to
be done on the basis of the existing tools and methods. [i11]

These above citations indicate the overall impression shared by the majority of
interviewees that there would always be the need for improvements and
adaptations in modelling methods and tools.

If an organisation does not have an experience with EM, a stable and well-
developed method will give better results than a method under continuous
development. However, even a stable modelling method may need some
customisation or adaptation in order to meet specific needs of the organisation or
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the problem to be solved. Another reason why novices should prefer established
methods is their need for consultant support and solid vendor support, including
reliable training material, extensive experience reports, etc.

Figure 15: Focused view – Method stability

While our general position is that every method and tool should and will change
over time, here we have tried to analyse aspects that influence the rate at which
the method changes. Method stability is primarily associated with the following
issues:

• Lifecycle of the method. As we have indicated before, most of the
interviewees reckon that method lifecycles will continue to shrink in the
future. As a result some methods will become obsolete sooner.  Others will
have to change more often in order to solve newly emerging problems, which
is the main driving force of method evolution. In general no method should
be regarded as totally stable unless it is already obsolete and therefore not
used in practice anymore.

• Time frame of the modelling tool. Most modelling tools will also have shorter
life span in the future. Therefore the organisation should not expect to use
one tool without any changes for long. First of all, tools have to change to
accommodate the changes in the method. Apart from that they also have to
change to support the latest changes in the environment (e.g. new operating
systems), to support integration with other tools, as well as to improve their
functionality.

• Tool and method vendor. There are two main types of vendors – academic
organisations and commercial organisations. If vendor is an academic
organisation the method and the tool will most likely change quite frequently.
If the tool is constantly changing it is up to the users to decide if they want to
follow all the latest changes. Commercial tool and method vendors tend to
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pace new versions at a more reasonable rate in order not to overload their
customers with new versions. In these cases new versions are usually better
supported with training material and help.

• The fact that it is well known before. This is important because, as some our
interviewees have stated, sometimes organisations choose methods and tools
only because they are well known. Employees of companies 2, 3, and 4 tool
mentioned the fact that the tool was thought at the university they attended
among the main reasons for selecting the tool. Companies using less known
methods or tools may have an impression that they are lagging back, or that
they are not complying with “industry-wide” practices or reinventing the
wheel. Such fears might let them change their methods or tools even without
a real need.

The above discussion indicates that there really is no such thing as stable
modelling method – they all change at some pace. Thus, we use only two values
for this situational factor – slowly changing and continuously changing EM
method (see Table 14).

Table 14: Values of the intentional factor “Method stability”

Slowly changing Continuously changing

Lifecycle of the

method

The method answers majority of the

newly emerging modelling issues. No

major changes or mergers with other

methods are expected. New versions are

expected every 1-2 years.

The method is constantly developed and

improved to address new types of

problems.

Time frame of the

tool

The tool supports the existing method

and the business environment. No major

mergers with other tool families

expected. New versions every 1-2 years.

The tool is under development, needs

improvements, to be integrated or

incorporated in some tool family.

Tool and method

vendor

The vendor is a solid commercial

organisation with long-lasting business

strategy.

The tool vendor is either an academic

organisation or commercial organisation

expected to merge with other stronger

organisation in similar business.

Well know method Method is well known and reasonably

widely used.

Method is a prototype or less known and

not widely used.

In terms of requirements for EM tool support, continuously changing method
puts emphasis on customisability requirements, version control, openness, and
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component-based integration with other tools. Slowly changing method has no
particular emphasis on these requirements. However, the tool still should be able
to support some less frequent changes in the method. If the company chooses to
purchase a method specific tool then it should plan to purchase also its
subsequent versions in order to support improvements of the method.

A continuously changing EM method requires using an EM tool acquisition
strategy that supports an easy accommodation of the changes in the method, as
well as incremental development of the tool. Purchasing a method specific tool
or using a meta-tool would give this freedom. For a well established and slowly
changing method preferable strategies are those that give the best tool support
and functionality.

4.4.3 Tool usage maturity

Tool usage maturity reflects the organisation’s experience and ability in using
computer-based tools for supporting modelling methods. This factor determines
the degree of utilisation of tools. It reflects how well this process is organised
and controlled within the organisation. Tool usage maturity can also be
considered a complimentary factor to method usage maturity.

Table 15: Guideline for assessing situational factor “Tool usage maturity”

What How mature is the organisation for using modelling tools. Does

the organisation have the necessary skills and competencies to

use modelling tools?

Why In order to use an EM tool efficiently the organisation should have

the necessary skills and competency. If an organisation does not

have a modelling department that provides these skills and

competency then it is more effectively to hire a consultant while

developing their own in-house competency.

Priority of this factor is HIHG

Who An expert or consultant together with someone who knows how

the method is used in the company and what skills and

competency are needed and what the organisation currently has.

How Driving questions: Are there similar methods and tools currently in

use? How is the EM method and tool application process

defined? Does the organisation have developed in-house

standards for tools used? Is the staff trained in using modelling

methods? Does the organisation have a modelling support
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department?

Values Low tool usage maturity: the organisation is not accustomed to

using modelling tools, the EM process is not defined, and there

are no modelling tool related standards defined in the

organisation. There is no modelling department in the

organisation.

Medium tool usage maturity: the organisation has some

experience with EM tools as it aims to get accustomed with them.

The EM process is outlined in a form of general guidelines.

Standards concerning EM tool application are outlined. The

organisation uses some modelling tools on the project-to-project

basis. The organisation has some skills and competency to use

modelling tools and aims to improve it further. The modelling

department is in the forming stage.

High tool usage maturity: the organisation has considerable

experience in using EM tools, the EM process is defined,

standards concerning EM tool application are defined, the

modelling tools are institutionalised. The organisation has skilful

and experienced modelling department.

Attention should be paid to intentional factor of “modelling without

external consultants”. This factor indicates that even if the tool

usage maturity is low at the moment, it will gradually increase with

time.

Requirements High tool usage maturity requires a modelling tool with advanced

features such as methodology customisation, collaborative work

support and integration and openness requirements.

Decision Organisations at low level of tool usage maturity should not

acquire modelling tools and use external consultants instead.

Medium level: the organisation should aim at simpler tools or

simpler applications of tools and gradually build-up the

competency within the modelling department.

High: the organisation is ready to succeed with any EM tool

acquisition strategy

Recommendation The organisation should take into account that the tool usage

maturity will gradually increase with time, of course, if the

competency is kept within the company.
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This situational factor is primarily influenced by the existence of a modelling
department. Organisations that do not have a modelling department normally do
not use modelling tools to any greater extent. In this case they have low tool
usage maturity. The tool usage maturity is proportional to the level of skills and
experience of those that use the EM tool for supporting the EM projects.
Presence of modelling standards including defined EM process and the
standardised set of modelling tools positively influence this situational factor
(see Figure 16). The situational factor Method usage maturity is related to this
situational factor as it covers similar aspects of the organisation. (see Citation
33).

An example of an organisation with low tool usage maturity was given by one
experienced business consultant (see below).

Citation 36:

“One large company, I worked with, have a culture that gives everybody the
right to try whatever they want as long as they are aiming for the [business]
goal. And that means that everybody wants to try their own thing, and do not
want to try what somebody else has tried. Because you are admiring the
“heroes” in organisation – those that succeed in doing something new in new
way. And that way you would be encouraged to look for new tools and
changing tools. Also these people are basically engineers, and like many
engineers are – they want to invent things – do something different. So they
try to make something out of the standard package or standard modelling, or
standard tool, etc. -  they want to make their own adjustments just for making
their own adjustments – without a real reason.

What happens is you get a number of dialects of the same method, and if you
don’t control it you will get more than dialects, you will get different versions,
different types of models, and you will have problems communicating and
exchanging models. And you might end-up buying different tools and scraping
the old one and buying the new one just to get conformed to the new
software.” [i1].

The above example shows that it often is harmful if everybody tries to use
different modelling tools without a rational reason to do so. Another example of
low tool usage maturity concerns the overall level of tool-related skills in the
company. This example also shows that low tool usage maturity hinders
achieving an organisation’s goals regarding dissemination of modelling results.

Citation 37:
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“[In the company there is] somebody who can use the tool and document all
the business models. But that is only the one person who produces the
results, the business models. But there are a lot of people who need an
access to those models - they should also be the tool users. So they can’t use
the tool if they don’t have the skills to browse the models, and so on. So
accessibility to models is a very difficult issue.” [i12]

Figure 16: Focused view – Tool usage maturity

Tool usage maturity is usually associated with the following issues:

• EM process – organisations that have defined their modelling process have
also described the way their modelling tools should be used. Thus they are
able to better utilise them.

• Standards for modelling also cover the tool application. Therefore they
usually limit the number of tools in use and define the way they are
integrated in the modelling projects.

• Tools in use within the organisation indicate the tool usage maturity.
Organisations that use many different tools, often for the same purpose, are
usually not able to utilise them well.

• Modelling department – should be responsible for operating the EM tool,
thus it should have the appropriate ability and competency. A modelling
department also accumulates and documents all tool-related experiences.

In the process of assessing tool usage maturity one should also take into account
that with time it might increase. This is also indicated in the intentional factor
“modelling without external consultants”. If the organisation has this intention it
will require to define the EM process and application standards, as well as to
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build a modelling department. The tool usage experiences will be accumulated,
which will eventually lead to an increase of the tool usage maturity. Ultimately
the organisation will be able to model without the assistance of external
consultants.

This intention factor indicates that even if the tool usage maturity is low at the
moment, it will gradually increase with time. Values of this situational factor are
shown in Table 16.

Table 16: Values of situational factor Tool usage maturity

Low Medium High

EM process Not defined General guidelines Defined

Standards of

modelling

None Basic outline and

guidelines

Defined

Tools in use None Simpler tools, used on

project basis

Institutionalised

Modelling

department

None A few EM “champions”,

facilitators, use of

consultants dominate

Exists

Organisations at a low level of tool usage maturity should not acquire modelling
tools. They should use external consultants instead.

Medium level organisations should aim at simpler tools or simpler applications
of tools. This will allow a gradual build-up of the competency within the
modelling department. Consultants still need to be supporting the EM process
and the tool usage, but the user organisation should be prepared to gradually
take over some of the tool related activities.

Organisations at high level of tool usage maturity are ready to follow any EM
tool acquisition strategy. However the likely success will also depend on other
factors as well as on the organisation’s intentions.

In general, low and medium tool usage maturity requires more methodology
guidance by the EM tool as well as a solid vendor support. The organisation
should also understand that at these levels it might not be able to effectively use
some of the more advanced tool features. High tool usage maturity usually
requires a modelling tool with more advanced features such as methodology
customisation, collaborative work support as well as integration and openness
requirements.
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4.4.4 Tool development maturity

Tool development maturity reflects the organisation’s ability to develop
computer based EM tools. This factor is relevant and should be evaluated only if
the organisation has a business goal to develop its own EM tool.

Table 17: Guideline for assessing the situational factor “Tool development
maturity”

What How mature is the organisation for building modelling tools? Does

the organisation have the experience and the know-how for

developing and building modelling tools?

Why Developing EM tools is not an easy task. The organisation should

have the experience and the know-how for building software

systems of this kind. Without such experience it is better not to

build own tools, because the likely outcome will be worse than

commercially available tools or tools ordered from a tool vendor.

Even if the company manages to fulfil the specific requirements

that motivated the tool building, without experience in other

aspects like developing graphical editors the overall quality of the

tool will suffer.

Priority of this factor is VERY HIGH if the company intends to

build EM tools, otherwise this factor is NOT APPLICABLE.

Who EM method and tools experts together with someone from the

company who knows company’s experience, reuse libraries, etc.

Preferably together with someone who is knows the CASE and

EM

How Driving questions: Does the organisation have enough experience

in using EM and EM tools? Does the organisation know the EM

domain and EM tool market? Will the new tool be used only within

the organisation? Does the organisation intend to market its new

tool? Is the organisation committed to a long-term investment in

development and maintenance of its own EM tool? Has the

organisation experience in building similar tools?

Values Insufficient tool development maturity: The company does not

have enough experience in EM. It lacks the knowledge of the EM

domain and the tool market. It wants to use the developed tool

only for its own purposes. It does not want to carry out

maintenance and upgrading of the tool. It has never build a tool

similar to EM tools.
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Sufficient tool development maturity: the organisation has been

working with EM methods for considerable time, is aware of EM’s

capabilities and knows the EM domain and tool market. The

company wants to sell the tool and/or the associated EM

consultancy. The company is prepared and understands the need

to maintain the developed tool and to upgrade it with new

functionality. The company has experience in building EM or

CASE tools.

Attention should be paid to responses such as the organisation

does not intend to market the new tool, or the organisation does

not want to maintain it. This would indicate that an in-house tool

development is not appropriate for this company.

Requirements At sufficient level of tool development maturity the organisation

should look for tools that are customisable and adaptable as well

as easy maintainable.

Decision If the tool development maturity is sufficient the organisation can

proceed with the strategy of building a new EM tool.

Otherwise the organisation should choose another tool acquisition

strategy.

Recommendation If the tool development maturity is not sufficient and none of the

available EM tools suits company’s needs, then perhaps ordering

a new EM tool from a tool vendor is an appropriate way to

proceed.

This factor reflects how well the organisation will be able to develop a new
software tool that would support the requirements of the modelling method.
Most of our interviewees acknowledge that EM tool development also includes
maintenance and upgrade throughout the lifecycle of the EM tool. This is one
area where tool developers often fail because they tend to underestimate the
amount of effort required. Tool development requires the organisation to be
clear in its strategies regarding method and tool usage in the future. In order to
develop a robust EM tool the organisation should be reasonably experienced in
EM and understand the peculiarities of modelling in order to be able to judge the
importance of each requirement.

Citation 38:

“You have to have very good understanding of the problems you are aiming
for, a very thorough understanding of the problems you are trying to solve.
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You have also to know what other tools there are, and what methodologies
there are existing. A good basis of experience of solving certain type of
problem, that’s very, very important. Because that is has to influence very
greatly, how you usually solve things. And trying to see that you can build that
way that you can integrate and modularise. Then you also have to have a
strategy, long-term plan for how you are going to evolve this tool. Because
people are going to use this tool for quite different things that you thought was
possible and they will request updates, request changes, they will request  that
you adapt to this and that and everything else, and you have to decide that to
go with and what not to go with. And you have to be very clear in what
direction you are going. And in a few years time you will end-up in a situation,
that, if you have released, say 7 different versions, or releases, people will
have all these different releases and versions so have to be backward-
compatible with all these versions and releases, and you have to plan for
being backward-compatible. So those kinds of things you have to have in mind
and not developing one version of the tool – you’re starting a process – that’s
what you are doing.” [i1]

We assume that only a software development company with experience in
building similar software systems is able to build and maintain a competitive
EM tool. Preferably such tool should be based on reusable components.

Figure 17: Focused view – Tool development maturity

As the above picture shows from the EM point of view the important issues that
influence organisation’s EM tool development maturity are the following:
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• Understanding of EM – the organisation should know the EM domain well. It
should also be aware of possibilities of EM and what kinds of tools are need
in practice. Without a proper understanding of EM the organisation would
not be able to develop a competitive EM tool.

• Intentions of the organisation – the organisation should have a clear vision
what it wants to achieve with EM and therefore be sure what it wants to
achieve with developing a new specific modelling tool. One of the objectives
could be that the organisation wants to market EM tools. More about this is
discussed in section 5.4 which describes developing new tools as one of the
EM tool acquisition strategies.

• Ability and commitment to maintain and upgrade the developed EM tool is
critical for a new tool to be commercially and practically successful. The
common situation is that organisations tend to underestimate the amount of
work required for tool maintenance. Organisations that are both – developers
and the only users of a tool have to pay the whole cost of developing new
functionality and producing new versions of the tool.

Experience of building similar tools also influences the EM tool development
maturity. EM tools are complex software systems. They consist of many
components that require a lot of effort and know-how to build, e.g. repository,
graphical editor, etc. Therefore only companies with considerable experience in
building EM or CASE tools should attempt to build new EM tools on their own.

Within this study we distinguish two main values of this situational factor – the
tool development maturity is insufficient or sufficient in order to carry out in-
house development of EM tools (see Table 18).

The scope of this situational factor does not address the general ability of the
organisation to build software, which also should be estimated before any EM
tool development starts. It can be assessed by using other frameworks that focus
on software process quality such as Capability Maturity Model [Paulk93]. Tool
development maturity reflects how rational it would be for an organisation to
build a new EM tool on its own.

In terms of requirements for the EM tool-set, organisations at a high level of tool
development maturity should prefer tools that provide customisability and
adaptability features and are easy to maintain and upgrade.
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Table 18: Values of situational factor – Tool development maturity

Insufficient tool development
maturity

Sufficient tool development
maturity

Understanding of

EM

The company is somewhat “naive” when

it come to understanding of the EM

domain and the marked of EM tools

The company has been working with

EM methods for considerable time, is

aware of EM’s capabilities and knows

the EM domain and tool market

Intentions of the

organisation

The organisation want’s to use the tool

for it’s own purposes

The company wants to sell the tool

and/or the associated EM consultancy

Tool maintenance

and upgrade

The company sees the tool development

as one-off activity and has not planned

tool maintenance or upgrades

The company is prepared to maintain

the developed tool and to upgrade it

with new functionality.

Experience in

building similar

software

Limited or no prior experience The company has build some CASE or

EM tools and have a reuse library for

come tool components.

Only organisations at this level should follow the strategy of developing their
own EM tools. In addition, organisations at this level will also have greater
success with the strategy of integrating several tools into an EM tool-set.

The main risks associated with the strategy of tool development concern the fact
that modern EM tools are complicated software systems. Building them is not
easy and requires a particular expertise. For instance any modern EM or CASE
tool contains a powerful graphical editor. Building graphical editors requires
considerable amount of specific expertise as well as experience. Preferably it
should be build on the basis of a reusable component library. That might be
impossible if the company has never been developing anything similar. The
same can be said, about other components of the EM tool, e.g. about the
repository. Concluding, the organisations should have a prior experience in
building systems like CASE tools in order to develop good, robust, and
competitive EM tools.

4.4.5 Organisational commitment

In the initial set of situational factors outlined in part II of this work, a
situational factor “organisational commitment” was introduced in order to
reflect the intentional dimension of the organisation. Initially, organisational
commitment addressed the issue of whether EM will be used just in a couple
projects, or it is going to be one of the methods that the organisation will
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institutionalise and use in all relevant projects. In this study these kinds of
intentions were further analysed and expressed by intentional factors – “to
model without external consultants” and “purpose of EM”. Thus there is no
further need to elaborate the situational factor “organisational commitment”.

4.4.6 Depth of the problem domain

Depth of the problem domain indicates the level of detail that the solutions will
be elaborated at. Every EM project has its depth of elaborating a problem. It
primarily depends on the project objectives and other intentions of the
organisation. In practice there are projects that aim at conducting only a few EM
modelling sessions. They then proceed with other modelling methods or
problem solving approaches. Other projects might require quite a large number
of modelling sessions and still the depth of the problem domain may not be very
deep. It depends on what the organisation wants to achieve with modelling. This
intentional aspect has been covered by the intentional factor “Purpose of
Enterprise Modelling”. As a result, this situational factor becomes redundant.

4.4.7 Complexity of the EM project

Complexity of the problem determines what kind of tool support is needed.
Complexity of the EM project is indicated by the purpose of the project, the
number of organisations involved, as well as the context of the project (e.g.
stand alone activity vs. integration with other projects, IT development, etc.)

Table 19: Guideline for assessing the situational factor “Complexity of the EM
project”

What How complex is the modelling assignment? How complex is the

problem that is being addressed?

Why Complex problem domains consist of several issues that need to

be addressed in an integrated manner. This requires an

appropriate support also from the modelling tools.

Priority of this factor is MEDIUM. It is less important to the tool

acquisition strategies because complexity of future projects is

difficult to predict and assess.

Who EM expert or consultant that can grasp the nature of the problem

and the necessary tool support.

How Driving questions: What is the purpose of the EM project? Does

the project span across several organisations? Will the EM
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activity be integrated with other development activities such as IS

development?

Values Low complexity EM project: the company has been working on

similar projects before, the purpose of EM is to develop a “quick”

solution to the problem, to get an understanding of the problem.

No integration with other development activities is required.

Medium complexity EM project: the project objectives are not

entirely new, but there are also novel aspects about the project.

The purpose of EM is to develop and to implement an

organisational solution. Several different models needs to

integrated and managed.

High complexity EM project: The objectives of the project are

entirely new. The purpose of the project is to integrate companies,

to merge different views, to develop e-business applications.

Modelling methods and tools need to be integrated. EM tools

might need to be integrated with CASE tools.

Attention should be paid to responses such as merging of

companies, reusing of existing Enterprise Models made in

different modelling methodologies and tools. Using EM for

determining the business requirements for IS and particularly e-

business applications, which might also require restructuring of

the business.

Requirements High complexity EM project requires modelling tools that have

good repository support, with open integration mechanisms with

other tools. Effective data visualisation and reporting functions are

also highly desired. If the project uses several modelling methods

the tool should be customisable to support them.

Decision For a smaller projects this situational factor has no direct

influence on the EM tool acquisition strategies, because acquiring

a tool just for one project is impractical.

If the modelling project is going to be longer then depending on

the purpose of the project the organisation should prefer

strategies that provide an open and customisable tool with a solid

method support and good repository support. E.g. purchasing an

EM tool or using a reliable meta-tool could be appropriate.

Recommendation For a single modelling project outsourcing the tool-related

activities is more effective.
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Several studies have investigated relationships between the aspects of general
project complexity and project outcome (see e.g. [Clark89], [Griff97]).
According to [Tati00] the project complexity can be characterised by the
following aspects of the project:

• The degree of interdependence between and among the product and process
technologies to be developed,

• The newness of the project objectives to the development organisation,

• The difficulty of project objective.

Our study shows that complexity of EM projects is primarily affected by the
kind of problem that should be solved. Typical complex problems according to
our interviewees are integration of companies and development of e-business
applications. Complexity is also affected by the variety of tasks to be performed
and results expected from the project.

Citation 39:

“Complex projects often have complex problems and the complexity does in
many dimensions. That means you need to be able to handle those problems,
those questions. And that does not necessary have any influence on the tool
itself – you can have a simple tool and use it for many different questions. If
you have the reason to integrate with some other work that is done, say you
are going to do some business modelling, business development, and you
have had some strategic planning that you need to integrate with, and have
done your information strategy or information structure and you need to
integrate these – that could guide what you actually can do with a method and
what you would look for in a method in terms of complexity.” [i1]

Citation 40:

“The complexity of the project is difficult to foresee in advance. If you have
done similar projects in the past in the same department, then you already
know what to expect. You know how they work and what are their main
problems. But if you have a completely new problem in a place you have
never been, then it is very difficult to estimate the complexity beforehand.
Even if the objective and your task looks simple in the beginning, you never
now what might surface once you start working. You might discover that to get
this solution you should elaborate some other solution. To do that you would
have to solve a few other problems too, and you might find that you are not
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even responsible for that task, etc. In this way the complexity can increase
very rapidly.

Then, of course, we have projects of modelling [certain telecommunications

equipment] and procedures associated with them. Those are very complex

because the equipment is very complex and it needs to be modelling in great

detail.” [i8]

The above citations show that the biggest risk concerning this situational factor
is the difficulty to assess the complexity of a modelling project beforehand. To
estimate the complexity of future EM projects is almost impossible. Therefore
project complexity cannot have a decisive impact on the EM tool acquisition
strategies. On the other hand, complexity is relevant to the kind of modelling
tools to be acquired – simple problems might not have any particular
requirements for modelling tools. More complex problems might require tools
that can handle many interconnected tasks, many developers, etc. Figure 18
shows the grounded theory network presenting the concept of complexity of EM
project.

Figure 18: Focused network – Complexity of the EM project

As we can see from the above figure the main aspects influencing the
complexity of an EM project are the following:
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• Intentions and objectives or the project determine the complexity of the
modelling project. Our interviewees have indicated that projects aiming at
designing of information systems are more complex than projects that aim to
solve a particular business issue. Designing systems most often require
integration of modelling methods, which also increases the complexity to the
project. According to the literature sources [Tati00], project complexity is
likely to be higher if the objective is novel or the problem is unique.

• The type of problem in terms of how clear and well defined it is and how
much work is needed in order to solve it. Integration of methodologies and
tools as well as modelling results is one aspect of complex problems.

• Projects that address integration of various kinds e.g. merging of
organisations, integration of information systems, integration of business
processes, etc. are more complex than projects addressing more localised
problems e.g. developing a conceptual model for classification of spare parts
of a wheel. Integration projects usually require integration of business
models, which in turn requires integration of modelling methods and/or tools.
This in turn increases the complexity of the project. An example of such
project objectives is integration of business development with IS
development and IS reengineering.

The above issues are consistent with the complexity characteristics defined in
[Tati00] and discussed earlier in this section. On the basis of this, the values of
this situational factor were developed (see Table 20).

Table 20: Values of the situational factor “Complexity of the EM project”

Low complexity Medium
complexity

High complexity

Type of the

project

objectives

Not novel, similar

objectives have been

addressed in similar

projects

The objectives are

somewhat similar.

There are new aspects

of the project goals.

The project has a new type of

objectives. Similar projects have not

been done in the organisation

before.

Complexity of

the modelling

problem

Simple problem, e.g.

requires one shot EM

activity

Business development

requiring considerable

amount of work

Integration of companies,

developing e-business applications

The types of

integration

required

No integration

required

To achieve the

objectives models need

to integrated

To achieve the objectives methods

and tools are integrated, e.g. with

later stages of IT development
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Smaller and low complexity EM projects have no direct influence on the EM
tool acquisition strategies, because acquiring a tool just for one project is
impractical. If the company is going to participate only in one project, it should
hire a consultant that provides the EM tool support as well. If the modelling
project is going to be longer then, depending on the purpose of the project, the
organisation might turn to strategies that offer an open and customisable tool
with a solid method support and good repository support. For instance,
purchasing a EM tool or using a reliable meta-tool could be appropriate here.

Low and medium complexity EM projects do not have any particular
requirements to the EM tool – the requirements are posed primarily by the
purpose of EM as we have discussed in the sections about the purpose of EM.

High complexity EM projects require modelling tools that have good repository
support, with open integration mechanisms with other tools. High complexity
projects usually have many developers working separately. Therefore, the
modelling tool should have support for the integration of modelling results.
Effective data visualisation and reporting functions are also highly desired. If the
project uses several modelling methods then the tool should be customisable to
support them. The tool repository should in this case be able to store all the
modelling data independently on the modelling method used.

4.4.8 Project resources

Project resources such as time, competent and skilful personnel, and allocation
of financial resources constitute one of the critical success factors of any EM
project. Therefore they should be considered in EM tool acquisition process.

Table 21: Guideline for assessing allocated project resources

What In order to acquire the right tool and to use it successfully the

following types of resources are needed: time, personnel with the

necessary skills, finance, and authority to take the decision.

Why Without sufficient resources the modelling will most likely fail. The

tools should also be acquired according to the amount of

resources available. The organisation should estimate how much

resource it can allocate to EM. Even if the requirements and

expectations are high, lack of resources should be dealt

accordingly.

Priority of this factor is VERY HIGH

Who EM method and tools experts together with the project leader.
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How Driving questions: What is the time frame for the project? How

much time can be allocated for tool acquisition? Does the

personnel have the right EM competency? How will we use the

tool? How much money can be allocated to EM tool acquisition

(costs vs. investment)?

Values Low resources: time for tool acquisition might be very short, the

company does not have in-house EM competency, no specific

allowance for purchasing additional tools

Medium resources: the tool acquisition should be completed in

one to two months, the company is in the process of developing

its own EM competency, the tool acquisition budget includes a

several tool licences.

High resources: the tool acquisition period is planned to take up to

half a year, modelling department is established, and the

company has planned for the investment in the EM tool (acquiring

the tool and building the competency).

Attention should be paid to indications that not only the modelling

department will use the tool but also the modelling participants

and other experts in the company. This indicates that the number

of installations (and licences) will be high, which in turn may pose

additional requirements for the vendor support, tool

maintainability, as well as pricing constraints.

Requirements The amount of resources has no direct influence on the

requirements to the EM tool. However in the process of eliciting

requirements for the EM tool the company should assess their

cost against the finance available.

Decision Projects with low resources should not engage in acquisition of

new EM tools. They should either use the existing tools or to hire

an EM consultant who would provide the tool support.

Projects with medium resources should prefer tool acquisition

strategies that fit their budget, e.g. purchasing a method specific

tool, possibly integrating it with the existing tools, or using a

simple diagramming tool.

Organisations with high resources for EM tool acquisition should

choose tool acquisition strategies that provide the best support for

their EM method and their organisation. This might even include

building or ordering a new tool, or customising a meta-tool.
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Recommendation The organisation should assess the investment and justify it with

its objectives towards EM. If EM is single activity then the

investment is not justified.

The availability of resources influences also the EM tool acquisition strategies
and the degree to which the requirements for the EM tool can be met. The
following of this section we will discuss the resources that are necessary to take
into account in the process of EM tool acquisition (see Figure 19).

Time of EM projects varies greatly depending on the purpose of the project. E.g.
there are shorter projects that last for about 20-30 hours and there are projects
that spread out over 3-4 years.  In this guideline we consider the time frame
within which the tool acquisition needs to be completed. For instance, company
6 spent about 3-4 months on acquisition of a business modelling tool that they
later institutionalised.

Modelling support department or team with the method and tool related
competency who could carry out the practical modelling work. The modelling
facilitator is a very important part of this team. Some organisations that have
rushed to purchase modelling tools later discover that they do not have skilful
personnel to use the tool and the resources are wasted. If the majority of
modelling participants also intend to use the EM tool, then this pose additional
requirements for the ease of use, vendor support, collaboration, authorisation,
transaction control, security, authorisation.

Financial resources dedicated to tool acquisition. The organisations should
distinguish costs from investment. Buying a number of licences of a tool or
hiring a consultant constitute costs for an organisation. Developing in-house
skills and competency and maintaining it along with the EM tool is an
investment. The difference between costs and investment is shown in the
following.

Citation 41:

“In order to have an investment [the organisation] has to have a plan what they
want to use it for and how they want to use it… If they don’t have any plans for
that, they are just buying something, just buying a tool or whatever, then it
might not be an investment for them, could be costs – they buy something to
try it out. If they buying a tool that could also be an investment, but there have
to be the same [planning] signs around it. They have to have an idea what
they want to do with it.” [i1 ]
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Management support is required in order to allocate all other project resources
such as personnel and finance. If the management considers EM only as part of
something that helps to achieve a specific business goal, then the resources will
most likely be allocated only for that purpose. Any further developments of the
organisation’s skills in EM would not be supported. Management should
understand what benefits can EM give if adapted a corporate development
method.

Citation 42:

“You need time, personnel, the tool, the computer, and you definitely need to
know that somebody in the company needs the result. Not so much that
somebody will greatly appreciate it, but that that there is a real benefit from the
modelling result. And of course you need management’s support. Without it all
this work becomes a self-initiative. Resources are needed, but management’s
support is very important” [i10].

Citation 43:

“[Understanding why EM is important] …comes with the fact that you have
quite a bit of need for [EM] methodology and processes. If you need that
means it is important. You also made conclusion that the benefit is more than
the cost. Because it might be quite expensive. [You need] at least that
somebody with the power sees the importance and the benefit of [Enterprise]
Modelling and makes it happen – becomes the driving force within the
company. When that person disappears from organisation, most often the
maturity of the organisation drops.” [i12]

As citations above show, in order to acquire or allocate the resources the status
of EM should be high – somebody with a lot of authority should support the
modelling by allocating resources.

In conclusion, investment has a long term strategy and justification associated
with organisational development of some kind. On the other hand, costs are
associated with one-off type of purchases of products or services. From
analysing the interview data it appears that the largest proportion of investment
the user companies usually spend on developing and maintaining their own EM
related competency – the modelling department.
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Figure 19: Focused view – EM project resources

Table 22: Values of situational factor – allocated EM project resources

Low resources

Allocated

Medium resources

allocated

High resources

allocated

Time for tool

acquisition

Short ( e.g. none or a

few weeks including

all project

preparations)

Medium (e.g. a month) Long (e.g. several months, up to

half a year including staged

institutionalisation)

Modelling

department

None, should be

purchased from

outside consultants

In making, some basic

competency such as

facilitator exists, but outside

consultants should also be

involved

Modelling department is

established and has the ability to

support the EM project

Finance No specific allowance

for purchasing tools

Budget only covers a few

tool licences

The company can make an

investment in EM tools

Management

support

None, or no specific

support

Management supports EM

only as a part of reaching a

specific business goal

Management support adopting EM

as part of organisations

development culture

EM projects with low resources are usually very short in time and therefore
should not engage in acquisition of new EM tools. They should either use
existing tools or hire an EM consultant who provides the tool support. Longer
projects with medium resources should prefer tool acquisition strategies that fit
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their budget, e.g. purchasing a method specific tool, possibly integrating it with
existing tools, or using a simple diagramming tool. In this case the tool
acquisition should only be performed if the organisation has the competency to
operate the EM tool.

If the company intends to institutionalise EM and has allocated high resources
for EM tool acquisition, it should look for tool acquisition strategies that provide
the best support for their EM method and their organisation. This might even
include building or ordering a new tool, or customising a meta-tool.

The amount of resources that the company has allocated to EM tool acquisition
has no direct influence on the requirements to the EM tool. However, in the
process of eliciting requirements for the EM tool the company should assess the
cost of implementing each requirement against resources available.

In the process of assessing the amount of resources attention should be paid to
indications that besides the modelling department the tool will also be used by
the modelling participants. This indicates that the number of installations (and
licences) may be high. It may even reach several hundreds of installations. This
in turn may pose additional requirements for the vendor support, ease of use,
collaborative requirements, and tool maintainability. For such a high numbers of
licences, the tool pricing starts to play an important role.

4.4.9 Summary of situational factors

EM tool acquisition is influenced by the intentions of the company and by the
situation the EM user organisation is in. The initial EM tool acquisition
framework presented in part II of this work included a set of situational factors –
generic properties of the situation in the organisation influencing the EM tool
acquisition. In part III we have refined and further advanced the initial set of
situational factors. We have also provided guidelines for assessing situational
factors in order to choose a appropriate EM tool acquisition strategy. Two
situational factors of part II were transformed into intentional factors. Factor
organisational commitment was refined and expressed by two intentional factors
– “to model without external consultants” and “purpose of EM”. Similarly, the
factor “depth of the problem domain” was also embedded into an intentional
factor. The following situational factors were discussed:

• method usage maturity – reflects how experienced and prepared the
organisation is to work with modelling methods of this kind;

• method stability – reflects how frequently new versions of the modelling
method is will be introduced;
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• tool usage maturity – reflects the organisation’s experiences and ability to
use computer based tools to support modelling methods;

• tool development maturity – reflects the organisation’s ability to develop
computer based EM tools. This situational factor should be taken into
account only of the organisation has the intention to develop new EM tools.

• complexity of the EM project – indicates the kinds of problems that will be
addressed by EM and the variety of tasks to be performed and results
expected from the project;

• project resources such as time, competent personnel and money are the
critical success factors of any EM project and therefore should be considered
in EM tool acquisition process.

The situational factors influence the EM tool acquisition process in two ways.
First, they reflect the situation in the organisation and suggest the most
appropriate EM tool acquisition scenario to be followed. Second, the situation in
the company, expressed by the situational factors, poses certain requirements for
the EM tool to be acquired. For instance, an organisation with a high method
usage maturity usually require more advanced EM tools. On the contrary,
organisations at a low maturity level might be satisfied with simpler tools since
they do not have appropriate method and tool-related skills to use some of the
more advanced features of EM tools.

A common view is that organisations with low method and tool usage maturity
might need more advanced tools to help them to carry out modelling. Our
observations show that incompetence of personnel cannot be replaced by tool
intelligence. Most interviewees have the view that tools are only problem-
solving instruments – their usage is not “an excuse for not thinking” [i2]. This is
caused by the fact that most of the more advanced tool features (e.g. querying,
syntax checking, method enforcement, import-export, customisation, etc.)
require that the user has considerable knowledge about the modelling method as
well as about the modelling process. Otherwise he or she is unable to understand
how that particular tool feature should be used. We have observed in Companies
1, 4 and 6 (see e.g. Citation 55, Citation 56) that even usage of method guidance,
which is dedicated to inexperienced modellers, requires considerable familiarity
with the method and the process. Inexperienced users without proper
methodology knowledge and training will use any tool, even the most advanced,
only for simple documenting or drawing purposes.

Situational factors described in this section have been elaborated in our
grounded theory study. The initial set of factors presented in part II was refined
on the basis of the empirical data acquired during this study. Interviews with
practitioners contained a lot of valuable practical information such as views,
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experiences, and lessons learned.  Analysis of those allowed us to develop
values of situational factors and guidelines for assessing them.

4.5 The modelling department

One of the main factors that allow EM projects to succeed is availability of
skilled and experienced people whose role is to support the project and to drive
it forward. As one of our interviewees point out, people are often a scarce
resource.

Citation 44:

“Even in the companies that have invested in modelling tools they are not
used extensively. They end up on the self and collecting dust. That is because
the skilled resources easily is a bottleneck, documenters who can use the tool
and produce models and all the support, both in the methodology and the tool
users. Because they do not have a whole pool of those kind of people. But
only a few people, very busy, thus they become a bottle neck. If there are
many parallel processes, those people cannot serve every project.” [i12]

In part III we understand the modelling department to be an organisational unit,
a team, or a network of people. They have the ability and the responsibility to
support the EM projects within the organisation. Citation 20 shows that in order
to have a mature organisation it should define its EM process. Within this
process roles and responsibilities should be defined. As a result the modelling
department is formed.

Since the modelling department represents the EM competency the organisation
has, it is related to several intentional and situational factors. For instance, if the
organisation has the intention to use EM without outside EM consultants, or to
keep the Enterprise Models “alive” then it should establish its own modelling
department. These two intentional factors primarily motivate acquisition of EM
tools. Since acquisition is successful only when the tool becomes widely used in
the company, the modelling department should support this with the competency
to use the tool (see Figure 20).
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Figure 20: Focused view – modelling department is related to intentional and
situational factors.

Establishing and maintaining a modelling department indicates that the
organisation’s method usage maturity and tool usage maturity are high, because
these two situational factors depend on the availability of EM related
competency (see section 4.4). Availability of EM competency in the form of
modelling department should also be considered as a resource in the EM tool
acquisition project (see Figure 20).

4.5.1 Roles in the modelling department

This section outlines what kind of roles and responsibilities are usually included
in a modelling department and what kind of competency is associated with these
roles.

A modelling department typically includes modelling facilitators, EM
consultants, model documenters and maintainers, as well as methodology
experts (see Figure 21). These roles are dependent on their responsibilities and
the tasks they perform. Within the modelling department there are many
different abilities, competencies, and skills available (Figure 22 shows some of
them). In the following we discuss the comprising roles of the modelling
department more in detail.
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Figure 21: Focused view – different roles in the modelling department

Figure 22: Focused network: Different abilities and competency available at
the modelling department

Consultant

Larger organisations typically use internal and external business consultants. In
this section by a consultant we understand an internal EM consultant. Such
consultants are part of the modelling department. Their tasks usually vary; they
are involved in project negotiations as well as in the development work. The EM
consultants should have a good understanding of modelling, as well as they
should be able to assess the candidates for participation in modelling seminars.
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To become a good EM consultant one should have considerable experience in
various EM projects, including work with several different modelling methods.
Often internal consultants also act as facilitators in modelling sessions.

Facilitator

A facilitator leads and advises the modelling participants during group-work in
modelling sessions. Facilitators may also be recruited from outside. It is also
important to note that facilitating a ”plastic-on-the-wall” session is entirely
different from facilitating a session based on back-projection screens and
computer aided representation of models. The difference between modelling
sessions with a plastic wall and back-projection screen is described in the EKD
User Guide [Bube98]. A facilitator should have extremely good people skills
and abilities. Among the most important ones is ability to listen, understanding
of various culture differences, pedagogical skill. He or she should posses good
communication skills and have a good understanding of the modelling method
and the group dynamics involved. These skills and abilities are always needed in
the modelling seminars. Furthermore, they are extremely valuable in the process
of negotiating the scope of the EM project and in initial assessment of the
organisation. More about the role of modelling facilitator and necessary skills of
modelling facilitators is available in [Bube98, Pers01].

The modelling facilitator is often a method expert as well. This may be the case
if an organisation only recently has started to use EM and has not accumulated
many people with experience in EM.

Method expert

The more successful organisations that we encountered in this study all had one
or several persons who were very knowledgeable about the modelling method
(or several methods) used in their organisation. They were also very enthusiastic
about the modelling way of working. Their enthusiasm motivated their
colleagues to support and to engage in modelling. We call them “method
experts” while actually “method champions” would be more correct. Often these
people have been the first in their organisations who tried to “sell” the modelling
way of working to their organisation. As one of our interviewees states, this
person should:

Citation 45:

“…understand the methodology and [should] understand the tool, must
understand the types of problems you can solve with using the tool. And you
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also have to be a group of people that use it, so you have more that one
person, because if that person leaves organisation, and that’s the only person
that knows this tool - the techniques or tool will not be used afterwards.” [i1]

Another responsibility of method experts is to be responsible for the
development and maintenance of the modelling method used. As an example,
Company 5 uses several modelling methods for modelling various aspects of
functions of telecommunication switchboards. Their modelling expert is
responsible for integrating several modelling methods and for developing and
maintaining the tool that supports them.

Citation 46:

“… creating meta-models requires, excellent methodology knowledge, meta-
modelling knowledge and a degree of formalism that not many are used to.
Also it requires technical skills of using tool, most often it involves some kind of
programming so there are not very many people in the world who can do it. Of
course tool vendors have people who can do that, there are people in
research institutes and bigger companies who can do that, but most often they
do not have the time.” [i12]

Customisation of modelling methods requires meta-modelling knowledge as
well as knowledge how to use and customise meta-tools. As the citation above
shows this knowledge usually is very rare in organisations and therefore even
more valuable.

Model maintainer

Modelling maintainers are required if the company wants to keep their business
models up to date. Changes in the business need to be introduced in the business
blueprints – Enterprise Models. As stated in section 4.3, if the organisation
wants to keep models “alive” then it has to allocate responsibility of maintaining
the models. This responsibility should not be expressed only in general terms.
Instead each model should be assigned to a particular maintainer. The process
owner should support the modelling maintainer’s activities.

Model maintainer should have good people and communication skills. He or she
should also have considerable experience of manipulating models, For instance,
analysing, changing, versioning and improving them. Model maintainers can
also be model documenters.
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Model documenters

In smaller projects or smaller companies the modelling facilitators usually
document the models themselves. In larger organisations where many different
Enterprise Modelling activities take place at the same time, modelling
facilitators may not have the time for model documentation. Therefore such
organisations, or such projects, develop and allocate model documenters. Their
main task is to draw the models on the plastic sheet into a computerised
representation. They also update the models already in the tool and technically
produce reports that include Enterprise Models. The main skills necessary for
model maintainers are documentation skills (see Citation 47) and understanding
of the modelling method and its principles (see Citation 48).

Citation 47:

“When a [modelling] seminar is finished you have a facilitator coming in with
10 or 15 maps and they should be documented in a couple of days. [Model
maintainers] have a lot of work. We have a tool to draw the models. And then
you have to check them so that they are consistent with what has been
produced in the modelling seminar. This should be done by the facilitator.

Model documenters should be very fluent with a computer and the tool. But
that they can learn quite easily. What we are now looking forward is people
with map drawing skills, because they are used to follow the flow. But I think
most people can learn it. So you need someone who can understand the
connection between the [plastic] wall and the tool” [i7]

Citation 48:

“[Model documenters] need to know the technical part of [modelling] – what is
the syntax, what is the grammar of each of the model types, and [they] need to
understand that if the group has put this [component] on bottom left, you
should not put in top right, etc. And try to tidy the model as well as possible
without over-tidying it. And that is in essence the understanding of modelling.
It’s difficult for untrained secretary to work as model documenter. Regardless
how clever he or she is in using the tool. But with a proper training any
secretary could be a good model documenter.” [i2]

Interviewees have mentioned curiosity as another useful characteristic of model
documenters, needed to learn and fully understand EM, and to be interested in
what the modelling group is doing.
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4.5.2 Building a modelling department

Building of a modelling department depends on the organisation’s intentions
regarding the long-term use of Enterprise Modelling. If the organisation wants to
model without external consultants or keep models “alive” then it has to develop
its own in-house EM competency – in the form of modelling department (see
Figure 20). Such a task can, however, not be accomplished “over night”. Time is
needed for the personnel to learn the EM method, to develop modelling skills,
and to accumulate experience. As Figure 22 shows, experiences in earlier EM
projects support and enhance the ability of the modelling department.

Citation 49:

“[The organisation” would need at least one person to start with, that really
knows the tool, knows the technique, knows the method, understands the
ideas behind it, and lives with them – drives it. That person then needs to
involve other people who also use it – so that you form a little group of people
and that group can be expanded. You need to have a continued reasoning
about how and why you use the tool. …you have to develop your own skills.”
[i1]

As mentioned above the organisation can start building a modelling department
by one person – a method expert who “sells” the modelling way of working to
the organisation. This person then gradually builds a network of people who has
EM related competency and skills. While the company is acquiring their own
modelling department, outside EM consultants should be used in the ongoing
EM projects. In this way the internal EM consultants also get hands-on training
in practical application of EM. This strategy has proven itself in the company 6.
See also Citation 21 in the section of intentional factors – “Modelling without
external consultants”.

On the other hand, the organisation should also be aware that developing and
maintaining a modelling department requires considerable resources.

Citation 50:

“If we would have resources we could put a group of enthusiastic people who
could develop the basis how to use the method and the, to prove what are the
gains of using it in terms of finance and resources saved.

And this happens with many things because we don’t have resources,
because creative people do unneeded things that they should not be going.
[The problem is that] we need resources, recourses for education and the
people need particular tasks what to do with it” [i9].
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The above citation comes from a representative of Company 3, which has
recently purchased a modelling tool but is unable to use it due to the lack of
people and appropriate competency. In conclusion the modelling department and
the modelling tool are two interrelated issues. Therefore the organisation should
discuss the motivation for building the modelling department together with the
motivation for acquiring modelling tools.

4.6 Summary

Chapter 4 has presented two main aspects of the organisation that influence the
EM tool acquisition – the intentions or the organisation and the situation in the
organisation. Intentional and situational factors represent those generic
properties of the organisation that should be considered in this process (see
Figure 23). The following factors were discussed:

• Intentional factors:
♦ Modelling without external consultants
♦ Keep models alive
♦ Changing intentions
♦ Purpose of Enterprise Modelling

• Situational factors:
♦ method usage maturity
♦ method stability
♦ tool usage maturity
♦ tool development maturity
♦ complexity of the EM project
♦ project resources

Figure 23: Focused view – modelling department is related to intentional and
situational factors
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The tool acquisition process heavily depends on the kind of EM competency that
the organisation has or intends to have. Such competency is usually accumulated
in the modelling department.

Thus the modelling department also plays an important role in determining the
right EM tool acquisition scenario. The relationships between the modelling
department and intentional and situational factors are shown in Figure 20 and
Figure 23. A m odelling department is required if the company intends to
model without the assistance of external consultants and/or if it wants to keep
models “alive”. The presence of modelling department also indicates that the
organisation's method and tool usage maturity is high, as it is a vital resource in
EM projects. On the contrary, if an organisation does not have the modelling
department and has no plans to develop one, then it is more practical to hire an
external consultant to provide the EM method and the tool support as well.

Intentional and situational factors presented in this study have resulted from our
grounded theory study. They present our findings and are supported by
interviews with experienced practitioners working in the field of EM. We have
linked citations from interviews to theoretical concepts, such as intentional and
situational factors, their values, as well as other theoretical concepts of our
theory. These links demonstrated the support for the corresponding theoretical
concepts. In general there were no contradicting views among the interviewees.
We found that all interviewees share a common understanding about the main
issues that influence the EM tool acquisition process. Their views essentially
compliment each other. In the process of analysing the interviews new ideas also
emerged, which lead us to exploit new directions of our work.
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5 Common scenarios for EM tool support

In this chapter we present our findings regarding common scenarios for EM tool
support. Most of our interviewees recognise that organisations in EM projects
have three main alternatives – the first, to hire an external consultant who
provides the tool support. The second is to use a simple drawing tool only for
model documentation purposes. The third alternative is to acquire an EM
modelling tool within the company and use it without outside help. The latter
alternative also requires that the organisation has the competency to operate the
tool (see Figure 24). In part II we have elaborated a set of five generic EM tool
acquisition strategies. In this part we will discuss them further with regard to our
grounded theory study.
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The alternative scenarios for supporting the EM activities with tool are shown in
Figure 24.  The EM tool acquisition strategies in this chapter are elaborated from
CASE tool acquisition strategies presented in [Bube88]. As Figure 24 shows,
acquisition of an EM tool also requires the organisation maintain (or in some
cases to build) a modelling department (discussed in section 4.5). Since it cannot
be done instantly, a company that has no experience in EM should begin with an
assistance of an external EM consultant providing the necessary tool support.

5.1 Outsource EM tool related tasks to a consultant

One of the alternatives for organisations involved in EM is not to acquire EM
tools themselves, but hire a consultant who can provide the tool support as well.
This alternative means outsourcing all tool-related tasks to an outside consultant
and working only with the reports and models produced by that consultant. The
advantage of this alternative is that the organisation does not need to develop
any specific EM and/or tool related skills, or allocate resources. This makes such
outsourcing very suitable for organisations that are just starting to use EM.
Another type of organisations that frequently choose this strategy is small
companies that cannot afford to develop their own EM competency.
Furthermore, some of the interviewees recognise that sometimes even larger
companies do not have the time to engage in EM. The main reason might be that
they operate in such a changing business environment, and their response times
to change should be so short that there is no time to carry out EM process. (see
citation below).

Citation 51:

“Of course small companies [should outsource tool support to EM
consultants]. They cannot afford that kind of investment. But even in large
companies where the rate of change is so high that there is no time to analyse
things in depth – you just have to act quickly. And most often the feeling has to
be in the guts. The knowledge people have in their heads can be obtained
much quicker by discussing together than by a formal modelling activities.”
[i12]

The disadvantage of this strategy is that for jobs like model maintenance the EM
user company becomes dependent on the external consultant. However, this
disadvantage will manifest itself only as the user organisation becomes more
mature and gains more experience in using EM. If so, it can gradually build the
necessary competence and to take over the tool related tasks. Sometimes this
alternative is chosen as staring point for an organisation that builds its own
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modelling department. It is also convenient, that its own personnel can
participate in EM projects and learn from the consultants (see for instance
Citation 18, Citation 19, and Citation 21 in the section discussing intentional
factor – modelling without external consultants).

If this alternative is chosen, the consultant usually recommends to use the same
tool that he or she uses. Preference should be given to EM tools that are able to
produce good quality reports available on the company’s intranet. The
modelling participants and others that are interested in the modelling work
should be able to access modelling reports on the intranet.

5.2 Use a simple diagramming tool

The second alternative is to use a simple diagramming tool like FlowCharter™
or Visio™. Consultants and developers frequently use these tools in shorter
business development projects where there is no need to integrate the EM
product into some other development tool, or where models are relatively
simple. One business consultant motivates this the following way:

Citation 52:

“I usually use some simple drawing tool. FlowCharter™ is one of my
favourites. You can use others like Visio™, or you can use more advanced
tools, CASE tools, if you like. The types of problems I come across do not
usually need any type of support for the longer run. [I need] a more effective
documentation tool. And that’s about it. You can use some more advanced
drawing tool, but the whole CASE-part of CASE tools is usually not needed.”
[i1]

Citation 53:

“[FlowCharter™] is an alternative. If you just want to draw graphs. And a very
good one. It is the correspondence in the PC world of a number of tools that
exist in the Mac world.” [i2]

Citation 54:

“[I use] all kinds of tools from PowerPoint to complete CASE tools that support
both BM and system modelling and specification to all the way down to code
generation and testing.

[What kind of tool:] For me it is not at all important. For me it is important that
the tool is extremely easy to use, user friendly and does not slow me down. If I
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can document my models more easily in PowerPoint then I do that, because
time is money, and more than that time is my time is quite limited and of
course so is everybody else’s. So ease of use is very important.” [i12]

As these citations indicate, these tools are very available and they provide good
drawing capabilities. Further advantage of this alternative is that these tools are
very widely used and the EM user companies usually have them in place, thus
no new tools need to be brought in. These tools also are simple to operate,
meaning that no new skills need to be developed. They are able to support
almost any modelling notation. They are graphically powerful, which provides a
modelling freedom much desired by many consultants.

Once the modelling project gets bigger the disadvantages of these tools start to
show. They usually do not have any repository, version control, and
collaborative work support. Simple drawing tools also lack any support for
methodology rules or guidance. On the other hand, some business consultants
have the opinion that they do not need method guidance because they are
method experts themselves.

Citation 55:

“I usually don’t see any use for that kind of rules, it’s not for me, because I
know the syntax by heart; what kind of things I can do and allowed to do.
Sometimes I want to break those rules. It could be for presentation purpose,
just to be able to enhance something, to combine different perspectives to get
certain type of message through. So I don’t want to be restricted by those
rules. They don’t really serve me with any real purpose. That’s because I’m
experienced and I know the syntax and the semantics that I need. For a very
new person that could be useful, but I still think it has very limited use,
because no matter how useful the tool is, it is not excuse for not thinking.” [i1]

Even some less experienced method and tool users think that method guidance
does not really help them (see the citation below).

Citation 56:

“…often when I work, for instance when I draw some business process model,
I need something that I cannot really draw the way I want. They I have to think
a lot how to do it. I remember that I have often been angry because the tool
does not do what I want and that I have to think a way around.”

[Interviewer]: Does that happen when the tool forces you follow the method?

“Yes. The tool forces to do certain things in a particular way with no variations”
[i10]
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However some consultants [for instance i1, i2] think that checklists could be
used for verifying certain modelling rules, for instance list all relationships with
undefined names/cardinalities, check that all names of a modelling concept are
consistent and expressed appropriately, etc.

One of the arguments against simple diagramming tools is that they do not have
common repository for storing the modelling data. On the other hand,
practitioners tend to find several ways how to work without repository. One
business consultant who prefers using these kinds of tools has answered
question “how often do you really need a repository” in the following way:

Citation 57:

“It is almost impossible to answer that question generally? If you do not have
one, you seem to behave as you did not need one. If you have repository you
try to use it as much as you can.” [i2]

In addition some companies have developed repositories that are able to
communicate with drawing tools. For instance in the ELEKTRA project the
Visio™ tool was merged with a custom made repository for supporting the EKD
method [Sing97, Sing98]. However, this tool was never commercialised.

5.3 Acquire an EM tool within the organisation

The third alternative is to acquire an EM tool and to use it within the
organisation. The alternative has main advantages such as independence from
consultants, a freedom to choose the tools that fit together with the existing
technology, and being in charge of the development of the technology used
within the company. The organisation also has the opportunity to acquire a tool
that suits its needs better than a simple drawing tool. The likely disadvantages
are the relatively longer time period needed to acquire and to begin using the
tool. The time is also increased by the need for a period of learning for the
people responsible for maintaining and operating the tool. There also is a certain
risk of becoming dependent of a certain tool vendor. Vendor support and vendor
reliability are among the most important tool requirements. Most of the
modelling methods are continuously developed. Therefore the method support,
customisability and flexibility of the EM tool should be assessed. In addition, in
this case the organisation should also realise that it will have to develop in-house
competency required to use EM and the tool, which might not be possible for a
smaller company. Larger companies have developed their own modelling
consultants in order to support in-house modelling projects. Modelling
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departments of such companies include method facilitators, documenters,
analysts, tool experts and tool operators.

In either case, before choosing which alternative is better and which tool is
suitable, the user organisation should first clarify its intentions regarding EM.
Consultants are extremely valuable in this process, especially, if user
organisation does not have enough competence about EM methods or tools.
Once an organisation chooses to acquire an EM tool, it should look for tools that
not only address its current needs, but also the needs of the future. The
organisation will have to engage in some sort of requirement analysis. The
categories of requirements for the EM tool-set described in part II can be a
starting point in order to see which requirements are relevant. Our experience
and observations of companies suggest that industrially produced tools provide
more complete support for the EM process than research prototype tools.
Therefore the former should be preferred if an organisation wants to
institutionalise an EM tool.

Most of the interviewed modelling experts believe that modelling methods in the
future will have to be more open to integration of several methods. It will be
needed to express new perspectives and new challenges of the business (see
Citation 58). They also estimate that the life span of today’s tools will be about
3-5 years.

Citation 58:

“So, how would [existing] BM methods and tools look in an environment like
[virtual organisations]? The problem is how do you manage a [business]
environment like that. There will not be very explicit business process. And, it
is hard to think about that in terms of today’s methodologies. Some parts of
the existing methodologies will be used, but new parts will be developed as
well. And, of course, you need new methodologies and new tools for that
because today’s tools, they do not address those kinds of questions.
Therefore, there will always be need for new BM methods and that means also
new BM tools.” [i12]

In part II of this work, we have suggested the following EM tool acquisition
strategies (on the basis on the CASE tool acquisition strategies presented in
[Bube88]):

1. Develop your own EM tool-set
2. Order you own EM tool-set from tool vendor
3. Integrate several available EM and CASE tools
4. Purchase a method specific tool
5. Customise meta-tool into EM tool.
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In the future some new strategies could emerge on the basis of the new
technologies. For example, an EM tool that runs on Application Service
Provider (ASP) server would be shared by several user companies. In this case
the users would share the cost of the tool. In addition much of the technical
maintenance and administration work would be outsourced to the ASP site. In
order to use such a tool one would only need a conventional Web-browser to
assess and manipulate the modelling data.

5.4 Develop your new EM tool

New EM tools can be developed in two ways – the organisation builds a tool by
itself or the organisation orders the new tool from a tool vendor who develops
the tool specifically for the organisation. This section discusses both these
strategies.

On the whole a many interviewees were sceptical to the option of building or
ordering new tools. Their main argument was that this alternative is too costly,
and it ties the organisation too much to a certain tool, because of the huge
investment needed (see citation below).

Citation 59:

“For a number of reasons [building of tools should be avoided]. One of the
reasons is that it takes a long time to develop a good useful modelling tool.
And the question is – who is going to pay for that. It costs a lot. The other
question is the cost in the long run. If you buy a tool from a vendor you can
assume that that vendor will provide with updates for a relatively small cost.
[Because the vendors] have a lot of other customers also paying for this, so
they have a market on their own. If you develop tool by yourself, you have to
by yourself take the responsibility of new versions. My experience from that is
that usually it does not [succeed]. And when you want a new functionality you
are the only one wanting the new functionality and you have to pay the whole
cost.

… you are also less likely to change to some other tool if this tool does not
[satisfy you], because you have invested so much. Those are the main
reasons why it is wise to use standard or existing tools.” [i1]

Most of the interviewees seem to agree that only the tool vendors should build
new tools since they have the experience to build and maintain a complex
quality product.
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5.4.1 Develop your own EM tool-set

The company might have several reasons for developing new EM tools. The
most frequently quoted reason is the newly emerging business problems and
demand for new methodologies to address them. Thus they also require a new
tool to handle those methodologies (see the citation below).

Citation 60:

“There are always new reasons to build new tools. At least from the vendor
point of view. There are always changes in way the business runs, there are
always changes in the way people perceive the business, there are always
changes in the way people think the business should be managed. And that
means there will be new methodologies, new values addressed by BM and
that of course put new requirements on tools, and motivate development of
new tools. Also I think last five years technology changes and the business
too. Virtual companies are one example. Analysing a virtual company is very
different from analysing say [traditional electricity company].” [i12]

This strategy implies developing a new EM tool, dedicated to supporting the
development method of the user organisation. In order to succeed by following
this strategy the organisation must have a truly experienced group of
professional software developers capable to carry out this task. Even then
building EM tools is a risky and challenging task. If the organisation lacks
experience in this area the chances of succeeding are very slim. Most likely the
resulting tool will meet some of the specific requirements of the user
organisation, but in other aspects it will be less developed in comparison with
commercial tools.

One business consultant has characterised tool building in the following way:

Citation 61:

“First of all they should not build a stand-alone tool. That’s a definite no-no.
You have to integrate with existing tools, and integrate with as many existing
tools as you can, and integrate with the most commonly used tools.

Another thing is – you should conform to standards of different types. Like, if
you are going to make a modelling tool nowadays you would have to include
UML. If you are aiming for something [competitive], you would have to include
that.” [i1]

The organisation should have a strong commitment in order to be able to
motivate large costs and resources spent in order to build the tool. This strategy
is recommended only when nothing else is acceptable or the organisation indeed
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intends to market EM tools. As we can see form the comments, in either case the
primary emphasis should be paid to integration with other techniques and
modelling tools.

5.4.2 Order your own EM tool from a tool vendor

Building EM or CASE-like tools is a difficult task. Our observations of
companies attempting this has shown that even if the company has general
experience in building software systems, this experience might not be enough to
build an EM tool. The resulting tool usually lacks quality and robustness. Its
functionality is less advanced if compared with similar commercial tools. The
same can be said about many EM tools that have been built in academic
environments. Certain aspects of the functionality of those tools usually are well
developed while other types of more general functionality are often neglected.

This strategy is usually efficient in case the organisation wants to acquire a new
tool with only a limited own involvement. This option will ensure high tool
quality, as well as a high degree of matching the organisational and
methodological requirements by the tool. The main objective for ordering an
EM tool from a tool vendor is the need for a sophisticated tool that supports a
specific EM method and a specific EM process. The new tool should be built to
support organisation’s objectives, existing standards, modelling procedures, and
customs of the organisation. It should be integrated with the existing tools and
information systems that the organisation uses.

On the other hand, no really good tool can be developed in a short time with
small resources, regardless of how experienced the tool vendor is. This is
definitely a costly and time-consuming alternative. Since a unique software
system is built the tool user company has to cover the entire cost of the tool
development. Furthermore, the maintenance of the tool will also be costly since
only one EM user company will have to finance the entire cost of new versions
and upgrades.

5.5 Integrate several available EM and CASE tools

The alternative of integrating several EM and/or CASE tools in order to support
the desired development method should be considered in case when organisation
intends to use EM as a part of larger development projects, for instance IS
development. In these cases the results of EM often need to be reused in the
following stages of the project. Integration of tools can prove to be a good
solution if necessary tool components are available in the market and if they
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fulfil the organisational requirements for method support. Additional
information on tool integration is available in part II and in [Pres94, Zarr91].

Citation 62:

“In [Company1] they have also developed very nice marriage between
FlowCharter™ and MS Word, with hot spots in ABC FlowCharter™ which you
just click on and they you get the Word documents up.” [i12]

The citation above shows how one commercially available tool can amplify
another commercial tool. Another way existing tools were integrated was shown
in the ELEKTRA ESI Consultancy tool-set [Sing97, Sing98]. In this project a
custom-made repository engine was developed and integrated with the Visio™
drawing tool. Some of the exiting EM and CASE tools have built-in extension
and/or integration mechanisms, which can be utilised if this strategy is chosen.

Citation 63:

“If you design [information] systems, you often see new requirements for the
business model and inputs you need. If you want to be consistent, you have to
go back and do some rework in the business model. Also, sometimes you find
new possibilities or you see that actually this business process is not very
efficient or adequate, you find [a better] way to do it, and you have to go back
to business models.

You can see that at the low level the way you design certain functions actually
affect the way business processes are performed and its requirements and
how to adapt the processes and some organisational issues, responsibilities,
roles, skill profiles and things like that. And all that goes into the business
model.” [i12]

A common case of integration is integration of EM tools with CASE tools in IS
development projects. In these cases EM and EM tools are used to capture high
level business goals and requirements in the early stages of system development
(see for instance [Nell92], [Nils94], [Bube99], see also Citation 8 and Citation
63). In the next stage those goals and requirements are reused in designing and
developing the system. This usually requires the initial Enterprise Models to be
imported into CASE tools that are used. Another option is to integrate the EM
tool with the CASE tool.

Citation 64:

“I think the [EM tools] will be more interconnected, with the SAP-like packages.
And some tools will be embedded in other tools. …you can easily use data
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from your business system, like SAP. You don’t need a lot of transforming
things from system to system. So what you will see is more functionality that
you can access form one picture in you modelling tool, access to data,
documents, etc.” [i7]

Some interviewees (for instance Citation 64) predict that in the future EM tools
will be more integrated with ERP systems. This would allow the employees to
see the business process blueprint and have direct links to the information
system that supports that process. A number of organisations are currently
working on introducing these principles into their intranet portals for employees.

5.6 Purchase a method specific EM tool

This is a widely accepted EM tool acquisition strategy. The acceptance of this
solution varies very much from case to case. Success of this strategy largely
depends on the organisation’s objectives, strategy towards EM, and
requirements.

The main advantage of this strategy is that the purchased tool has probably
evolved together with the methodology and supports all its requirements. The
main disadvantage is that the methodology and the tool might be locked – the
users cannot easily extend it in case new business problems cannot be addressed
by the methodology in its current state. Therefore this strategy seems less
appropriate for consulting companies because they are involved in many
different projects. As an experienced business consultant has emphasised that
customisation and adaptation possibilities of the tool play an important role in
this case.

Citation 65:

I would ask the developers, the vendors, what their strategy is with this tool,
what are their plans. Can I propose changes? And can they introduce those
changes if I want changes? Can I make my own modifications? Can I keep
those modifications when I get a new release of the tool or the method or is it
closed?

If it is closed I would probably not choose because I would feel very insecure
with it. Because I am not using the same methodology for twenty years, or ten
years, or five years. The methodology changes, I learn new things I know how
to ask new questions, the problems get different – I need to ask different
questions. E.g. I find a new way that is suddenly very brilliant way of
integrating things or structuring things, that I haven’t thought about previously;
then want to do that in the tool. So for my role as a consultant, I would be little
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bit reluctant or hesitating about tool “in a box” or methodology “in a box”,
unless I know that I will be able to adapt.” [i1]

On the other hand there are companies that use EM only for themselves and they
have already standardised their EM method and process. In this case they do not
need such frequent and spontaneous modifications as indicated in the citation
above. They should still take into account that their business evolves and the EM
methods evolve as well.

The most common problem with this strategy is caused by the fact that it is
considered to be very simple. Therefore many inexperienced or immature
organisations assume that it is enough to buy a tool. However, they often forget
that an EM tool cannot be used without proper skills and adequate methodology
knowledge.

Citation 66:

“Someone at our company had seen that tool and he knew that it is a good
method and tool, and thought that we need it. And we had money. Since we
are very open to new methods – so, he thought “let’s take it and start slowly”.
But up to this moment the tool is not used, because of lack of people who
would be capable of using it.” [i9]

Citation 67:

“According to my experience, there often exists some tool or a few tools in
organisation that can be used. But nobody knows who is responsible for them,
and nobody often is. Or at least the person who is doesn’t know that.” [i12]

The above citations indicate that purchasing a tool does not really solve any
problem in the organisation. The personnel to operate it should be assigned and
trained accordingly. More detailed guidelines for acquiring tools from the
market are provided in [Howa94, Oake92, Zarr91].

5.7 Customise a meta-tool according to your needs

This option should be considered in case the modelling method is not yet
finalised and continuously evolves, or if organisational requirements for the EM
or CASE tool support are changing. More on the issues of meta-tool
customisation can be found in [Tolv96, Stirna95, Gold92]. Meta-tools are
developed by both – academic and industrial organisations for about 15 years.
However their practical use has not been wide. This is mainly caused by the fact
that to customise a meta-tool to support some modelling method requires
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extensive meta-modelling skills. These skills are very rare in companies (see
Citation 46). On the other hand many EM and CASE tools have been built based
on customisable CASE-shells, e.g. Business Modeller (see citation below),
RAMATIC [SISU89], MetaEdit [Stirna95].

Citation 68:

“I think there will always be people [building new tools] anyway.

Probably you would use some sort of platform to build on. Like for instance
when Business Modeller was developed, there was MetaDesign with all the
basic functionality.” [i2]

In general, this strategy is more appropriate for companies, that use many
different modelling methods, for consultants as well as tool vendors. See the
citation 68 below.

Citation 69:

“[At company M]  there has been a project, that analysed the method needs of
a customer – exactly what kind of methodology they need. Perhaps there exist
methodologies that fit their needs. So Company M analysed [those
methodologies] and did matching the user needs with the existing
methodologies. With a bit of luck there might be a support for that method in
the Qualiware [tool]. It has a meta-modelling support and meta models can be
plugged-in. The main thing is to merge the notations with the process steps.
That forms a methodology. Methodology is not just notation, it’s also a process
or procedure. So Company M they use this approach where they merge some
methodologies and deliver them to a customer, just for that customer.” [i12]

In this case a tool consultant and vendor customises the Qualiware™ tool
according to the methodology needs of a specific customer. The customer then
receives a method specific tool. This is essentially the strategy that we discussed
previously – purchase a method specific tool. There are two benefits of using a
meta-tool in this case. One, the customer gets a tool that is tailored to the
method that it is used to. This is achieved considerably cheaper than by building
a completely new EM tool. The other, tool vendor delivers a tool that is tailored
to the customer’s needs, but the tool maintenance is considerably simpler and
cheaper in comparison with maintaining a unique method specific tool. Changes
and improvements in the methodology can be supported with much less effort
and cost and therefore introduced considerably faster.
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5.8 Summary and discussion

Initial set of EM tool acquisition strategies were adapted from [Bube88] and
presented in part II. In part III we have further extended them with a discussion
based on the experiences of EM practitioners. In the spirit of grounded theory
we have supported these strategies with citations from interviews.

In this chapter we have outlined the pros and cons of all the main the EM tool
acquisition alternatives:

• Outsource the EM tool-related tasks to an outside consultant, or

• Use a simple diagramming tool for documenting the modelling results, or

• Acquire an EM tool within the organisation, by following one of the EM tool
acquisition strategies (according to [Bube88], [Stir99]):

1. Develop your own EM tool-set
2. Order your own EM tool-set from tool vendor
3. Integrate several available EM and CASE tools
4. Purchase a method specific tool
5. Customise meta-tool into EM tool.

If an organisation wants to support its EM process with a computerised tool
there are no other essential alternatives available. If none of the alternatives
seem suitable then perhaps the organisation should reconsider doing EM and
stick to other techniques, for instance brainstorming.

Each strategy has certain advantages in terms of the time required and how
precisely it is able to meet company specific requirements for the tools. For
instance, strategies 1. and 2. are usually costly and time consuming, but they can
deliver a tool that fully meets company’s requirements. On the contrary strategy
4 is considerably cheaper, while the tool will most likely only support a generic
EM method and provide limited customisability. Strategy 3 allows the
organisation to build a tool-set that integrates EM tools with its RE and CASE
tools, but this is likely to be more expensive. While strategy 5 offers great
freedom in terms of customisability and methodology support, it also has its
limitations regarding how much the tool functionality can really be customised.
It also requires methodology experts with extensive meta-modelling knowledge,
which is a scarce commodity in most commercial companies.

With new technologies emerging there are possibilities that some of these
strategies will have novel ways of following. For example, in the future an EM
tool could become available as a service from an Application Service Provider
(ASP) server. In this case users would use this tool through their web-browsers.
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They would not need any installation on their site. This would improve the
availability, maintainability, and upgradeability of such an EM tool.

Furthermore, as most of the interviewees have recognised, new tools will
continue to emerge and many of today’s tools will become obsolete. One of the
driving forces of this process will be new types of business problems that
inevitably will emerge. The average lifetime of an EM tool will be about 3-5
years. The EM tool market will continue to be shaped by alliances of modelling
methods, standards, and modelling languages. This will require tools to be more
open and customisable in order to support variations of modelling methods and
modelling processes.
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6 EM tool acquisition process

This chapter presents a procedure how to assess the intentional and situational
factors by using the guidelines in order to make a decision about EM tool
acquisition. One of the main requirements, that many EM practitioners point out,
is that the procedure should not be too complex. Otherwise it has very little
chance of being used in practice – similar to some of the generic software
acquisition frameworks. The description of the procedure should clearly present
the set of possible decisions to be made and trade-offs to be evaluated, the
documents to be produced, and the parties involved.
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Figure 25: Overview of the EM tool acquisition process

We propose four main stages for the tool acquisition process (see Figure 25):
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• determining organisations objectives; in this process intentional factors are
assessed,

• assessing the situation in the EM user organisation; in this process situational
factors are assessed,

• Choosing a tool acquisition alternative. The guidelines of assessing
intentional and situational factors are constructed in a way that at the end of
assessing them the organisation will be able to determine whether or not it is
suitable for acquiring and using an EM tool. If not, then the organisation
should proceed with other alternatives. If the organisation is deemed suitable
for using EM tools, then it has to choose an appropriate tool acquisition
strategy.

• Following the chosen tool acquisition strategy.

This EM tool acquisition process is also consistent with the tool acquisition
process presented in part II of this thesis and in [Stir99b]. The remainder of this
chapter presents details of each of the tool acquisition stages shown in Figure 25.
More detailed version of this process is shown in Figure 26.

6.1 Determine organisation’s objectives

The objective of this stage is to establish a common understanding what are the
organisation’s intentions regarding the use of EM in the future. Typical
intentions of organisations are discussed in chapter 4. The organisation should
generally know why it wants to use EM, for which purposes and what is the
expected result. The following alternative intentions are common:

• the company only wants to solve a certain problem with the help of EM and
EM consultants. It does not intend to use EM in the future.

• The company wants to use EM in order to solve a certain problem. If the
whole experience turns out to be positive, then the organisation might
possibly use EM in the future as well.

• The company wants to adopt the EM way of working as part of its standard
business development procedure.

At this stage of the EM tool acquisition process we are primarily concerned with
those intentions that require the EM user company to acquire EM tools.
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Figure 26: Detailed view of EM tool acquisition process

Process 1: Determine the organisation’s goals for EM. The organisation should
be clear about its objectives for using EM, for what reason it is done, and what
are the expected results and benefits. Existing experiences that the organisation
has in the area of EM, or similar areas such as Business Modelling,
Requirements Engineering, or Systems Analysis are valuable information
sources for this step.
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At this stage the organisation should assess the intentional factors: modelling
without external consultants, keep models “alive”, purpose of EM, and changing
objectives.
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Figure 27: Structure of guidelines for assessing intentional factors

Each guideline has a decision field which, depending on the values of the factor,
recommends to either acquire an EM tool or to use other alternatives instead.
Depending on the values arrived for the intentional factors, our guidelines also
suggest a few recommended tool acquisition strategies including a set of
requirements regarding the EM tool (Figure 27). These two documents will be
further elaborated in the next stage of assessing situational factors.

Some values of intentional factors also suggest that for some organisations
acquiring EM tools is not appropriate or effective. Using a simple drawing tool
(for instance Visio or FlowCharter) or hiring a consultant would be more
rational for such organisations. This essentially means that further assessing of
the organisation can be omitted. For instance, if the organisation does not have
the intention to model without external consultants or to keep the Enterprise
Models “alive” then it does not need to acquire EM tools and there is no real
need of assessing the situational factors for this purpose. Of course, it can still be
done because such assessment provides important knowledge about the
organisation, but from the point of view of tool acquisition there is no direct
need to do so.
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This process should be carried out by an internal method expert and/or an EM
consultant together with someone who knows the user organisation sufficiently
well. Usually someone from the modelling department is able to provide the
necessary information such as intentions, goals, problems, standards, processes,
as well as responsibilities concerning EM.

Deliverables of the process 1 are the following:

• Initial set of suggested EM tool acquisition strategies,
• Initial set of requirements for the EM tool
• Description of organisation’s goals and intentional factors.

Process 2: Establish or review the corporate EM process. Ideally, prior to EM
tool acquisition the organisation should already have its EM process established.
However this is not often the case if the organisation is in the beginning stage of
using EM. Even those organisations that have been using EM for a while might
not yet have defined their EM process. The objective of process 2 is to establish
an EM process that is consistent with the organisation’s goals. This also requires
to assign responsibilities for various EM related tasks, such as facilitating,
model maintenance, method maintenance, tool administration, etc, which
essentially leads to establishing the modelling department of the company.
Standards for both the EM process and the EM product should be established
along with procedures of controlling these standards.

This process should be carried out together with people who have been
previously involved in EM or similar activities. The process should bring
together corporate developers that will use the EM process, managers that have
to authorise resources for EM, EM supporting personnel, as well as for EM
method experts. EM consultants can be involved in this process in order to
provide valuable experiences about what modelling procedures and standards
have successfully been implemented elsewhere.

Deliverable of process 2 is the description of the corporate EM process.

6.2 Assess the situation in the organisation

The objective of this stage of tool acquisition is to establish a common
understanding of the situation in the EM user organisation. The main emphasis
should be on those aspects of the organisation affecting the acquisition and use
of modelling tools. In this context, if an organisation wants to determine it
suitability for participative Enterprise Modelling, it can use the approach
presented in [Pers01].
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Process 3: Determine the values of situational factors. Situational factors should
be evaluated by following guidelines discussed in chapter 4. The organisation’s
intentions and its EM process description serve as input for this process. The
following situational factors are to be assessed:

• Method usage maturity
• Method stability
• Tool usage maturity
• Tool development maturity
• Complexity of the EM project
• Project resources
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Figure 28: Structure of guidelines for assessing situational factors

Similarly to assessing values of intentional factors, the guidelines in Figure 28
for situational factors have a decision field. Depending on the value of the
factor, this field recommends to either acquire an EM tool or to use other
alternatives instead. The guideline field also suggests a few recommended tool
acquisition strategies including a set of EM tool requirements. If some guideline
suggests that it is not appropriate for the organisation to acquire EM tools, then
on the basis of this recommendation, further evaluation can have only
informative nature.

Assessment of situational factors should be carried out by an internal EM expert
and/or EM consultant together with someone who knows the user organisation
sufficiently well. Usually someone from the modelling department is able to
provide the necessary information. If the modelling department does not exist,
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then this immediately indicates that using EM tools might require competency
that the company does not have. Method usage and tool usage maturity would be
low in such organisations. Thus it would be more practical to hire a consultant in
order to provide tool support.

The deliverables of process 3 are the following:

• Further improved set of suggested EM tool acquisition strategies,
• Further improved set of requirements for the EM tool, which is finalised in

the next step,
• Description of situation factors regarding method and tool use in the

organisation.

These documents will serve as input for process 6: Evaluate alternative EM tool
acquisition strategies (see Figure 26).

6.3 Elicit and prioritise requirements for the EM tool

The main objective of this process is to finalise the set of requirements for the
EM tool to be acquired.

Process 4: Elicit and prioritise requirements for the EM tool. The sources for
requirements are the company’s objectives, the existing situation, the EM
method and EM process used, the corporate standards, the existing technology
to which the new tool should be able to collaborate, etc.

The main emphasis during this process should be paid to company-specific
requirements rather than general tool requirements. For instance, an important
company specific requirements could be “the tool should be able export models
to corporate intranet in a predefined format”. A requirement that is general to all
EM tools would be “the tool user interface should comply to common GUI
standards”. This requirement, while important as such, could just as well be
omitted, because the usability of the tool will be evaluated in the pilot project.

It is important that the tool usage is realistically planned. This will prevent the
organisation from spending money on unneeded tool functionality. A common
mistake at this stage is to go for the most advanced functionality without
motivating that by requirements. Each requirement should be assessed from the
following points of view: is it useful for our organisation, do we have
competence to use it, and who can use it.

This process should preferably be carried out by the same people who carried
out the assessment of the intentional and situational factors. It also has to
involve method and tool experts from the modelling department, since they have
the knowledge of how EM tools are used in their company.
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The deliverable of the process 4 is the finalised set of requirements for the EM
tool.

6.4 Choose EM tool acquisition strategy

The objective of this stage is to assess candidate EM tool acquisition strategies
and to choose the most appropriate.

Process 5: Assess the available technology. Before the company decides upon a
particular EM tool acquisition strategy, it should analyse what kind of modelling
tools it already has and which tools are available on the market. If the
organisation already uses some tools (e.g. CASE tools or business process
modelling tools), it should analyse how the new tools will fit this environment.

This process should be carried out by an EM expert together with tool experts of
the company.

The deliverable if the process 5 is a report on the available technology.

Process 6: Evaluate alternative tool acquisition strategies. The input of this
process consists of the following documents:

• Description of intentional factors,
• Description of situational factors,
• Requirements for the EM tool
• Available technology report
• List of suggested tool acquisition strategies, which was populated while

executing each guideline for assessing intentional and situational factors

On the basis of these documents the most appropriate EM tool acquisition
strategy should be chosen from the set of five generic strategies:

1. Develop your own EM tool-set
2. Order your own EM tool-set from tool vendor
3. Integrate several available EM and CASE tools
4. Purchase a method specific tool
5. Customise meta-tool into EM tool.

Each strategy that is on the list of suggested strategies should be discussed from
the following points of view:

• How does it meet the organisation’s objectives?
• How does it fit in the existing situation of the organisation?
• How does it support organisation’s requirements for EM tool? Attention

should not only be paid to functional requirements, but also to non-functional
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requirements such as investment needed, costs estimated, competency
needed, time to acquire needed, etc.

These issues should be openly discussed in the modelling department, if it
exists. Management that will have to approve the decision should also be
involved in the discussion.

The deliverable of process 6 is evaluated alternative of EM tool acquisition
strategies.

Process 7: Choose and follow EM tool acquisition strategy. In this process, first,
the organisation has to commit itself to a particular EM tool acquisition strategy.
The selection is done on the basis of evaluated alternative for EM tool
acquisition. The management should support the chosen strategy with
appropriate resources.

After that the organisation should follow the chosen strategy in order to acquire
the EM tool. Each strategy implies a number of different activities as shown
below:

Strategy 1: Develop your own EM tool-set. The main task is to build a new EM
tool within the company. Therefore the company should initiate a software
development project and project group.

Strategy 2: Order your own EM tool-set from tool vendor. The company should
establish a contract with a tool vendor. This will most likely require to do some
additional elicitation of requirements for the EM tool, since those requirements
will be part of the contract.

Strategy 3: Integrate several available EM and CASE tools. This strategy
requires investigating different EM and CASE tools. The main attention is to be
paid to tool integration interfaces and how they compliment each other. In some
cases additional integration interfaces might have to be built from scratch. More
about integration interfaces is described in chapter 5 of part II. This should
preferably be done at the modelling department of the organisation. However,
for more specific tasks the company can also involve consultants and tool
vendors. This strategy might also require purchasing some new tools.

Strategy 4: Purchase a method specific tool. It is often the case that one
modelling method has several supporting tools available. On the contrary there
might be no dedicated tools available to a particular modelling method. In either
case the organisation should look for a tool that fits their requirements best. The
best way to do this is to do some preliminary analysis of tools and then to send
the requirements to the tool vendors for comments. After receiving and
analysing vendor responses the company representatives should test a few
candidate tools. This testing can be done either at the vendor sites, by leasing the
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tool, by using demo versions, etc. After this the company should select one tool
and purchase a number of licences for the pilot project.

Strategy 5: Customise a meta-tool into an EM tool. The essence of this strategy
is purchasing a meta-tool, customising it according to the methodology and
process requirements of the company, and then using it. This process should be
primarily carried out by a method and meta-modelling expert. In this case also
some selections among available meta-tools should be done. This can be done
by sending the methodology requirements to the tool vendors. If the organisation
is not able to do that on its own it should hire a methodology consultant to help
with this task. After the meta-tool is purchased the EM method needs to be
implemented in it. This process is called method engineering [Tolv96].

After carrying out the aforementioned strategies the deliverable of this process is
the acquired EM tool.

6.5 Follow up the chosen EM tool acquisition strategy

The deliverable of the previous stages is the newly acquired (purchased,
customised, or developed) EM tool. The next stage is to test it in the
organisation’s working environment and to evaluate how the acquired EM tool
meets requirements of the organisation. This implies setting up a trial project,
gathering experiences and elaborating tool institutionalising strategy.

Process 8: Establish a pilot project for EM tool evaluation. The purpose of the
pilot project is to test the tool in a real life situation. The focus is on gathering
experiences how this tool can later be institutionalised. The pilot project should
be established in such a way that all important requirements for the EM tool-set
posed by the EM process in use can be tested and evaluated. The pilot project
should also be executed according to the organisation’s goals and strategies for
EM. During the pilot project the acquired EM tool-set should be carefully
evaluated, and an evaluation report should be produced. This report should
describe the pilot project and how the EM tool-set was used. It should present
experiences accumulated during the pilot project, including the positive and
negative aspects of the tool-set. The pilot project should also suggest corrections
and improvements of both the EM tool-set and the organisation’s EM process.

On the basis of experiences from the pilot project the company should decide to
institutionalise the tool or not. If the tool does not satisfy the organisation then it
should analyse the reasons and possibly look for a different tool. It might even
be required to select a different EM tool acquisition strategy. If the organisation
feels that the whole pilot project has failed, it should analyse the reasons and the
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lessons learned. EM might not be suitable for this organisation, which means
that some situational or intentional factors need to be discussed once again.

Process 9: Define the EM tool institutionalisation strategy. This step mainly
concentrates on elaborating procedures for how the newly acquired EM tool can
effectively support the corporate EM process, establishing training procedures,
assigning responsibilities and roles regarding tool use, etc.

This essentially is the final stage of the tool acquisition process. However, it
might happen that after a while the company discovers that its current tool does
not fully meet the organisation’s needs, because they have changed over time.
This may cause the organisation to return to the beginning of the tool acquisition
process.

6.6 Example cases

This section discusses a number of cases representing typical situations which
organisations may find themselves in during the process of selecting strategies
for EM tool acquisition and adoption. We use tables that show values of
intentional and situational factors and corresponding decisions to be taken with
respect to EM tool requirements, as well as EM tool acquisition strategies. The
following descriptions of case situations should only be seen as illustrations.
They do not reflect any particular organisation existing in real life. We use the
same six example cases as in part II:

Case 1: “Novice EM user company”

Case 2: “Experienced EM user company”

Case 3: “EM method provider”

Case 4: “Inexperienced EM tool builder”

Case 5: “Experienced EM tool builder”

Case 6: “EM consultant”

We have also added one extra example case – Case 7: “EM consumer”.

6.6.1 Case 1: “Novice EM user company”

This organisation has some interest to acquire and adopt EM. It has intentions to
begin using EM in some projects in order to achieve their objectives. If EM
proves to suit the organisation’s needs, it will use EM also in the future projects
and eventually try to institutionalise it. Evaluating the EM method itself can be a
part of these objectives. However the organisation has not made any decisive
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plans regarding its intentions to acquire a particular EM method or tool. The
organisation is not prepared to carry out larger EM projects. Also extensive use
of modelling tools and collaboration by electronic means is not required yet. The
organisation’s personnel needs training in EM. It also needs support by the tool
and method vendors as well as by consultants.

Table 23: Summary of assessment of case 1: ”Novice EM user company”

Factors Values Comments

Intentional  factors:

Modelling without external

consultants

No However, the company does not have the competence

to do so. Consultants should be used for the time being.

Keep models “alive” No The company primarily wants to “evaluate” EM. Keeping

models “alive” is not important for it yet.

Changing intentions Unpredictable The company has not yet elaborated its objectives for

EM

Purpose of EM Business

Development

The company aims to use EM in smaller projects  to gain

experiences and develop in-house competency.

Situational factors:

Method usage maturity Low No EM method adopted, limited experience with EM, no

EM process or modelling department established,

Method stability Continuously

evolving

The company has not decided on one method, and

keeps experimenting with several

Tool usage maturity Low EM process not defined, no modelling standards, no

standardised tools, no modelling department

Tool development maturity No applicable The company has no intention to develop EM tools

Complexity of the EM

project

Low to Medium Simpler problems requiring little to moderate amount of

work, little or integration with other tools or methods

Project resources Low The company wants to accomplish this project in

reasonably short time in order to evaluate the

experience and plan future activities.

Recommended EM tool

acquisition strategies:

Hire EM consul-

tant or  use

diagramming

tools

At this stage the organisation is not ready yet to use

modelling tools by itself. In stead it should hire a

consultant, gain some experience and then gradually

take over the tool related activities.
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The main objective of such company in its first EM project is to gain enough
information and experience to decide whether to adopt EM or not. Once this
decision is taken the organisation should decide on EM tool acquisition goals as
well. For some time it will probably have to use outside consultants, while its
own modelling competency and department develops and matures.

6.6.2 Case 2: “Experienced EM user company”

This organisation has been using EM or similar Business Modelling methods for
some time. It has accumulated certain amount of experience. It has decided to do
EM without assistance of outside consultants. The company has an EM process
in place and has established a modelling department. The company has
experience in using some EM tools. The organisation is capable of carrying out
reasonably complex projects that might include information system
development.

Table 24: Summary of assessment of case 2: ”Experienced EM user company”

Factors Values Comments

Intentional  factors:

Modelling without external

consultants

Yes The company wants to be independent, it has its

modelling department

Keep models “alive” Yes The company has been doing EM for some time and

wants to reuse the existing models

Changing intentions Predictable

changes

Changes in method and tool usage is motivated and

planned, EM process and standards are defined

Purpose of EM Business

and IS

development

EM process is part of company’s business development

process.

Situational factors:

Method usage maturity High Institutionalised EM methods, experienced modelling

department, defined EM process and standards,

extensive amount of EM experiences

Method stability Slowly changing The method is well known, robust and is able to deal will

all currently emerging business problems, it has an

established tool support.  New versions emerge
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approximately every 1-2 years.

Tool usage maturity High EM process and standards are defined, modelling

department exists, current tools are standardised and

institutionalised.

Tool development maturity No applicable The company has no intention to develop EM tools

Complexity of the EM

project

Medium to High Larger, more complex problems, novel project

objectives, integration of EM with other methods as well

as integration with other tools.

Project resources Medium to High The tool acquisition process should be accomplished in

about 2-3 months, the company has allocated the

necessary investment

Recommended EM tool

acquisition strategies:

3, 4, 5 See comment below

In the process of tool acquisition the main objective of the company is to acquire
robust and reliable EM tool, which would fully support its EM process. Since
the organisation is likely to have already used some modelling tools and other
supporting technology, the newly acquired tool should be able to communicate
and exchange data with those tools. In this case the organisation is likely to
prefer strategy 3 – integration of several available tools. On the other hand good
results can also be achieved with strategy 4 – purchase a method specific EM
tool. In this case the company should look for a method specific tool that
supports its EM process. Strategy 5 – customising a meta-tool, can also give
adequate results if the company has the expertise to use meta-tools and the
specifics of it modelling method and tools require that.

6.6.3 Case 3: “EM method provider”

This organisation has been developing an EM method for considerable time. It
has applied EM in its different versions in a number of real use cases. The
company has a relatively large amount of experience. It has established its EM
process as well as an experienced modelling department. It can be a commercial,
research, or academic organisation. The company is capable of participating in
all kinds of EM projects, including very complex ones.
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Table 25: Summary of assessment of case 3: ”EM method provider”

Factors Values Comments

Intentional  factors:

Modelling without external

consultants

High The company wants to be independent from other

consultants, experienced modelling department has

been established

Keep models “alive” No The company participates various EM project in various

organisations on a project to project basis, therefore old

models are mostly stored in the archive for references.

Changing intentions Continuously

changing

Changes cannot be easily predictable as new project

can emerge any time

Purpose of EM Business

and IS

development

The company intends and is able to participate in almost

any kind of EM project.

Situational factors:

Method usage maturity High Extensively used EM methods, EM institu-tionalised, EM

process defined, EM department, considerable

experience in earlier EM projects

Method stability Continuously

changing

EM method is developed and continuously improved

within the company

Tool usage maturity High EM process and EM standards are defined, some tools

are institutionalised, modelling department exists

Tool development maturity Insufficient The company does not have experience of building

CASE or EM tools.

Complexity of the EM

project

Medium to High Larger, more complex problems, novel project

objectives, integration of EM with other methods as well

as integration with other tools.

Project resources Medium The company might not want to commit large about of

resources for one particular project or tool, since the

method will most likely to change in the future.

Recommended EM tool

acquisition strategies:

3, 5 or use

diagramming

tools

See comment below
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This company should follow EM tool acquisition strategy that supports frequent
methodology and procedural changes and improvements. This can be achieved
by following strategy 5 – customise a meta-tool. Strategy 3 – integrate several
available tool can also prove to be useful if the component tools are easily
available, interchangeable, and they allow customisations. In some cases non-
method specific, simple diagramming tools such as Visio™ or FlowCharter™
can support the modelling method just as well. This alternative might be the
most appropriate if the modelling project are usually small and there is no real
need for using a data repository.

Strategy 1 – building a new EM tool could also be considered if the company
has the experience of building tools and wants to commit the necessary
resources. Strategy 4 – purchasing a method specific tool should not be favoured
in this case. It might be too risky for the future method developments to
purchase a tool that is dedicated to a different method.

6.6.4 Case 4: “Inexperienced EM tool builder”

This organisation intends to build an EM tool. However, it does not have
considerable existing experiences with EM, nor EM tool usage. It has never built
a system similar to an EM or a CASE tool, although building of information
systems and consulting in the area of IT may be its primary business. The
organisation has intentions to use EM in simpler projects. It does not have a
modelling department and its personnel needs further support and training in
EM related issues. EM methods and tools are neither standardised nor
institutionalised in this company.

In reality such companies often are regarded as somewhat “naive” when it
comes to true understanding of EM. They frequently put forward ambitious
objectives, but are seldom able to meet them. Their main hindrance here is the
lack of appropriate EM competency and experience. It might also happen that
the organisation is unable to commit the necessary amount resources for
building a new EM tool. Even if they succeed in building some kind of a
modelling tool, it will most likely suffer in quality and will not be competitive.

If a company has decided to develop a new EM tool it should also know why. It
the new tool is going to be used only within the company, then it might be more
rational to abandon the idea of building tools and purchase a method specific
tool (strategy 4). If the newly developed tool is to be sold on the marked then
this company should contract an experienced tool developer that builds the tool
for it (strategy 2). Strategy 5 – customising a meta-tool could also be considered
if the company has the necessary competence to use meta-tools. In any case,
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since the company’s tool development maturity is low it should avoid building
EM tools by itself.

Table 26: Summary of assessment of case 4: “Inexperienced EM tool builder”

Factors Values Comments

Intentional  factors:

Modelling without external

consultants

Yes The company might have put forward this intention, but it

might not be able to fulfil it because of the lack of EM

competency and experience.

Keep models “alive” Yes See above

Changing intentions Continuously

changing

Changes cannot be predicted, standards are not defined

Purpose of EM Business

and IT

development

The company intends to participate in almost any kind of

EM project.

Situational factors:

Method usage maturity Low EM process and standards not defined, no modelling

department

Method stability Continuously

changing

Out assumption is that the company wants to develop a

new tool to a new method that being developed. The

time frame for method changes is short.

Tool usage maturity Medium General tool usage guidelines exist, some simpler tools

are institutionalised and somewhat standardised. There

are a few people experienced in EM.

Tool development maturity Insufficient The company lacks experience in EM and development

of similar tools. It does not want to maintain and

upgrading of the tool.

Complexity of the EM

project

Medium Enterprise Models are likely to be integrated and reused

in different stages of the project

Project resources Medium The company might have the management support to

build the tools, resources  may not be enough, due to

the lack of understanding what EM tool building requires.

Recommended EM tool

acquisition strategies:

2, 4 See comment below
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6.6.5 Case 5: “Experienced EM tool builder”

This organisation is an experienced developer of CASE or similar tools. It has
experiences both with EM and EM tool usage. It has strong intentions either to
enter the business of EM or to use EM in its own system development process.
In intends to use EM without the support of outside consultants. The
organisation is capable of participating in all kinds of EM projects. It has
established a modelling department and defined its EM process.

Table 27: Summary of assessment of case 5: “Experienced EM tool builder”

Factors Values Comments

Intentional  factors:

Modelling without external

consultants

Yes The company wants independence from consultants and

has the ability

Keep models “alive” No The models will be mostly used within one project. After

that they will be included in archive.

Changing intentions Predictable

changes

The company has planned its tool strategy. The culture

of company supports the use of standardised tools.

Purpose of EM Business

and IT

development

The company wants to use EM in its business and IT

development projects.

Situational factors:

Method usage maturity High The company has large amount of EM related

experiences. Its EM process is defined. Highly skilful

modelling department also has been established.

Method stability Slowly changing The method is commercialised. It is able to deal with the

current BM issues. New versions are expected to come

out every 1-2 years

Tool usage maturity High The EM process and EM standards are defined.

Modelling department exists. Existing tools are

standardised.

Tool development maturity Sufficient The company understands the EM domain, has enough

experiences. The company wants to sell EM tools in the

market.

Complexity of the EM

project

Medium to High The company participates in projects where EM is

integrated with IS development.
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Project resources High The company has the necessary EM competency. The

time allocated for tool is long enough to consider

building tools. The finance is allocated adequately.

Recommended EM tool

acquisition strategies:

1, 3, 5 See comments below

The main objective of the company is to develop a new EM tool and to sell it to
its customers. The aim is to develop a new EM tool product. Therefore, the
organisation should follow the strategy 1 – build a new EM tool. Alternatively it
could also build new product from some existing tool components (strategy 3).
Strategy 5 – customising meta-tool can also prove to be successful if the new
product envisioned requires only support of a new modelling method, and no
new kind of functionality need to be developed.

6.6.6 Case 6: “EM consultant”

Primary business of this organisation is consulting or supporting EM or
Business Modelling projects for other organisations. Naturally, the
organisation’s intention is to model without support of other EM consultants.
The organisation has gathered an extensive amount of experience in applying
EM in various situations. It has done limited experiments and surveys regarding
tool support for EM. It might have developed an experienced modelling
department consisting from experienced EM consultants, facilitators, method
experts, tool experts, etc. The company has defined its EM process, but is also
able to modify this process according to the needs of a particular project or
client. It continuously improves its EM process as well as its EM method in
order to serve their clients better.

Table 28: Summary of assessment of case 6: “EM consultant”

Factors Values Comments

Intentional  factors:

Modelling without external

consultants

Yes The company is an experienced EM consultant itself

Keep models “alive” No The company serves its clients on the project basis,

therefore it does no need to keep the old models alive.

Since the clients might have this intention, the tool

should be capable to support this activity.
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Changing intentions Changes are

predictable

The company uses rational arguments to change

methods and tools. The company culture focuses on

using proven technologies. Modelling standards are

defined.

Purpose of EM Business

development,

solving org.

problems

The company helps its clients in solving various

business and organisational problems. In this process

EM might be integrated or extended by other methods.

Situational factors:

Method usage maturity High Extensive experience in using EM, EM process and

standards defined, modelling department established,

Method stability Slowly changing Method is established and it is improved periodically (1-2

year cycles). The tool support to it is established.

Tool usage maturity High The EM process and EM standards are defined.

Modelling department exists. Existing tools are

standardised.

Tool development maturity Insufficient The company has enough EM experience, but it does

not have the expertise of tool building

Complexity of the EM

project

Various The company may engage in projects of various

complexity.

Project resources High The company has the need competency. Resources and

authority is allocated adequately.

Recommended EM tool

acquisition strategies:

3, 4, 5, or

diagramming

tools

See comments below

An EM consultant company should primarily look for a tool that supports its
EM method and EM process. In addition, the tool should be customisable in
terms of the modelling product as well as the modelling process. This is best
achieved by strategies 3 (integrate several available tools) and 5 (customise
meta-tool). These strategies allow the company certain freedom of customisation
and improvement of the tool. Strategy 4 – purchase a method specific EM tool is
also useful if the method that the company uses has a well-known and
established commercially available tool. This can even be seen as an advantage
when company’s clients try to take over modelling or model maintenance. In
some smaller modelling projects many consultants use simple diagramming
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tools such as Visio or FlowCharter. This seems to be the favourite alternative of
many practitioners since it is cheap and does not require much time to carry
through.

6.6.7 Case 7: “EM consumer”

This organisation faces a particular organisational problem, which it intends to
solve by using EM. The organisation does not have any further plans regarding
EM. It has hired an outside consultant to help solving the problem at hand. The
company does not have any specific EM related experience prior to this project.
The company does not have a modelling department and neither does it plan to
develop one.

Table 29: Summary of assessment of case 7: “EM consumer”

Factors Values Comments

Intentional  factors:

Modelling without external

consultants

No The company does not have the necessary competency

Keep models “alive” No The organisation wants to solve the problem at hand.

After that the value of the models will already be

consumed.

Changing intentions Unpredictable

changes

The company has nothing planned regarding EM. There

are many influencing factors that determine the changes

in the technology used.

Purpose of EM Solving a

particular

organisational

problem

EM is used in solving a specific business problem with a

help of an EM consultant.

Situational factors:

Method usage maturity Low No prior EM experiences. EM process not defined.

Modelling department does not exist.

Method stability Changing The company is not committed to any method and

therefore can change it spontaneously.

Tool usage maturity Low EM process and EM standards are not defined. EM

Tools are not used. EM department does not exist.

Tool development maturity Low The company has very limited knowledge about EM, and
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has no experience in building similar tools.

Complexity of the EM

project

Low Usually project where the main emphasis is on solving

the problem at hand requires small number of EM

activities. There is no integration with other

methods/tools required.

Project resources Low Short time for possible tool acquisition, lack of in-house

EM competency, no specific budget for tool acquisition.

No specific management support for acquiring EM or EM

tools

Recommended EM tool

acquisition strategies:

Outsource to a

consultant

See comment below

The main objective for this kind of companies is to solve the particular business
problem at hand. They might not even have any particular preference in what
way it is solved or what method or tool is used. Therefore, such companies
should not acquire EM tools. Instead they should hire a consultant who does the
tool support for them. If the organisation finds that EM is useful for it, then it
can gradually start building its own EM competency as well as acquiring tools.
Most likely it will hire a consultant again when a new business problem arises.

6.7 Discussion and summary

In this section we have outlined the generic EM tool acquisition process,
presented in Figure 26. It consists of the following stages:

• Determine organisation’s objectives for EM (section 6.1). At this stage
intentional factors (section 4.3) are assessed and organisation’s EM process
reviewed.

• Assess the situation in the organisation (section 6.2). At this stage situational
factors (section 4.4) are assessed.

• Elicit and prioritise requirements for the EM tool (section 6.3). In the
previous two stages of assessing the organisation one of the deliverables is a
set of requirements for the EM tool. At this stage those requirements are
further elaborated and prioritised.

• Choose EM tool acquisition strategy (section 6.4). At this stage candidate
EM tool acquisition strategies are assessed and the most suitable is chosen
and then followed.
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• Follow up the chosen EM tool acquisition strategy (section 6.5). The newly
acquired tool is tested in the organisational setting in order to validate its
suitability.

At any part of this process it is possible to return to the previous stages. Some of
the tasks can also be performed in parallel.

In this chapter we also discuss seven example cases of typical organisations that
intend to use EM and acquire EM tools. The company types range form
complete novices in EM to experienced EM consultants. For each of these
companies values of intentional and situational factors are estimated and the
most suitable EM tool acquisition strategies discussed.

The aforementioned procedure is generic and can be applied to acquire any EM
tool in order to support any EM method. We expect, though, that this is done by
someone who knows EM and is familiar with the user organisation. If the
organisation has established a modelling department then it can be responsible
for tool acquisition. Organisations that do not have the necessary competence
should hire a consultant to help them. Our experience and observations of
several companies have shown that novices in Enterprise Modelling cannot
judge whether it is appropriate, in a certain situation, to use EM or not. They are
usually unable to spot the different indicators of intentional and situational
factors. Nor can they assess which is the appropriate EM tool or tool acquisition
alternative. Furthermore, they are not aware of their lack of knowledge in this
respect, which frequently causes EM projects to fail. These failures are often
blamed on the methods and tools applied [Pers01a].

Therefore for a company with relatively little experience in dealing with EM, it
is most valuable to initially get a reliable consultant to help them to formulate
their objectives. The purpose of the consultant is not to recommend or to sell a
particular tool from a certain vendor. Instead the consultant has to explain the
possibilities as well as traps, and to help the organisation to formulate its
objective for EM. On the basis of these objectives and the situation in the
organisation the consultant should then help the organisation to develop the
most appropriate ways to proceed with the tool acquisition. In some cases the
consultant may also find that it is more appropriate for the organisation not to
acquire EM tools. In this case it should hire external modelling experts that will
provide both the EM tool and the EM method.

In conclusion, the EM tool acquisition process is a result of the grounded theory
study. It also incorporates other results of our study, such as intentional and
situational factors, as well as EM tool acquisition strategies. This process was
initially developed in part II of this thesis [Stir99] and also presented in
[Stir99b]. It also is coherent with the CASE tool acquisition process described in
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[Oake92]. During our grounded theory study we have observed several
companies that have acquired and used (or not used in the case of Company 3)
EM tools. More specifically, the proposed EM tool acquisition process is similar
to those applied in Companies 2 and 6. Both of these companies have
successfully acquired and adopted their EM tools. We have also considered
experiences of other companies, which have carried out less structured EM
acquisition processes. Our interviewees have also with us valuable experiences
concerning EM tool acquisition in practice. These empirical data sources
supports the validity of the EM tool acquisition process.
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7 Applicability and utility of the findings

The objective of this chapter is to discuss our findings and results in terms of
their applicability, generality, and utility. We also discuss the empirical support
for our findings – the set of intentional and situational factors, as well as the EM
tool acquisition strategies and processes.

7.1 Applicability

The tool acquisition process presented in this work helps organisations to
evaluate their need to acquire EM tools. The framework presents a set of
guidelines for an organisation to follow in order to assess its intentional and
situational context of EM tool application. This knowledge then allows the
organisation to determine the need for EM tools as well as its suitability to
operate the acquired tool efficiently. For organisations that are not familiar with
EM we strongly recommend using an experienced consultant in this task.

This work is not an attempt to “automate“ the complex decision making process
of selecting an EM tool acquisition strategy and the tool to acquire. Instead it
should be considered as a collection of knowledge components and supporting
guidelines of how to carry out the EM tool acquisition process effectively.

The framework we have proposed can be compared with that of the
Euromethod. According to [Euro96] Euromethod provides a method to define,
plan and execute the acquisition of an information system and related services.
It is used to assess and determine:

• the problem situation and the associated risks,

• the goal of the acquisition,

• the strategy for the acquisition, for the IS-adaptation and service provision,

• the delivery plan showing the customer-supplier relationships at contractual
level including the exchange of deliverables.

Similarly the EM tool acquisition framework of this thesis is dedicated to
“define, plan and execute” acquisition of an EM tool. It addresses the same
issues that the Euromethod approach. The main difference is that our work
concentrates on those aspects of the organisation that are particularly important
to EM tool acquisition, e.g.:

• the situation in the organisation – addressed by a number of situational
factors,
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• the goals of the EM tool acquisition – addressed by a number of intentional
factors,

• the strategy for the EM tool acquisition and adaptation – five generic EM
acquisition strategies are discussed. We also discuss their two main
alternatives – using simple diagramming tools and outsourcing EM tool
support to a consultant.

Our EM tool acquisition framework is designed in such a way that it can be
easily extended with more guidelines. For instance, if an organisation establishes
a new intentional or situational factor that influences its EM tool acquisition
process, it needs to develop a guideline for its assessment. This new guideline is
then inserted in the process of assessing intentions of the situation in the
organisation.

When compared to Euromethod, the EM tool acquisition framework does not
address the customer-supplier relationships at contractual level. Since this aspect
is no different for EM tools than for all other software packages it can be
addressed by other existing frameworks (e.g. Euromethod). The EM tool
acquisition framework is not applicable to acquiring other types of software
packages, e.g. CAD packages or ERP systems.

This makes us to conclude that our EM tool acquisition framework is practically
applicable to acquisition of Enterprise Modelling and Business Modelling tools.
Furthermore, the framework is also applicable to acquisition of single EM tools
or to a collection of EM tools.

To be suitable for CASE tool application the framework should be extended
with issues specific to CASE tool acquisition. For instance, in the process of
assessing the intentions of the organisation, an additional attention would have
to be paid to issues such as productivity and quality gains. Similarly, in the
process of assessing the situation in the company the integration with the
existing technology platforms would have to be explicitly assessed.  Additional
emphasis would also have to be paid to reusing of existing designs and code.
More on CASE adoption issues can be found in [Zarr91, Oake92, Iiva96,
Shar00].

7.2 Utility of the findings

We have proposed an EM tool acquisition process based on a set of intentional
and situational factors. In the process of assessing the organisation, values of
these factors are determined in order to arrive at a recommendation  - a set of the
most promising EM tool acquisition strategies.
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This approach addresses the problem that many organisations face if they
purchase their modelling tools (and/or methods) before analysing what kind of
tools they really need. Afterwards they find themselves in a situation where their
EM tool does not fully address the company’s needs and the personnel does not
have the motivation to use it. Sometimes the company does not even have
sufficiently skilled personnel to use the EM tool. This may result in that after
some experiments the purchased tool is no longer used and becomes “shelf-
ware”. As the cause for this failed investment the quality of tools is blamed, and
the company keeps looking for new tools in the same ad hoc manner. Another
situation is when an organisation attempts building new tools even if it does not
have the necessary competence and has never done that before. The common
result is that the tool is not usable enough and the resources are wasted.

Furthermore many practitioners often state that there is no dedicated method for
acquiring EM or BM tools. Their opinion is that such method should be fairly
simple and it should not take too much time to carry it out. The motivation for
these requirements is that EM projects are reasonably small undertakings that
need to be started quickly. Using generic frameworks for software acquisition
(e.g. Euromethod or SA-CMM [Ferg96]) would, therefore, take too much time
and effort.

In order to address the aforementioned issues the objective of this research is to
provide a simple-enough and dedicated framework of assessing the organisation
prior to its EM tool acquisition starts. The aim is to point out what are the
critical issues of EM tool acquisition, and what should an organisation do
besides purchasing or even building EM tools. For instance, the organisation
should also develop its EM competency and define its overall EM process as
well as standards. This framework also shows who should perform the EM tool
acquisition process – and what kind of knowledge is needed.

In addition, such assessment of situation alone can contribute to the overall body
of knowledge in the organisation. In the process of discussing intentional and
situational factors and their values, the organisation will also be able to assess
what the main EM related problems are. However, if our EM tool acquisition
framework is applied solely for this purpose, then it is valuable that factors that
address general applicability of Participative Enterprise Modelling (PEM) are
discussed as well. These factors are defined in [Pers01].

7.3 Support for the findings

We have built an EM tool acquisition approach based on the three main types of
information sources:
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• Observations of companies that have been working with Enterprise
Modelling and Business Modelling. We have observed companies that have
been working with different modelling methods, e.g. EKD [Bube97],
GRADE [Kaln96, Barz00], Rummler-Brache9 business process modelling
method, Astrakan Modellering [Astr00], and others.

• Active participation in projects that use EM methods and tools. This thesis
incorporates results of partcipation in EU supported projects ELKD
[ELKD95], ELEKTRA [Elektra96], and HyperKnowledge [HK2000].

• Interviews with selected experienced practitioners and EM user company
representatives. Within the scope of this study, 17 people were interviewed
and 20 unstructured and semi-structured interviews were carried out.
Interviews were recorded using a digital voice recorder. The interview
transcripts were analysed and grounded theory codes and networks built upon
them.

This triangulation across various techniques of data collection is particularly
beneficial in theory generation, as it provides multiple perspectives on an issue,
supplies more information on emerging concepts, allows for cross-checking, and
yields stronger substantiation of constructs [Glas67], [Eise89], [Orli93]. Each of
these information sources has contributed an important part in the final research.
Particularly important and useful were the interviews of Part III. In this research
phase we were concentrating mainly on skilful and experienced EM
practitioners who have been working in the area of EM for a considerable time.
These people represented mainly the “vendor side” of EM. They are EM or
business consultants, meta-modelling experts, EM tool experts, as well as EM
tool developers. In order to balance the interviewee competence profile we also
interviewed a number of people at the “customer or consumer” side of EM.
These are company representatives that have been using or tried to introduce
EM in their organisations. We interviewed company managers as well as
corporate business developers and analysts.

The structuring of interview data took place in the Atlas/ti tool. According to the
grounded theory approach, there are two modes of data analysis. The first is the
textual analysis, which focuses on the “raw data”. The main activities at this
stage are text segmentation, coding as well as memo writing. The second stage
is the conceptual analysis. The main focus of this stage is building a theoretical
framework by discovering relationships among codes, concepts and categories.
The result is a set of theoretical networks that represent the theory. This is an
iterative process. First a theoretical framework on the basis of initial interviews
                                        
9 More on this method is available on http://www.pritchettnet.com/
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is developed. Then, this framework is tested and further developed by selecting
more interviews, observations, etc. This is done according to the principle of
theoretical sampling, which aims to extend and fine-tune the developing theory.
The iterations between the interview data and conceptual modelling ended when
enough categories and associated concepts had been defined in order to explain
the EM tool acquisition approach, and no additional data were being collected.
In Glaser and Strauss [Glas67] this situation is referred to as "theoretical
saturation". Reaching closure was taken according to the principle of theoretical
saturation – when the marginal value of the new data is minimal.

In conclusion grounded theory has helped us to achieve our research objectives
in the following way:

• Grounded theory research process is iterative, which allowed us to
continuously improve and fine-tune the theory developed. We started with a
“pre-existing theory” presented in part II. On the basis of each new data
source it was gradually improved util the state of “theoretical saturation” was
reached.

• Triangulation across various data collection techniques allowed us to
integrate our experiences and company observations, with experiences of
other EM experts. This was very valuable, since for our research problem the
main body of empirical knowledge is tacit – it resides in people’s heads.

• The process of open coding has helped us to connect all empirical data to the
theoretical concepts they relate to. In an iterative research process this very
helpful, since data regarding a particular theoretical concept are discovered
all the time. In our case each interviewee expressed something that was
related to some code in our theory.

• The process of selective coding has helped us to build and to improve the
overall theory. All concepts of our theory have been included in conceptual
networks, which were improved and refined as soon as new piece of date
came in. Having such conceptual networks at an early stage of our study
helped us to plan further interviews. It also facilitated discussion of our
research results with other researchers and practitioners.

• Using the Atlas/ti tool to support our grounded theory has helped to manage
the empirical data sources used in this research. The tool has proved to be
useful for open and selective coding.

Addition support of this framework was achieved by comparing it to other
software acquisition frameworks available in the literature. The components of
this work have been compared to other literature sources and similarities have
been found. For instance, the Euromethod framework defines situational factors
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in the same way as we do. The definition of project complexity in [Tati00] is
similar to ours. The notion of Requirements Management process maturity
presented in [Jones95] is similar to our understanding of method and tool usage
maturity. Situational factors have similar notion as well as similarly structured
guidelines for assessing them in [Pers01]. The EM tool acquisition strategies are
adapted CASE tool acquisition strategies defined in [Bube88]. The main
distinction between the EM tool acquisition framework and other more generic
software procurement approaches lays in the fact that this framework is
particularly dedicated to acquisition of EM tools. It is therefore not applicable to
acquiring other types of software packages such as ERP systems, for instance.

This leads us to a conclusion that the EM tool acquisition framework developed
in this study is practically applicable, useful, and theoretically sound.
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8 Conclusions and future outlook

8.1 Summary

The main research issue of this thesis is Enterprise Modelling tool acquisition
and use in organisations. In essence all issues discussed in this thesis are related
to the EM tool acquisition process. We start with defining the notion of
Enterprise Modelling as well as its application in organisations (part II chapters
2 and 3). We have also described common organisational goals for using EM
and EM tools (part II sections 4.1, part III section 4.2). They are discussed in the
context of various problems and challenges affecting the use of EM in
organisations (part II section 4.2, part III section 4.1). On the basis of this, a
comprehensive set of requirements for an EM tool-set was developed (part II
section 4.3). Chapter 6 of part III proposes an EM tool acquisition process that
consists of three main stages – assessing the organisation, choosing the EM tool
acquisition strategy, and following the chosen strategy (see Figure 25). The
stages are described in the sequel.

Assess the organisation:

• Determine organisation’s objectives (section 6.1) for EM. At this stage the
intentional factors (section 4.3) are assessed and the organisation’s EM
process reviewed. The following intentional factors should be assessed:

♦ Modelling without external consultants. This intentional factor reflects the
organisation’s intention to develop its own EM competency and to use EM
without help from outside EM consultants.

♦ Keep models alive. This intentional factor reflects the organisation’s
intention to constantly update Enterprise Models, to disseminate them on
the corporate intranet, as well as to use modelling as part of standard
business development process in the organisation.

♦ Changing intentions. The organisation has to be aware of how often the
EM tool-related intentions change and what is the rationale for the change.
Our study has shown that in reality practical and impractical arguments are
often mixed.

♦ Purpose of Enterprise Modelling. This intentional factor determines what
kind of tool the organisation needs to acquire. It determines the
requirements for the EM tool
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• Assess the situation in the organisation (section 6.2). At this stage the
following situational factors (section 4.4) are assessed:

♦ Method usage maturity – determines how experienced and prepared the
organisation is to work with modelling methods of this kind;

♦ Method stability – determines how frequently new versions of the
modelling method is will be introduced;

♦ Tool usage maturity – determines the organisation’s experiences and
ability to use computer based tools to support modelling methods;

♦ Tool development maturity – determines the organisation’s ability to
develop computer based EM tools. This situational factor should be taken
into account only of the organisation has the intention to develop new EM
tools.

♦ Complexity of the EM project – indicates the kinds of problems that will
be addressed by EM and the variety of tasks to be performed and results
expected from the project;

♦ Project resources such as time, competent personnel and money are the
critical success factors of any EM project and therefore should be
considered in EM tool acquisition process.

• Elicit and prioritise requirements for the EM tool. This process is described
in the section 6.3 of part III. In the previous two stages of assessing the
organisation one of the deliverables is a set of requirements for the EM tool.
At this stage those requirements are further elaborated and prioritised. These
requirements include a number of interrelated categories, such as EM support
requirements, customisability and extendibility requirements, requirements
for the modelling repository, modelling data visualisation requirements,
reporting and querying requirements, collaborative work requirements, as
well as non-functional requirements (see section 4.3 of part II).

Choose EM tool acquisition strategy:

This process is described in section 6.4 of part III. At this stage the candidate
EM tool acquisition strategies are assessed and the most suitable is chosen and
then followed. These generic EM tool acquisition strategies were elaborated on
the basis of CASE tool adoption strategies defined in [Bube88]. The EM tool
acquisition strategies were initially described in the section 5.2 of part II and
further elaborated in chapter 5 of part III. The resulting set of alternatives is the
following:

• Outsource the EM tool-related tasks to an outside consultant, or
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• Use a simple diagramming tool for documenting the modelling results, or

• Acquire an EM tool within the organisation, by following one of the EM tool
acquisition strategies:

1. Develop your own EM tool-set
2. Order your own EM tool-set from tool vendor
3. Integrate several available EM and CASE tools
4. Purchase a method specific tool
5. Customise meta-tool into EM tool.

Follow the chosen EM tool acquisition strategy

The process of following of chosen EM tool acquisition strategy is described in
section 6.5 of part III. The differences of this process depending on the strategy
chosen are also outlined here. At this stage the newly acquired tool is tested in
the organisational setting in order to validate its suitability. Finally, if the tool
proves to be useful, the organisation should decide on its institutionalisation
strategy.

Besides procurement of the tool itself the organisation should also have the
competency to operate it. Our position is that without the necessary EM
competency it is more rational to hire a consultant who provides the tool
support. The competency issues are discussed in the section 4.5: Modelling
department.

Furthermore, in order to illustrate the proposed EM tool acquisition process we
have discussed seven example cases. These example cases represent common
types of organisations that often engage in procurement of EM tools.

8.2 Concluding remarks

The main issue concerning this research was to elaborate a coherent but still a
reasonably simple approach for EM tool acquisition. More specifically, the
following research questions were specified:

• What are the requirements for EM tool support, and what are the objectives
and the rationale for these requirements?

This question was answered by describing the categories of requirements
for EM tools in chapter 4 of the part II. Support for the suggested
requirements categories was found in our participation in EU supported
projects ELKD [ELKD95], ELEKTRA [Elektra96], and HyperKnowledge
[HK2000], as well as in literature (e.g. [Barz00], [Brown94], [Bube92a],
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[Bube97a], [Gold92], [Kaip97], [Louc97a], [Oake92], [Rade93], [Sing97],
[Sing98], [Vess92], [Vess95]).

• Which intentions motivate an EM user organisation to acquire EM tools?

This question was answered by elaborating a set if intentional factors in
the section 4.3 of the part III. Support was found in interviews, and
observations of companies that use EM.

• Which aspects of a situation in organisation should an EM user organisation
assess prior to acquiring EM tools?

This question was answered by elaborating a set of situational factors in
the section 4.4 of the part III. Support was found in interviews, and
observations of companies that use EM.

• How should an organisation proceed in order to acquire suitable EM tool
support?

This question was addressed by proving a guideline for assessing each
intentional and situational factor. The decision making alternatives and
the EM tool acquisition process itself were presented in chapters 5 and 0
respectively. Support was primarily found in observations of companies
that had successfully used similar EM tool acquisition process and
strategies. Interviewees further supported our findings regarding EM tool
acquisition process.

On the basis of the aforementioned results of our study, we would like to claim
that our research objectives are met. In the following we would like to present
some additional conclusions.

While EM tools play an important role in successful EM projects, potential users
should not rush to buy them. First, the need for them and the context they will
operate in should be analysed. The pros and cons of all alternatives including
outsourcing should be considered. The EM tool adoption process is heavily
influenced by the objectives and intentions of the organisation. If the objectives
for EM use are not clear it is recommendable that the organisation does not
proceed with the tool acquisition. The objectives for EM also influence the
requirements for the EM tool.

Novices in EM cannot judge whether it is appropriate, in a certain situation, to
use EM or not. Nor can they assess which is the appropriate EM tool in a
particular situation. Furthermore, they are not aware of their own lack of
knowledge in this respect, which frequently causes EM projects to fail. These
failures are often blamed on the methods and tools applied [Pers01a].
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Unnecessarily complex modelling tools often do not help the modelling project,
because they only distract people from the actual issues at hand and the
modelling work. In many cases, simple drawing tools can be just as effective.

EM activities require a modelling expert. Thus there is less need for method
guidance facilities in tools. In fact, most modelling experts look for tools that
provide as much freedom as possible. Even some less experienced modellers
often say that method guidance does not really help them because they do not
know why the tool asks them to do certain things in a certain way.

It is not enough to acquire a modelling tool alone. Equally important is to
develop the competency to operate it. This kind of competency cannot be
developed in a short time period. It needs to be built on the basis of experience.
In order to succeed with EM methods and tools the organisation should also
define its EM process and allocate the responsibilities for tasks within that
process. This essentially means building a modelling department within the
organisation. Answering for EM tools, their usage, support, upgrades and
maintenance, is among the responsibilities of the modelling department.

Current EM literature neglects the practical use of business modelling methods
and tools. It is important to bear in mind, however, that methods and tools are
only vehicles to take us somewhere. Misunderstanding of this manifests itself by
the fact that companies often purchase a tool expecting that it alone, with
minimal employee involvement, will solve organisation’s problems. We have
empirically found that method and tool vendors and researchers often forget to
address the usability of their product. The impression from our interviews is that
practitioners feel the same way, more specifically, they feel that methods and
tools give very little guidance with regard to how and why methods should be
used in different situations [Pers01a].

8.3 Future work

The development of Business and Enterprise Modelling tools is a fast evolving
area. The overall lifetime of most of today’s tools will not exceed 5 years.
Therefore all EM method and tools should continuously be elaborated in order
to answer challenges of the newly emerging business problems. Furthermore,
new technologies will allow new types of tools to be born. For example the Web
technology might allow using business modelling and enterprise modelling tools
that require no installation at the user site. Instead all data will be located on a
centralised repository connected to an Application Server with web interface.
The users in this case will only need a standard web browser to operate the tool.
Such web-based tools would greatly improve co-operation over distance on
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model development as well as communication and dissemination of the
modelling product among everybody interested. These tools would also be able
to provide personalised and customised service for each tool user, according to
his/her needs, skills and competency.

As the field of business and enterprise modelling becomes more mature the issue
of reuse of the modelling product will become increasingly important. Future
EM tools will have to address the reuse of business models, organisational
patterns and best practices more thoroughly. It is imaginable that in the future
EM tools will be integrated with corporate knowledge management systems.
This in turn will require methodology support to deal with the knowledge
management issues in EM methods and tools.

The issue of guidance of the modelling process and its support in EM tools
should be further investigated. EM tools could attempt to perform tasks, which
earlier were mainly performed by people, such as teaching EM. Tutoring or self-
instructive systems could also be of use. The modelling tools will also have to
provide guidance for tasks that are not addressed in the tools. For instance, the
tool might be able to provide guidance for selecting modelling participants and
interviewing them, by providing driving questions and experience descriptions
of earlier EM applications.

Presentation capabilities of today’s tools that mostly present enterprise models
as graphs should be extended further. Employing hypertext principles in some
research prototype tools already shows a great potential. Presenting modelling
data in the form of animations or movies would further extend the
understandability of the modelling result.

On the other hand, research in the area of EM tools should not concentrate only
on the technology and tool aspects. Equally important is to investigate how tools
are actually used in organisations and their social aspects. What are the main
problems in their practical application? What aspects of the tools need to be
improved? More investigation should be done in procedures that lead to
increased method and tool usage maturity. These are primarily activities that
lead to increased EM competency of employees. It is important to understand
that methods and tools are nothing more than problem-solving instruments –
they only support people in developing systems more effectively.
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Appendix A:  Profiles of quoted interviewees

In the study the number of interviewees were 17 altogether. In the thesis,
citations from majority of these interviews were selected to illustrate the
findings. Below are the profiles of the thirteen quoted interviewees. Their
identifications are used as references in the text.

[i1] Business consultant working at a consultancy company, many years of experience

with EM in various domains, a number of publications on EM and business

modelling subjects, experience from method development.

[i2] Business consultant with more than 25 years of experience. Has worked for

different companies, including a large telecommunications company and a private

consultancy company, several publications on EM related subjects.

[i3] Business and EM consultant with more than 25 years of experience, expert in

managing large projects, experience from method development and research, a

number of publications on EM and business modelling subjects. Interviewee has

been interviewed by Anne Person as part of the research presented in [Pers01]

[i4] EM consultant working at a private consultancy company, about 20 years of

experience, experience from method development This interviewee has been

interviewed by Anne Person as part of the research presented in [Pers01]

[i5] Business consultant and strategy developer for a private consultancy company,

more than 25 years of experience in the area of EM and business development, has

many publications in the area, experience from method development

[i6] Internal consultant and corporate developer at large electricity generation

company, about 4 years of experience

[i7] Quality manager at large energy supply company, several years of experience in

business modelling, has lead project for adoption of business modelling tools

[i8] Business developer at Company5, several years of experience within the company,

well trained in EM methods and tool usage (GRADE).

[i9] Quality manager at Company3 which is a State Social Security Agency of an

Eastern European country. [I9] has several years of experience in Business Process

Re-engineering and documentation. Reasonably knowledgeable in EM.

[i10] Business developer working at Company 4, a large insurance company in an

Eastern European country. She has good knowledge in Business and Enterprise

Modelling methods and tools, re-engineering, and understands the critical success

factors of EM. Recent graduate from university.

[i11] Business consultant and director of a regional office of a large international
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consulting company. Several years of experience with business modelling and

business consulting.

[i12] Business and IT consultant with c.a. 25 years of experience, software project

manager. Highly experienced in Business Modelling, meta-modelling, CASE and

BM tools and meta-tools.

[i13] Director of the IT department of Company 2. More than 10 years experience in

managing IT projects, several years of experience with business modelling.
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Appendix B: Outline of the Grounded Theory
concepts

This description of the Grounded Theory concepts is adapted from the user
guide of the Atlas/ti tool [Atlas97].

Codes

Codes are the most prominent components of networks. Terminologies, semantic
networks – all are made up of codes.

From a methodological standpoint, codes serve a variety of different purposes.
They are meant to capture some meaning in the data. Codes are used as
"handles" to find specific occurrences in the data which cannot be searched by
simply applying text based search techniques, because this would require
sufficient "match-able" information in the text itself (e.g., "Statement No. 124").
They are used as classification devices of different level of abstraction to create
sets of  related information pieces for the purpose of their comparison. For
instance,, an interviewee has said the following “There will be gathering of
methodologies into standard, and there will be splitting of standards into new
methodologies and there will be new questions popping out that need their own
methodologies. So all the different questions that are appearing need different
ways to answer the questions. And a methodology, as I see it, is a way to answer
the questions. So you will have new methodologies or types of methodologies,
or parts of methodologies that will appear." To use this statement in our study
we assign a code to it – “Standards for modelling”. Other statements regarding
standards for modelling can also be related to the same code thus increasing the
“groundedness” of this code. (see Figure 29).

For each code the Atlas/ti tool shows how many citations this code has been
related to and how many links to other codes this code has. The two numbers in
parentheses following the name of code show this. E.g. standards for modelling
in Figure 29 show that this code is related to 7 citations and to 5 other codes.
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Figure 29: Code “Standards for modelling” is connected to a number of
citations in interviews.

From a tool perspective, codes are simply - usually quite short - pieces of text
referencing other pieces of text. Codes are even more interpretations and
findings compared with the primary documents and the selections thereof which
they refer to. The length of a code should be restricted and not be too verbose.

Networks

Networks allow a stronger structure than just treating sets of elements as similar.
This is what codes do with quotations and families do with codes, primary
documents, and memos. With the aid of networks you can express meaningful
"semantic" relationships between elements. Almost everything can be connected
in a network: codes, quotations, memos.

Relations

The Atlas/ti tool allows to establish named links to more clearly express the
nature of the relationships between concepts. The name of the link is displayed
in the network editor as a little label attached to the link midway between the
two connected nodes. There are six default relations – or link types, which can
be substituted or supplemented by user-defined relations. The relations initially
available are the following:
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C1 and C2 are source and target nodes respectively.
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Appendix C: Profiles of companies visited

Company 1

Company 1 is medium size consulting company that uses business and
Enterprise Modelling in their consulting projects. Company’s staff is among the
highest experienced in the area of EM. Some senior employees at Company 1
have been developing modelling approaches for about 25 years. Four employees
of this company were interviewed.

Purpose of modelling: EM is used in majority of the business development
projects that Company1 participates in. The company also offers courses in
training of modelling facilitators and other EM, business development and IT
related courses.

Method: During many years people at Company 1 has developed its own
participative EM method. Depending on the modelling assignment business
consultants at Company1 customise this method in order to better meet the
objectives of the project.

Tools: Company1 is highly skilled in method and tool usage. To support EM
activities mostly simple diagramming tools like FlowCharter™ or Visio™ are
used. In some case also other modelling tools are used.

Consultants:

Company 1 is a consultant company working in the BM field, therefore they
seldom use other consultants. They might however sometimes team-up with
other consultants in a particular project.

Problems:

Not encountered.

Advantages: Among the employees of Company1 are some of the best and
most experience people in the field of EM and particularly participative
Enterprise Modelling. Its employees have been working in research mainly in
developing EM methods and tools; thus they very well understand the
modelling. The company fully understands the importance of modelling and
what it takes to carry out a successful modelling project.

Company 2

Company 2 is an IT department of a national bank of a European country.
Company 2 develops information systems, which are used within the bank and
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in other commercial banks for data and information exchange. Company’s
personnel skilful and competent in using business modelling for IS requirements
elicitation. We have interviewed the director and the deputy director of the IT
department of company 2.

Purpose of modelling: to define the business situation, to define IS
requirements, and to design information systems, models are also used during
testing and maintenance phases

Method: GRADE [Kaln96] has been used as the main development method.
Company2 also has limited experience with UML. The company regards this
experience as mostly negative because the UML method does not fit their
development needs or their development process.

Tools: The GRADE tool is used for discovering and managing business
requirements for IS. It is heavily used as the main tool for IS development. It
was chosen because GRADE is though in both universities that most of
employees have graduated. GRADE is a local product and good vendor support
was thought to be important. In fact, employees of Company 2 are so skilful in
using GRADE that no particular support is needed.

Participative modelling: none, mostly interviews, and discussions, but with
good results, since the domain is very well defined and well known to both sides
– the developers and the users. The management of the bank fully supports the
IT department.

Consultants: Very few, only for some particular tasks where the bank has no
expertise. For instance, implementation of some banking ERP system is
outsourced to a consultant company.

Problems: Company 2 has standardised their development process and
technology on the basis of the tools they have. They do not have any particular
EM tool related problems at the moment.

Advantages: Management support, head of the IT department is fully aware of
the need and advantages of well defined IS development process (ISO 9002
certificate), systems are developed for fairly well defined domain.

Company 3

Company 3 is a State Social Security Agency of an Eastern European country.
As part of their reengineering project it has tried to document their business
processes and has purchased business modelling tool (GRADE) and tried to use
it. At the moment the tool is not used primarily because of the lack of skills.
Only one manager from this company was interviewed.
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Purpose of modelling: some modelling is done occasionally, but it has no clear
purpose defined. Company 3 has an idea to do more modelling in the future. The
main purpose would be to define and document business process in order to
create clear and unambiguous requirements for their Information Systems. They
have had bad experiences with ill-defined requirements which led to information
systems that are not usable (the contractor was one of the world’s leading IT
companies).

Method: GRADE but not really used

Tool: GRADE was acquired in an ad hoc manned with no requirements known,
nor any evaluation of tools was done. The tool currently is not used. Purchased
only because an external method consultant once recommended that it is good
and some of their employees had learned it in the university.

Participative modelling: little or no PEM is done, although textual business
process descriptions are done in working groups

Consultants: Some, but loosely involved, mixed results, have created mostly
negative attitude towards outside consultants. One internal consultant mostly
acts as “fire fighter” - helps to fix problems in bad and inconsistent requirements
specifications, from which Company X has built and continues to build
inadequate information systems.

Problems: Lack of understanding the main principles and benefits of modelling,
lack of management support, constant “fire fighting”, lack of proper training in
modelling.

Advantages: Willingness to learn, openness to new ideas, quality manager
understands the issues, reasonably well budgeted, the main business processes
are documented in text, although this process handbook is getting outdated.

Company 4

Company 4 is a large insurance company in an Eastern European country. The
company has used business modelling in order to develop requirements and to
restructure and improve it business processes. When Company 4 acquired
several other insurance companies business modelling was used to integrate
business process and to explain to the employees the new way of working. From
Company 4 one internal business process developer was interviewed.

Purpose of modelling: some modelling is done as part of restructuring business
processes, however I got an impression that this restructuring is done in an ad
hoc manner. They document the business processes and use these models for
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defining specifications for inhouse-made information systems. Models are also
used to explain the business process to employees.

Method: GRADE but only for business process documentation

Tool: GRADE purchased in ad hoc manner, on the basis that the employees had
learned it in the university. No analysis of the requirements or evaluation of
other tools was done. The tool is used for documentation only.

Participative modelling: none, process documenter gathers knowledge is in
interviews, then models are drawn and discussed with stakeholders

Consultants: Some, but mainly to resolve some financial issues, tax, auditing.

Problems: Company’s upper level management does not support business
process modelling; there is no Quality manager in place. The previous Quality
manager has left and he also did not have any knowledge about modelling. The
head of the IT department is aware of modelling but lacks authority to rise the
process modelling issues to the upper management level. In addition, a lot of
“fire fighting” takes place in the company. Modelling in these cases is seen as
too time consuming. Unclear vision for further development.

Advantages: Business process modelling is done at the IT department in order
to develop requirements for Information Systems that are being built in-house.
Those who do modelling are enthusiastic and sufficiently skilful, but they lack
management’s support.

Company 5

Company 5 is a large partially state owned telecommunications company in
Eastern Europe, which effectively holds monopoly rights on fixed line
telecommunication services. Company 5 realises that it has to develop its
business because the agreement that guarantees company’s monopoly status is
due to expire in the near future and the company faces fierce competition from
operators of the mobile networks and internet providers. It needs to restructure
itself to become more modern and more competitive. Business modelling is used
within the in restructuring project to document the current and the future state of
the business. Two interviewees from this company were interviewed.

Purpose of modelling: modelling is done because major restructuring is under
way, business needs to be defined and described. Company prepares for loosing
its monopoly position; a lot of processes need to be dramatically improved.

Method: process modelling methodology, some GRADE, and other methods
and tools
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Tool: documentation of business processes is done in a Visio-type of tool. They
have had some experience with GRADE, but it appeared too much
methodology-locked. Need flexibility in modelling methods

Participative modelling: none, developers and modellers gather the knowledge
in interviews. New processes are developed in project groups. Models need to be
explained to the “ordinary” workers as part of introducing new services and new
technology.

Consultants: Company8 is mainly involved with the top management of
Company 5, generally good results, but the their help could be deeper and more
widespread throughout the company.

Problems: Gap between upper management who makes the decisions and mid-
level management and workers who seem somewhat reluctant to change; they
see improvements as threats to their jobs. The method in use requires the process
modelling to be done very precisely and a lot of business rules should be
documented. At the operational level people are not able or do not want to
understand these models. There are a few modelling “champions” ( e.g.[i8]) but
others may be a bit naive when it comes to real modelling. They should try to
involve the mid-management and “workers” more.

Advantages: Upper level management is aware and supports business process
restructuring and therefore modelling is accepted. Process restructuring is done
in project groups each of which have process owner. Project groups have fairly
skilful modellers included. The company also has a few modelling “champions”
who are experts in modelling methods and tools.

Company 6

Company 6 is a large ESI10 company in Scandinavia. It is owned but not run by
the state. It operates in a deregulated electricity market and rapidly expands on
the European electricity market. It has considerable experience in EM. Business
modelling is used in a large corporate project that aims to standardise all
business processes in Company 6. In fact business modelling is now integrated
within the business development process of the Company 6. Two people from
this company have been interviewed. In addition the author has been working
together with this company within a research project that lasted 3 years.

                                        
10 ESI – Electricity Supply Industry
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Purpose of modelling: Enterprise modelling is use in large business
development project which aims at business process standardisation within
Company 6.

Method: Rummler&Brache method for Business Process modelling. Other
methods addressing business goals, concepts, actors, etc. (EKD) have been
fragmentarily used in earlier projects. Some of these older models should be
integrated with the Rummler&Brache method. This poses some extra challenges
since those models include more aspects that the current method supports.

Tool: A process modelling tool is used. In the tool acquisition project some
requirements were defined. Before the tool was purchased, evaluation of several
tools was carried out. The requirements for the kind of tool that Company 6
would like to have were defined before the Rummler&Brache method was
acquired.

Participative modelling: yes, UNO project, facilitators are trained and outside
consultants are also used as facilitators.

Consultants: Rummler&Brache, quite heavily involved, have sold modelling
method to Company 6. In addition other management consultant firms are
involved as well.

Problems: Large scale modelling and implementation of those models, SAP R/3
requires more information than is currently available in the business process
models. Integration of models done in different dialects is difficult.

Advantages: Management supports modelling, good understanding of
participative modelling as a major advantage, well-defined development
process, models are disseminated on the Web. Tool that is used is appropriate
for company’s needs.

Company 7

Company 7 is a medium-large size software development company in an
Eastern European country. In the past it has been developing the GRADE tool
and the methodology. Nowadays the tool development is shifted to another
organisation and Company 7 only acts as regional distributor of the GRADE
tool. Company 7 works on various IT projects all over the world. It uses
GRADE as their main systems development method and tool. Company7
employs many method and tool experts and consultants.

Purpose of modelling: Enterprise modelling for determining requirements for
information systems

Method: GRADE and UML.
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Tool: GRADE and Rational Rose

Participative modelling: participative modelling is not popular in this
company.

Consultants: none, the company has all the necessary method and tool related
competency in-house.

Problems: not known

Advantages: Company is a former developer of the GRADE tool and
methodology. Therefore some very experienced people still work for the
company. Management is aware of the benefits of properly done business
modelling and systems analysis.

Company 8

Company 8 is regional office of one the world’s largest business consultant
companies. It is involved in many management and business consulting projects
that require EM. EM is done both – participatively and by interviewing. The
company’s employees are skilful and competent in business modelling methods
and their application. However, there are few method experts at Company 8.
The company uses different tools to document the modelling results, e.g.
Optima, FlowCharter, Visio, etc. The modelling product is often stored on the
corporate intranet for knowledge management purposes. One person from this
company was interviewed.

Purpose of modelling: Enterprise modelling is used in various business
consulting projects to serve company’s clients

Method: various business modelling and process modelling methods.

Tool: Mostly simple diagramming tools, FlowCharter and Visio are used. Some
limited use of the Optima tool.

Participative modelling: Participative modelling is combined with other
approaches, such as interviewing.

Consultants: none, since Company 8 are business consultants themselves

Problems: Company employs large number of resent graduates of business
schools, and universities. They have good knowledge but not enough
experience, which has lead to some cases where modelling is done somewhat
superficially.

Advantages: Company has well-established training system and courses in
modelling are available and popular. Company also has large knowledge
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repository available on the network where employees are able to share
modelling products and experiences.
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